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Invasion of the Biscuit Snatchers

Sunday, June 1:
There has been a sprinkling of rain in the early hours but I decide I will not bother with any wet
weather gear as Fritz and I make our entry into the Paddington Recreation Ground – at the start
of another year in this chronicle of life among the dog people of our London neighborhood. I
am moving very slowly following a day on the Chiltern Way and my right leg in particular is
quite stiff – the consequence of nine and a half up and down miles and the bad luck of having to
wade through a lengthy patch of oilseed rape. Fritz the Schnauzer, who has spent the previous
day with his Auntie Georgie, has not forgiven me for this desertion – as I soon discover when he
ducks through the open spot in the running track fence and stares back at me while I try in vain
to get him to resume our usual line of march. Now five years old, Fritz not only sees himself as
king of the park but, today at least, as king of me as well. When the naughty animal refuses to
budge I have to duck under the fence as well. My dog takes off on a speedy half lap, much to the
puzzlement of the Sunday joggers, and I meet up with him over on the Morshead roadway, his
merry eyes shining mischievously in triumph.
I can see some of the other dog people making a grand circle of the park’s interior green but we
are too far away to catch up with them and so I put my wayward animal on lead and we stroll
past the café and out along the Randolph roadway. Along the way we pass toddlers on scooters,
the old chap with flat cap who is having a furious argument with himself, and Franca with baby
Valentina and two dogs, the boxer, Bianca, and the Chinese Crested Dog, Frank. Frank is in
costume, for the hairless dog always needs protection from the sun (or the cold), which means he
needs to dress like a super-hero of some sort virtually every day. Franca is telling a companion
about the most recent rupture in the peace of our park, the attack, a few days ago, by a Pit
Bull on poor Dylan, the black Labrador. I hear the phrase “Dangerous Dog Act” as Fritz and I
continue our walk, though we have soon doubled back in order to meet up with the others – as
coffee time at the café beckons.
We have a large turnout at breakfast this morning. Davide is here with Winnie, celebrating her
fifth birthday, and with his niece from Sardinia, Asja. Janet has the irrepressible Shih-Tzu, DaisyMae, Georgie is here with her noisy Yorkie, Sparkie, Ofra arrives with her King Charles, Bailey,
Liz is here with the portly Beagle, Roxy, and Ronnie toddles in with his King Charles, Rosie.
We are also joined by that figure we irreverently call the Queen of the Park, the currently dogless
Hanna, and at other tables nearby we have Ellen with the Jack Russell, Jack, and the Corgi,
Sandy, Franca and her entourage, and Christianne and her partner with new baby Ava and the
Staffie, Stella. Ofra has been away in Israel and Ronnie in Marbella – so this is reunion time for
many of us.
Beneath our table Winnie gets into a food fight with Daisy-Mae and then turns on the innocent
Bailey for good measure. The Shih-Tzu almost gets squashed when Ronnie sits down – her
habit of hopping onto any empty chair almost doing her in this time. For that matter she enjoys
living dangerously, repeatedly pawing the ground in front of the tethered Stella, our hearts in our
throats at the prospect of Staffordshire Bull Terrier versus Shih-Tzu. Fritz jumps into Hanna’s
lap and whines in protest over all this upset and Roxy, a nurse in waiting, tries to break up this
confrontation. Someone asks about Albert, the oldest of the dog people, 86 this year, but Janet,
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a neighbor, says that his wife has died, he has had a fall, and that he doesn’t look so good. With
this sobering news we get up to begin our back passage walkround. Ronnie tells me that Rosie
also punished him with her feigned indifference – after being left behind at holiday time.
Monday, June 2:
Remembering yesterday’s naughty Schnauzer hijinks I decide to head to the right as we enter
the park this morning – because on this side there are no missing running track fence panels and
there is just a chance that my dog might behave himself today. We soon cross paths with little
Fix; Barry tells me that rain is expected later in the day – already it is grey and overcast. When
we reach the green there is a jam-up of dogs and their owners and I can hear Franca describing
yet again the attack of the Pit Bull on poor Dylan. Fritz tries to admit himself to the Grantully
doggy pen but the door is well-latched this morning – just inside we can see a chap with a giant
Mastiff and so, hurriedly, I get Fritz to resume our circle of the green. By the time we reach the
little metal gazebo we have caught up with another group of dog owners including Dan, Ronnie,
Georgie and Liz. It is almost time to go in for coffee.
There are a lot of suits around today and their presence always unnerves the dog owners – who
feel that such types are here merely as a prelude to the proclamation of some new ordinance
further limiting the freedom of their animals. One chap, also wearing a badge, does indeed
address the assemblage as we are waiting for our drinks to arrive, but he is just here to test
the café’s fire alarm and wants to warn us that there is no need to evacuate. Franca leaves us
Valentina in her pram while she goes out to the green to toss the ball to Frank (who is far more
interested in a squirrel that has just climbed a chestnut tree) and Bianca. Ofra hands the baby
Bailey’s lead (with her keys attached) as a way of keeping her amused during mommy’s absence.
Soon a piece of toast is handed down as well. Cheryl, in a red Oklahoma Sooners football top
(number 23) comes in with her Pugs, Lola and Ginger, and the blue covered wagon that the
ancient Ginger rides in when she is not feeling up to a long walk. I tell Liz that the older Ginger
gets the more her head looks like a cabbage. Liz is without Roxy today; the greedy Beagle, we
are told, is in recovery today after a spate of binge eating (even as Liz tries to get her own weight
down), a food intake that has included a ping pong paddle and a piece of pizza – well, there
wasn’t much pizza left in the box when Roxy got to it so she ate the box as well.
Dan, Winnie’s other owner, is showing off pictures he has taken during a recent weekend with
friends in Cromer. Georgie, Ofra and Liz remember well a weekend they shared with him (and
the dogs) in Southwold in April and noses are out of joint over the fact that Dan has new friends
whom he obviously favors over the doggy ones: “Look here they are in a fancy nightclub; when
we were in Southwold he took us to the British Legion.” Nicholas comes by with the sleek
black Cocker, Monty, and the other dogs emit cries of protest over the presence of this merely
occasional visitor in their pack. Fritz is usually the loudest of such protesters but today he is only
interested in jumping in my lap, making nice-nice to Liz, drinking the remaining foam from my
cappuccino cup and trying to climb into Dan’s lap – not easy since Winnie is already there. I ask
Dan if Winnie had any special birthday treats yesterday. “Yes,” he says, “she had lots to eat and
the present of a new bunny named Victor who was hand-knitted by housewives in Kenya.” Social
get-togethers are discussed (Dan has obviously been forgiven) and we are just rising for our back
passage walkround when Franca returns with another one of Ofra’s forgotten objects. Half way
home Valentina has at last dropped Ofra’s lead – and the keys.
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Tuesday, June 3:
A light rain is falling as Fritz and I ready ourselves for another morning in the park – and we are
both in rain gear. Upon entry, as we often do, we encounter Christian and Reina with Miro and
Vito, the mostly French Bulldogs. Christian complains that both dogs are both so well-behaved
now (coming when called, leaving other dogs’ balls alone) that he quite misses his mischievous
chaps. Reina, who is struggling to get the boys yoked for their departure from the park, does not
seem to agree.
Fritz and I pass the head of the running track (no defections under the fence today). On the oldest
of the playing fields a group of little boys is engaged in a furious football match and the air is
blue with the F word – as it would be during a match played by their older brothers; a teacher
on the sidelines does not intervene with any unwanted lessons on vocabulary. At the Randolph
walkway I meet up with ASL mom Lucy, who has her own Border Terrier, Artemis, and a little
black dog named Jeffrey. The latter belongs to a 93-year-old neighbor and Lucy likes to give
him an occasional run. We do a complete circuit of the green with all going smoothly until Fritz
notices that the door to the construction site that is our dear old clubhouse now lies open; he
penetrates this forbidden space and has to be recalled. Artemis can remember that I have biscuits
in my pockets and she keeps trying to climb my knee.
When I report for coffee I discover that there is a very poor turnout this morning, just Cheryl
with Lola and Ginger, Ellen with Jack and Sandy, and Peter, returned from Leigh-on-Sea, with
his Holly. I leave Fritz with Cheryl and go inside to order my coffee. When I return she is telling
the others about a forthcoming family reunion in a Cherokee casino in Tulsa. I ask if the family
always meets in the same spot and she says that often they are not asked back by disgruntled
hoteliers – one sister put bubble bath in the hotel fountain during a previous rendezvous.
Cheryl is wearing another University of Oklahoma sweatshirt and this leads to a discussion
of the college football bowl system; we try to include Peter and Ellen in this discussion but
you can tell that we might as well be talking about some complicated matter in astrophysics.
Cheryl, meanwhile, is fretting over the shape of the bushes in two planters that stand outside the
forecourt fence, since the spiral pattern that these specimens are usually twisted into seems to be
missing this year. When Boyd, the head groundsman, comes by for his coffee, I send her in to
ask him about this matter. She comes back in high spirits; the park keepers were just going to let
these bushes grow out this year but if Cheryl wants to have a go at twisting them back into their
traditional corkscrew pattern she has Boyd’s permission.
Wednesday, June 4:
The rains have at last come to an end and we are able to sense sun behind the clouds that hang
over Paddington Rec on a humid Wednesday morning. As we dodge past a gardener with a
wheelbarrow I can see that a small black streak is heading our way and this turns out to be
Leila, the Miniature Pinscher, who always delights in Fritz’s company. Because of this, her
owner, Natasha, likes to refer to her dog as Fritz’s “girlfriend,” although my dog, like the other
Schnauzers we have owned, always prefers food to sex. I could make this point to Natasha
herself but that young lady is never available for a face-to-face conversation, not when a mobile
phone is handy. Fritz eats a few grass shoots and then we resume our walk toward the cypress
trees.
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When we reach the green I see that there are a large number of dogs about but the only school
group is made up of youngsters who are circling the green on an obligatory lap. A new corner of
our grassy playground has been chalked with the outlines of a rounders pitch; soon there will be
no village green for the villagers to occupy. Fritz touches noses with a number of dogs without
entering into their play and I follow him around a bit before putting him on lead and pulling out
my new toy, a GPS unit that my walking friend Tosh has given me for use on our forthcoming
walk in Wales. It is the first time I have fired up this object but in less that five minutes it has
made contact with three satellites and I am able to navigate my way in to coffee.
There are nine of us at breakfast this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Hanna, Ronnie, Davide,
Cheryl, and Georgie making up the numbers. Cheryl reminds us that she has already taken up the
challenge of restoring the spiral shape to the large pot plants, and they do look much tidier. Now
she and Boyd are talking about organizing a troop of volunteers for occasional attacks on other
problem areas in the park, though whether this will be permitted by “Health and Safety” is under
debate. A second topic of conversation is the escalation in airfares; Davide, his BA partisanship
showing, suggests that flying is still cheap when compared to other forms of transport and that
some tickets are less that a black cab ride to Heathrow – “and they don’t feed you in the cab or
show you a movie.” Hanna and Peter quarrel over which of the two of them is most negative.”
“You’re the only person who finds me negative,” Peter protests. “I find you negative too,” Ronnie
concludes.
Thursday, June 5:
I am preparing for my morning in the park when, with a sickening rip, we reach the end of an
era – my park pants have at long last reached the end of their useful life. Brown cords – I think I
have worn them almost every morning for four years – they were ideal for the park, since muddy
paw prints were hard to spot on their increasingly threadbare surface. The cuffs had frayed long
ago and I had to attach a tie-tag to the zipper, which lost its handle last year – but this garment
remained serviceable throughout its long life. Yesterday, at coffee, I noticed a particularly thin
spot on the right leg and this morning, as I flexed my knee, this lengthened into a long vertical
tear. Goodbye, old friend. I get dressed in my new park pants – another pair of brown cords.
It is a lovely morning and I don’t really need my grey sweatshirt. There are no users on the two
pitches that we walk between on our way to the green, but this is likely to change very soon.
Already a group is running around the oldest pitch and school groups from St. George’s and St.
Joseph’s are marching down the Randolph walkway. The latter pause for a sit down inside the
cricket circle, that is only a few feet away from a small group of dog owners exercising their
animals. Among these is Saskia, back from ten days in France with her Golden Retriever, Buddy.
Heavily pregnant, Saskia is one of those wonderful park characters who always has something
cheerful to say, and I therefore make my way toward her magnetic presence. She says that Buddy
played in the neighbor’s wheat field in France, only his tail visible, but that the green of that field
has now faded into its universal tan and if they were to return today her dog would be all but
invisible. He hasn’t forgotten that I carry biscuits and he is soon at my feet, his paw extended in
supplication.
Davide is last in line in the coffee queue, which means that he gets saddled with the orders of all
the latecomers. Of course serving coffee is his forte, for today he is celebrating thirteen years as a
BA steward. The group swells to include Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna, Georgie, Ofra and Cheryl.
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Georgie is in a state this morning. First the cab driver who helped her ferry a disabled student to
the Jack Taylor school was interminably slow and ill-informed on the layout of our local streets.
Then Sparkie, having dropped his ball yet again, yanked Georgie out of the Nosh store where
she had paused for a pack of cigarettes and when she knelt to retrieve her purse he yanked again,
scattering all of her change on the pavement. He is now in disgrace. Bailey sits languidly on
Ofra’s lap; that lady is also in a state because this afternoon (after some bother with the police
over its absence) she will actually take, for the second time, the theory test for her British drivers
license. Weather for the rest of the week is discussed. Cheryl is convinced that, as she will be
away for two weeks, the weather is bound to remain warm and sunny, like today. “If that were
true,” I say, “we would send you away more often.”
Friday, June 6:
It is warm enough in the park today, and the sun is making some effort, but the overall effect
is still a humid grey. Fritz is speedy enough on our in-lap, where I notice a padlocked Five-ASide pitch, waiting for maintenance on “Friday, June 7” – which means that it has a long wait
as today is Friday the 6th. Fritz plays through the outdoor furniture of the café, just being put in
place by Bouzha the barista and others, and reaches the margins of the green – where we have
a look around us to see if there is any action. What there is doesn’t seem to involve any of our
traditional pals, but we do head for a melee of dogs at play over in the northeast corner.
More chalk is being added to the rounders pitch, though one wonders why such a simple game
requires such elaborate preparation – one which inevitably leads to paint on human shoes and
puppy paws. Coops, the Pugalier (half Pug, half Cavalier) is chasing Lightning, the mostly
Schnauzer, though the later is twice his size. Fritz heads, however, for the center of the green –
where a chap is lying on the grass while his sheepdog awaits the next toss of the Frisbee. Soon
my dog is all the way over at the Morshead roadway, where Georgie is just coming in with
Daisy-Mae and Sparkie. She is carrying a shopping bag on which her dog’s picture has been
stenciled by Daisy-Mae’s owner, J anet – no wonder the little Yorkie is so full of himself. As
we cross the green in search of Dan, Daisy-Mae is suddenly attacked by Fly, the Whippet-like
thug who likes to drag the Shih-Tzu around in her teeth. Behind me I can hear a Fritzian roar,
which must mean he is getting some attention from Dan; the latter turns Winnie over to Georgie
and heads off for work in Covent Garden. Sparkie has dropped his ball way back at one end
of the cricket crease and I have to go back to fetch it. By the time I return I can just see Fritz
disappearing down the Randolph walkway and now I have to go fetch him.
At breakfast this morning we have a small turnout, only Georgie, Ronnie, Ellen and Peter, though
my former ASL colleague, Suzanne, and her friend Leslie are seated at another table. Ronnie
buys me my cappuccino and when the usual twenty pence piece is mistakenly returned to me he
won’t even take it, since he doesn’t like carrying change. “We’ll have to do this more often,” I
say, pocketing the coin. No one has heard if Ofra has passed her theory test and no one wants
to find out. Georgie eats a bacon and cheese toasted sandwich, one that acts as a siren call for all
the dogs, even including the red bandanna-wearing Rhodesian Ridgeback, Tara. Winnie, soon
frustrated by the lack of food at our table, begins to stalk that of Suzanne and Leslie. She is seen
off by the barking protests of the latter’s Vizsla, Suki. Suzanne’s Springer Spaniel, Sunny, is also
barking, but only at her own shadows. We get up to begin a back passage walkround. I notice
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that the entire green is now full of school groups, who seem to be having some sort of sports
extravaganza today. More are pouring in as Fritz and I reach our exit gate.
Saturday, June 7:
We have another warm and cloudy morning for our session in the park today and I am
comfortable enough with just a sweatshirt on top. The park is crowded with visitors today and,
as we pass between the playing fields, I am about to witness a potential conflict over proper
park usage in such circumstances. The well-muscled young man from Courtney’s (to whom our
Council has granted fishing rights in Paddington Rec – fishing for our exercise dollar) is trying
to eject an elderly gent from the middle pitch since this space has been reserved for some young
footy lads and all this guy wants to do is stroll around its perimeter (for free).
When Fritz and I reach the green there is yet more activity as we have dogs being exercised on
the walkways, lots of Saturday strollers, some older guys kicking a football around on the eastern
end and, seated on the cricket crease, some familiar dog owners with their animals. We head
out here and there is a raucous encounter as Fritz discovers Rob with fellow Schnauzer Pepper
and then Janet, Georgie, Dan and Liz. Everyone is having a relaxing time until the Countney’s
enforcer arrives to suggest that we really shouldn’t be seated on the cricket pitch since we (and/or
our dogs) threaten the sanctity of this space with our very presence. He doesn’t actually ask us to
move and Hanna, just arriving, joins me in reminding the chap that the space he is talking about
is the much-touted “village green” and that we are the villagers peacefully enjoying our space.
Hanna is surprisingly restrained but I am more than a little upset: given the very small number of
cricket matches actually held here (only on some weekends and only in season) there are just so
many other uses that this greensward can be put to on a far more regular and unthreatening basis.
Anyway it is time to go in for coffee.
We sit at a table in the café forecourt, all of the above characters plus Ronnie and Ofra. The latter
has, indeed, failed her driver’s license theory test for a second time, but only by three points. She
has to endure a good deal of ribbing on this topic, however. Dan announces that Winnie is again
on a diet and we are forbidden to offer her treats. Daisy-Mae seems to have taken over Winnie’s
role as fierce food partisan and the little Shi-Tzu attacks Fritz over some morsel of fallen food.
In fact she attacks my dog three or four times, snapping away at him from Janet’s lap, as Fritz
sits next door on mine. Then she attacks Tara, Bailey and Winnie in turn. When the latter defends
herself poor Hanna gets her finger bitten by the charging Pug. No one can quite figure out why
Daisy-Mae is behaving so aggressively but Janet is finally driven to tying her pet up to the
naughty fence until she can cool down. Poor Fritz seems quite shaken by all this nastiness and I
have to restore his calm by allowing him to lick the foam from my cappuccino cup. Altogether it
has been a troublesome morning in the park.
Sunday, June 8:
We have a lovely sunny morning for our period in the park this morning – just as well, since
our stay here turns out to be a protracted one. For some reason Fritz is not interested in pursuing
our normal route to the green, heading right rather than left at the Essendine Gate. We do reach
the center of the park far more rapidly in this fashion and continue along the walkways to the
Grantully Gate. I can see some of our pals heading our way from the flanks of Mt. Bannister and
so we join them for a while; they are again seated on the sacred cricket pitch but Dan now argues
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that yesterday’s lecture by the Courtney chap contained an overstatement and that it was only
the crease we were likely to dent with our bums, not the whole pitch. Dan has again brought a
blanket and Georgie, Janet, Liz and Ofra join him thereupon. Also part of the morning’s group is
Debbie, the owner of Zorro, the bustling Pug. He pays no attention to Winnie, even though she
is, unusually, naked.
Fritz continues on along the Randolph walkway and I follow, getting him to turn right at the
tennis courts. As I am walking along a tennis ball, which has presumably run under the fence,
rolls to a halt at my feet, and I toss it back over the fence, receiving a thank-you from some chap
whom I can’t see because of the intervening foliage. I return Fritz to the blanket party, hanging
on to him with his lead – as it is now time to go in for coffee. To the regulars we also add Hanna
– but Ronnie and Suzanne, eschewing the sun that now dapples our forecourt, maintain their own
table under the eaves.
It takes forever for us to get served; new staff are complicating matters behind the counter. Our
first pastry orders are burned and their replacements take another half an hour. Coffee orders are
also mixed up; many of the dog owners go on to a second cup while they are waiting for their
food. Daisy-Mae behaves herself today and the naughtiness is supplied by Bailey, who keeps
jumping in my lap the better to advance his claims on tabletop food, by Winnie, who twice
attacks Sparkie in her fury over her return to dieting, and by Roxy, who rips open a bin bag next
to the kitchen door in order to wolf down some pasta garbage.
Conversation is centered on Dan’s new eyeglasses, a forthcoming expedition to see Hairspray
by Georgie and Janet, and a new sighting of Albert by the latter. Albert, the oldest of the dog
owners, at 86, a veteran of Dunkirk, has had a fall, has been hospitalized, and is learning how
to live on his own after the death of his wife. At the other end of the lifespan continuum there
is much disapproving comment on the current penchant for celebrity adoptions of third world
babies – the child as a trendy design accessory. (This means you, Angelina.) All coffee and pastry
having made it at last to our table, we get up for our traditional back passage walkround. Ronnie
joins us now, making slow progress on his MS-beset legs. “I don’t like weekends in the park,”
he says, “Too many kids on bicycles.” Cycling is forbidden in Paddington Rec. but here the
enforcers are strangely absent when it comes to reminding people of this rule.
Monday, June 9:
It is quite warm in the park this morning and I could easily have done without my green
sweatshirt. Fritz doesn’t seem too bothered by the temperature and speeds though his morning
rituals, pausing only to sniff at Arran the exotic Coton de Tulear and Simon the Cocker before we
have reached the green. Here we meet Ronnie, who is supervising a watering station in front of
the loos. There are two really nice metal bowls placed here, quite an improvement over the usual
empty ice cream tubs. Fritz and I continue forward along the Randolph walkway before turning
right at the tennis courts and returning to the green. A minute later Fritz has admitted himself to
the doggy pen on the Grantully side and here we find an abandoned full-sized red football. I kick
this around a bit for Fritz to chase, and then he goes on lead – as it is coffee time.
As I am about to cross the green I can see that Fly is mugging Daisy-Mae again, her teeth around
the Shih-Tzu’s throat as she is pulled through the grass like a rag doll. Georgie, fearing an injury
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to her feckless charge, tries to intervene and so, eventually, does the chap who has accompanied
Fly. This uneven contest has been halted by the time I arrive.
Seated on a bench next to the bandstand is Albert’s daughter, Denise, with Saffy and Tinkerbelle.
She has drawn a crowd since there are many people in the park who want an update on the old
gentleman. We have never seen the little Yorkies off-lead, though Hanna finds that their collars
are too tight and makes an adjustment. Denise, who lives in Holland, says that she has organized
a lot of official visitors to keep an eye on Albert and the dogs. As we walk toward the café there
is some ambiguity over who it is who has recently died in this household. The daughter refers to
the lady as “mom,” and Albert as “dad,” but Ronnie and others think that he lived with his sister,
not his wife. (I know this confusion sounds a bit like Hemingway’s “The Battler.”)
At coffee this morning there is only a small turnout: just Georgie, Hanna, Ronnie and Ellen.
Ellen says that Wendy’s Corky has had a bad night and is on his way to an emergency
appointment at the vet’s. Georgie says that she and some of the other dog owners went to a
pub in Paddington last night and that she had far too much to drink, so much so that she agreed
it would be a good idea to visit her horrified husband in his pub. Hanna is furious with Louis
Hamilton for running into the back of Kimi Raikkenen at yesterday’s Canadian Grand Prix;
she asks Ronnie for a ride to St. Mary’s Paddington, where she has an appointment, and this
somehow leads to a discussion of what seems to be the willful refusal to use any common sense
in the issuing of local parking tickets. We begin a back passage walkround, during which we are
joined by Jeff with his Westie, Elvis. “Not many cars in the express today,” he notes. “No,” I
conclude, “today we have only a little local pay-train.”
Tuesday, June 10:
After a steamy night I am back in chinos and t-shirt for my entry to the park today. Fritz again
touches noses with Arran but I am a bit concerned when I see my dog reverse directions in the
region of the injured track fence. Not to worry, Fritz will not be joining the Paddington Academy
youth on the track this morning – he is only darting back for another pee. We now continue
toward the green, where a little toddler wants to play with Fritz; fortunately my dog is not
spooked by this encounter, though a brief shudder passes through me when it appears that he is
going to pee on his new friend as well.
On the walkway Tanya, with little Isabella and the even smaller Lucca, is talking to Dan. Tanya
is holding Pasha by her lead and it is obvious that the Weimaraner has suffered a serious injury
to her ear – which is heavily bandaged and protected by what looks like a life preserver around
her neck, a device needed to keep her from scratching the damaged extremity. It turns out that
this injury is the result of an attack yesterday by an Alsatian. Dan is advising an obviously upset
owner to have a word with the chap who owns this animal. Fritz continues on his eastward
mission while these matters are being discussed and I get him to turn around only when Ray
enters the park for his weekly backgammon bout with Suzanne.
At breakfast this morning we have only a small turnout: Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Hanna and Dan.
Peter, who once distinguished himself by wearing shorts and gloves, has responded to the
warmer weather by wearing sandals and a cardigan today. He says that Corky is still suffering
from stomach problems. Georgie says that she and Janet had a great time at Hairspray last night
and Dan brings us up to date on the events on Big Brother. Hanna describes her visit to the
8
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neurologist yesterday, a tale that also includes a reference to her periodic need for rescue – after
getting stuck squatting to reach something on a lower shelf at Soloman’s on Maida Vale Parade.
We begin a back passage walkround, the moms lining their toddlers up to have a look from the
kiddie playground at the doggy parade.
Wednesday, June 11:
Cooler temperatures have returned as Fritz and I reach the park on a grey and cloudy morning.
Our entry is unexceptional until we reach the condemned parallel bars just before the cypress
trees – for here, as he has done on quite a few other naughty mornings recently, Fritz reverses
directions and in a flash he is through the hole in the fence and out onto the track. There is extra
incentive this morning since there is a chap doing laps out here with his own dog, a kind of
senior citizen of the Staffordshire crew, trundling along behind him by several steps. My dog
now joins this parade (the Staffie doesn’t seem to mind) and I have to admit myself to the track
as well. I succeed in getting Fritz to follow me down the straightway (he is delighted) and, at last,
out the always open door at the other end.
We are well into end-of-year sports days at Paddington Rec and the green near the Morshead
Road end is rich in equipment designed to enhance toddler athletics. I have a fear that Fritz
will next make off with a plastic cone but he manages to keep going around the green without
further difficulties. On the far side we meet Lee, the animal warden, who introduces me to a
new colleague, Ken. Then I put Fritz on lead and head for the café, where I find a crowded table
including Dan and Davide, Hanna, Liz, Georgie, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. The staff are a bit late
opening the doors but at last a queue forms. Unfortunately this includes the owner of the black
Diesel who, tied up outside, keeps up a penetrating protest bark for the next ten minutes. Far
more quiet is Bonnie, the Cairn, a creature we have not seen in such a long time that her mistress
now asks whatever happened to (Michael’s) Charlie.
Liz and Georgie are eating scrambled eggs on toast and Ronnie wants to know why Georgie is
putting salt and pepper on hers. He says he doesn’t like salt, or, for that matter, Indian food, or,
for that matter chicken soup. Under any circumstances the dogs (even the dieting Winnie) get
a good deal of the food – Liz handing out the leftover scrambled eggs at the end of her spoon.
When it is time to go Ronnie and I get seriously behind with our dogs, causing Jeff to remark
that two carriages have become detached from the rest of the train. At the last corner (amid the
usual chanting from the bystanders) youngsters are actually using the lanes of Fritz’s running
track for a sack race.
Thursday, June 12:
Fritz has spent a troubled night, one that took a downturn in the late afternoon when they began
to use a starter’s pistol to launch some after-school athletes on the track across the street – surely
there are other ways of signaling the start of a kids’ race, one that doesn’t echo throughout the
neighborhood with such devastating effects on babies and canines. But there was a second reason
why my dog took to his hidey-hole under the bed. A cloud-bearing weather front had begun to
penetrate our region and such a change in pressure often sends Fritz scurrying for cover. He did
emerge at his teatime and had a nice play period as well but after a few minutes above ground, as
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it were, he would disappear again and I would know where he had gone. In the event I heard no
thunder but there was still some occasional under-the-bed pawing as morning dawned.
Pepper now arrives at about 8:40 for the first of two days in my care. He and Fritz have a good
wrestle while I make the last of my preparations. Skies are still threatening and so I put my rain
jacket on. By the time I have hooked both animals and crossed the street it suddenly dawns on
me that I have failed to add coffee money to my jacket pocket and I have to return to remedy
this gaffe. As we enter the park I let Fritz off the lead, keeping Pepper in tow as we meet up with
Sabina who is accompanied, as usual, by Scamp, the Westie, and Oscar, the Schnauzer. We walk
with her, snagging one impatient jogger (though fortunately only around the waist) who hasn’t
seen that Pepper is still on lead. Fritz gets ahead of the rest of us and soon reaches the green,
where Janet with Daisy-Mae, Georgie with Sparkie and Davide with Winnie are just arriving.
I can see a large mob of yellow-shirted lads carrying equipment bags as they march in from
Randolph Avenue so I divert my mob as we climb Mt. Bannister and circle back around to reach
the café a second time.
The aforementioned owners are seated with Nicholas and I anchor both of my dogs to the leg
of Davide’s chair, though this leaves Pepper in a vulnerable position as Monty the Cocker has
amorous (though confused) intentions. Inside I wait in a slow-moving line with Hanna. They
are having trouble with their little oven and Janet is about to be served with a raw pain au raisin
(they’ll give her a new one tomorrow). Today is Ofra’s birthday and there is an exchange of
information on where to meet tonight for a birthday toast. That lady is missing this morning.
“Tell her that we couldn’t wait and had to eat her cake all by ourselves,” someone says, “and it
was a chore blowing out all 75 candles.” Monty goes off and this gives Sparkie a chance to cover
Pepper with kisses, but someone doesn’t like this at all: Daisy-Mae is consumed with jealousy
and begins barking/biting the neck of the Yorkie in order to discourage any displays of affection
not directed her way. It rains once and a few chairs are moved but before long we are off on our
back passage walkround. Near the cypress trees all of our animals, including Ronnie’s Rosie,
have to have sniff at a tiny gray poodle. Her name is Rosie too.
Friday, June 13:
It is mostly sunny this morning, though not exactly warm, and I continue wearing my rain jacket,
which, among other things, has the advantage of providing lots of pockets. Once again I have
Pepper and well as Fritz, though I tend to keep the former on lead on such occasions. Both dogs
seem to be interested in Rocca, half-Alsatian, half-fox, whom we meet near the cypress trees.
Then it’s out to the green where there are lots of dogs in attendance today. Izzy, the Wheaten
Terrier, is here, and both of Christian’s dogs, the mostly French Bulldogs Vito and Miro, as well.
Near the cricket crease there is a muddy hole in the grass and the newly coiffured Daisy-Mae,
much to Georgie’s chagrin, decides to roll in it.
Fritz heads off for parts unknown and Pepper and I follow along the Randolph walkway. A
woman entering the park from this side has one look around and says, “Why this is dog heaven.”
I agree, accompanying the two Schnauzers as far as the tennis courts where they squat for a
synchronized poo. I put Fritz on lead as well when it is time to cross the grass and head for
the café. There is a lively turnout here. Bianca and Frank are at Franca’s table (Frank covered
in Franca’s coat as he has arrived without any clothes for once). Tara sticks her bandana-clad
head between our knees, and we also have Nicholas’ Monty, the black Schnauzer Yoyo (in
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Hanna’s care), Ronnie’s Rosie, Sparkie, and Winnie with Davide. Then Peter with Holly and
Ellen with Jack and Sandy sit down as well. There is a mountain of food to share with the dogs,
who manage to stay out of trouble – if you don’t count Monty’s persistent efforts to hump poor
Pepper.
A post-mortem is held on Ofra’s birthday party, a surprise affair which husband Ricky staged
at the Flask pub in Hampstead – evidently to the astonishment of his wife. Nicholas complains
that no one invited him to the party, to which Ronnie replies, “That was part of the surprise.” As
we get up to leave Sparkie takes sudden exception to the glint in Winnie’s eye (“You looking at
me?”) and the two have to be separated. At the Essendine gate I remind the others that they won’t
see me for a week or so, as tomorrow I begin a week’s walk in Wales. Behind us a horn sounds
every time a new race begins.
Sunday, June 22:
After some time away from Paddington revelry I return today – limping along on sore legs after
a week’s walk in Wales. Of course I encountered many a mutt in the Land of the Leeks during
my absence, and not every encounter was a pleasant one – for country dogs protested mightily on
a number of occasions as we made our way through their farmsteads. One sheepdog at a caravan
site, a dog with one blue eye and one brown, was particularly nasty and our next landlady asked
us about him as soon as we arrived – for he clearly has a bit of a reputation among walkers on
Glyndwr’s Way.
My reunion with Fritz, long anticipated on my part, was matched by complete indifference on the
part of my dog – who seems to have had a delightful time in the company of dogsitter David and
at Rob and Linda’s. He did condescend to jump onto my bed when I fell exhausted into an early
retirement but, with fireworks exploding off in the distance, he soon retreated to his lair beneath
the bed, pawing away mindlessly throughout the night – that is long after there was any noisy
menace anywhere.
This morning there is a strong wind, though it is not cold, and the park is rapidly filling up with
joggers and other athletes. I am able to keep up with my dog (barely) as he reaches the green
and greets Janet with Daisy-Mae, Georgie with Sparkie and Bailey, Ronnie with Rosie, Bob
with the white Alsatian, Skye, and the black Puli, Isla, and Dan with Winnie. At breakfast we
also have Dan, Ellen, Davide and Hanna. Most of the conversation is devoted to an expedition
that the group will make this afternoon to Regent’s Park, where there is a food fair. John, the
old chap with the glasses and the bandage stuffed in his ear, has abandoned his flat cap for a
trilby. He has a furious argument with himself, then settles down to eat his snack at a table next
to the café doors – where he chats with the dogs and reacts with a happy chortle to some item of
conversation he has overheard at our table. After a while I excuse myself in order to be sure to be
at home when David comes by to retrieve his possessions.
Monday, June 23:
Shortly before it is time for us to depart the buzzer sounds – an event that always sends Fritz into
a tizzy of anticipation. He is rewarded this time by the appearance of my sister-in-law, Naomi,
here to visit for several days.
She takes only a little time to unpack two dog toys, each squeak-tested so that they will not drive
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me mad, and soon thereafter we are all off together for a morning in the park. It is a very lovely
day, mild and sunny with a pleasant breeze, and one could not ask for better weather with which
to greet a visitor from Philadelphia.
Fritz races ahead proudly and we catch up with him at the café, where he is checking out the
early action. There isn’t any, so he rounds a corner and finds more of interest on the walkway in
front of the loos. Here we have the odd sight of Peter’s Holly on a lead held by Ronnie – so that
Peter can march off to the bank without his pet fretting too much about this desertion. Naomi
and I follow Fritz on his usual morning route: along the Randolph walkway, right at the tennis
courts, and so back to the green. Here I pause to give him a biscuit and I am soon besieged by
every other animal out here, including Christian’s Miro and Vito. Fritz is distracted by the arrival
of Hanna, who reports (while clearly making an invidious comparison) that Uncle David kept my
dog busy at such moments with ball playing. My idea of exercise – a march to the breakfast table
– is clearly not in the same league.
Naomi has been here so often that she knows many of the dog people like Ronnie, Hanna and
Georgie (who has brought a record four dogs to the park today: Sparkie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and
Winnie) but she meets Nicholas and Cheryl for the first time. There is much conversation on the
subject of flooding in the American Midwest: a beleaguered Cheryl sighs, “Well they can’t blame
that on George Bush!” Other topics include Naomi Campbell’s temper, the fake Arizona driving
license that a very young Nicholas once bought in Times Square, and the difference between
Washington D.C. and Washington state. Conversation would have flown even more fluidly were
it not for the omnipresent drone of the fume-belching leaf blower in the background. Perturbed at
the impression that such activity might have on a visitor Hanna gets up, marches into the Carlton
roadway, and, with a few well-chosen words, puts a swift end to this intrusion.
Tuesday, June 24:
We are slightly late in our assault on Paddington Rec this morning but Fritz is purposeful in his
progress (though I never detect a poo) and we have soon reached the green. I have brought a
tennis ball with me and it is now possible to see if he is still in the ball-chasing mode described
to us yesterday by Hanna. He is, but he is no better at dropping the ball after running it down
than he was when last we indulged in this sport. Still he does manage to get in some good
running by the time coffee beckons at the café.
This morning we have Hanna, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Georgie, Naomi, and Cheryl. Peter’s diabetes
causes him to feel chilly much of the time, and his layered look entices Ronnie into another
round of good-natured insults. Peter can defend his corner at such moments but it is a good thing,
perhaps, that Ellen is sitting between these grumpy old men. “It’s not going to be handbags at
dawn today,” she says. Georgie is still coping with four dogs but when Winnie sits on Cheryl’s
lap Lola has a jealous fit and jumps into Naomi’s lap in protest/provocation. Here she receives a
tummy rub and eventually she is able to reclaim mom’s lap next door – when Winnie, who has
already had one scrap with the excitable Sparkie, is returned to the ground.
Near the end Maggie comes by and Sparkie barks at her too. She hasn’t been seen much lately
and I now discover that this is because she lost her dog, Finn, last year. Someone mentions that
Saffy and Tinkerbelle, Albert’s dogs, are up for adoption but there is also a rumor that Albert’s
daughter is planning to take these Yorkies back to Holland. (This morning they were in the
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care of Denise; we never see them off-lead when Albert is about but they were in this state this
morning.) Maggie, it turns out, is also a walker and so she and I share experiences of walking the
Isle of Wight coastal footpath until it is time to go. I am sure that I will see Fritz squat now but,
no, he is only interested in peeing on Sparkie’s ball.
Wednesday, June 25:
We have a bit of a breeze to accompany our progress in the park this morning, but with high
cloud and patchy sun there is nothing to complain about. Fritz disappears as we reach the café.
I think he must be checking out the early action at the feet of Ronnie, Ellen and Peter, but he is
nowhere to be seen when we reach the green. This means he must have turned left, not right, a
thesis confirmed when he eventually rejoins us from the rear.
For once there seems to be no school group in residence on the green (nor the sound of a
loudspeaker, audible in Notting Hill it would seem – as we had to endure in the park yesterday).
I pull out the tennis ball and Fritz is soon mixing it up with other ball-chasing animals including
Saffy and Tinkerbelle (here again with Denise), Oscar and Scamp, Rizzo, and Chin the Chow.
At coffee we join Cheryl, Hanna, Zorro’s mom Debbie, and Georgie at the usual table in front of
the doors. There are a lot of Pugs underfoot but Winnie, of course, draws most of our attention
when, enraged as the last of the toast disappears, she rounds on Sparkie’s feet –producing shrieks
of distress in the little fellow. Georgie manages to yank her dog out of harm’s way, leaving
Winnie no other option but to attack an innocent Daisy-Mae. Cheryl now tries to extract Winnie
from this melee below the tabletop, but Hanna says that even picking up the little madam is a
form of validation.
We have two visits from moms with baby carriages and dogs. First Tanya arrives with baby
Lucca and Pasha the Weimaraner and then, much to our surprise, we have the return (after almost
a year) of Celine with her Ziggy and a five month-old baby, Raphael. The latter is a smiling,
jolly chap, delighted to be here; Ziggy is still the thinnest dog in the park, a condition that adds
piquancy to the aureole of fuzz that rises from his fur. Celine and Christopher have been living
elsewhere because their flat has been undergoing modernization, a project that was supposed to
be concluded last October and that has, in fact, finally reached its end only this month. Celine
now joins us for our back passage walkround, telling us that it may be a while before she is fully
re-established in her own home – “I don’t even have a pot yet,” she says.
Thursday, June 26:
The lovely weather persists as Naomi, Fritz and I make our way into the park on a lively
Thursday morning. It is obvious that preparations are being made on the track for yet another
sports day and this had driven all the joggers onto our byways in flight. It is hard to keep track
of Fritz as he darts between moms and their kiddies, streaming in from the Carlton gate, but we
find him out on the green, checking out the action. We start a grand circle but get no farther than
the benches at the east end, where Albert’s daughter, Denise, is exercising Saffy and Tinkerbelle.
This is a real treat to watch, for the little dogs have always been tightly reigned in by the old
gentleman – who was afraid he would not be able to catch up with them if they were to run off.
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We are nine at breakfast this morning: Naomi, Linda, Peter, Ellen, Debbie, Georgie, Cheryl and
Hanna making up the numbers. The latter two ladies have ferried us to Home Base after our
park session yesterday and want to know how every plant I bought there has fared in its pot or
window box. Ronnie has ruefully brought with him four unused and very expensive tickets to
last night’s opera (Ariadne Auf Naxos) which none of us were able to use at such short notice
yesterday. Linda says that Rob is taking Liam and a pal to a Bon Jovi concert but that she loves
opera. Cheryl has brought some special plant food with her for the spiral hedges, which she
intends to feed today. She reports that even though this project carries Boyd’s blessing some park
apparatchik has chided her for not wearing a proper vest while ministering to these plants last
time.
Meanwhile no one has told the café that there will be millions of mothers in the park this
morning and poor Lurch is having to deal with a queue that is almost out the door. Elian is
pressed into bringing food to the tables himself – and he is gravely disappointed that Davide has
not brought Winnie to the park this morning. We soon discover some additional consequences to
all this school activity in our park. As we pass the cypress trees on our outward lap we encounter
Peter and Ellen again. They are quite shaken after an intemperate jogger has tried to kick all the
dogs in his path. Ordinarily you could suggest that such a person belongs on the running track
but today this is not possible – as one whole class is blocking all six lanes with their seated bums,
and a jogger would have to kick them too.
Friday, June 27:
The first order of business today is the application of his Frontline flea treatment to the neck of
my Schnauzer, held in a stationary position by his Aunt Naomi as I spread the goop from its vial.
This means that we are now ready to continue our march toward the café, where once again Fritz
has to fight his way through moms and their kids just entering from the Carlton side of things.
It is sunny but not that warm on the green and we can immediately see that once again we are
really not wanted here, for much of the surface has been chalked into running lanes (as though
one real track won’t do) in preparation for another sports day.
I have brought the tennis ball with me and we begin a grand circle of the greensward, with Fritz
chasing his toy, forgetting where he has dropped it or running off in the wrong direction with
the object still in his mouth. At one point he admits himself to the doggy pen on the Grantully
side and Naomi has to go under a bush here in pursuit of the lost ball. When we near the head
of the impromptu running track there is a near fatal collision: Fritz heads directly for a pile of
sports equipment lying on the ground and a gym mistress rushes to defend her property against
the chance of puppy pee – but we succeed in getting the dog on lead before there is any tragedy.
I notice that David is standing over near the loos with Frank and Bianca and we head here next.
I have to turn Fritz over to my sister-in-law while I head for the loos in order to get rid of more
Frontline on my fingers.
At breakfast we have Naomi, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Hanna and, back from
yet another wedding in Israel, Ofra. Bailey goes crazy when he sees his mommy and whines
despondently when she goes inside to talk to Bouzha. Then he walks on the tabletop. Ofra says
that the wedding brought tears to the eyes of a number of guests. “How come you never cried
at our wedding?” she challenged Ricky. “I’m crying now,” was the reply. Conversation turns to
Wimbledon, where there is universal assent that it is good to see the back of eliminated whiners
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and prima donnas. The great British hope, the dour Scotsman Andy Murray, is also slated for his
lack of charm. This is a tough crowd.
Saturday, June 28:
Fritz takes a long time to make any progress this morning, sampling grass shoots in his usual
dilatory fashion while I try to urge him to get a move on. (He refused to eat his dinner last night
as Naomi and I had the effrontery to go out and leave him alone; grass shoots are a substitute,
perhaps.) We are surrounded by footie lads, who must endure endless sideline advice from
coaches and dads, as they compete on the artificial playing surfaces. The weather is again lovely,
bright and fresh.
When we reach the green there is only a vast emptiness as signs have been affixed to the grass
here reminding passersby that a cricket game is in progress and that we are expected to be on the
lookout for flying cricket balls. There is no cricket match in progress. It is another hour before
men in white make an appearance but I notice that some of the doggy people have taken refuge
at the foot of Mt. Bannister in the interim. Sparkie has a rusty old full-sized soccer ball and it is
possible to kick it for him with his teeth still attached – so that he has to go with it when a boot
makes smart contact with its surface. I have also brought a tennis ball for Fritz and he chases
this around a bit until it is time to head in for coffee. Dan is talking to Barry here and the subject
of Winnie’s forthcoming weeklong stay in Essex. I commiserate with Winnie over having to
fend off the attentions of Dan’s dad’s German Short-Haired Pointer puppies, but manage to add,
“Perhaps while you are there, Winnie, you can pick up some Pointers,” to which Barry wryly
adds, “I trust we have now heard the last of any more Pointer jokes this morning.”
As we head for the café Janet says that Skye the Alsatian has attacked another dog and this may
be why Bob has her on lead. He does not join us for breakfast. There is a very large turnout,
however. We have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Liz, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Naomi, Cheryl, Dan and
Davide. The latter two are off to Sardinia on a week’s holiday and for that matter numbers will
be much diminished starting tomorrow as Liz and her boys are off to Cape Cod, Naomi returns
to Philadelphia and even Ofra is talking about yet another trip to Israel. There are also a dozen
dogs at our feet and every time someone gets up a dog jumps into the empty seat. Daisy-Mae is
fiercely guarding a piece of carrot on the floor and when Fritz comes near it she attacks viciously.
Sparkie is also having fits of hysteria over who knows what and Roxy is working all the outdoor
tables in search of handouts. Ofra goes inside to chat with Bouzha and Bailey follows her. When
she returns Dan chides her for letting her dog into the café, predicting dire consequences in
doggy freedom for the rest of us and sentencing his friend to a period in the naughty corner – in
this case Ofra is banished to the forecourt so that Dan can throw pieces of food at her. It’s the
silly season.
Sunday, June 29:
We begin the day by putting Naomi in her cab as she begins the return leg of her journey to
Philadelphia, Fritz howling in protest as I accompany her down the stairs without him. He is
soon mollified when I return and get ready for our own journey, though we are heading only for
the park. The littlest footballers are beginning to gather on the playing fields as we walk down
the Randolph walkway, where we find a deflated football for Fritz to chase. Half way round the
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green I can see Janet, Georgie and Hanna heading for the café so I follow along as well.
Hanna is here with Yoyo, Georgie with Sparkie, Janet with Daisy Mae and Ofra soon arrives with
Bailey and that is it – a very small turnout for a grey but temperate Sunday. Ofra, who has been
congratulating herself on not forgetting anything recently, suddenly remembers that today is her
son Guy’s fourteenth birthday and a mental scramble begins as she struggles to get back on track.
For that matter she has to leave a bit before the rest of us since she has driven here in Ricky’s car
and he doesn’t know this. We have to keep an eye on Bailey when she goes in to order a cheese
croissant for her daughter and another woman asks us to keep an eye on her things while she
takes her little boy to the loo.
Janet, meanwhile, has again lost her camera: they have no knowledge of it at park reception.
Her Daisy-Mae is working the tables, looking for handouts and meanwhile Fritz has detected
treats in Janet’s own handbag, persisting in his attentions until she suddenly remembers that he
is right. Georgie shows us her cigarette pack so we can marvel at just how few she has smoked
since yesterday. Hanna reports that the Somali security guard is here today in civilian clothes
because he is on “undercover” assignment, a notion that brings its own share of merriment. Fritz
begins to sing in the frustration of boredom and we are at last ready to begin our back passage
walkround.
Monday, June 30:
The last day of the month brings with it a continuation of the lovely weather that has
characterized many of the fine days we have been enjoying recently – warm but not hot, clear,
sunny. Fritz gets mixed up in a parade that includes Simon the Cocker and Elvis the Westie. Over
on our right another school group is getting organized for a day of athletic endeavor, one that
even includes a tug of war. “I said the orange cones,” the gym mistress is bawling. Soon she is
superseded by “Sir,” who needs a public address system to address a squad of tykes. We pass
Ronnie and Peter near the loos and the latter says that there is fresh water in the left-hand bowl.
“What’s in the right?” I ask. “I think they’ve been pissing in that one,” is the reply. Fritz finds a
tennis ball near the courts but it is covered in mud and I make no effort to add it to our collection.
When I go in for coffee I join Ofra, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Georgie, and Hanna. I have to
borrow Ronnie’s mobile phone for I know he will have our doctor’s surgery number in his menu
and, as it is now 9:30, the only time in the day when you are allowed to make an appointment,
I need to make contact. It takes a long time to get through, with messages proposing that the
surgery is experiencing high demand just now (no wonder) and suggesting a call later in the
day (when, no doubt, they will tell you that you have missed the appointment-making window).
When I do get through I am told that they only make appointments forty-eight hours in advance
and that, since my doctor is not in on Wednesdays, they can’t make an appointment for me now
for Thursday – since that is seventy-hours away, and I need to call tomorrow when, given the
luck of the draw, I will be told there are no more Thursday appointments. I return the phone
to Ronnie and go inside to order my cappuccino. The others at our table are appalled by the
runaround I have just experienced, especially when I tell them that what I really need to see my
doctor about is the renewal of my blood pressure medicine.
Such matters soon lose their urgency when Albert’s daughter, Denise, joins us with Saffy and
Tinkerbelle in tow. She says that her father is very poorly, following a bladder infection, and that
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she almost lost him a few days ago. Carers look in on the old fellow four times a day but he may
have to go into a care home himself – these are worrying matters for her to deal with on visits
from Amsterdam, where she makes her home. Many of the dog people offer help at this point
and Denise is obviously grateful to experience something of the regard in which her dad is held.
We do get a little closer to the unsolved mystery of the woman of this household, the one whose
death has perhaps precipitated Albert’s decline. The woman was Denise’s mom, but may not
have been, at least at the time of her death, Albert’s wife. “They’ve been together on and off for
over sixty years,” Denise concludes.
To continue with this tale you need:
Chapter 2 - July, 2008

The society in which we were now to take our place is a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and
their owners. The dogs represent most of the popular
breeds and many of the mutt-like mixtures - and so do
their accompanying humans, who come from diverse
nationalities and from many walks of life: professionals and
job seekers, young and old, family members and loners.
They are united in their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where
they gather after exercising their animals, they often let
this affection for dogs carry them into friendships that
transcend park life and involve many of them in additional
social activities.

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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At the café with John and Ché the Alsatian.
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Tuesday, July 1:
We have a very warm and sunny morning for our Tuesday expedition in the park. It is
deceptively quiet when we first arrive – just a small group of Paddington Academy kids under
instruction – but soon children pour in from all directions. Out on the green there is even a
booth, and you know that we have an important occasion when the limousine of the mayor
of Westminster pulls up. We find David the dogsitter at the foot of Mt. Bannister with Frank
and Bianca, his assignment for the next two weeks. I note that Frank is not wearing one of his
usual costumes and David says that he has had to apply sunscreen to the hairless back of the
Chinese Crested Dog. Frank, however, is shivering in the shade, one leg lifted in protest over the
imposition of a cooling breeze. We walk with David a bit and then reverse ourselves so that we
are heading for the café.
Here we find Celine with baby Raffy and Ziggy, Hanna with Yoyo, Ronnie with Rosie, Ellen
with Sandy and Jack, Georgie with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae, and Cheryl with Lola and Ginger. I
pass Fritz over to Ronnie and go off to use my mobile phone on my current labor of Sisyphus –
trying to make an appointment to see my GP at the Randolph Surgery. When my call is answered
this time the message is that there is such a high volume of users I must call back later. Click. I
try again with the same outcome so I decide to make my request in person. I pass Fritz over to
David and march out of the park and down the street to the surgery. Here, not surprisingly, I am
told that all the appointments for Thursday are already gone. I know not to request one for Friday
since that would mean 72 hours from now, not the magical 48.
A few minutes later I am back at the café, where all eyes are turned to me in anticipation and
hope. “I don’t have an appointment,” I tell the others, “but I have an appointment to make an
appointment” – the apologetic receptionist entreating me to be at her counter at exactly 9:30
tomorrow so I will first in the queue for an appointment on Friday. Cheryl, ever the defender of
private enterprise, says, “Is this what we can expect if we get the NHS in the U.S.A.?” I tell her
that, even with all its faults, this system would be an improvement for all but the wealthiest in the
U.S., but that Americans would employ some problem solving skills not in evidence so far here.
Some bureaucrat, I reason, has figured out that there are fewer forgotten appointments if the gap
between appointment-making and the actual visit is reduced to 48 hours. The Americans would
simply charge you if you wanted another appointment after failing to show up to your previous
one – and this would magically concentrate minds.
I am past coffee drinking by this point and sit on a bench at a table adjacent to one on the
forecourt favored by our dog people today. From here I distribute biscuits to all and sundry,
including Daisy-Mae, who has just climbed inside Ginger’s empty covered wagon. We are also
visited by ancient Millie and by Sid, the rescued Cavalier, who are also nearby. Some of us begin
a back passage walkround – waiting at a darkened corner for Sparkie and Daisy-Mae to emerge.
There is concern that they might have found something noxious in the foliage. I remind the
others that the spot is unsavory enough without the presence of any foreign foodstuffs: it is the
spot where the meter men like to go for a quick pee.
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Wednesday, July 2:
The promised thunderstorms have not materialized but it is grey and humid in the park this
morning. They have opened the café early, as we have another heavy-use day in the park
(Quintin Kynaston’s Sports Day) and, with Ronnie, Peter and Ellen already in place I attach my
dog’s lead to Ellen’s chair in order to free myself for another assault on the Randolph Surgery.
This time I am in position for the opening bell and I come away with an appointment for 4:20
on Friday afternoon! I am waving this piece of script in triumph as I return to the café and
speculating on just how much it might be worth on the black market.
There is another triumph to celebrate this morning – Ofra has gotten a perfect score on her
driver’s license theory test. Georgie, Hanna, and Linda are also present this morning and when
Fritz is at last freed from Ellen’s chair he rushes into Auntie Linda’s lap and stays there in rapture
for the next fifteen minutes. Pepper does not seem particularly upset by this, nor does he jump
into my lap in response. Linda and her family are on their way to Wales this weekend for a
weeklong stay, Pepper in tow. It’s that time of year when owner numbers are always diminished
by holiday-making, but I do count ten dogs at play on the green this morning, a large turnout for
a weekday.
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Linda and I begin a back passage walkround. We have just cleared the
westernmost of the fields – the one whose central meridian has some twenty miniature marquees
and a public address system audible in Hammersmith – when someone mentions a recent news
item that soon has the dog people in a tizzy. It seems that up north an advertisement for a nonemergency police phone number has caused grave offence because it pictured an Alsatian puppy
next to a police helmet – but, since dogs are considered impure by some Moslems (according to
today’s Metro)
such an ad could not be displayed in shop windows by Islamic proprietors. For Paddington Rec’s
dog owners, however, the story has another significance – since they know that this anti-canine
prejudice is often expressed locally and that their own dog-friendly lifestyle, particularly in a
public place like a park, could be under threat.
Thursday, July 3:
By the time I have taken just a few steps into the park I realize that I have forgotten no fewer
than three objects: my watch, my sweeteners, and my eyeglasses. I have my sunglasses with me
but soon there is no need: clouds replace the sun and we even get the beginnings of a sprinkle.
Fritz is following Ruby, the Mastiff-like gentle giant, as we clear the cypress trees. Near the café
he is charged down by Saffy and Tinkerbelle, two little dogs who, for their efforts, receive a roar
of disapproval so loud that it actually frightens Albert’s Denise.
Out on the green we meet John with the Alsatian Ché; the latter has a sore paw, though John
can’t find out why. David is sitting on the grass with Frank and Bianca. Frank is in a feisty
mood, chasing off a black Lab female and actually taking a bite out of Ché’s fluffy tail. I see
Fritz following Ellen, Jack and Sandy and think that he is heading for coffee on his own – but he
reverses himself and heads out along the Randolph walkway, where I catch up with him at last
and turn him around.
Out in front of the café is a nice Belgian Shepherd dog named Quill and John introduces her
owner, Rod, to the rest of us (a group that also includes Ofra, Hanna, Ronnie and Georgie). Ofra,
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who says that she once drove a tank, is now nominated by the rest of us to drive one of Thames
Water’s ubiquitous JCBs on an assault on the nearest cashpoint. She says that as a reward for
army service in Israel she was once given a ride in an F15. “When are we going to take off?”
she asked after the plane had landed – she had fainted on takeoff. Georgie, who complains of
sleeplessness, is also dwelling on issues of flight: tomorrow daughter Lynn is scheduled to make
a parachute jump.
Friday, July 4:
I have remembered everything I need for a successful outing in the park as Fritz and I make our
way across the street on a truly lovely summer morning, warm, sunny and clear. Reasonable
progress is made – not by Fritz but by me, following an intensive course of reflexology in aid
of my injured legs – as administered by the kindly Hanna yesterday morning. When we get to
the green I encounter Ellen, Peter and Ronnie and the latter two congratulate me on America’s
having reached another birthday. Also stuck in front of the loos is Jonesie, but the Lhasa Apso
won’t budge at all this morning – it’s just too much hard work. We continue around the green
and Fritz asks to be admitted to the doggy pen on the Grantully side – so we spend a few minutes
here before heading in for coffee.
There are a lot of dogs about: Fritz, Jack, Sandy, Bailey, Rosie, Daisy-Mae, Holly, Sparkie
and Ché at our table and nearby we have Scamp, Rizzo, Saffy, Tinkerbelle, Zorro, and Oscar.
Albert’s daughter has brought one of her own daughters today. The news about the old gentleman
remains dark; they took him in the car to see the Serpentine yesterday but today he doesn’t want
to get out of bed. Meanwhile it is almost impossible to conduct a conversation over coffee this
morning. Out on the green a gardener is riding in circles on his lawn mower while girls from St.
George’s are trying to complete a game of rounders and, overhead, a helicopter is circling noisily
as it hovers over a nearby traffic accident – though what use it is to anybody on the scene below
is unclear.
We begin a back passage walkround, not easy when you have to wade through all the kids from
Paddington Academy, pregnant moms pushing chairs, cyclists, and all the dogs. Hanna pauses
to remind Jeff that his house has again been featured on one of the many property shows that
viewers can tune in to on daytime TV. This conversion, only a modest glass sliver at street level,
evidently opens up to include a wall with its own waterfall inside. When we catch up with the
others Georgie is out on the track, presumably because Sparkie’s ball has again run under the
fence (or through it, since there are so many missing panels). Out on the track itself we are
seeing preparations for yet another sports day.
Saturday, July 5:
I consider that we have enjoyed a minor triumph in beginning our expedition this morning more
or less on time – for we have been passing through another of those periods dominated by my
dog’s fear of thunder on the one hand and fireworks on the other. The other night he took shelter
under the bed for several hours as a storm passed overhead but I was able to coax him out in
time for his tea by showing him, the blind pulled up, that it was nice and sunny now. Last night
it was fireworks – with the bloody Americans to blame this time (I have always considered it
to be in rather bad taste to celebrate your independence in the country from which you won it).
Unfortunately a fusillade erupted while we were on our late night walk and Fritz, cutting his
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normal exercise time drastically, just wanted to head for home. This morning there was a distant
rumble of thunder and I did lose track of my dog’s whereabouts for a while but he emerged after
my shower, agreed to don his raincoat, and to trot out purposefully when the time came.
I keep him on lead throughout the exercise this morning; no telling where he might end up if
there were a sudden peal of thunder. There is a little moisture in the air (I am wearing my own
raincoat) as we pass the footie lads on their field and begin a walk around the perimeter of the
green. I can see a collection of dog owners taking shelter beneath the little metal gazebo at the
foot of Mt. Bannister and here I head as well. Soon we have Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet and Ofra
crowding in – and some poor chap who is sitting on the metal bar with his mobile phone and
looking at our lot with incredulity. Sparkie and Daisy-Mae are running in circles on the hillside
and Peter’s Holly as well, a geriatric gallop we have not seen in some time. Some of the owners
stop off at the reception desk in pursuit of poo poo bags. Ronnie is offered one and, after protest,
emerges with as many as three. (Why it is necessary to ration these useful objects is unclear.)
Outside the café doors we have Christianne, baby Ava in her buggy, and Stella the Staffie.
Ronnie holds the lead of the later while Christianne gets a bacon butty. Also here is Roland,
the instructor in the Saturday morning obedience classes – we have not seen him here in some
time. Poo poo bags remain a topic of conversation and Janet recommends the green nappy bags
they sell at Sainsbury’s. “And here’s one I prepared earlier,” I say, brandishing my supply of this
essential product. Georgie reports that Lynn has had a successful parachute jump and is already
looking for another adrenalin challenge. Ofra sticks her head in Ava’s carriage and the baby starts
to cry. Elian sticks his head over the fence and calls for his favorite, Winnie – and we have to tell
him that she is still being an Essex girl for a few more days. On our back passage walkround I
see an unusual sight. Parents are lining the central football pitch as usual, but they are standing
outside, their noses up against the fence – having been banned from the touchlines; perhaps their
kids can now have a little fun without the constant hectoring from soccer moms and dads.
Sunday, July 6:
A brief shower has dampened the pavements at 8:00 this morning but there is also sun shining
through on a very unsettled morning in the park. At 9:15 Fritz and I head for the large bin that
stands outside the Essendine gate as I have a bag of garbage to contribute, but this is a process
that my dog abhors – I think he doesn’t like the thump of the smashing lid returning to its
position – and it is usually a struggle to get him close enough to the object for me to be able to
complete my manoeuver. Once we have passed this peril it is smooth sailing as far as the green,
which we begin to circle. We eventually catch up with Janet and Georgie, just as Zorro arrives
to have a runabout with Daisy-Mae. At one point all of our dogs have disappeared into some
Grantully bushes for a good sniff. I know there was a lot of foxy activity in the park last night, as
I heard them screeching while we were on our last walk of the day – and another fox was sitting
in the middle of Biddulph watching us.
At coffee this morning we have reduced numbers, just Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Ellen and
Ronnie. The park is quiet this morning (after all the sports days anything else would seem to be
quiet indeed); perhaps the unsettled weather has kept the numbers down. Conversation turns to
Wimbledon, where the Williams sisters have enjoyed a triumphant day. Ofra has reserved a court
here at the Rec for Ricky and Guy; there is some speculation that she is late this morning because
Ricky has hidden the keys to the Smart car. Georgie says that her sister Jean is coming for a visit,
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but I forget to ask whether her pets will make the journey as well – they are on everybody’s mind
these days because Mozart and Billy are the dogs featured on the July page of Janet’s Paddington
Rec calendar; here they are both wearing eyeglasses.
The weather has been darkening and the wind rising and after a few minutes it begins to rain.
We move the table closer to the café door but, unfortunately, this doesn’t help, since the wind
is slicing from the west and pursuing us no matter how far we move under the eaves. When
calm is restored a bit we rise to begin our back passage walkround, getting no farther than the
Carlton roadway when a grey sports car speeds past – with owners grabbing dogs and mothers
their kids in a frantic effort to escape harm. Private cars shouldn’t be using this stretch of park
tarmac, which is signed for travel at five miles an hour, but even on weekends, when the excuse
of building works is absent, the bar which was added after a petition campaign had secured its
installation, is still left up. Hanna, who was part of this campaign, is outraged and when the
kid driving the sports car turns around to begin a speedy exit she stands in his way, orders him
to slow down, and, when he drives straight at her, slaps the windscreen of the car as it makes
its exit. We continue our walkround; now a blue sports car is driving down the same walkway.
Hanna is on her way to report this morning’s incident to the park management
Monday, July 7:
I have to tell Fritz that it is raining and that he must put on his raincoat if he wants his usual
visit to the park this morning. He accepts this discomfiture with good grace and we head for the
Essendine gate, my dog narrowly missing disaster as a kid on a bicycle (also forbidden in the
park) exits the Rec at great speed after having given no thought whatsoever to what (or who)
might be approaching a blind corner. Janet is just approaching with Daisy-Mae and we walk the
back passage together.
By the time we reach the café Fritz has not been seen in some minutes, but I spot him out on
the green, where there is a surprisingly good turnout of dogs, considering the weather, which
is still very wet. Atmospheric conditions, however, help produce a really piercing version of a
dog-summoning whistle on my lips, and, for once, my dog picks his head up and responds with
a long loping run in my direction. He gets a reward biscuit and we continue down the Randolph
walkway, turning around at last to join the others at coffee.
At out table we have Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Cheryl. David, who is still in charge
of Frank and Bianca, is hovering in the background and Yasmina, with Sasha, is sitting at a
little table near the door. I ask her if she knows anything about Sasha’s fellow Golden Retriever,
Buddy, who has not been seen in some time, and she says that he is suffering from kennel cough
and that he is being kept away from the other dogs on purpose.
Conversation is dominated by yesterday’s men’s final at Wimbledon, a contest in which Rafael
Nadal at last triumphed over Roger Federer in a match twice interrupted by the same rain system
that we have inherited this morning. Elian adds an extra piece of toast to Ellen’s order but we
are still unable to supply Winnie, who, it is feared, will be quite the Essex girl by the time she
returns. “She’ll no doubt be wearing white stilettos and carrying a handbag,” Georgie suggests.
“And sporting a fake tan,” Hanna adds. Sparkie, meanwhile, erupts into barking pandemonium
whenever we least expect it. Man in lime green vest = bark. Man in orange vest = bark. Bekkie
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arriving on bicycle = bark. Strange dog on periphery = bark. “Trying to figure out what is going
on in Sparkie’s brain,” I suggest, “is like trying to figure out what is going on inside a beehive.”
Tuesday, July 8:
The stormy weather (whose return occasioned the abandonment of a half-eaten puppy dog treat
in the hall yesterday afternoon) seems to have abated a bit as Fritz and I make our way into
the park on a gray Tuesday morning. After rounding the first corner, however, I feel the drops
returning; unfortunately neither the dog nor his owner is in raingear today. We pass through the
café, where I can see that Davide has returned with Winnie, and continue on to the green. But
when London Denise (to distinguish her from Amsterdam Denise) and Sabina begin to climb
Mt. Bannister with their dogs (and quite a few others) Fritz decides he would like to join their
parade and so he does, making slow progress with Rizzo, Scamp and Oscar. As my dog usually
sends the ever-ingratiating Oscar flying (with an intemperate growl) it is a pleasure to see the two
Schnauzers at perfect peace with one another, noses buried in the same bush.
When we have made a complete circle of the café I join the queue, handing Fritz over to Hanna.
We are joined by Davide, Ronnie, Cheryl, Georgie, Ofra, and Peter. It begins to throw it down
in earnest now and soon we are joined by a very wet Ellen. Davide, who is off to New York
this afternoon, brings us up to date on Dan and Winnie. Dan has hidden from the sun much of
the time in Sardinia, having overdone it on the first day. Winnie has not been spending Essex
time with puppies but with horses – beginning every day by barking at these creatures and then
following them around in order to sample their road apples. Chef Elian is thrilled to have her
back but he predicts trouble now that our most ill-tempered dog is back in the mix. In the event
she is sweetness and light, trim from all the walking she has done in the country, and willing to
sit in the door of the café without entering – no doubt hoping that her order for more food had
not been forgotten by the busy staff.
After twenty minutes or so the rain stops and a number of us make a move. Having just
completed one day of physiotherapy on my legs (my excuse for leaving Fritz at home during
thunder time) I am interested in reducing the amount of walking today and so I ask Ronnie if
he has his car here and, if so, can he drop me off at the Stowe Health Centre on Harrow Road,
where I need a blood test (and from which I can then take the number 18 bus to Sainsbury’s). So,
after I rush upstairs to leave Fritz off (and get my rain jacket on) I get in his VW and we are off.
We are almost at my destination when I notice something – or fail to notice something. There is
no evidence of Rosie’s presence in the car, but this is soon explained. She actually rides in the
boot, where Ronnie has left her towels and even a little bed for the redheaded princess.
Wednesday, July 9:
The rain has returned for our morning adventures in the park, but at least we know enough to don
raingear before leaving the house. We pass Millie and Sid soon after entering but Fritz is hanging
back because he can see another dog coming our way. This is Fix, with whom my dog forms a
tandem for further progress along the cypress trees. Barry is complaining that he has forgotten
his umbrella in some shop but I remind him that he does have a hood on his sweater that might
be employed with profit this morning, and he does so. We discuss book projects. He is writing
a book on how to write intelligent and useful questionnaires; I am proofreading the index of my
stepfather’s biography.
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When we reach the sodden green we choose to let the dogs decide which direction to take. Fix
is soon heading in the direction of the Morshead roadway, Fritz in attendance, and so we head
that way ourselves. But as we near the bandstand Barry notices that his dog, who is almost
blind, has let his nose lead him across the grass in the direction of the Randolph walkway.
Calls summoning the little fellow go unheeded so Barry heads off in pursuit while, trying
unsuccessfully to keep my feet dry, I stick to the paved walkway around the green. By the time I
have reached the loos I have met up with Sabina and the two Denises. Albert’s daughter tells us
that her dad was taken to St. Mary’s yesterday, having stopped eating on his own. There is fear
that he may never come home again.
Ofra arrives with Bailey. She is wearing a black plastic bag on her head (as an impromptu rain
hat) but she removes this object before going into the café with our orders. For a moment I am
left by myself in a park so quiet that the only sound you can hear is the mournful beep of the Nila
truck as it backs up after making a delivery to the café. Soon we are joined by Ellen and Georgie
(with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie), but that’s it, the others have all wisely stayed at home.
Ofra steals a piece of cheese from the croissant she has just ordered for Guy and feeds it to the
dogs. She says that yesterday Bailey spent an hour staring at a plate of schnitzel on the counter
at home and Georgie says that Daisy-Mae, seeing an opportunity provided by a useful chair, has
jumped on the dining table and made off with some of the food on James’ abandoned plate. We
are waiting for some break in the weather but the rain falls even harder. At last, when it resumes
its more normal force, Georgie and I make a break for home. Ofra heads for her car; she has
forgotten her black plastic bag.
Friday, July 11:
It isn’t true that I have missed a day in the park – I was here yesterday – but I arrived early
and took no refreshment since it was necessary for me to get ready for another visit at the
physiotherapist and therefore I had no chance to talk with any of the other dog owners. Now
my legs are still sore from yesterday’s workout as Fritz and I head for the Essendine gate this
morning, preceded by Denise on her bicycle – Rizzo sprawled in his basket, enjoying the ride.
When we reach the green Fritz heads out to see the trio of Janet, Georgie and Davide. He seems
to think that Janet must have some treats up her sleeve and he paws away at her legs in the hope
of getting some attention. Later Sparkie rushes over to see the giant Boxer Bounce, who seems
quite mystified when the Yorkie rolls over on his back in a classic submission pose. An offended
Fritz, however, is not having any of this and breaks it up as soon as he can. Meanwhile Winnie is
trying to fend off the attentions of Daisy-Mae.
A not-so-subtle shift has taken place in the positioning of our favorite café table this morning.
From its usual position outside the eatery’s doors, it has migrated to a spot up against the low
wall that separates the concourse from the rest of the forecourt, so close to the wall in fact that no
one could make use of the dog hooks embedded in the latter. There is an no doubt in the minds of
the assembled dog owners (Peter, Ellen, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Ofra, and Ronnie) that
this gesture has been undertaken in an attempt to distance our dogs from the café entrance; there
have been complaints (particularly among the afternoon customers) and it is true that quite a
few of the smaller dogs (Bailey, Winnie, Sparkie, Rosie, and Daisy-Mae) are not on lead at such
moments – as they are supposed to be here. No one objects too much over the new placement,
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though of course it won’t do on rainy days and Ronnie already feels that it is not protected
enough from the chill winds that often prevail in the park. But any anti-dog gesture, as this is
taken to be, does not sit well with the assembled owners and the mood is not as sunny as the
skies.
Davide has just returned from the Big Apple and is about to depart for Hong Kong. He is trying
to eat his scrambled eggs but Winnie, in his lap, is following every forkful with intense interest.
Ofra gets up to pass out some cheese and Winnie manages to intercept the piece intended for
Sparkie. Then she rushes off to chase some pigeons. Fritz is sitting on Hanna’s lap and sets up a
howl when a strange dog arrives at our table, but it is only Ziggy again. Celine is carrying baby
Raphael with the help of a chest sling and, one day short of his first half birthday, this chap is
enjoying his new world with an attentive gaze and a delighted grin. Also delighted is Sparkie,
who rushes up to cover Ziggy’s head with kisses, a gesture for which he is soon punished by
a jealous Daisy-Mae. Debbie arrives with Zorro and joins us for our back passage walkround.
Ziggy and Zorro on the same day; what are the chances of two Zed-dogs in the same company at
the same time?
Saturday, July 12:
The morning is a glorious one, or so it seems at first, but after Fritz and I have been in the park
for a while the clouds roll in, the temperature drops, and a chill wind picks up. For some reason
my dog, even after he has completed his first poo, cannot tear himself away from the grass above
the running track and, while he is intently chomping on the most succulent of the leaves, I have
to re-hook him so that we can at least make it as far as the cypress trees. He rushes ahead and I
am alarmed to see a black sedan heading out of the park on the Randolph roadway. Fortunately
Fritz has just reached the safety of the café but a few minutes later, while we are greeting Dan
out on the green – the first time in two weeks for most of us – a white van does a speedy circle of
the green itself, causing more alarm.
I am late getting in my cappuccino order and I have to add a chair to our usual table, where Dan,
Ofra, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Cheryl, and Janet are already in residence and Georgie, Hanna and
Davide have yet to arrive. (This new placement of the table makes it more difficult to add extra
chairs and it certainly isn’t helping much with the problem of dogs in the doorway for there are
just as many animals off-lead as ever, and some of these are still managing to get underfoot.)
Dan is bursting to show us an angry bite mark he has received on the ankle – not from Winnie
but from Davide. He makes a meal of it (as Davide did not), perhaps because it helps balance the
equation represented by the permanent scar on Davide’s shoulder – the result of a shove through
a glass door over a year ago as administered by today’s victim.
With all the late arrivals at our table breakfast is a protracted affair and Fritz is becoming
very impatient. I try to bribe him with biscuits and cappuccino foam but he is insistent on
beginning our homeward journey and I am just as happy to walk alone this morning. Today is
the anniversary of Dorothy’s passing, a year ago, and I am really not in the mood for any more
chatter. So, over a route in which my wife herself made slow progress while deep in conversation
with her park pals, Fritz and I now make our lonely way home.
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Sunday, July 13:
We have spent a somewhat unhappy night – with Fritz under the bed after a bout of nearby
fireworks, and foxes screeching in the back yard – but the morning is beautiful: warm and sunny
with fluffy white clouds in a clear blue sky. We pass Ellen, Jack and Sandy and reach the café,
where Ronnie is already seated with Susie’s brother-in-law, Michael. The latter has brought with
him a fourteen week-old Jack Russell puppy named Charlie, a wonderful little chap with fluffy
ears and an engaging manner.
Out on the green there is a lively scene, with Janet, Georgie and Dan on the grass at one end
and the seldom-seen Kate and Bob at the other. The latter pair have not only Skye and Isla in
tow but a third dog they are baby-sitting for two months, a Maltese named Momo. This chap
follows Fritz around as my dog makes the rounds, getting a fine cuddle from Dan (who tries
to use him as a pillow), rolling in something that turns out not to be fox poo, and then heading
for the walkway on the Grantully side of things. I get an enthusiastic greeting from Saffy and
Tinkerbelle, here with Albert’s daughter Denise, and then I follow my animal into the doggy pen
on this side as well. Satisfied that the place passes muster Fritz emerges on lead and we cross the
green one last time on our way to coffee.
There is a very large turnout at our sunny table: Ronnie, Michael, Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Ellen, Bob and Kate. Ronnie says that he visited Albert in hospital yesterday and that this
gesture was appreciated by the old fellow. Dan says that he and Davide have had another fight,
this time over the purchase of half a dozen flowerpots at Ikea. Georgie volunteers to look after
Momo while Kate and Bob are attending a wedding in Marbella, even though this will mean five
dogs in residence on some of the days next week. Fritz decides to sit in Michael’s lap since he
has found a new fan here. Tara is hooked to the wall behind our table (the only hook still usable
now that out table has migrated up against the wall), but the attempt to distance dogs from the
front door of the café is defeated when a naughty Westie named Daisy keeps penetrating this
space in search of her dad. John, the old chap with the stuffed ear and the trilby, is sitting next to
the door and he keeps up a running commentary with plenty of advice for all the dogs, especially
Winnie.
Monday, July 14:
Another glorious morning greets us as we begin our walk in the Rec today. Almost immediately
we meet Lucy, walking with Artemis, and she predicts that I will be taking off my sweatshirt
before long: it is warm in the sun, with blue skies, high clouds and a fresh breeze. Indeed I would
have said that there could be no cause for complaint whatsoever but after Fritz, unusually, has
made a left turn upon reaching the Carlton roadway and headed up to the top of Mt. Bannister,
we meet Peter sitting on a sunny bench: he does manage to complain – “It’s quite cold in the
shade today.”
I gingerly pick my way down the hill and out to the green, where I can see that a large number
of dogs have gathered in a real retro scramble; I count 17 dogs at play out here and it’s just as
well that we have a truly appreciative audience in the form of Cheryl’s visiting sister Kitty. The
latter has her camera going non-stop as the dogs gather at my feet for biscuits. There are a lot of
Schnauzers about this morning – Fritz, Pepper, Oscar, Lightning (well mostly Schnauzer) and
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even an unknown dark gray specimen on the periphery. For once Fritz sees no need to wander
off, there is so much stimulation on the green itself, but at one point I see him dash off at great
speed toward the Morshead roadway. This is because he has spotted the arrival of Georgie (with
Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae) and Jean, visiting from Glasgow with Billy. Billy, now eleven,
is still chasing tennis balls as of old. Jean explains that she hasn’t brought wee Mozart because
the latter can’t tolerate her brother-in-law: “It’s okay as long as James is seated but as soon as he
stands up, Mozart goes crazy and bites his ankles.” A huge beautiful Alsatian named Titus comes
onto the green and soon thereafter most of the rest of us head in for coffee.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Ellen, Linda, Ronnie and Ofra at coffee this
morning. The park manager is having coffee with a colleague in the forecourt and this is a
reminder that Dan has written a formal letter to the park management on the subject of speeding
cars and vans – today there is no vehicular traffic to speak of. In Kitty’s honor the dogs go
through their whole bag of tricks. Winnie vomits, then licks the mess up, then gets into a food
fight with Daisy-Mae under the table. Fritz sets up a howl when strange dogs drop by for a drink
of water and this sets off the other members of our group. We begin a back passage walkround,
passing a group from St. George’s amid cries of “Nigeria power!” I am heartened by one
aspect of this class in progress. The gym mistress is starting kids off on their sprints without
the assistance of pistol or air-horn; she gets the job done quite efficiently using only a humble
whistle.
Thursday, July 17:
Somewhat under the weather, I have missed two days in the park. The nature of my illness
(light-headedness and fatigue) is unclear. A viral infection is one theory put forward by my
physician; another is that I am suffering the full weight of my wife’s death, a year ago, and that
the anniversary of this event has brought on this not unexpected breakdown. Fritz, of course, was
looked after with devotion by his Auntie Linda, whom he worships. She says that he now sleeps
on the bedroom floor at her house (as he does at home), coming onto the bed only around 5:00 in
the morning. He, of course, did not miss his turn in the park nor expeditions to Regents Park.
We leave the house twice this morning because no sooner have we reached our steps the first
time than a light shower begins and we have to retreat to the put on our raingear. There is
moisture at a number of other times this morning, but so light that we probably didn’t need to
change our clothes. Fritz has already had one walk with Linda but he is quite happy to have a
second and we conform to our usual patterns before reporting to the café for coffee. Today we
have Sue, the owner of Sid and Millie (not to mention the proprietor of a baby buggy with a
grandchild inside), Nicholas, with Monty, Jean, with Billy, Davide, with Winnie, Georgie with
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Momo the Maltese, Ronnie with Rosie, Ellen with Jack and Sandy, and
Peter with Holly.
I try to eat a pain au raisin (not easy without a fork) as Peter gives us a report on his visit to St.
Mary’s to see Albert. Georgie and Jean have been there too – all report that Albert looks quite
thin (he is still not taking in solids) and that he is still wearing his wool cap at all times. Nicholas
takes this occasion to ask the Scottish sisters how their mom is. As this lady died several months
ago it is not an easy question to answer – “You should have just said, ‘Unchanged,’” I suggest.
Georgie speculates on whether the owner of Momo has any clue as to the whereabouts of her
dog, after leaving him with a work colleague (for two months) who passed him on to Kate, a
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neighbor, who has now passed him on to Georgie. Celine joins our table with Ziggy but without
the baby, who has kept them up all night with his teething. I can’t tell whether she is amused
or offended when I suggest that there is a very Ziggy-like animal among the Dingle dogs on
Emmerdale. Ziggy very much wants to participate in the hijinks of the other dogs as we make
our way home, but, as an outsider, he is often chased away by Billy, his fuzzy body supported
somehow on his erratic spindly legs.
Friday, July 18:
Skies are rather grey this morning though temperatures are mild enough. I have lots of time to
contemplate the weather because Fritz is again into his grass-eating mode and I even take a seat
on a park bench while he dawdles over his grazing. When he seems willing to move on at last
we continue onto the green and head out along the Randolph walkway. I lose track of my pet
when he ducks through some bushes near the tennis courts; a minute later I find him scanning
the hillside in search of me. It is time to put him back on lead and join doggy friends who are
crossing the green on their way to coffee. Janet picks up one of the metal bowls outside the loos
so that Daisy-Mae, who won’t drink any other kind, can have a drink of fresh water.
There is a very large turnout at breakfast this morning, though it is again obvious – with our table
jammed up against the wall – that it is not as easy to fit in extra chairs. This means that Cheryl
and Kitty (here on the last day of her visit) have to take outrider seats at a table where we already
have Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Jean, Davide, Celine, Nicholas and Hanna. The dogs
have one food fight under the table (Daisy-Mae the culprit again) and much time is spent hunting
for the missing Sparkie. Monty has received a wonderful clipping at St. John’s Pets but Nicholas
is overfaced by the long queue in the café and ends up with no more than a sip of Hanna’s coffee.
It is again hard to hear one another over the din of the leaf blower behind us.
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround many of those present at coffee are still in
formation as we head for the playing fields. Sandy goes foraging in the foliage at the head of the
fenced defile, a spot that invites Paddington Academy lads to fire the football at great velocity
against the fence – in hopes of frightening someone, human or canine. I am bundled aside by a
lady jogger near the cypress trees and a limping Jean is pushed aside by a charging male runner
as we near the Essendine exit. Out on the field a day of screeching is well underway – in short,
nothing has changed.
Saturday, July 19:
I am a bit groggy after a poor night’s sleep but Fritz is lively enough as we make our entry into
the park on a day that just can’t make up its mind, weatherwise. There are great swathes of
cloud about, some fluffy white, some ominously dark, but the sun is trying to push through too
and there is a steady breeze. I notice that, on his backside, Fritz is still bearing a pellet of poo
from last night’s installment and I have to knock this off with a stick before he is ready for this
morning’s version. The café staff are cleaning the outdoor tables as we play through on our way
to the green, where I can just spot Janet at the western end with Daisy-Mae.
The Shih-Tzu has a new wrestling companion in the form of a three month-old Alsatian puppy
named, of all things, Hades. Hades is accompanied by a nice young lad and, indeed, Debby has
brought her boy as well as Zorro to the park this morning. Zorro has some trouble getting a look28
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in this morning because Hades is monopolizing Daisy-Mae who, for once, has met her match.
She finds herself pinned to the ground by an oversized paw; sometimes the pup just sits on her.
Fritz manages to stay fairly close to this menagerie, running over to greet Georgie and Jean as
they arrive with Billy, Sparkie and Momo, and cadging biscuits and food from every human
candidate. Eventually I put him on lead, as it is time to go in for coffee and I don’t like him to
wander off at such moments.
Today we take a table in the forecourt, on the other side of the wall from our recent perch. We
have Peter, Ellen, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Janet, Jean, Georgie, Hanna, and Ronnie. Janet shows us
a large collage that she has made for Albert, one showing all of the owners and their dogs in a
usual-suspects line-up. Dan begins referring to little Momo as Pongo; this is because the Maltese
is suffering from terminal bad breath, the consequence of a major mouth problem that needs a
visit to the vet, though this is hardly Georgie’s responsibility. Dan orders people to push together
so that more chairs can be added and the others suggest that he is being a bossy-boots. I spring
to his defense when I note that seating is his profession. He then asks Janet if she will switch
seats with him when his beans on toast arrive – because her chair is closer to the tabletop. When
she demurs he mouths an insult which she reads as “fat bitch.” “I did not call you a fat bitch,”
he protests in all innocence, “I called you a “fucking bitch.” All friends again, we begin a back
passage walkround.
Sunday, July 20:
Again we have mixed messages from the heavens, clouds and sun and fresh breezes: I find it
delightful. When we reach the green we can see that Janet, Debby, Debby’s son and Dan have
already taken seats on the grass (though not on the cricket crease) and here they are trying to
soak up some of the intermittent sun. Fritz dashes forward to check out this group and when
I catch up Janet tells me that Daisy-Mae has been in trouble again. It seems that yesterday
afternoon in the doggy pen on Morshead Road the Shih-Tzu had continued to tease a young
female Bull Terrier and that the latter, in retaliation, picked the little dog up in her teeth and
wouldn’t let go. Hysteria then prevailed, with the owner trying to pry the jaws of his pet apart,
Janet repeatedly punching the culprit, Dan hitting her with the handle of his lead and Daisy-Mae
shrieking. In the end there was no serious damage, though everyone, including the owner of the
Bull Terrier, was shaken.
Daisy-Mae shows no signs of this trauma today and she is actively engaged in her games with
Zorro. Fritz insists on a cuddle from Uncle Dan and then from Auntie Janet, squealing in delight
and, after a drink from a water bowl that Debby has brought, pushing his wet face into Dan’s.
Sparkie manages to knock the water bowl over as Fritz exits to continue his usual morning
rambles along the Randolph walkway – with me in pursuit. When we emerge from the hilltop
behind the tennis courts he tries to get a rise out of Kathy’s Paddy and then we re-cross the green
where the grassy group now has Davide, Jean and Georgie as well. The latter has just taken
delivery of Bailey, who will be her houseguest for five weeks while Ofra is again in Israel. By
this time we can head in for coffee.
Ellen and Ronnie are already at our usual table and Ronnie is soon scattering chips of carrot and
trying to attract the attention of Billy, who would advance beneath the table were it not for DaisyMae, who is pretending to guard half a biscuit in the face of any (imaginary) challenges from
other dogs. Cheryl arrives and spends some time checking out the progress of the pot plants that
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she is teasing into proper spiral formation. She is followed by a mom with a little girl in pink:
pink jumper, pink dress and pink wig. Dan explains that this is actually an homage to a LazyTown
cartoon character named, he thinks, Phoebe. Dan continues to reminisce about his own childhood
and the way he and his older brother could wind up a younger sibling by making menacing faces.
“Mom thought she was on the right track when she told us, ‘Stop teasing that child or his head
will blow up,’ but, of course this warning only redoubled our efforts.” The Scottish sisters are
soon drawn back into their childhood as well. Soon they are quarrelling over the time when a
ten year-old Jean displayed to her sister an entire caterpillar collection on an iron railing – and
Georgie flicked each of them off into space with her disapproving fingers.
Monday, July 21:
It is another lovely morning in the park as Fritz and I approach the café, a cloud of Ronnie’s
cigar smoke already hovering above our table. Out on the green I can see Sabina with Scamp and
Oscar and we head in this direction ourselves. Fritz soon discovers that she has some treats in her
bag and he is climbing her leg in pursuit of the mysterious object. When Hanna comes across the
grass my dog rushes to greet her, driving Oscar away in possessive jealousy when he also makes
an appearance. Thereafter I have to follow Fritz to the four corners of the green as he checks out
the action; at one point he is eager to chase Pip, the little Jack Russell. and later he manages to
make off with Billy’s tennis ball.
Sabina wants to know the latest news about Albert, whom she visited last week, but we are all
soon hearing in detail about the old gentleman since his daughter, Denise, joins us at coffee time.
Albert does now spend some time in his chair but he isn’t eating properly and it is hard to tell if
he really has the will to go on. He very much enjoyed having the photo that Janet made for him
and he evidently loves being doted on by the nurses, but it is hard to tell just how long St. Mary’s
might be willing to let him occupy a hospital bed. Denise has postponed her vacation plans for
the summer in order to be close at hand, but it is obviously a great strain. Cheryl jumps in and
offers all sorts of assistance at this point.
Beneath the table there is a roiling ruck of canine activity. The Scottish sisters have brought
a record six dogs: Billy, Sparkie, Winnie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Momo – with three apiece
it’s like making your way forward in a chariot race, according to Jean. There is a good deal of
doggy naughtiness today, food fights initiated first by Winnie and then by Daisy-Mae. Saffy and
Tinkerbelle, who are enjoying the first extended period of their lives off lead, have yet to learn
that with freedom comes responsibility. First Tinkerbelle almost chomps Ronnie’s nose off when
he leans over to give her a biscuit. Then Saffie suddenly leaps onto Denise’s lap, overturning a
just arrived coffee cup that pours down that poor lady’s chest. Fortunately most of the outdoor
coffee we receive is never too hot but Denise has to go inside to get more napkins in order to
wipe the foam from her top. “What a start to the day!” the preoccupied woman says.
Tuesday, July 22:
Warm temperatures continue to prevail and, under sunny skies, I am able to reach the park this
morning wearing just a short-sleeved shirt on top. Fritz heads immediately for the green, or so
I am told by Ronnie, who is often able to tell me that my dog has been spotted heading in this
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direction as he takes a short-cut through the café’s forecourt. I catch up with Fritz as he makes
his first foray out to the center of the greensward, where Janet, Jean and Georgie are already in
situ. We have pretty much an instant-replay of yesterday’s activity out here and then it is time to
return en masse to the café.
There is a very large turnout for coffee this morning, a dozen or so dog owners and sixteen
animals underfoot. Denise has been worrying about getting someone to “express” the anal glands
of little Saffy and Tinkerbelle and is somewhat defeated by the high price of local veterinary
services, but Peter suggests that Albert’s dogs would certainly be entitled to free care at the
RSPCA surgery on Kilburn Park Road, which deals with the pets of those on benefit. Peter
seems to be the master of every arcane detail in the hours of this outfit and Cheryl, who has been
advising Denise on what to do, is having the greatest difficult getting all this down when the lady
herself shows up and says that the necessary procedure will now take place at 5:00 this afternoon
at Grand Union Pets on the Harrow Road. Meanwhile Hanna continues to worry about the health
of poor little Momo, who should be returning to Kate tomorrow.
I tell the others that I have been doing some research on the subject of little girls with pink wigs,
not wishing to make any blatant gaffes in the record of these proceedings, and that, spinning my
TV dials, I actually uncovered an episode of LazyTown, and that the character who inspired our
own little parkling’s homage on Sunday in named Stephanie, not Phoebe. While I am describing
the episode which I watched yesterday, one in which, of all things, the residents of LazyTown
held their own Sports Day, it becomes obvious, as he can name characters and even specific
incidents, that Ronnie has watched the same show! This is vastly amusing to the ladies at our
table, though Ronnie is unapologetic when they suggest, “Now we know what you get up to
when you go home” and “I thought you were supposed to be doing the ironing.”
Wednesday, July 23:
I am still in a short-sleeved shirt, even though it is grey and overcast this morning; unfortunately
it is also quite humid and one cannot tell, at this hour, whether we are in for scorching
temperatures later on – or rain. Soon after our entrance we encounter a dog named Cosmo, in this
case a Bedlington-Whippet cross who somehow resembles Ziggy. Cosmo dislikes being sniffed
by other dogs and rounds on my pet when the nose gets too close. Fritz then plays through
the café tables again and reaches the green, where I can see Sabina, with Scamp and Oscar, in
conversation with several others on the Randolph walkway. One of her companions is a woman
holding a little grey furry bundle, who turns out to be Dylan, the Toy Poodle. Unfortunately,
Dylan, at five, is still afraid of most other dogs and so he is frequently picked up.
I continue along the walkway with Fritz and he winds in and out of the walkways nearby,
eventually emerging on the brow of the little hill overlooking the green. Here he is summoned
by a distant Nicholas and so we reach the center of the green, where there are quite a few dogs
at play – including Georgie’s menagerie and Christian’s Vito and Miro. Monty wants to hump
poor Momo, as if this little fellow doesn’t have enough problems. Kate is supposed to reclaim
the little Maltese today but Georgie says that if she doesn’t show up she will have to take the dog
to the vet herself. We head in for coffee, passing the sign-up tables outside the temporary front
office: it’s time to enroll in Paddington Rec summer camp programs.
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At breakfast this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Nicholas (who is negotiating with
realtors on his mobile phone), Georgie, Jean, Ronnie and Denise, who says that when she went
to Maida Vale High (now the famous Westminster College on Elgin Avenue) she had her sports
days here too. She adds, having had a look at her dad’s birth certificate, that Albert was actually
born in 1920, not 1922 as we had assumed, and that he will therefore be 88 this year. The
fastidious Georgie refuses to drink her coffee when some of it spills into her saucer, even though
Nicholas pours the overflow back into the cup for her. Hanna says that she has had a go standing
on the power plate at the exercise emporium on Nugent Terrace and that Ronnie should have a go
as well. Ronnie is not interested; he is upset, however, that Haile the street cleaner has been fired
after a contretemps with fellow employees in which the Ethiopian threatened to shoot somebody.
It’s a shame, Ronnie, says, because he did a really good job of keeping Randolph Avenue tidy.
Thursday, July 24:
Another sunny and warm day beckons, but we are accompanied into the park by a nice cooling
breeze as well. Fritz makes a speedy charge to the green and we are soon wandering up the
Randolph walkway (too far, from my point of view) but eventually we get turned around, take a
left at the tennis courts, and emerge on the brow of the hill. Bailey (in this case the Lhasa Apso)
is here and, almost unrecognizable after a severe shearing, he prepares to withstand the advances
of Daisy-Mae. Out in the center of the green we have two Alsatians, Ché and Titus. Missing is
Momo. Georgie says that when Bob picked him up yesterday the little Maltese went straight to
the vet’s and he is now scheduled to have five teeth removed (at great cost) tomorrow.
At breakfast this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Davide, John, Cheryl, the Scottish sisters,
and Ronnie – though Debby and her son are hovering in the background with Zorro, and Celine
plays through twice with baby and Ziggy; she doesn’t wish to stop as long as baby is still asleep.
Lola and Ginger have new harness leads but Hanna is cross because Cheryl has gotten them
mixed-up – after Hanna had spent a lot of time adjusting them for the girth of each Pug. Cheryl
says that she is deep into work on a family history and even neglected to get in a game of golf
yesterday. We discuss the fact that a local tube stop has been immortalized by the young Welsh
pop-star, Duffy, whose “Warwick Avenue” is accompanied by a video shot at the Bakerloo Line
stop. This inspires us to plan our own video, with dogs of course, though ours will be staged at
the number 6 bus stop outside the 123 Cleaners on Shirland Road. Eat your heart out, Duffy.
We begin a multi-staged retreat. I have to let Fritz off lead since he keeps winding in and out
of bushes and I do not wish to uproot any of these plants in an attempt to reclaim my dog. Near
the turnoff at the cypress trees we come across Ellen with Jack and Sandy. Sandy has found a
nice shady spot in some grass and is refusing to budge. Fritz is soon out in front but he is slowed
down by the sight of a Fox Terrier on a bench and a longhaired Dachshund coming the other
way. I get him back on lead but Sparkie succeeds in spooking the Dachshund and it takes a while
before everybody is heading in the right direction. Just as we are about to leave I hear heavy
breathing in my ear. This is because Winnie is being carried by Davide. He tries to put her down,
now that we are in the shadow of the trees, but she still won’t move and after a few baleful sighs
on the part of the little madam, Davide picks her up a second time.
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Friday, July 25:
I find it rather muggy in the park this morning, sunny and warm as usual, but without the
invigorating breezes we have grown accustomed to. Fritz must be getting very warm as well,
but at least I can report to the others, whom I find at the foot of Mt. Bannister, that he has an
appointment with Karen at St. John’s Pets on Monday morning. Hanna is one of his pals to
whom I pass this information; it will be particularly relevant for her because she has agreed to
look after Fritz while I am away in Scotland starting August 4.
Fritz manages to stay pretty close to the lively group that is circling about nearby, though perhaps
he has biscuits on his mind as well. Celine is here with Ziggy, who also gets a treat. She says that
a portrait of her dog sat in the window of her shop for so long that the local cab drivers adopted it
as a talisman and that the other day, taking a cab home, the driver, whom she did not know at all,
said, “That dog looks just like Ziggy.” Celine now declines to sit down with us at coffee, feeling
that some more brisk walking is just what is needed to reduce “baby bulge.”
We do have Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie, Jean, Nicholas, Ronnie, Cheryl, Davide and,
eventually, Linda. Hanna makes the mistake of telling the table that she needs a new refrigerator
and Nicholas, after telling a dirty joke that has stamp collecting as its theme, snatches at his
mobile phone and is soon dialing up refrigerator quotes for the overfaced lady. Ronnie notes that
his youngest daughter has announced her engagement to his own Islington dentist. The ladies
at our table remind Ronnie that he has to foot the bill for this event but he pretends he is not
listening. The others gradually leave and soon I am alone with Linda, who has been abandoned
by the men in her family, who are camping for the next few days in Purbeck. Eventually Fritz
and Pepper are released for a back passage walkround. It is agreed that Pepper will be our guest
on Sunday and that Linda will drop Fritz off for his haircutting appointment on Monday.
Saturday, July 26:
It is still quite warm in the park and I haven’t strayed far from the entrance before it is time to
don my sunglasses. Out of the green there are quite a few dogs and Fritz rushes forward to greet
Billy, Sparkie and Bailey. (Winnie, however, is among the missing, since the lads have taken
her for a weekend in Padstow.) Kate and Bob are here, with Skye, Isla and Momo and everyone
wants to know how Momo’s trip to the dentist went. It transpires, however, that the little Maltese
is anemic and his operation has been postponed until Monday. He is on antibiotics and does seem
to be a bit livelier already. I have to leave the others behind in order to pursue my dog on his
wanderings. Ten minutes later I have him on lead, as it is time to go in for coffee, but Hanna, just
entering, insists on his being detached so that he can rush across the green to greet her – and I am
happy to comply.
At breakfast this morning we have a good turnout: Janet, Georgie, Jean, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Bob, Kate, and Cheryl. Hanna joins us only at half time (as does Denise) because she doesn’t
want to crowd into a space where there is no room for her coffee cup – “I’m fussy,” she explains.
Peter, already wearing a jacket, complains of the cold and finds a seat in the sun. Cheryl has
brought her own watering can and fertilizer in order to tend to the spiral plants. Denise says that
she will be going on her long-delayed holiday after all, and the dog people all volunteer to keep
an eye on Albert in hospital while she is gone; he seems to be doing a bit better. Beneath the table
Daisy-Mae is jealously guarding a biscuit and poor Sparkie gets savaged for coming too close to
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this prize. A minute later the little Shih-Tzu is being charming to a little toddler named Joshie,
who likes to come to the park to feed her biscuits the way other kids feed the ducks at the zoo.
Just before we are ready to make our departure we are surprised to see the looming presence of
Harry the Akita, whom we have not seen for some time. He is on lead, which will be good news
for both Jack and Fritz, both of whom have been attacked by this bruiser in the past. Hanna urges
me to let Fritz off the lead during the back passage walkround and I comply, though it is touchand-go if I can reconnect him as we near our exit gate. Outside I can see hear our local street
sweeper in animated conversation while he plies his broom; then I realize that he is on his mobile
phone. A few minutes later I look out the window and he is still chattering away, though this time
he is just leaning on his broom during break time.
Sunday, July 27:
An airless morning at the start of a scorching day. Fritz makes a lively enough progress to the
green, where some of the other owners are already gathered at the eastern end. Sparkie and Billy
are ball chasing and I find an abandoned blue rubber ring that Fritz chases down a few times as
well. Joining us for the first time in four weeks is Liz, returned from Cape Cod and reunited with
a slimmed down Roxy, who has clearly benefited from life in a household in which there was no
one to slip her extra treats. Fritz chases off a large dog whom he classifies as an enemy alien and
then he begins his own circuit of the grass. I catch up with him as he passes the Grantully gate
because I can see the others are heading in for coffee.
Our table today includes Janet, Georgie, Jean, Hanna, Peter, Ronnie, Liz, and Linda. Janet and
the Scottish ladies have spent a night on the town, only portions of which they can still remember
after a record five bottles of wine. Liz brings us up to date on the mood of America in an election
year. From a transatlantic perspective Obama seems the only choice but Liz says there are an
endless number of rednecks in Middle America who think otherwise. While we are sipping our
coffee there is an incident in the kiddies’ playground behind us. A chap has gone in there to
smoke a joint and spit on the ground and the mothers are in a state over this. Bouzha has a look
and summons a security guard but the police do not have to be called as well.
Hanna and Linda exchange phone numbers since, collectively, they will have the care of Fritz in
a week, when I head off on another walking expedition. Hanna is telling Linda all of the things
that must be accomplished during tomorrow’s beauty treatment at St. John’s Pets, though I don’t
know if Linda is taking all this in. We get up for a back passage walkround, our dogs bullying
a young Staffie named Sasha, whose owner doesn’t seem to have brought her dog to the park
with a proper lead. As we are inching through the fenced defile on the way to the cypress trees
someone notices that Daisy-Mae is trotting along happily with a yellow toothbrush in her mouth.
Go figure. Linda accompanies us as far as the Essendine gate, where the street sweeper is still
chattering away on his mobile phone, but she then takes off for a visit to her brother and I take
control of Pepper’s lead at the start of a daylong play-date.
Tuesday, July 29:
I have missed a day in the park (and Jean’s last day for some time) – for at precisely the
moment when Fritz and I should have made our entry, my dog was pretending to have lost all
motor control over his four legs on the floor of St. John’s Pets, a strategy of no avail as he was
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still made to undergo his scheduled beautification at the hands of the talented Karen. Linda was
kind enough to undertake this mission for me, even taking the dogs to Regents Park at 8:00,
and she had returned Fritz to me by 11:30. This was the right day for a haircut as we had hot
and humid weather in the extreme, 30 degrees for much of the day, and a pregnant atmosphere
that caused my ankles to balloon alarmingly. The first rain drops fell while we were out for our
nightly walk (even a little distant thunder) and then a rather restless night followed – once I had
to get up to close all the windows as a downpour had begun, then I had to get up again to reopen
them in order to get some of the cooler air into the stuffy flat.
This morning things are a lot fresher, though some of the clouds are still ominously dark, as we
resume our usual routine. Just as we enter the Essendine gate we meet up with Kate, Bob, Skye,
Isla, and the ailing Momo. The latter is still awaiting his extractions, but the vet is worried about
poor blood clotting, though whether the little Maltese is suffering from worms or hemophilia is
unknown. An operation can still be performed, so Kate tells me, but a blood donor has to be on
hand and, since she has the most to spare, this means the Alsatian Skye. Fritz gets well ahead of
me during this recital and I hang back anyway because I see the other Skye, Michaela’s Cairn,
coming up behind me. Michaela, who is usually in the park well before the rest of us during term
time, says that her Skye collapsed in the heat yesterday – which is why she is not carrying his
usual tennis ball today. He pinches the other Skye’s ball once we reach the green but then he and
Fritz are content to climb Mt. Bannister as we continue our walk.
I enter the precincts of the café a second time but now I am ready to join the others for coffee.
This morning we have Georgie, Cheryl, Hanna, Debby and her boy, John, Peter (complaining of
the cold), Ellen and Ronnie. Cheryl tells us that Ginger has passed a kidney stone; the ancient
Pug does manage to climb into the covered wagon on her own during the session. Cheryl has
also brought with her a large selection of German chocolates which she sees as a threat to her
waistline and the rest of us do a good job on them, except for the foil wrapped marzipan goodies
which (in spite of the cold that Peter is always complaining about) have melted in the glow of
the occasional sunshine. Hanna seems quite satisfied with Fritz’s haircut and shape. She has been
bugging me about how fat he is getting, disregarding my assertions that he just looks heavier
when his hair is long. Now that he has been shorn she is calling him “Slim.” People begin to
make a move, worrying about the possibility of further moisture. Georgie is now saying that she
is feeling the chill wind.
Wednesday, July 30:
With our first few steps into Paddington Rec I can tell that no one will complain of the cold today
– for it is bright and sunny, though a bit fresher than Monday. Fritz charges through the café
forecourt, where – ten minutes before opening time – Ronnie is sitting with Peter, Ellen, Davide
and Georgie. I have an assignment for Ronnie (who usually manages to adjust my watch for me);
today I need his assistance in getting the back cover off of my Sky remote control, which needs
a battery change. Before Fritz and I have reached the green he has succeeded. We continue down
the Randolph walkway, meeting Cheryl and her Pugs, and continuing on our usual ramble until it
is time to cross the green, following Hanna’s footsteps, and join the gang at our traditional table.
I ask Davide if he is learning Spanish now – since once again we are having merger talks
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between BA and Iberia. He says that the merger makes sense to him. I ask how Winnie got along
in Cornwall and he says that she had a good time, particularly at seaside. Cheryl reports that she
is having problems forwarding her family history to the publishers since her computer doesn’t
seem to want to burn disks. Ronnie says that he ran into Nicholas at the doctors’ surgery and
that our kitchen magnate was complaining of a sore finger – as he has been doing at our table
for three weeks. Ronnie says he intervened helpfully to tell the receptionist that this was not a
medical emergency and that she should send Monty’s owner packing.
The canines are in their usual turmoil beneath our feet. Wendy arrives with Corky and for once
Fritz makes no fuss. Linda arrives with Pepper, who rushes forward to kiss his pal in recognition
of Fritz’s position as top dog in their little pack. Fritz accepts this as his due but he really wants
attention from his Auntie Linda (Hanna also picks him up and places him in her lap). Meanwhile
Bailey has fallen in love with a little girl who is standing at the café door in Gap track bottoms
and a pink cap. She says that she has food in her satchel but Bailey seems interested only in
clinging to her in a charming replication of pure adoration. She, in return, is delighted by this
attention, as delighted as the next wee one is distressed to the brink of tears by the mere sight of
a wandering Winnie. Georgie asks this little girl if she has a dog at home – only to receive the
heartbreaking response, “I had one, but it died on my birthday.”
Thursday, July 31:
High temperatures and thunderstorms are predicted for today but it is still pleasant enough in the
park this morning, though quite overcast. Fritz is on speed dial this morning. He rushes forward
to the cypress corner and I can just see that a recalcitrant turd is sticking out of his backside like
a cigar. Ejected at last, he leaves this offering for me to pick up, and races for the green, where
I find him several minutes later. A lot of our little dogs are already in attendance, though today
they are joined by Izzy, the recently shorn Wheaten Terrier. I have to head over to the Randolph
walkway because I can see that my dog is preparing to part with his second gift of the day.
Thereafter we continue around the green, meeting up with Sabina (Scamp, Oscar) and London
Denise (Rizzo). Fritz jumps up on the bench between these ladies, but not for long; he has to
investigate the arrival of the Whippet pair, Denim and Suede.
At breakfast this morning we have Ché’s owner, John, plus Hanna, Georgie, Davide, Ellen, Peter,
Ronnie and Cheryl. Ronnie has seen a Chinese company perform Swan Lake last night; he tells
us that our pretty blonde barista is herself an aspiring actress and that she attended a performance
of King Lear last night. Georgie says that James attended several pubs last night and complained
bitterly about the after-effects of three lagers. This doesn’t sound overindulgent but, so Georgie
explains, her husband is wheat-intolerant and should have remained loyal to his Bacardi and
Coke. Cheryl reports that her computer is virus-infected and that she is in despair over what to do
next. Ronnie gives her the number of his PC person. John is reading another book of half-history,
something about the Grail Kings. I notice that he is opening sachet after sachet of sugar into his
coffee. He has a sip and pronounces the concoction bitter – reaching for a seventh sachet soon
thereafter.
The dogs are having their usual busy time. Ellen has ordered a cheese croissant just for these
animals and Winnie is beside herself with lust. Every now and then a new dog enters the scene
and there are cries of protest. Tara and Ché are tolerated but Bounce the Boxer and the pair of
Kai the Shiba Inu and Cookie the Pug produce an outcry. The little girl with the pink cap is back;
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while her mother is inside the café she visits our table and greets each of the dogs, even throwing
the tennis ball to Ché a few times. (How sharp is the cultural divide. This little girl can’t keep
her hands off the dogs; Christian reports that a Middle Eastern mom ordered him to move his
dogs away from a park entrance so that they would not come into even distant contact with her
children.) We get up to begin a back passage walkround. Ahead of us is a chap with a bruiser of
an animal on lead. Georgie says that this dog is always kept apart from other animals and so we
follow gingerly as Sparkie is put on lead lest he rush forward to challenge the beast – “He’d have
you for breakfast,” she says. In the event our predecessors pass through the Essendine gate well
before we reach this spot – having safely completed another month in the park.
To continue with this tale you need:
August, 2008

For those of you already familiar with the pleasures of longdistance walking the twenty-six chapters of this book will be
rich, I hope, in memories of familiar scenes and situations.
For those who need encouragement in taking up the activity
for the first time, this will serve as a quick introduction to
the perils and rewards of this form of recreation.
More experienced walkers can benefit advice on what to
bring with you, some hints on where to head, particularly
in Britain, what type of accommodation to seek, culinary
expectations, and how to cope with health crises on the trail.
Although most of the events and illustrations used in this
book come from over thirty-five years of walking in Britain,
it would be easy to find parallels on the footpaths of many
another region – this book is also for those of you who may
never get a chance to splash their boots in Pennine mire
or Lakeland mud. Long distance walking is a pleasure that
awaits people of all ages and shapes and so I say get stuck in
– and keep on trekkin.’

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Janet lets Buddy on the left pass the news of Harvey’s birth on to the other dogs.
Back row (from left): Sparkie, Fritz, Rosie, Roxy, Skye the white Alsatian. Front
row (from left): Bailey, Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Isla.

Invasion of the Biscuit Snatchers

Friday, August 1:
Strong winds have brought a fresher weather system during the night – though with all the
window rattling it has not been a very restful sleep. It is still very breezy as we enter the park;
we are accompanied by Ché and John, who is on the lookout for a promised solar eclipse; he
says that he will be visiting several Templar churches today in pursuit of more mysteries. Ché is
carrying two tennis balls in his mouth at the same time.
Out on the green a group of dog owners is seated on the grass and we head for this canine
concentration where Janet (enjoying the first free Friday of her now curtailed working week),
Georgie, Dan, Davide and Debbie are seated. Debbie has evidently just had an elbow nipped by,
of all creatures, Fix. Vito and Miro soon arrive but Vito usually plays too roughly with DaisyMae and so it is today, with Christian rushing up to put his dog on lead. Soon we are all heading
for the café, where Peter, Ellen and Ronnie are already in residence and Hanna and Cheryl are
soon to arrive.
The little girl in the pink cap is in position to greet all the dogs, handing out treats and giving
them a cuddle while her mother waits out the endless café queue. At one point I see that she has
taken a chair at our table, Bailey in her lap. The other dogs don’t seem to mind, though both
Sparkie (in Georgie’s lap) and Winnie (in Davide’s) do object when Sasha the Golden Retriever
is attached to a hook in the wall. The little girl’s mother at last emerges from the café, reminding
her daughter that it is now tennis lesson time. “She got me up at ten minutes to seven today,” this
woman explains, “I told her we had plenty of time to get to the park but she said, ‘But I need to
give Bailey a brioche.’”
Saturday, August 2:
A light rain has been falling, on and off, as Fritz and I brave a gray and cool morning in the park.
Parents have also ignored the moisture to bring their kids to the playground but there isn’t much
organized football activity, for once, and, on the whole, quiet reigns. Fritz rushes out to the green
where Daisy-Mae is staring down a crow at one end and Georgie and Dan are entering with
Sparkie, Bailey, and Winnie at the other. A chocolate-colored Lab named Raoul comes out to
greet our dogs in the cricket crease and, for his efforts, is chased off by a territorial posse – how
easily our lot can turn themselves into a mob. Fritz has joined in this chase (lead by Sparkie) but
he now heads off after another group of dogs on the Randolph walkway and I have to follow. A
few minutes later I can feel moisture seeping into my shoes as we cross the green on our way to
coffee. Rain has returned.
Our first task is to move our usual table back from its exiled position near the low wall to a dryer
venue outside the café doors. Here Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Cheryl, Ronnie and Liz
take their places. Liz, who says she is facing knee surgery in a few weeks, adds that her mobile
phone has been stolen by chaps who arrived to pick up some items for a church charity drive!
In other household news, she adds, her son Jack wants a lip ring (no) and Roxy has taken to
demonstrating her insatiable cravings by devouring paper bags and cardboard again.
The rise in energy prices is discussed and I add that you know this topic is omnipresent if, as
happened to me two days ago, a woman approaches you in the street and asks you for two
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pounds to pay the electricity bill. Janet reports that she and Georgie visited Albert in hospital
yesterday and that the nurse had said that they can wheel him outside if he wants to see some
of the dogs. Dan says that he has had a dream in which Madonna agreed to give a show in one
of his theaters. (While he is doing this, Winnie, in his lap, is quietly licking the butter from a
piece of toast lying in a plate on the tabletop.) The rain dies down a bit and so there is an early
departure for a back passage walkround. Fritz is in no mood to wait and we are soon well ahead
of the others.
Sunday, August 3:
There has been some rain overnight but there is no moisture as Fritz and I head for the park on a
gray Sunday morning. Temperatures are mild enough. Out on the green Georgie and Janet have
already arrived and Daisy-Mae and Sparkie are barking in one another’s faces. I suggest that
I have the translation, in case anyone is interested. Daisy-Mae is saying, “Play with me now!”
and Sparkie is saying, “If you want to play with me, you had better learn how to throw the ball.”
Pugs soon enter stage right, first a naked Winnie and then a leather-clad Zorro. Fritz decides that
he had better warn Zorro away from our group, chasing the fellow off and then reporting for a
reward biscuit from me. Liz now arrives with Roxy as well.
Georgie says that she has some news: she hasn’t won the lottery but two home tests confirm
that daughter Lynn is pregnant. Everyone is delighted. Next on the agenda is some serious
conversation on the subject of a West End rendezvous that Dan, Liz, Georgie and Janet are
cooking up for 1:30 this afternoon. Dan says that he will look up the bus routes on his mobile
phone. Liz says that her purloined phone has been replaced by a free one, handed out by her local
Orange supplier – a technological first as far as I can see: the company makes all its money on
pay-as-you-go top-ups and throws in the phone itself for free. I can’t ask any further questions
at this point, however, since I can see Fritz beginning his Randolph walkway ramble and I have
to give pursuit. By the time I have returned to the group (my shoes soaked again from the wet
grass) it is time to head in for coffee.
Today we have all of the above-mentioned owners plus Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Hanna. The
dogs are insistent on their fair share of all of the goodies on offer, especially the ravenous
Roxy, who, when she is not sticking her head above the parapet, is baying away at some poor
maintenance man (who is mightily perturbed by this intrusion) as he empties the bins. All of the
dogs show some interest in an adorable twelve week-old Cocker puppy, named Tilly, at a nearby
table. I remind the other owners that they will not see me for some time, since I am scheduled to
begin a week-long walk in Scotland with an early morning flight from Heathrow tomorrow. Fritz,
of course, will still be here to represent our household and Hanna and I discuss the handover
that will take place this afternoon. Then I head for home where my walking partner, Gavan, can
join me in choosing our plane seats and printing our boarding passes – another technological
innovation for me.
Wednesday, August 13:
A number of days have passed since my last trip to the park, which, once again, becomes part of
my morning routine as Gavan and I head for its green vistas on a blustery Wednesday morning.
We are both a bit footsore and weary after a seven-day walk on the Great Glen Way, where we
reached the end in Inverness after 77 miles. Fritz, in the meantime, has been having the time of
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his life at his Auntie Hanna’s, where, often sharing attentions with Yoyo, he has been cuddled
and cosseted, even enjoying the occasional Reiki treatment in the process. He and Yoyo, who is a
true bossy boots, evidently chased a fox in Hanna’s garden, and both of them managed to climb
into her bed at night-time as well.
When we reach the green this morning there are a number of dogs about and Fritz is soon
dashing among them as Gavan keeps him busy running down a tennis ball. Bob is here with Skye
and Isla and little Momo who, earlier this week, at last had his extractions. Now down to four
teeth the little fellow is still doped up and not a very happy puppy. Davide is here with Winnie
and Georgie has Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, and Bailey. Eventually it is time to follow these folk
toward the café, where a bowl of water has been placed for thirsty canines.
At breakfast, in addition to the aforementioned, we have Peter, Ellen, John and even Kathleen
McCormack, who sits down with us in a Bobsleigh jumper and drinks a carton of cranberry
juice. I tell Gavan that, in addition to the always alternative Hanna, he is sitting with one
shaman (John) and one clairvoyant (Kathleen). We are asked to give a summary of our walking
adventures and we are surprised to discover that there was even more rain in London than we had
in Scotland. Fritz has a reunion with his Auntie and then we begin a back passage walkround.
Gavan wants to know why Winnie is hanging back and I tell him that the same Pug who has just
had a snarling laptop confrontation with Sparkie is actually wary of being attacked by the every
playful Daisy-Mae.
Thursday, August 14:
After another rocky night (Gavan left for Poland at 5:20) Fritz and I head for the park on a lovely
and fresh August morning. We haven’t gotten very far when I can see another Schnauzer heading
our way: this is Pepper, who is about to spend the rest of the day with us. Linda is naturally
heading our way as well, with young Liam and his pal Jake in tow, and I accept Pepper’s lead as
the others head off for a day at Thorpe Park. Pepper is quite distressed to see his family receding
in the distance but he soon accepts his change in status and we trot along toward the green, Fritz
getting well ahead of us.
Georgie and Davide have taken up residence in the middle of the grass and I can see that Fritz
has as well. I try to repeat yesterday’s ball chasing antics but I can’t throw the ball as far as
Gavan can and Fritz isn’t as compliant in bringing it back either. Just as I think we are getting a
rhythm established my dog races across the green because he has spotted his Auntie Hanna. I let
her keep an eye on him as I lead Pepper into the café and attach him to a chair leg. Georgie and
some of the others have thirstily plastered themselves to the front door of the café, which is a few
seconds late in opening its doors.
This morning we have, in addition to those already mentioned, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie. Ronnie
has stubbed a toe and missed several days in the park. He now lights up a cigar and is sitting
in a very relaxed mode when his better half, Susie, comes by at the beginning of a period of
holiday time for her. “I’m having a ten thousand mile check-up today,” she says, “starting with
my roots.” When it is learned that Ronnie will be on his own for a few days, Hanna suggests that
its time to party at Ronnie’s. She has, in the meantime, perched Fritz on her lap and has managed
to get him to relax for an extended period of cuddling. When we start off for home I let Fritz run
free (two dogs on lead are not so easy when your right knee is as sore as mine) but Hanna adds
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his lead to that of Pepper so that our guest can have some running room as well. Hanna always
chides me for keeping Fritz on lead as we head for home anyway, but just as we clear the cypress
trees I am at last able to demonstrate the wisdom of my strategy: my rascal has admitted himself
to the running track and wants to know who wants to join him there.
Friday, August 15:
The day does not begin well as I drag myself out of bed on a sunny August morning. The strain
of last week’s walk, most notably felt in my right knee, the poor sleep patterns, and every other
sort of anxiety imaginable have once again produced feelings of light-headedness and fatigue.
By the time I am erect and ambulatory it is too late for my usual shave and shower and it is with
cane in my right hand that I make my way down the stairs and across the street, releasing Fritz to
his morning rambles as soon as possible.
He trots on ahead, turning around every now and then as I make my way slowly toward the
cypress trees. A young lady, seemingly dressed for exercise in the park, is sitting on a bench,
working away furiously on her laptop. (If this becomes a habit, perhaps Courtney’s can think up
a charge for this form of recreation.) As I pass through the precincts of the café, Lurch is already
serving Ronnie his little espresso, fifteen minutes before the doors are to be opened for the rest
of us (though he does threaten to charge double for this service). The worst thing about carrying
a stick is that you have to explain why you need this object and so it begins for me as soon as I
hit the green. Fortunately Fritz soon heads off on his Randolph walkway rambles and I have ten
minutes or so before I have to start explaining all over again at coffee.
This morning we have Davide, Janet, John, Georgie, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie, now in his second
day of enforced bachelorhood. He is smoking a cigar, whose aroma is not to be confused with
the persistent whiff of wood smoke in the beautiful morning air. The dogs continue to patrol the
forbidden doorway of the café and one little girl gets hysterical at the sight of them. Meanwhile
a tribe of little boys (some of whom are also afraid) have climbed the wall up against which our
table has been shoved and this does not make for a pleasant breakfast presence. Fritz seems to
sense that something is not quite right with his master and stares at me quizzically; Daisy-Mae
also senses that something is up and comes to sit in my lap in response. Then she, Sparkie and
Winnie have a teeth-gnashing confrontation when all the food disappears. Truth to tell, it all goes
by in a bit of a fog and I don’t make much of a start on my cappuccino before it is time to head
for home.
Saturday, August 16:
Although Hanna has volunteered to take Fritz to the park this morning I do not want to turn to
rust and so, cane again in hand, I prepare for the day’s expedition myself. Fritz has been the
lucky beneficiary of the solicitude of my friends – for not only did Hanna give him a long walk
to Formosa Street last night but Linda took him to Regents Park yesterday afternoon for some
hectic ball chasing with Pepper and Liam. It is a grey morning in the park today and I begin to
wonder if we will have any more summer warmth from the skies.
When we reach the green (moving very slowly) I can see that Janet, Georgie and Dan are already
present and that Winnie is dressed outlandishly in one of the doggy jumpers knitted by Janet’s
sister. This one, in fuzzy, multi-colored stripes, makes the Pug look a bit like a fat caterpillar.
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“No,” says Dan, “what she looks like is a piñata. Let’s just hope there aren’t any Mexican
children in the park this morning.” Winnie has her picture taken in this outfit while Sparkie runs
onto the green with a giant stick in his mouth, stopping just before it makes contact with DaisyMae’s head. Then I have to follow Fritz about for a bit before heading in for coffee with the
others.
For a Saturday morning the place is strangely quiet and for a long time our table (containing
those already mentioned plus Nicholas, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Hanna) is the only outdoor
venue occupied. Nicholas, the eternal marketeer, insists on telling Janet how to sell the jumpers,
what price to charge, and eventually he goes off with two of them (after Daisy-Mae and Bailey
have tried them on) to see if he can flog them himself. Fortunately no one tries to slip one of
these confections onto my dog but he is making enough of a fool himself already, sitting limply
in Hanna’s lap and basking in the attention he is receiving from his Auntie. While all of this is
taking place Winnie, evidently out to headbutt Fritz, manages to overturn Hanna’s coffee cup and
soak Ronnie’s shoes. Dan rushes off to buy a replacement cup while Ronnie announces that he
is tired and wants to start for home. Hanna, who has arrived later than the rest, insists that he can
rest just as comfortably here and so he remains compliantly for another fifteen minutes before we
begin our back passage walkround.
Sunday, August 17:
An early morning rain has just cleared as we enter the freshly washed surfaces of Paddington
Rec. None of the footie lads has arrived as of yet and we have a pretty quiet time of it, Fritz
racing well ahead of his slow-moving master. I find him on the green where Georgie and Davide
are entering from the right and another group containing Dan and Janet stands on the left. A
familiar blonde presence is loping towards me expectantly; it is Buddy the Golden Retriever
who, even after a month’s absence, still remembers that I carry biscuits in my pocket.
Buddy’s presence means that his mistress must also be nearby and there she is, Saskia, mother
of baby Harvey, who was born last Wednesday. Everyone is delighted by this news, longanticipated, and we try to find out how Buddy is coping with the new arrival. Saskia says that
Buddy comes running in to fetch the rest of the family when the baby starts to cry and that he is
fascinated by the strange odors rising from all those well-filled nappies. When Saskia starts for
home I object that she has named her baby before asking for my suggestion: Paddington. Dan
says that that would have been a perfect name if the little tyke wanted to come home from school
every day with a black eye.
We head in for breakfast, where our table soon includes Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie, Cheryl, and Hanna. Janet is beaming with pride because Daisy-Mae has been
asked to model some dog beds in a photo session this afternoon. The rest of us are discussing
the weather again, though I note that the grass has never had a chance to fade because of all this
summer rain. The dogs all seem to want a lap to sit in and so, at one time, we have six of them
happily ensconced: Fritz on Hanna’s lap, Bailey on Dan’s, Daisy-Mae on Janet’s, Jack on Ellen’s,
Sparkie on Georgie’s and Winnie on Davide’s. This puts Winnie next to Fritz and it isn’t too
long before that irate presence tries out an experimental nip on my unsuspecting fellow’s nose.
Perhaps it is time to begin our walkround.
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Monday, August 18:
I am almost ready to leave the house this morning when my dog finally manages to get out of
his (my) bed. He has exhausted himself after an exciting time at Linda and Rob’s last night, an
evening that not only featured the usual wrestling matches with Pepper but also the appearance
of a squeaky ball, one that would not stop running under the furniture – where its reappearance
was longed for amid sighs of melancholic lust. Trying to get the ball out of Fritz’s mouth, when
it was time to call it a night, was a titanic struggle. When he at last climbed into bed he fell into a
deep sleep on my side and, impossible to budge, he remained there for the next eleven hours. He
has missed the passing of another pre-park shower.
I am still wearing my rain jacket as we reach the green, having caught up with Janet and Davide
– who have entered the park only a minute before us. Georgie is also here with Bailey, Sparkie,
and a cold, and Hanna can be seen entering from the Grantully side of things. I tell Fritz that his
Auntie is coming and he whips his head around, locates his current favorite, and is off like a shot.
Even Hanna cannot hold his attention for long and soon I am trundling after him (still using my
cane) as he gets all the way to the Randolph exit before turning around. At this point he has to
go on lead and we march all the way back to the café, being the first to arrive at our usual table –
which, perhaps because of the rain, has not been pushed up against the fence for once.
We are joined by Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, and Davide. First we hear all about
Daisy-Mae’s dog-bed modeling session while the little charmer herself jumps into one seat after
another, cadging biscuits so that she can guard them against any sign of interest on the part of
any other dog. Twice Winnie and Sparkie have a snapping duel when one or the other dog just
happens to glance at the next lap in an unfriendly moment. Janet passes around a card she has
made for Saskia, one featuring Buddy, on one side of a fence, giving the baby news to all of
his canine pals on the other. The people are discussing Channel 4’s latest contribution to public
service broadcasting, last night’s program on designer vaginas. Janet says she can’t imagine why
anyone would undergo such an operation, why they would agree to go on television to discuss it
or why anyone would watch such a program. There is also mild disapproval when Cheryl shows
up wearing an all-white outfit on a wet day in the park. I don’t have time to see if she is soon
covered in paw prints because I have to head for home and a rendezvous with John the Window
Cleaner.
Tuesday, August 19:
It is gray and blustery in the park this morning, though the temperatures are still mild enough.
Fritz gets well ahead of me as I stomp along slowly with my stick. By the time I get to the green
these days he is usually out in the middle somewhere – touching noses with all his pals, canine
and human. John has arrived without a ball for Ché but the shaggy Alsatian has found a large
stick instead. Georgie is also out here; she still has her cold and four dogs in tow – Sparkie,
Winnie, Bailey and Daisy-Mae. For once Fritz manages to stay nearby and so it is not too much
of a struggle to get him moving toward the café at coffee time.
This morning we have John, Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, and Cheryl. The latter also
has a bad cold and for the first few minutes we have non-stop advice: garlic, Echinacea, manuka
honey all receive nominations in turn. Finally Ronnie turns to me and asks if I am taking notes
because there will be a quiz tomorrow. While we are chattering away there is an endless stream
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of kiddies and their moms, on their way to sign up for some sporting activity in the park. Maggie,
with Hootch in tow, is on just such a mission: she hands the reins of the large beast over to John.
Another mom, on crutches, affirms, “Yes, it’s the doggy club” to her youngster as they walk by.
Finally two young chaps, each devoted to another member of the Croatian national team, make a
pit-stop in the café.
Our dogs manage to behave themselves during this session and for once we have no food fights.
Ché, his paws wet after he has been standing in the water trough, is spending a lot of time with
his head inside a trash bin. Finally John gets up to investigate and, sure enough, someone has
deposited a green tennis ball here. This is fished out for the keen-nosed animal, who soon forgets
about his stick. The conclusion is that dogs are very intelligent creatures – in matters that are
important to them. “Sit,” “stay” – these are not so important, but “ball” and “food” earn their
undivided attention.
Thursday, August 21:
It’s not that I have missed a day in the park, but yesterday’s visit was a very brief one, and Fritz
and I did not have a chance to share in the breakfast-time ritual, as usual, because I had much
to do in the West End and we had to start for home after a little exercise on the green. I was
successful in most of my errands but at about 5:30 yesterday I managed to lose half a molar to
Dan’s stick of Padstow rock and this means that at 11:30 this morning I will be reporting to the
dentist on Boundary Road.
There are a lot of dogs about as Fritz and I make our way toward old favorites like Arran the
Coton de Tulear and Andrew the Akita, plus the lanky speedster Phoenix. When we reach the
green there is no one about but fortunately I have brought a tennis ball with me and this keeps
Fritz amused for a while. Then John arrives with Ché and the ball is soon in the Alsatian’s
slobbery mouth. Georgie arrives with the famous foursome and we head in for coffee, dodging
the ever-circling parade of vans that we have to put up with these days.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning, just Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie and John.
Much conversation is devoted to a BBC program the other night on the subject of inbreeding in
pedigree dogs, including Pugs and Cavalier King Charles Spaniels. The fact that you would put
down a Rhodesian Ridgeback puppy born without a ridge seems an atrocity to all. Hanna says
the Kennel Club has a lot to answer for since its breed standards are gradually undermining the
health of many types of dogs. Soon we are on to other topics: an air crash in Spain, England’s
lackluster footie performance against the Czech Republic, Georgie’s forthcoming trip to
Scotland.
It is not easy for her to make much progress when it is time to leave. Winnie stands on the
roadway and won’t follow the others – no matter how many times she is urged to do so. The
gents whom I left blowing up footballs have left the gates to the playing fields open and Sparkie,
Bailey and Daisy-Mae are soon dashing about in the newest field as Georgie tries to bribe them
with ball and treats. No sooner have they at last vacated this pitch then Daisy-Mae and Bailey
cross the walkway and run onto the middle pitch. It takes less time to get them out this time but
Daisy-Mae manages to make off with a green marker cone – which I throw back over the fence.
Now a new parade of dogs is heading our way as Christianne passes with baby Ava and Staffie
Stella, and then Millie and Sid come up behind us.
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Friday, August 22:
Again we have had early morning rain and again it has conveniently stopped a few minutes
before it is time to report to the park. I am showered in sparks as I pass what will soon be one
of the entrances to the new environmental area, a walkway now crossing the former meadow at
this corner – with workmen making further refinements to its surface as I pass. The irony is that
dogs will no doubt be banned from this site; we will be lucky if the back passage, which is such a
treasured part of the routine of dog people, casual strollers and even joggers, remains open when
all of this is completed.
When we reach the green Fritz encounters Natasha, who has not only Leila with her but Buddy
as well. Buddy approaches, looking for his usual handout, and I make him shake paws first. Then
Fritz charges out to the cricket crease where Georgie is arriving with her canine quartet. Also
present are two Alsatians, Ché and Titus, and little Fix. When I address the latter he becomes
quite agitated, staring up at me with his blind eyes and wondering why someone other than Barry
knows his name. Fritz then takes off for the Randolph Avenue route and it is some time before
we return to the greensward. I have brought another tennis ball with me, but Fritz is actually
much more interested in a broken blue ball belonging to Daisy-Mae.
We are nine at breakfast this morning – a group that includes Peter, Ellen, Hanna, John, Georgie,
Janet, Ronnie and Cheryl. The blue ball becomes a point of contention beneath the table, with
Fritz, Sparkie and Ché all vying for ownership. Ellen, as usual, is the focus of canine attention
– with her generous handouts. Rosie, for one, is covered in crumbs at the end of this feeding
session and I suggest to Ronnie that she needs a bird, like those we see riding on the backs of
elephants or crocodiles, to peck the detritus from her broad back. Ronnie says that he could not
bear to watch the program on doggy inbreeding but he, and others, have watched a program in
which Boris Johnson has traced his ancestral roots. There seems to be universal admiration for
the way the new mayor is conducting himself these days. We begin a back passage walkround,
Daisy-Mae relentlessly pursuing poor Winnie’s tail. I have to tell Sparkie, who is off for Glasgow
this afternoon, that they fine barking dogs in Scotland.
Saturday, August 23:
A wonderful sunny scene greets us as we reach the park this morning and it is a pleasure to
make our usual progress toward the green. Here Daisy-Mae and Zorro are at play and, as she
usually does, the charming Shih-Tzu rushes up to give me an ecstatic greeting. Soon other dogs
are joining the canine ruck: Charlie the Westie is here and so is a Chocolate Lab named Wisley.
Fritz finds yesterday’s great prize, the collapsed blue ball, and he manages to keep this is his
mouth while chasing down the tennis ball I have brought with me. Dan arrives with Winnie and
I ask him whether he would like to settle my dental bill in installments or all at once – since it
was that piece of Padstow rock that proved the undoing of my molar and led, yesterday, to the
introduction of a space age ceramic inlay in its place.
We go in for coffee, but there is only a small turnout this morning: just Peter, Ellen, Janet, Dan,
Cheryl and Ronnie. Janet says that she has been to see Albert in hospital and that he seems
unchanged, still very weak and thin, though he is eating. Cheryl and I discuss the start of the
college football season in the U.S., now only a week away. She obviously wants to undertake
a visit to the Notting Hill Carnival, which gets underway in earnest tomorrow, but she gets so
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much advice on how to protect herself from thieves that I would say she is thinking twice about
the whole venture. Dan says that Cage aux Folles is coming to one of his theaters and Janet is
very excited about the prospect. Davide, just back from Chicago, calls on the mobile.
With Georgie in Scotland, Janet has undertaken the care of Bailey, who now falls asleep in her
lap. I shove the blue ball into the gap in our tabletop, looking forward to my dog’s patented
trick: pulling it through with his teeth. He makes no move to do this, much to my chagrin, but
after fifteen minutes someone notices that there is a tray stuck under the tabletop and Fritz can’t
even see the blue ball. Daisy-Mae, when she is not guarding her biscuits against all the other
dogs, is doing the rounds of the other tables, making her adorable face at anyone who is in any
way willing to be charmed. At one point I ask Janet, “Excuse me, but isn’t that your dog on the
tabletop just on the opposite side of the wall behind you?” Sure enough Daisy-Mae has hopped
up here to have a face-to-face with a Japanese tennis player, who is innocently waiting for the
rest of his party. Fortunately he doesn’t object to this cheeky behavior, though Janet rushes over
full of apology. Maybe it is time for us to make a move.
Sunday, August 24:
A light rain is falling as Fritz and I head for the park on a damp Sunday morning. Both of us are
in raingear; Fritz doesn’t seem to mind the moisture and lingers a long time under the elderberry
bushes, sampling a few tender grass shoots. I am left to stand in the rain like a dummy; no
wonder Pippa the Papillion is staring at us as though we were mad. When we reach the café I
can see that there is already a knot of dog owners seated under the eaves but Fritz merely plays
through and I have to follow him on his usual Randolph walkway journey. Fortunately, when we
have returned to the green from the tennis courts, he seems willing to follow me back to the café,
stopping only once to explore the hallway of the office first.
A stalwart group of dog owners is sitting out the shower in front of the café doors: Peter,
Ellen, Janet, Dan, Hanna, Ronnie, and, back from Cape Cod after her second summer trip to
Massachusetts, Liz. Liz has brought with her presents for all: I get a pair of Schnauzer socks
and a Boston baseball-shaped dog cookie, which the other animals soon share out with Fritz. I
am sitting in the most exposed seat and I have to get up to put my chair in a less rainy spot – the
wind is driving the moisture in on our table. Behind us the chatty chap in the trilby hat, John, is
commenting on everything we say or do. Roxy tries to snaffle food off the table and barks at two
park workers, one in lime green and one in orange. This she does, I suppose, in a valiant effort to
make up for Sparkie’s absence. However the prize for naughtiest dog, these days, continues to go
to Daisy-Mae.
The Shih-Tzu is busily snapping at any other dog who happens to come close to the biscuit she
is guarding under the table. Janet says that she also drove poor Bailey from the bed last night
in another episode of puppy possessiveness. Janet is amused by this incident but I do have to
remind her that she has just compared herself to a biscuit. Daisy-Mae is jumping from lap to
lap like an elfin seductress but two minutes later she is attacking poor Fritz, who has made the
mistake of picking up one of her balls. To the sound of boom boxes and the ubiquitous helicopter
(both signs that the Notting Hill Carnival has begun) we begin a back passage walkround. DaisyMae runs through a hole in the fence and, from her position in the middle of the track, pretends
that she has no idea how to rejoin the rest of the party.
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Monday, August 25:
Any signs of early morning sunshine have all disappeared by the time Fritz and I make our entry
into the Rec on a grey and blustery Bank Holiday Monday.
When we reach the green we can see lots of dogs about and Fritz rushes forward to greet them
and their owners. There is one new character this morning, a young Cavalier named Django. I
have brought a tennis ball with me but I don’t have a chance to deploy it before there is a general
migration in the direction of the café. Fritz joins this flotilla but just when I want him to turn left
he turns right and heads in the opposite direction, down the Randolph walkway. I am able to get
him turned around, at last, when I bounce the ball a few times on the walkway itself. We are just
in time for me to hand my coffee money over to Dan in the counter queue.
We have a good turnout this morning: Dan, Janet, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Liz, and
Coops’ heavily pregnant owner, who joins us as well. The Pugalier begins a long wrestling
match with Daisy-Mae and this keeps the little madam out of trouble for once. Someone arrives
at the café with a Lurcher named Charlie and Fritz sets up his usual howl over the intrusion
of a newcomer. He is a real nuisance this morning, jumping up in Susie’s lap so that he can be
closer to Coops’ mom’s handbag – which contains doggy treats therein. Not even a slurp of my
cappuccino foam keeps his quiet.
Hanna and I register our disappointment over the boring nature of yesterday’s Grand Prix in
Valencia. Many of those at the table have seen Francesco da Mosto’s recent TV series, the one in
which he explored the eastern Mediterranean in a sailing vessel, and a number of those present
say they are inspired to undertake cruises of their own. Ronnie and Susie have been to see The
Merry Wives of Windsor at the Globe and they give the production and the venue a good review.
Liz says that she has been up all night because one of her lad’s friends has ADD, and he was up
all night. She has a new Mini-Clubman and everyone who has seen it pronounces it adorable.
She (in Francesco’s footsteps) is supposed to be going to Croatia next month but her bad knee
may prevent this. Susie now interrupts to chide Ronnie for giving croissant chunks to Rosie. “It’s
so fattening!” she says. “Then don’t eat any,” is Ronnie’s response.
Tuesday, August 26:
Everyone seems a bit shell-shocked this morning after two days of relentless bombardment, or
so it seems, as the nearby Notting Hill Carnival has at last reached its climax. I don’t sleep that
well under such provocation and the fact that helicopters were buzzing overhead until well after
midnight didn’t help. Cheryl, still wearing a whistle on a Caribbean sash, seems to have been the
only dog owner to have braved the ruck this year. She says she had a good time, even though she
often had to put her fingers in her ears.
There is a lively group on the green, where Fritz is soon employed chasing his tennis ball.
Christian says that his dogs went to the beach in Dorset over the holiday and that there was an
anxious moment when Vito went overboard off the pier. Of course we all know that dogs can
swim but Christian says that one breed that is exceptional in this regard is the French Bulldog.
Fortunately Vito must have had enough Boston Terrier in him for he was soon paddling for
shore; Christian adds that when he puts Miro in the water the larger dog just sinks like a stone.
Buddy now appears with Leila and Natasha and I am given a rapturous greeting, which means
get out the biscuit bag now! Sparkie is back with Georgie. I tell her that I can understand Sparkie
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being admitted to Scotland but that he was allowed to return to England certainly displays the
laxity in border controls these days.
At breakfast we have Ronnie, Susie, Cheryl, Hanna, Davide, Peter, Ellen, and Georgie. The latter
is a bit punchy – not from carnival noise but from a ten-hour car journey from Glasgow last
night. Today she has Bailey and Daisy-Mae with her and the latter has mischievously taken a seat
at a table where a chap has abandoned some chips. Winnie, not to be outdone, is also haunting
other tables in pursuit of a handout. Fritz remains at our table and his reward is two cups that
need to be divested of their cappuccino foam. In spite of this I feel a bit guilty a few minutes later
when, on my solo journey to the post office, I pass Stella, baby Ava, and mom Christianne, who
notices immediately that I am missing someone. “He’s had his outing,” I reply apologetically.
Wednesday, August 27:
Overcast skies continue as Fritz and I enter the park on a gray and breezy Wednesday
morning. We pass the spot where workmen have been installing the pathways through the new
environmental area; nobody is about but they have left a radio blaring away in their absence. On
the green Diesel the noisy Labrador has joined a group that includes Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Zorro,
Bailey and Sparkie. I have brought a tennis ball with me and Fritz chases this down several times
and then, ball still in his mouth, he begins his usual Randolph walkway ramble. When we return
to the green I can see that the others have gone on to the café, but, surprisingly, Fritz senses this
too and heads for this spot without my having to urge him forward or put him on lead.
This morning we have Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ronnie and Cheryl, with Debbie
behind us as an outrider. Bailey jumps in my lap and has a sip of my cappuccino before I do.
Daisy-Mae puts on her appealing act so that I can give her a biscuit; then she hides it under
my chair and prepares to repel all boarders. Winnie is beside herself with anxiety over food,
following every bite with the greatest fascination. Davide says that at home she hovers over
every plate as it is removed from the dishwasher, expecting that it will contain food too. Georgie
has a lot of catching up to do in the poo poo bag folding department for Ronnie; it is suggested,
ever so politely, that the next time she goes away she needs to provide some cover.
After we have been seated for some twenty minutes we are overrun with Yorkies as Saffy and
Tinkerbelle make their return with Albert’s daughter, Denise. The two little dogs look well and
they are certainly full of life (Saffy even manages to get up on top of the wall behind our table)
but they have had an unusual three weeks. Denise had left them with a friend who lived in a
mobile home but it turned out that dogs were not allowed on this site and they had to go into a
kennel at Box Hill. In the meantime the kennelman fell in love with the pair and said he would
waive his fees if he could have them. Denise is now in a quandary, since she is very fond of them
too and had expected to take them back to Holland – though she lives on the third floor and has
a diabetic cat. In the meantime, she tells us, Albert is well enough to be moved in a few days to a
nursing home on the Harrow Road. Meanwhile no one has challenged Daisy-Mae for ownership
of the biscuit and she has to content herself with an extended wrestling match with Zorro.
Thursday, August 28:
Gray skies persist as Fritz and I begin our day in the park. It’s pretty quiet here these days,
especially since there are no classes on any of the fields and the only noise is generated by
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workers who are installing the walkways for the new nature areas. On the green there is a lot of
doggy activity and Fritz soon joins in, happily chasing his tennis ball hither and thither as we
get ready for coffee time. Again I am surprised to see my dog following the others as they head
for the café, though even so I am a bit late in passing my coffee money over to Davide, who is
already at the front of the queue.
We have quite a turnout for a weekday: Davide, Georgie, Ronnie, Cheryl, Ellen, Peter, Liz,
Hanna, Denise, and, just back from six weeks in Israel, Ofra. This is the moment of reunion for
Bailey, who has been in the care of his Auntie Georgie all this time, and he is beside himself with
joy over the return of his mommy. Soon he takes his place on her lap but he is not the only dog
so situated, for we have Saffy on Denise’s lap, Tinkerbelle on Ronnie’s, Sparkie on Georgie’s,
Jack on Ellen’s, Lola on Cheryl’s, Winnie on Davide’s, and, mesmerized into a limp lump, Fritz
on Auntie Hanna’s. I pronounce this, at eight, a record number of lap dogs, and Peter gets up to
take a movie of this scene with his camera.
Cheryl gets up to use her watering can on the spiral bushes, with gardener Boyd joining her
in conference. (Evidently Ginger resents having to share her covered wagon with this object.)
Cheryl and I continue our dissection of the coming college football season in the U.S. I say that
her beloved Oklahoma will beat Chattanooga 70-0. There is a mountain of food for the dogs to
consume, which is just as well for Fritz, who refused to eat his dinner last night because I went
out for dinner with Gavan, on the last night of his European holiday – my dog on hunger strike in
protest.
Friday, August 29:
It has been a restless night. Things started to go wrong when Fritz, his nose poised above his
head, began to sniff maniacally late in the afternoon. In order to satisfy his lust for rubber I had
to remove every toy from the shelves, including the little blue ball that he likes to knock under
the furniture with such single-minded regularity that, after a while, I get tired of kneeling down
to retrieve the lost object. To my surprise, this time, it was not the little blue ball that he wanted
but something in the hall bookcase, Daisy-Mae’s collapsed rubber ball, the one with the pink
face. When I let him have the toy he batted it repeatedly under the furniture, moaning for its
return as if all life depended on it. It was a struggle to get him to abandon the quest long enough
to eat puppy supper but an evening of batting, moaning and kneeling finally had to end when we
went out for our late night walk and I managed to secrete the fetish object in the freezer. To pay
me back, Fritz climbed under the bed shortly after we retired and pawed away so relentlessly that
I had to extract a drawer and drag him out.
No wonder I am bit tired as we plod into the Rec on a gray, warm and humid morning. Just as
we reach the green I see a little white dog nosing about the loos and the sight of Bob, out in the
middle of the grass with Skye and Isla, convinces me that this must be Momo. Bob soon starts to
panic and I have to let him know where Momo is; Bob says that this is just a sign of how much
better the little fellow is feeling these days – with his final check-up scheduled for tomorrow. I
try to keep Fritz busy with the tennis ball but, just to perpetuate the catalogue of naughtiness,
he takes off along the Randolph walkway with the toy in his mouth – just at the moment when
I want to head in for coffee. The others are all seated by this time and I would have had no
refreshment at all if Ofra had not gone into the café a bit later.
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Today we have Ofra, Davide, Georgie (who has agreed to look after Momo while Bob and Kate
are in Dubai), Janet, Denise, Hanna, Ronnie, Peter and Ellen. Denise is describing her recent
holiday in Bali and Ofra is discussing some dental work completed in Israel. Ronnie says that
Susie is visiting a retired horses’ home today. Peter is trying to feed the dogs under the table
but after losing two fingers (or so it seems) he gives up. Davide is besieged when his toasted
cheese sandwich is delivered, but he insists on eating the first half of it himself before he shares
the rest with the dogs. With the annual doggy picnic scheduled for Sunday, Janet discusses time
and locale. I say I’m bringing crisps and wine. Fritz again finds himself in Hanna’s lap. I tell her
about his recent misbehavior and she says that all of this is because he considers himself the top
dog in our household. Tell me about it.
Saturday, August 30:
The sun is trying to make a rare appearance as Fritz and I head for the park on a muggy Saturday
morning. When we reach the green I produce the tennis ball and my dog shags a few flies, but
soon I hear a roar of protest from some of the other dog owners as Fritz has forsaken the ball for
something far less suitable in his mouth. The sly fellow heads for the far corner with his prize
and I have to follow gingerly, not letting on that I know he has contraband. A few minutes later,
as he is leaning over to have a pee, I collar the chap and begin to wrestle the forbidden object out
of his mouth. It is a large bone and a minute later it is in a trash bin. When I report for coffee I
have to pass Fritz over to Georgie since I need to wash my hands urgently.
We have a large turnout this morning: Georgie, of course, but also Bob, Dan, Davide, Denise,
Ellen, Peter, Ofra, Hanna, Janet, and Cheryl. There is some discussion concerning tomorrow’s
scheduled doggy picnic; thunder storms are predicted but a final decision on whether to go ahead
with the annual event will be taken tomorrow morning. Cheryl is trying to get Hanna to go to
the movies with her but the latter protests that she is not going to give up the one sunny day of
the week to sit inside a cinema. Dan says that he knows what she is talking about and that he is
certain he is suffering from the Seasonal Affective Disorder, SADS. Janet says that what he is
really suffering from is Sad Git syndrome – and I help matters along by suggesting that in Dan’s
case such a disorder is not seasonal.
The dogs, meanwhile, are squabbling with one another in their usual fashion. Sparkie and
Winnie don’t like the glint in one another’s eye and Winnie, in lashing out like a furry bullet, is
soon blinking painfully because she has managed to turn her own eyelids inside out in her rage.
Lola is also full of comment – in this case she doesn’t approve of the presence of big Skye. The
white Alsatian responds in kind and the two have a bark-off until Skye lunging forward to attack
her tormenter, takes a chunk out of Denise’s innocent knee instead. Denise makes light of this
painful bite, protesting only that it hasn’t helped her Balinese tan any, but, as usual, Skye escapes
any punishment for such antisocial behavior and, after Bob goes off, there is a good deal of
tongue wagging on this topic.
Sunday, August 31:
Some half an hour before it is time for us to head for the park the first rumbles of thunder
begin to percolate though the skies; lightning is also forking and Fritz is clearly unsettled. He
manages to sit calmly enough on the bathroom floor while I am taking my shower and accepts
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without undue reluctance his raincoat a few minutes later. Indeed he doesn’t hang back when
we reach the park, marching forward steadily as the rain increases. I keep him on lead, fearing
that a sudden heavenly thump might cause him to bolt but, fortunately, the skies are quiet now.
I pass through the precincts of the café as the staff are just putting out the tables and chairs and
we continue along the Randolph walkway while my dog undertakes a thorough review of all
potential poo poo sites before agreeing, at last, that this spot is the right one.
When we head back toward the café I can see that Janet and Dan are making their way over
the green with the same object in view. A sodden Daisy-Mae is being admonished not to tease
Winnie, who is dressed in a green hooded coat. Janet asks me what “PC” stands for and it doesn’t
take me too much time to supply the correct answer: “Picnic Cancelled.” No one is surprised,
given the dire weather forecasts, that this day has proved a dud, picnic-wise. Even if the rain
stops, the reasoning goes, the grass will still be wet and therefore unsuitable for our purposes. So
we have to content ourselves with a breakfast rendezvous alone today, though our numbers are
much reduced by the rain: just Dan, Janet, Ellen, Hanna, and Georgie. I tell the others that the
boeuf en croute and baked Alaska that I have been working on will have to be eaten as leftovers.
Behind our table John, the pensioner in the trilby, keeps up a non-stop commentary, addressed
to no one in particular, on the activity at our table. Much of his chatter is addressed at the dogs
themselves, for he seems to know all their names. There is speculation on his mental state: dotty
but very intelligent seems to be the verdict. A drunk carrying a can of cider stops by our table
as well, trying to get a light for a cigarette and complaining that he is still suffering from the
wedding he went to yesterday. Sparkie goes crazy at the appearance of this hovering chap; the
little fellow is unsettled today anyway because of the thunder. Daisy-Mae is hopping from lap to
lap, hoping for handouts, and her chief victim, Winnie, is sitting stolidly in Dan’s lap, her chin
resting on the tabletop. Dan unwinds the green hood on the Pug’s raincoat and pulls it over the
top of Winnie’s head. This makes her look like a surgeon about to operate and Dan, knife and
fork in his hands, is inspired to create a fantasy in which Daisy-Mae is Winnie’s patient etherized
(or not) upon the table.
The rain slackens a bit and we begin a back passage walkround, soon encountering baby Ava
with parents and Stella, who is playing with a plastic drinks bottle. Sparkie goes crazy when a
football thuds up against the fence but a few minutes later Dan discovers another specimen of
this piece of sporting equipment and throws it back over the fence into the nearest playing field.
A woman is walking her Bichon Frise as we near the first exit gate and both Fritz and Sparkie
protest at the presence of this stranger. “Shut up both of you,” I insist, leading Fritz across the
street and into the dry hallways of home.
To continue with this tale you need:
September, 2008
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Monday, September 1:
The torrential rains that throbbed through our skies repeatedly yesterday (putting an end to
our picnic plans) have at last gone away. Accompanied by thunder and lightning, the storm
did succeed in sending Fritz undercover (or under the bed, to be literal) at about 4:00 in the
afternoon, when it was almost as black as night outside. Happily, his retreat lasted only two hours
or so and he spent a fairly restful night. Now we begin a new month in the park amid bright
sunshine and fresh breezes.
Seated on a bench is the drunk who wanted a light from Georgie yesterday. He still has a can
of Strongbow in his hand; his cigarette is lit and all he wants from me is the time. Next we pass
laptop girl on another bench, though why it is necessary to wear running shorts for so sedentary
an activity is a puzzle to me: she seems to be writing a book review. I tell Ronnie, as I pass
through the café, that I am taking Fritz with me on an errand – a visit to the surgery on Randolph
Avenue – where I need to drop off a prescription renewal form. Fritz always heads this way on
his own but, wouldn’t you know it, he somehow senses that I want to follow this route today and,
consequently, he heads out to the center of the green before I can re-attach his lead. This time he
is placed in the custody of his Uncle Ronnie and I undertake the mission on my own.
The others are just taking their positions at our table when I return: Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen,
Hanna and Ronnie. Michaela stops by with Skye the Cairn. The latter, just back from a holiday in
France, has had a bad tummy from an earlier outing, spending three days at the vets in Cornwall
after eating a hambone, portions of which lodged in his colon. Daisy-Mae is all over the place
this morning, visiting other tables (and even walking on the top of one of these), jumping into
laps (she kisses me on the ear in order to earn a biscuit), barking with the other dogs when a
stranger (a Ridgeback brought in by two little girls) arrives. Denise sits down with Saffy and
Tinkerbelle. The fate of these two dogs is still uncertain. Denise has even visited the kennel at
Box Hill again but no decision has been made regarding their fate. What she might really like is
that one of the other dog owners could take them, but, as delightful as these little Yorkies are, this
doesn’t seem likely.
Tuesday, September 2:
A steady rain has been falling for several hours as Fritz and I head for the park. Christian and
Reina are just exiting the park with Vito and Miro and Christian says,
“Whatever happened to the great British summer?” Behind us a postman is sheltering in the
porch of a building on the corner. He shouts, “He can’t have lived in this country for long.
This is the great British summer.” The park is almost empty and after Fritz has passed through
the grounds of the café he begins his own circuit of the lifeless green, getting just beyond the
Grantully gate before Hanna comes in behind us.
We continue on to the café where Peter is waiting. Georgie soon arrives with three dogs and
that’s it – we are the only dog owners brave enough to risk it this morning. Fritz soon finds
a comfortable place on Hanna’s lap – she likes to warm her hands beneath his raincoat. To
Sparkie’s chagrin Winnie takes up a position on Georgie’s lap; Winnie is wearing her green
raincoat again, the one that makes her look like a lettuce slug. Daisy-Mae keeps jumping into
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the empty chair next to me, hoping for a biscuit handout. Hanna is leafing through copies of the
Metro and the Sun, which she has plucked from the paper rack in the café. So we have scandal,
disaster and gossip with our coffee.
When the rain slackens a bit we decide to make a move but Winnie, reluctant to follow the rest of
us, puts on the breaks and we stand there waiting like dummies for her to get a move on. When
she does shuffle forward a few steps she does so at the pace of a, well, the pace of a slug. Hanna
hangs back and tries to urge the Pug to get a move on, but there is still no progress. Finally
Georgie has to abandon the other dogs and march back in the direction of the café, lead in hand.
“Tell Winnie that they are giving away cheeseburgers around the corner,” I suggest. Then Fritz
and I make a dash for the gates; once again both my shoes and socks are soaked.
Wednesday, September 3:
The skies are sunny again but there is a strong breeze sweeping over the park as Fritz and I begin
our day in the Rec. School has begun again for many of our local youngsters today. Though
classes in the park have not resumed, our Cathy says that on her way to work this morning she
has had to fight her way through crowds of kids and their parents on the pavements of Essendine
– where she heard not a single word in English. As we pass through the café Fritz makes his
usual stop to see what Ronnie is up to but this time I have a lot of trouble getting him to resume
his walk or to chase his tennis ball on the green. Ché ends up with it and his own ball in his giant
mouth and I usually abandon the ball at this point, as it is covered in a slime of saliva.
At breakfast we have a good turnout including Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Nicholas, Davide, Georgie,
Denise, Hanna and John. Ronnie and Peter are already complaining about the cold and each is
buttoned up in an overcoat. Davide, who flew to New York on Monday, complains about the
rudeness of the passengers in first class – he flies back to New York this afternoon. Georgie, who
resumed her work in ferrying a disabled student to the Jack Taylor School this morning, has two
pieces of news: she has been connected to the internet for the first time (email and all) and Ofra
has at last passed her driving test.
Fritz is stationed at Ellen’s feet and I now discover why he was so uninterested in the tennis
ball this morning: she has a squeaky ball in her purse. I tell her that I know he can smell rubber
though a refrigerator door but I don’t know how he knows that this toy has a squeak. She
confesses that she squeaked it once for him as we passed through earlier this morning. She is in
a provocative mood, obviously, as she then waves a chunk of pain au raisin in front of Winnie’s
nose.
On the pavement, after Fritz and I have exited the park, I meet Celine, who is being propelled
forward by Ziggy, his fur rising like peach fuzz in the sun – while she is also pushing a buggy
with baby Raffy inside. I suggest that she needs somehow to harness Ziggy so he can pull the
buggy but she says her dog’s route is much too wayward. It has been some time since I have
seen her and she explains that her Christopher has been poorly, having been unable to walk for
the last three weeks. I have to admit that his discomfiture has a unique source, one unlikely to be
duplicated in the medical annals of the rest of the park crew: his leg was crushed in action aboard
his polo pony!
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Thursday, September 4:
It’s a blustery morning in the park as Fritz and I make our entrance. Someone has deposited
half a loaf of bread in the bushes on our left and two women are battling to keep this out of the
mouths of their dogs. The bread is intended for the birds, no doubt, but unless it is deposited in
sites that are forbidden to dogs (the picnic area, the rose garden) it is very likely to end up in the
wrong stomachs. Fortunately Fritz does not spot this enticing treat and we are able to make it to
the café without further temptation.
Out of the green there is a lively scene. Georgie has just arrived with Sparkie, Winnie and DaisyMae, though she keeps the latter on lead because Fly is present and she likes to drag the ShihTzu around in her teeth. Ché is having a poo at the head of the cricket crease and I am careful
to point this out to John, who has his head buried in today’s Metro. Scamp and Oscar, back
from their summer holidays, are nosing about; Oscar manages to waddle and run at the same
time. Fritz is making the rounds of the other dog owners, accepting a comforting cuddle from a
number of them before heading for the loos. Here I collar him for our trip to the café.
This morning we have Peter, Ellen, Nicholas, Ronnie, Georgie and John. Peter is overcome with
rage, having just been charged sixty pence for one piece of toast (yesterday it was 40 pence);
he has even forgotten the sachets of sugar in his fury. Nicholas, when he is not on the phone, is
eating a croissant stuffed with cheese and sausage. He says the croissant isn’t cooked through
properly – perhaps you have to pay an extra twenty pence if you also want it cooked. A light
rain begins to blow in on us and twice we have to move our table closer to the front door, though
Daisy-Mae is sitting on the flagstones in the midst of the downpour, unconcerned with how
wet she is getting. When the rain lets up for a short time we make a move, overtaken on our
walkround by a burly young Boxer named Caesar (he can waddle and trot at the same time).
Four magpies are duking it out in the cypress trees.
Friday, September 5:
A light rain has dampened the pavements but there is no actual moisture as Fritz and I leave
the house; consequently I am in my rain jacket but Fritz is not wearing his. I do note, as we
pass by the café, that our favorite table has not left the safety of the overhanging roof and this
is important – for as soon as we hit the green the rain starts up again and I know that the dog
owners will have to push their table even closer to the front door of the café.
Hanna has her umbrella up as she converses with Cheryl near the cricket crease. Fritz rushes off
to great Janet and Georgie as they arrive from the Morshead walkway; Daisy-Mae, as usual, is
pursuing poor Winnie’s tail, and Sparkie is hysterical over the placement of his ball. Today he
has a larger ball, one with red and yellow stripes; more to the point it has a mild squeak and, as
a consequence, Fritz stalks him and, when a moment of careless inattention ensues, makes off
with the prize. I get him to bring the toy with him when we go in for coffee and Georgie manages
to retrieve it for her boy. There are plenty of other examples of doggy naughtiness this morning.
One of Denise’s dogs jumps on the tabletop in pursuit of food and another almost takes my finger
off. Daisy-Mae penetrates the sacred precincts of the café itself and then jumps into my lap
repeatedly, hoping for a biscuit she can guard. When she begins a scrap with other dogs under the
table I refuse to re-supply and she is astonished to be refused anything, even barking at me in her
disappointment.
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Denise tells us that Albert has received a get-well card from our Michigan Janet; due to delays
in processing he has lost his place at one care home and she is trying to get him into another one
on Boundary Road. Much of her time is devoted to clearing out her parents’ home and, since
her mom, especially, was a packrat, this is a very difficult task. Meanwhile she has to fly home
to Amsterdam this week for her daughter’s eighteenth birthday. She now joins us for our back
passage walkround, undertaken in a moment when the rain at last slackens a bit. Bringing up the
rear is Cheryl (who has treated us all to coffee this morning) with Lola and Ginger and Hanna.
Fritz is soon well out and front and we are the first to seek the comforts of home.
Saturday, September 6:
Our morning excursion has an unusual beginning today –as Fritz begins whining next to the front
door at 6:40. Fortunately I am dressed and so we are soon making our way downstairs and out to
the street. In spite of an extra portion of pasta in his dish last night my dog disdained any of his
night-time poo stops and I am convinced that he must have urgent business now. To my surprise,
however, there seems to be no desperation in any of his activities when we cross over to the park,
though he is a bit confused that the gates are closed (it is still too early for them to be open) and
we must make our way along the Grantully fence until we encounter the sweet-faced security
guard (whom we seem to see mostly in cars these days); he is just unlocking the gate here and
so, for once, Fritz and I are the very first customers in Paddington Rec. Even now it takes a few
more minutes for my dog to deposit a very solid poo – our cue to head for home.
A little over two hours later we are back, happy to have dodged the recurrent rain that has been
such a seemingly permanent part of local weather systems of late. A woman with a black and
white Cocker now smiles at Fritz and says to her husband, “If I didn’t have Bob I’d have one
of them.” (I don’t have the heart to question her judgment.) When we reach the green I can see
Dan, Georgie, and Janet at the eastern end and we head here too. Fritz spends some time circling
about in the bushes near the tennis courts and then, having spotted Hanna, he rushes out to greet
her. She borrows a tennis ball and a number of us take turns tossing it to Fritz, who is pretty good
about bringing it back, though he still likes to hang on to it with his teeth when he does so. When
he is at last tired out it is time to head in for coffee. Our table is still sitting under the protective
eaves, though it is not rainy at the moment.
We are eleven this morning, the cast of characters including Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Dan, Janet,
Georgie, Cheryl, Hanna, Ofra, and Denise. Ofra is discovering that now that she has unlimited
access to an automobile she is expected to take her kids places and pick them up as well. Dan
asks her how she dressed for her driving test and she says that she wore jeans but there was no
“cleave-lidge.” A post-mortem is held on last night’s concluding episode of Big Brother, though
most of those at tour able haven’t watched a minute. Dan is still complaining about the exclusion
of dogs from the new nature area, though not to Councilor Jan Prendergast, who comes by to
hold a regular surgery in the café. Winnie, maddened by Daisy-Mae’s attacks on her tail, waits
for the Shih-Tzu to assume a vulnerable position between Janet’s legs and then launches a
counterattack. Saffy knocks her head on the table top in her pursuit of biscuits, Bailey jumps into
Peter’s lap the better to stare at Hanna’s croissant and Fritz begins to rummage through Janet’s
coat pockets in search of treats. Nothing has changed.
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Sunday, September 7:
Rain has just lifted as Fritz and I get ready for our morning in the park. Joggers and dog owners
are the only inhabitants of the place today and we have a pretty quiet time of it as we reach the
region of the café. Here a large number of dog owners huddle at our table, ten minutes before
opening time. I play through, hoping to give Fritz a little more exercise but, though I produce the
tennis ball, we soon encounter the worrying presence of a loose Rottweiler, accompanied by two
hooded lads, and I really don’t want my fellow to get too close to this stranger. The consequence
is that we head up Mt. Bannister, the wetness of the grass seeping into my shoes, and approach
the café, for the second time, from the Carlton roadway.
Ronnie is not among today’s contingent and, no one else offering to hold the lead of my dog
while I am inside, I have no choice but to attach Fritz to one of the hooks in the low brick wall.
I am followed inside by Ofra, who nevertheless manages to squeeze to the front of the queue, a
crime I blame on the complicit Bouzha. Ofra is wearing her son’s track pants today. He hates it
when she wears his clothes but this will serve him right for sleeping so late. I am standing next
to Liz, who now has two contradictory opinions from the specialists who are advising her on
whether or not to have surgery on her knee. Also ailing today is Dan, much the worse for last
night’s revels. He is very subdued, says he wants to throw up, and pushes his breakfast away in
disgust.
Janet, who has taken pity on the tethered Fritz in my absence, commandeers Dan’s plate of
scrambled eggs and toast and doles these out to the dogs, including a slimmed-down Roxy.
Daisy-Mae keeps jumping in my lap and coquettishly cadging for biscuits. Lola is now chained
to the wall for the crime of excessive barking. It used to be that the phrase, “It’s all finished,”
would send a disappointed Winnie into a rage but I have noticed that the suggestion, “Shall we
walk round?” has a similar effect on the canine coterie, beginning with Sparkie, who is perhaps
worrying already over the vulnerability of his toes as he is lowered to the deck. After the mad
barking subsides we get as far as the newest sports pitch before an invasion is launched, Sparkie
leading Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Roxy on a furious circular chase. It is during this interlude that
I learn for the first time of the deep, abiding love that Roxy has for Sparkie; she is heartbroken
when he returns to the walkways and she can’t figure out how to rejoin him from the wrong side
of the fence. The rest of our walkround is a bit more sedate. Near the end we pass Rocco, a big
year-old white fluffy creature who is half Golden Retriever and half Poodle – a Golden Doodle.
Monday, September 8:
Far more pleasant weather presides over this morning’s outing in the park for, if not exactly
warm, it is calm and sunny. When Fritz reaches the green I pluck the tennis ball from my pocket
but Ché is lurking nearby so we don’t get in too many full tosses. Under any circumstances, Fritz
is soon off on his rambles. On the Randolph walkway we meet Cheryl, just entering the park
with Lola and Ginger and we two talk a little college football before I have to take off in pursuit
of my missing dog – who has wandered through some bushes and is just completing a poo when
I discover his location.
At breakfast we have Georgie, Janet, John, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Denise, and Cheryl. This time
Cheryl says, “Well government just got a lot bigger, didn’t it?” She is referring to the American
government’s decision to take over the private mortgage giants Fannie-Mae and Freddie-Mac –
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in an effort to stave off further housing foreclosures and to buoy up the U.S. housing market in
the wake of a major meltdown in the private sector. Of course it tickles me to point out to our
arch-conservative that at last the Republicans have learned something from the New Deal, almost
as much as it does to raise two layers of clothing from my chest and to display to all the Obama
t-shirt that Gavan has sent me.
Today is Sparkie’s fourth birthday and Georgie has laid on the coffees for all of us. I ask if
Sparkie is going to make a speech. “Yes,” Georgie says, “He wants to know if his bum looks big
in this harness.” Additional treats are provided by Denise, who presents a bag full of flat biscuits
from the pound shop, ones so hard that they have to be smashed with a heel before they can be
handed out to our little dogs. She says that the delay in moving Albert to a rest home is caused by
a bureaucratic struggle over which borough must now pay for his care: he lives in Westminster,
his doctor is in Brent and the rest home she wants to get him into is in Camden. John now
discovers that he has forgotten his cigarette papers and goes off to see if Bekki, who has just
brought in Bounce, has any he can borrow. I suggest that he just stuff his tobacco into one of the
seven empty sugar sachets he has piled up around his coffee saucer. This suggestion is not taken
up but Georgie’s suggestion that we begin our walkround, one that again sets off a furious round
of barking from the birthday boy, is acted on almost immediately.
Tuesday, September 9:
Skies are lowering and it is quite gray outside so I put my rain jacket on as a precaution;
fortunately there are only a few drops during the morning session and Fritz and I can make our
way along the usual paths without a problem. Our progress is rather slow, I must say, since Fritz
is eager to sample grass shoots on the way and I have to urge him to get a move on – bouncing
his tennis ball on the tarmac helps redirect his attention. After a reunion with all of his pals at the
end of the clubhouse path he and Pepper trot down the Randolph walkway together, but it is now
time to turn them around and head for the café.
The knot of dog owners in front of the clubhouse has dissolved by this time; there had been
intense conversation here this morning – for yesterday afternoon, at the café, there occurred a
disturbing incident. I hear several versions of the tale but what follows is a composite account:
Winnie is supposed to have bitten a child! This lad and a sibling were in the care of their dad,
who, it appears, already had a chip on his shoulder while placing his order at the café counter.
The little boy, after climbing on the top of the wall and dancing among the picnic tables, drew
the attention of Winnie (in Georgie’s care) who thought that this was a game she would like to be
a part of. The kid, somewhat frightened now, ran into a table and bruised his hip. The dad, taking
an interest in all this screaming, then wanted to know who owned the ugly dog who had just
bitten his child. No one could dissuade him from this line of attack and Ofra, who had witnessed
the scene, followed him into the front office where she was able to offer an alternative version
to the girl behind the counter. Dan was evidently full of apologies to Georgie, who had to suffer
through this crisis on his behalf; Davide called while he was offering these words of comfort,
only to be told by his teasing partner, “Winnie just chewed the leg off a child in the park.”
This morning we have a large turnout at our table (Georgie, Ellen, Peter, Ofra, Linda, Denise,
Ronnie and Cheryl) but when still more dog people arrive Cheryl joins Hanna, John and Debbie
at a second table. I notice that both Winnie and Daisy-Mae are firmly anchored to chairs this
morning. Doggy naughtiness, therefore, is confined to noise this morning. Sparkie has hysterics
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when a chap comes by for coffee (“You don’t like black men?”); Pepper keeps up a non-stop
yelping; Fritz has a cow when Ché appears; and Zorro and Lola, lap-bound at the other table,
have a furious bark-off in one another’s faces. Conversation turns to Peter’s latest worry: the
new Swiss particle accelerator which, when it is launched tomorrow, may create so many black
holes that it will suck all of us in, ending human civilization as we know it. “Better go to a nice
restaurant for dinner tonight,” someone suggests. “And,” Ronnie adds, “don’t pay.”
Wednesday, September 10:
The sun is making a rare effort to penetrate the clouds during our mid-week excursion in the
park. There isn’t too much activity as we enter, just the prominent nose of Sharpy the Shar-Pei
heading our way. As I walk along between the playing fields I can sense that there is a dog on
my right, one running down the touchline of the middle field on the opposite side of the fence. It
takes me a while to notice that the dog in question is my own – for someone has left the gate to
this field wide open and Fritz, full of beans today, is having an exploration. I get him to return to
the gate by bouncing his tennis ball; he carries this object in his teeth as far as the green where,
carelessly, he leaves it on the grass at the foot of Mt. Bannister – here it spends the next five
minutes in the mouth of Simon the Cocker. I wait around for the return of this object and in the
meantime Fritz disappears up the Randolph walkway. When we are at last reunited he wants to
explore the long tarmac alley behind the northerly tennis courts and again I get him turned in the
right direction by deploying the tennis ball.
There is a good turnout at breakfast this morning, our table (once again shoved up against the
low wall) boasting the presence of John, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Cheryl
and Hanna. A little boy asks if he can play with Ché and for the next few minutes he keeps the
Alsatian busy chasing a number of the dog’s own collection of tennis balls. It makes for an
interesting contrast with other recent stories involving dogs and children and it is with the recent
Winnie controversy in the backround that I tell the others about an encounter I had yesterday
afternoon with Saskia. I found the young mother, four week-old Harvey strapped to her chest, in
the doggy area on the Morshead side, a place each of us had sought as refuge from a light rain.
Saskia told me that she had recently encountered an animal warden, one who told her that, once
again, there is a campaign under way to require that dogs be on lead in Paddington Rec!
My news is greeted with almost complete indifference, perhaps because we have heard this threat
so many times in the past. There is more consternation over a front page story in today’s Metro,
one which notes that some councils (including that of Telford) have instructed security personnel
to question anyone walking in a public park without a child in tow. Hanna says that she has
been afraid to walk in Paddington Rec without a dog ever since she and a companion, sitting
peacefully in the doggy area on the Grantully side, also survived an incident. It seems that some
boys began climbing on the fences here and that when Hanna warned them to be careful one of
these brats made such a fuss that she called park security. The officer, soon arriving on the scene,
was told by the miscreants that these ladies were pedophiles and, initially, this lie was accepted
at face value. The moral of the story must be that if you are a pedophile just bring a dog on lead
with you – and no one will question your presence.
There is still a great deal of breakfast chatter on the subject of today’s launch of the black hole
machine in Switzerland, indeed our Cathy arrived slightly late this morning because, after a
sleepless night, she had to see if the world had survived the 8:30 start time. There is a good deal
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of mutual congratulation at table on the subject of survival but some spoilsport points out that
it may take quite a while for the machine to warm up. Ronnie now modifies his suggestion on a
final meal in a fancy restaurant. It’s okay to pay for it, but use a credit card. If the world comes to
an end you’ll never have to write that check.
Thursday, September 11:
Just as Fritz and I hit the streets a light rain begins to fall; I have taken the precaution of wearing
my own rain jacket, though Fritz, who could stand a little freshening, is wearing only his usual
gray fur coat. The unpleasant weather has discouraged all the school groups – though there
is a lively scene in front of the café, with dog owners already hunkered down around a table
under the overhanging roof and a line of moms in their prams waiting for the doors to open. We
continue on our usual migratory route, our reward being the discovery of a pristine green tennis
ball high on the hill above the courts. I put this in my pocket for another day and Fritz and I now
edge toward the café ourselves. Hanna, her back to the weather, is sitting at our table with her
umbrella up.
Today we have Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Ronnie and John. Davide is on his
way to Tel Aviv shortly and this means he gets an advice overload from Ofra, who has many
suggestions on what he should be doing on the one night he has between arrival and return flight.
It turns out that she has an ulterior motive since she wants him to return a mobile phone to her
family, one that she absent-mindedly packed in her own luggage the last time she was in Israel.
Her wet Bailey jumps in my lap and begins to help himself to biscuits from my bag. “This is not
self-service,” I have to remind him.
John, meanwhile, tells another tale in the annals of urban legend. Last night, he says, he was
seduced by a skip and crossed the street to see if there was anything useful to be had here. He
left his girlfriend on the other side, Ché on lead in her hand. Two passing hoodies took the
opportunity to shoulder her out of the way, as you do, not having noticed that she had an Alsatian
in tow. Ché set up a roar of protest at this point, scaring the thugs out of their wits. After this
recital there is universal agreement that they had it coming. Then everyone gets up and plunges
back into the rain on the homeward journey.
Friday, September 12:
It is still gray and overcast as Fritz and I make our way into the park this morning. When we
reach the green I disappear into the men’s loo, where Fritz follows me with great curiosity until I
turn the hand dryer on (yes, it is still working!), whereupon he turns tail and joins the other dogs
in their exercise on the wet grass. A large brown and white dog, an Italian Spinone named Digby,
makes off with our tennis ball but he is soon distracted by a mid-sized black dog who wants to
mount him. He also has a brother, a cocker named Dougal. Soon I have the ball back and it is
time to go in for coffee.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, and Ronnie, though Celine
makes a call at our table with Ziggy and baby Raphael. She tells us that Raffy is eight months
old today and that he is going to have his first visit to the baby group in the Maida Vale Library –
“He’s been kissing his own image in the mirror so I thought it was time for a little socialization.”
Ronnie, seeing the fine straight hair of the little chap begins to refer to him as Curly. “You might
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as well call him Gnasher, as he has no teeth,” I add. Meanwhile I can hear Peter telling others
that, “His condition is unchanged; let’s face it, he’s not going to get any better.” “Who’s he
talking about?” Ronnie asks. “Albert,” I reply confidently, knowing that Peter made a visit to the
old gentleman earlier this week.” Of course I am wrong. Peter is actually talking about Wendy’s
ailing pooch, Corky.
After a few baleful comments on the dogs-on-lead threat the conversation turns to television.
I realize that there is much on offer that I never get around to viewing: a number of programs
on 9/11, the anniversary of which we have just passed, plus episodes of The Dragon’s Den and
Dog Borstal.” “I don’t have to watch Dog Borstal,” I say, “I live it.” And, indeed, own dogs are
auditioning for parts in the next series. Winnie manages to steal a sack of kibble from Davide’s
pocket and she and her friends are soon dividing up the spoils. Daisy-Mae keeps jumping into
my lap and mincing about until I give her another dog biscuit – even barking at me if I am slow
to respond. As for Sparkie, he takes no part in this greedfest – he would rather bark than eat any
day.
Saturday, September 13:
Gray skies again prevail as Fritz and I penetrate the park on a surprisingly quiet Saturday –
where are all the little kids who usually prowl these precincts in their footie packs? Soon after
our entrance we see Janet and Daisy-Mae coming up behind us. Janet says that she has just
signed a release form so that her dog can appear on the Internet in the dog bed photos taken
some weeks ago: Daisy-Moss. She also says that she has just run into our Councilor, Jan
Prendergast, and that the news of the “dog-biting” episode involving Winnie has reached city
hall. Janet is glad to offer an eye-witness account of the incident, but Jan is reported as saying
that such occurrences make it harder for her to fight off those attempts to put all dogs on lead
in Paddington Rec. Later we see Jan walking with Suzanne, who has been away for most of the
summer.
When we reach the green I spot Georgie and Dan out on the grass and so we head here too,
Fritz preceded by the tennis ball I have brought with me. I keep him occupied as he chases this
object, though the wet of the grass soon penetrates both shoes and socks. When he trots down the
Randolph walkway I follow, as usual, again getting him turned around with a well-placed throw.
Just as we reach the green again we can hear, way over at the Grantully gate, a screaming match
as a woman with a burly Staffie is excoriating her boyfriend. They soon exit the park but this is
followed by the sounds of angry thumping echoing over the green – Georgie thinks it the sound
of fist on car. Excitement over for the morning, we head for the café.
This morning we have Liz, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Dan, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. Dan is
keeping Winnie on lead – in an attempt to keep that little madam out of trouble. It doesn’t work.
Soon she is making a leap for the tabletop and, restrained by the unaccustomed leash, she only
succeeds in bashing her head and dislodging coffee foam all over Liz’s phone and keys. Then she
has several snarling matches with Sparkie and has to be taken to the naughty fence, where, after
a stern lecture, she is tied up on her own for several minutes. In the meantime, the others, who
now have access to Dan only on the weekends, persist in a non-stop teasing of their friend and he
retaliates by bombarding them with dog pellets. I think there is some envy involved in all this as
he is gearing up for a camping holiday in Sardinia and they are stuck in gray London.
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Celine comes by twice with Ziggy and baby Raphael. I ask her how his first visit to playgroup
went yesterday and she says that he slept through most of it. Ronnie continues to address the
smiling tyke as “Curly,” but Celine says that “Gnasher” won’t work as the baby now has two
teeth. Fritz growls at Ziggy, whom he recognizes as a non-regular and, indeed, he growls at the
Staffie whose mistress has just had the screaming match. My dog is bored, impatient for me to
finish my coffee (Ellen lets him lick out her cup) so that we can get a move on.
Soon we are far ahead of the others on the back passage walkround.
Sunday, September 14:
We have a lovely Sunday morning in the park and there is considerably more football activity
here than yesterday. Fritz makes it onto the green without incident and rushes over to see Janet
and Georgie. They have just met a woman named Natasha, who has brought a six-month old
Dachshund puppy to our playgroup. He is a wonderful little fellow named, in consequence of his
stretch shape, Limo. He mixes it up with Daisy-Mae and Zorro while Sparkie grows increasingly
jealous. When Dan arrives with Winnie her famous laundry ball is put into play and Sparkie
makes off with it immediately. “Sparkie,” I say, “this was supposed to be Winnie’s chief exercise
period for the month of September and you’ve spoiled it.” Meanwhile my spoiled dog, soon
tiring of chasing his tennis ball, is parked at Janet’s feet, waiting for a handout. I try to distract
him with the ball again and he makes off with it in a dash for the Randolph walkway, where we
lose track of it altogether. It is time to head in for coffee anyway, but when I prepare to hook my
dog I notice a small problem. Fritz has disappeared!
I do a circle of the bushes at the eastern end of the green, finding the miscreant chewing on
something wholly unsatisfactory next to an embowered walkway. He knows I will endeavor
to relieve him of this crunchy object if I can catch him and so he disappears into the darkness
of the bushes. A second circle of the area produces no sign of him at all. I walk nervously up
the Randolph walkway, making sure that he has not headed for the dangerous exit here, then
backtrack to the café to see if he has shown up here. He hasn’t. Hanna is now crossing the grass
on her way to the café and she can see that I am unaccompanied by my pal. I have another go
along the Randolph walkway while she circles the bushes calling Fritz’s name. When I get back
she tells me that he has been spotted, still with contraband in his mouth, in the little roundabout
garden nearby. There he is, keeping his distance, since he still has a great deal of crunching to
do. He finishes his task out on the grass, where Hanna and I know that if we make any attempt
to collar the brat he will just run off. Only when he is finished with his snack (which Hanna
diagnoses as a lamb bone buried by foxes) does he submit to the restraint of his lead and a few
well-chosen words on the subject of obedience. Almost fifteen minutes behind the rest of the
group (who have been peeking out onto the green to see if Fritz has been found) we at last reach
our places at the breakfast table.
Today’s personnel includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Ofra, Hanna, and
Ronnie, though first Michaela with Skye and then Linda with Pepper stop by for chats as well.
(Arrangements are made for Pepper to spend the afternoon with Fritz.) Fritz is out of luck as
far as most treats are concerned and I have even forgotten my own supply of biscuits. Someone
wants to know if dogs like tomatoes and Georgie holds out a thin slice of this food for DaisyMae, who wolfs it down ravenously.
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Hanna and I discuss this afternoon’s Formula One race at Monza, Ofra tries to organize a quiz
night team, and I ask Sparkie (who is curled up into his usual contented ball) what happens when
a grandchild wants to occupy Georgie’s lap. We begin a slow-moving back passage walkround,
jostled by the usual crowd of Sunday joggers. Fritz, his muzzle smeared in lamb-fat, has an
appointment with a bowl of soapy water.
Monday, September 15:
Not surprisingly, my dog’s encounter with a crunchy lamb bone during yesterday’s misadventure
in the park has lead to the inevitable sequel. He seemed to enjoy Pepper’s visit, which began at
3:00 and ended at 10:00, but his dinner came up almost as soon as he had eaten it. This morning,
to resume the tale, he manages to produce some yellow brackish vomit, conveniently placed on
the carpet under my computer, and so it is with some trepidation that we head for the park a few
minutes later.
What will come out of the other end remains the question of the moment and the answer is soon
forthcoming, in fact it cometh four times over the next ten minutes. In this case Fritz’s stool is
quite hard, almost too hard it seems to me. I don’t let him off lead this morning and this also
means that I am able to drag him away after a while from his medicinal grass shoots. We pass
David (also known as the 118 man) who is carrying his daughter on his shoulders along the
cypress walkway. I am about the ask where Jasper is but I hear some rustling in the background
and the black Patterdale Terrier sticks his whitened nose out of the undergrowth. Along the
Randolph walkway we encounter Cheryl with Lola and Ginger. The senior Pug is limping quite
badly this morning and Cheryl puts her inside the covered wagon. I notice that Cheryl is wearing
her University of Oklahoma earrings this morning.
Fritz and I make a pass at the café but I tell the others that I am starving my dog today and that
we won’t stop –since it would seem to be the height of cruelty to let him see all the other dogs
snacking away without him. Instead, we reverse our direction and accomplish a lonely and early
back passage walkround on our own.
Tuesday, September 16:
Gray skies dominate as Fritz and I make our way into the park on a chilly Tuesday morning.
I have been keeping a close eye on my dog since Sunday’s encounter with a contraband lamb
bone. Last night I offered him only some warm rice in chicken stock, a repast he seemed
delighted with after a period of enforced dearth. His poo continues to be on the acceptable side
and so I am hoping that the worst is over as we make our way out to the green – where Georgie
is talking with Celine while Ziggy is dancing around with Fly and Baby Raphael is taking it all in
with great interest. For the second day in a row I have kept Fritz on lead, not wishing to endure a
second episode of non-prescribed eating, and so it is easy to bring him in to coffee when the time
comes.
Denise is sitting with Peter, Ellen and Ronnie and she is soon joined by Ofra, Georgie, Cheryl
and Hanna. Much of the conversation is devoted to Albert, whom she has had to leave for a few
days during a brief trip back to Amsterdam to celebrate a daughter’s birthday. She has definitely
decided to take Saffy and Tinkerbelle with her to Holland when her dad is at last settled and
she is in a bright mood this morning because she has been told that he is next on the list for
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admission to the nursing home on Boundary Road – the nurses at St. Mary’s having raised
collective eyebrows over the care he might receive in the home on the Harrow Road.
She has brought with her some “holistic” dog biscuits (peanut and oat) for the canines, every one
of whom is a bit suspicious of the nasty brown lumps – even the ravenous Fritz – and a carton
of duty-free cigarettes for Georgie. My dog is kept away from the carrots and the regular dog
biscuits and even his usual shot of cappuccino foam. He sits in disgruntled protest at my feet
and when I beg him to jump into my lap I get Saffy instead. (I am reminded of just how much
Dorothy loved Saffy and Tinklerbelle and delighted in their appearance at the coffee table.) We
begin a back passage walkround, a recalcitrant Winnie bringing up the rear as usual.
Wednesday, September 17:
Gray skies persist as Fritz and I begin another day in the park. I have decided to let the invalid
off lead, though this only means that I have to keep a closer eye on the rascal; it has nothing to
do with signs of more trustworthy behavior on his part. We pass Arran (surely the whitest dog in
Paddington Rec) and make our way out to the green where there is a lively gathering of animals
– including Tilly the Cocker puppy (who gets a biscuit from me), Pepper, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae
and Winnie. When Fritz begins his Randolph walkway ramble I follow closely but it doesn’t take
too much effort to get him turned around and headed in the right direction for coffee.
This morning we have Cheryl (whose Lola keeps up a non-stop commentary on everything she
can see with her one good eye), Georgie, Denise, Peter, Ellen and Linda – though hovering in
the background we have Debbie with Zorro and Celine with baby Raffy and Ziggy. Denise is
still in a happy mood as she looks forward to Albert’s transfer to the nursing home in St. John’s
Wood – “It’s all coming to fruitition.” Linda is fresh from the police station where she has had
to report the theft of Liam’s mobile phone. Cheryl wants to know where to take visitors for fish
and chips and there are many suggestions. Georgie says that, with a grandchild on the way, she is
going to make another attempt to give up smoking. Debbie says that Zorro is too full of beans to
sit quietly at table with the other dogs. Pepper keeps up a non-stop barkathon and Lola has plenty
to say on this topic too.
The others scatter (or remain seated) when it is time for our back passage walkround. Today it
is just Georgie and me; she has three dogs in her care and getting them started is a chore. DaisyMae is still under a chair, guarding a biscuit I have just given her. Sparkie has his tennis ball in
his mouth, but, as often happens, he drops it at the exit gate and it runs under the fence and back
into the café forecourt. Winnie won’t budge at all and has to be bribed with the promise of more
food on route. When this lot is at last moving forward Daisy-Mae actually buries the biscuit in
the herbaceous border (at home she buries biscuits in Janet’s pot plants) but the naughty Sparkie
sees what she has done, digs the prize up, and eats it. Meanwhile Winnie has come to a halt
again (this happens several times) and Georgie has to go back for her, even though Dan – who
is off camping (no pun intended) in Sardinia with friends– has warned her not to give in to this
attention-seeking blackmail. Fritz pays no attention to any of this and makes such rapid progress
that we eventually overtake Holly, Jack and Sandy, who (with Peter and Ellen) have left five
minutes before the rest of us.
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Thursday, September 18:
It is a lovely warm morning as Fritz and I arrive in the park today and I have even resurrected
my sunglasses for the march to the green. Almost immediately we encounter not only Celine,
Raffy and Ziggy, but also new daddy Christopher, whom I have not seen in a year or so. He is
still limping a bit after his riding accident but Celine has urged him to make an effort – for we
won’t have many more fine days like today. We walk down the Randolph walkway together and
they quiz me on my latest writing project, The Lives of Ingolf Dahl, a biography of my stepfather
– copies of which I am expecting within a week or so. I keep a close eye on Fritz and get him
turned around successfully when it is time to head for our table at the café.
There is a good turnout – Denise, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Cheryl and Ofra – and
the latter is entertaining us with the story of last night’s visit to Liz’s house, one punctuated by
the surprise of seeing Roxy on her own in the front yard, baying in disappointed anger after
having ravaged an upturned bin with little provender therein. I regret very much that I have to
put a damper on our merriment but it is necessary for me to impart some very saddening news. I
learned from Saskia yesterday afternoon that last Friday Natasha’s beloved Miniature Pinscher,
Leila, was struck by a car and killed.
The news has a depressing effect on our gathering for Leila was such a bright spark, dashing
about at great speed in her jeweled collars. She had a special affection for Fritz and would
always dance up to him, a provocation that my dog would resent in almost any other dog, but
easily tolerated in a presence as charming as Leila. Natasha would always refer to Fritz as Leila’s
boyfriend, though – truth to tell – months could go by between encounters. Our conversation
is dominated by memories of the little dog. Ronnie is particularly upset – “I introduced her
to carrots.” The dogs are feasting beneath the table on this vegetable, on dog pellets, on treats
brought by Denise from the pound shop, and by Davide from Singapore. They have no way of
registering the loss of a friend – all they care about is food. At one point Ronnie offers a Shapes
biscuit to Fritz and the treat is snatched in mid-air by a leaping Rosie.
We get up for our back passage walkround. Georgie realizes that she has lost her keys and heads
back for the café; she can’t find them and thinks perhaps that Ofra has absent-mindedly walked
off with them. Not to worry – they are real keys but they open no doors; they represent just the
latest attempt, rattled or thrown on the ground, to distract Sparkie from his inveterate barking.
That scamp now rushes into the central playing field, followed by Daisy-Mae, and an attempt
is made to get them back through the wide-open door before they can interrupt the exercise of
the yellow-clad kids from St. George’s. Because Davide is present today Winnie is a little more
speedy, rocking from side to side as she scurries forward on her bow legs.
Friday, September 19:
As we round the corner to begin our morning passage between the fenced playing fields I can see
that Sandy and Jack have admitted themselves to the central pitch, now empty, and I know that it
will not be long before they are joined by Fritz. Soon enough he is cavorting down the touchline.
I tell Ellen that his return is guaranteed and with just a few bounces of the tennis ball I have
brought with me I attract his attention and he races back to the open gate and resumes his march
toward the green. It is a pleasant sunny morning.
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On the green I encounter Sabina with Scamp and Oscar and she tells me that a chap has been
coming to the park in the mornings with Holly, a two year-old lady Schnauzer whom he is
babysitting. There is no sign of her this morning and Fritz and I head down the Randolph
walkway. I get him turned to the right as we reach the tennis courts but he soon disappears into
the bushes and, fearing a repetition of last Sunday’s mischief, I reverse directions and try to reach
the shady lair that was so rich in contraband, as soon as possible. There is no sign of my dog
anywhere and I follow the path up the hill and emerge above the green again, only to encounter
the aforementioned Holly. She is a tiny, lively thing, almost blonde, and I would like to introduce
her to my dog, but, to my embarrassment, he is nowhere to be seen. I turn right on the Randolph
walkway again and soon find the chap, who may just have gotten confused because I did not
follow my usual route this morning. Under any circumstances we are now in a position to greet
Holly properly and then to head in for coffee.
Around our table we have Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Ronnie and Davide. I hand Fritz
over to Hanna and go inside to order my coffee. When I return I bring with me a leaflet which I
have discovered on the counter, left there, no doubt, with the dog owners in mind: it announces
the opportunity we could have to participate in group therapy (“participation, trust, reciprocity,
exploration”) in Regent’s Park, with sessions offered, curiously enough, by a psychotherapist
whose email (including the words “dancing” and “kundalini”) is actually in Argentina. I would
really like to see Ronnie and Peter (who objects to my taking his seat while he has been earnestly
chatting in the café) participating in such an exercise.
Fritz spends the morning either on my lap, Hanna’s (she denounces his crusty bum) or Ellen’s
(where he tries to winkle something out of her purse). While he is occupied with the latter pursuit
Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap in search of a biscuit worth guarding under the table. Georgie
reports that the Shih-Tzu did return to the spot where she buried a biscuit the other day – even
though Sparkie had dug it up immediately. Janet says that she watched her dog bury a biscuit in
a flower pot, her face covered in dark mud, but when she tried to retrieve it a little later it had
been removed by a squirrel and it took half an hour to convince Daisy-Mae that it wasn’t there
any more. Meanwhile Sparkie and Winnie have two furious snapping exchanges when Davide
happens to mention that the food is all gone. Jack also has an attack of agitated barking because,
Ellen explains, he doesn’t like to see babies being carried! Unusually, the entire group gets up to
take the back passage walkround together. As we near the Essendine gate a squirrel is sitting on
top of a trash can, munching a chestnut and staring at us cheekily.
Saturday, September 20:
Another lovely morning awaits us as Fritz and I enter the Rec today. My dog is keen to pursue
some disappearing tails near the cypress trees and so we make swift progress toward the green,
where I can see Saffy, Tinkerbelle, Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey already at play. I produce the
tennis ball and Fritz chases it down several times. Denise is standing on the cricket crease and
discussing the omnipresent topic of geriatric care. “I’ve told my girls,” she says, “that if I ever
get to the point where I can’t wipe my own ass they should just put a pillow over my head.”
At breakfast this morning she joins a group that includes Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Peter,
Ellen, Liz and Davide. It takes a long time for our drinks to arrive – as there is a long Saturday
morning queue. Liz receives a phone call from one of her lads who has to report that Roxy,
in search of crumbs, has torn apart several pairs of shorts in his bedroom. There is a lot of
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conversation on the topic of Roxy’s obsessive quest for food. She’s slimmed down a lot but this
does not seem to have had an effect on her appetite, which continues to express itself in a variety
of antisocial guises. I suggest a puppy shrink, others opt for the dog borstal. Meanwhile Roxy
herself is going from table to table in the café forecourt just to see if there is any food going.
She is not the only one. Winnie is making the rounds as well and Daisy-Mae has actually taken
a seat at a small table where a poor woman is trying to have her breakfast in peace. Fritz has
taken up residence in Hanna’s lap again and is lying languorously on his back, stirring himself
only when he is offered the foam from Ellen’s coffee cup or one of Davide’s Singapore biscuits.
I have placed my own bag containing more of this type of treat on the table top – which will
explain why Saffy (who has followed Sparkie onto my lap) leaps onto its surface in pursuit of the
prize. Suddenly a small back Poodle appears beneath the table; it is the second (though smaller)
version of this breed to be named Charlie. There is a howl of protest, lead by my dog, over this
intrusion.
Sunday, September 21:
The lovely weather persists as Fritz and I arrive for our morning in the park; it’s been quite a
while since I have had to wear sunglasses four days in a row. In spite of the bright skies and
pleasant temperatures, the grass of the green is very wet – and again I can feel the moisture
spreading into my socks. Fritz does some ball chasing and he and Sparkie head off together on
several occasions, first to the foot of Mt. Bannister, then to the far eastern margins of the green
itself. Here Sparkie does a poo, which I clean up, but in doing so I am distracted long enough
to lose track of my own dog. Anxiously I head down the Randolph walkway but soon Fritz is
running up behind me – so, for once, he seems to be innocent of any wrongdoing. Out in the
middle of the green a great fuss is being made over a twelve-week-old puppy, Molly, an adorable
creature who is a Cavalier and Bichon Frise mix. It is her first visit to the park.
Soon it is time to head in for coffee; our table welcomes Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, Ofra and Hanna. I am surprised, at one point, to hear the chair next to me issue a strange,
repeated utterance: “Ofra, I love you.” It is not the chair making this noise, I soon discover, but
Ofra’s mobile phone (which Janet answers for her.) Adding to our confusion is the fact that the
coy voice on this unique ring-tone belongs to Dan – who is still in Sardinia. When Ofra returns
from the café she immediately announces that she has lost her wallet and she has to return to
the counter, where she has forgotten it. In the meantime I have discovered that the manufacturer
of her key ring bears my name and I tell her (holding my fingers over everything on the ring
but “Anthony”) that I had no idea that I was the object of her passion – but that I will not be
convinced until my name also appeared as a tattoo. Over on my right Peter is worrying about
the problems affecting the Swiss collider, which has suffered a malfunction and must start its
doomsday process all over again. Janet passes around a card she has made for Albert, who will
be 88 on Tuesday.
A pretty blonde girl stops by with her mom and a smaller sister and asks for the names of all the
dogs. (She might as well ask the chap in the trilby, John, who is sitting by himself next to the
café door and offering a running commentary on the canine action.) Our animals are reasonably
well behaved today but this changes when a year-old mostly Cocker-Spanish dog named Toffy
arrives with a little boy who has a broken finger and a pink balloon. Our dogs set up a howl over
the presence of this stranger, none more vociferously than Fritz, who chortles and sings in spite
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of my efforts to calm him down – carrying on with such a complaining tone that the others at our
table begin to laugh at his whining antics. We had better make a move for the exit gates.
Monday, September 22:
Skies have returned to the color gray but it is pleasant enough as Fritz and I begin a new week in
the park. After we have dodged both bicycles and tractors we can enter a very lively dog scene
out on the green. There are five little dogs running about and, truth to tell, I don’t know any of
them – though eventually I am brought up to date with a least two of their tales. One, Simba, is a
fluffy white and tan dog who has had an unfortunate run-in with a Bull Terrier, the same animal
who took a chunk of hair out of Daisy-Mae during an earlier incident. Another is a long-bodied
Shih-Tzu named Percy, a chap whose fate was the subject of some concern among the other dog
owners while an attempt to find a new owner (now successfully accomplished) was completed.
On the periphery of the green we have Jasmine Guinness, her little boy, and, on lead in the hands
of the boy, the assertive Fly. Janet is quite relieved that her dog won’t be dragged around by the
scruff of her neck this morning, but she knows that this fate probably wouldn’t bother Daisy-Mae
at all. I also wave to Suzanne, who has reclaimed Sunny from her long sojourn in the country.
I have brought the tennis ball with me and Fritz chases this down athletically. Sparkie is also
insistent on some ball chucking from Georgie’s sling, though he abandons his toy when it is time
to follow her into the ladies loo.
At breakfast this morning we have Hanna, Cheryl, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, and
Davide. There is some discussion of last night’s episode of Strictly Come Dancing, the one in
which Phil Daniels was eliminated in the first round. Ronnie and I continue the TV theme with
analysis of last week’s genealogy search on behalf of David Suchet. The dogs are reasonably
well behaved today but the sudden arrival of Harry the Akita somehow convinces the other
owners that perhaps their pets should be on lead – this after Winnie barks at the large animal
from the safety of a separating picket fence. I leave somewhat earlier than usual as Fritz and I
have to get home to greet my old friend Richard, just arrived from Los Angeles for a visit. In
fact, we find him on our front stoop and Fritz instantly falls in love, twice joining Dick for naps
on the sofa bed.
Tuesday, September 23:
There is a new companion for our walk today, Richard, who remembers the doggy scene from
earlier visits to the park. It is gray and overcast this morning though mild temperatures still
persist, and there is no sign of the threatened rain. Coming up behind us is Cristal the Alsatian
and she earns an obligatory growl from my dog. “Tough guy,” Cris’s American owner says as he
overtakes us; Dick is astonished to see anyone still wearing shorts. When we reach the green we
follow Fritz along the Randolph walkway, circle around as usual, and return to the green where
there is some half-hearted ball-chasing. Other members of the gang are slowly assembling and
soon thereafter there is a migratory movement in the direction of the café.
In fact, we have five minutes or so before the doors open and this gives late comers a chance to
join a table that houses us, Ofra, Georgie, Peter, Cheryl, Ellen, Ronnie, and Davide. We can also
see Saskia on the Carlton walkway, with baby Harvey strapped to her chest, and later Coops
comes in with his heavily pregnant mommy, Karyn. Asked when the baby is due, she answers,
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“Saturday.” Ofra has left her mobile phone on the tabletop and when it goes off Georgie calls her
back to the take the call. An extended chattering in Hebrew ensues (it is only her own teenaged
daughter on the other end) and thirty minutes later, when we are still at table, Ofra departs, still
in conversation: she has not had to the opportunity to chat with any of the rest of us.
When Ellen returns from her place in the queue Jack and Sandy erupt into their usual raucous
greeting. “I know that dogs are not supposed to have much of a memory,” I say, “but these
two have forgotten that it’s only been five minutes since they’ve seen you, not weeks.” Cheryl
wants to know if Lola has tooth problems or appetite loss because she is not eating her breakfast
anymore. We move on to the topic of heating and most of us confess that we have had the heat
on already a few times, having failed to make it to October as we would wish. Peter says he has
the heat on all the time (“You would,” Ronnie teases), though most of us have forgotten that
Peter’s diabetes leaves him feeling the cold much more keenly than the rest of us. We begin our
back passage walkround, Sparkie, as usual, begging for his ball. This time Georgie doesn’t have
one but when I offer to loan her the one I have brought for Fritz she agrees that she would just as
soon not worry about the matter for once.
Thursday, September 25:
I have missed a day in the park – Fritz having spent his time with Auntie Linda – while I
took Richard with me on an excursion on the Capital Ring, as we walked between Hanwell
and Harrow-on-the-Hill, often in a light rain. This morning, by way of contrast, the sun has
reappeared in a bright blue sky and we have soon encountered a few familiar faces (Humphrey,
the one-eyed Shih-Tzu, Sharpy the Shar-Pei) as we make our way out to the green. There is a
good deal of activity here, with one group of little dogs at play at the eastern end and a second
equally active grouping near the cricket crease. To the usual lot we have added, this morning, the
presence of Skye the Cairn and a young blonde dog who, because of his unfamiliarity, is soon
the object of suspicious attention, even a few growling remonstrances from the other dogs. Twice
Fritz rushes forward to put an end to any unpleasantness. Then it is time to go in for coffee.
This morning we have a lively group including Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Davide,
Denise, Hanna and Cheryl. It is noted that Cheryl is actually wearing a jacket today, perhaps
because it is warm and sunny; usually she wears only a t-shirt in a gale. Ofra is still trying to
figure out what to recommend to Davide when his flight schedule sends him to Israel next week.
Ronnie has moved on from David Suchet to Jodie Kidd, who was featured in last night’s segment
of Who Do You Think You Are? Georgie reports that she has had to appear before a magistrate to
give evidence in a tenancy dispute, the son of the old chap (“Gummy”) whom she used to look
after having decided that he now wants to take up the tenancy in his deceased dad’s flat. Cheryl
says that she has successfully contested all of her recent parking tickets but that she still faces
problems over a speeding violation.
Babies dominate the latter stages of the morning session. First Christianne comes in with Stella
and baby Ava, then Tanya comes by with Pasha and baby Lucca, then Celine sits down with
Ziggy and baby Raphael (who ends up on Cheryl’s lap). Tanya, who has been in Italy for a
month, tells us that Natasha has a new ten-week old Miniature Pinscher puppy named Millicent
(Millie), a dog who bears a striking similarity to the much-missed Leila. At the other end of
the size continuum we have Hootch (minus his thunderball) who comes in with Guy. I feel
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something slap the back of my neck but it is only the wagging tale of the giant dog as he passes
behind my chair.
Friday, September 26:
Fritz and I are on our own this morning, Richard having left for Greece last night. It is a very
pleasant morning, however, and we are soon out on the green, where I manage to loft the tennis
ball without getting my socks wet – though the grass is very damp. Fritz doesn’t seem all that
interested in athletics today and I am soon following him down the Randolph walkway. We try
again a few minutes later but now there are several other dogs about and I have to work hard
to keep the precious object out of alien teeth. I notice that the other dog owners are heading for
the café and so I make my usual attempt to collar my beast. He is quite elusive but at last we are
heading in the right direction.
This morning we have Denise, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Ronnie. Denise tells us
that she is feeling a bit guilty about breaking up her dad’s household (every day we hear of the
sale of another piece of furniture) but she just can’t see him recovering sufficiently to look after
himself again. At this point Janet jumps in with some interesting news: Michael, the onetime
king of our Paddington Rec dog society, has also moved into sheltered accommodation only
a block or so away from his former home. People have seen him recently and he seems well
enough but I’m sure that he will be relieved not to be entirely on his own anymore.
Beneath the table there is suddenly a roar of canine infighting as Daisy-Mae, guarding a biscuit
as usual, reacts to Tinkerbelle’s interest in the same tidbit. I manage to yank Fritz out of the line
of fire but two minutes later the same commotion is repeated, this time with the added input of
Sparkie and Winnie. Thereafter Daisy-Mae jumps into an empty chair next to me and begins her
“Aren’t I appealing?” act. I know what she wants, she wants another biscuit so that she can begin
her possessive rituals all over again – but this time I resist rewarding her. While we continue
our post-war conversation Boyd, our park’s head groundsman, approaches our table and says,
“We’ve been having a bit of a clear-out and thought you’d like these.” With this he hands me a
sack containing about two dozen abandoned and/or lost tennis balls, fished out of the bushes and
flowerbeds by the ground staff. We divide this treasure up among us, Sparkie getting the lion’s
share and Fritz getting plenty of back-up toys for his collection as well.
Saturday, September 27:
An early morning fog has lifted to reveal a pleasant sunny Saturday morning in the park. Once
again the fields are full of little kids at football practice and Fritz has to weave his way through
arriving parents on his way to the café. Here I place on the table, already occupied by Ronnie,
Peter and Ellen, the first hard-cover copy of The Lives of Ingolf Dahl, a writing project I have
been working on for almost thirty years and one which has at last reached the publication stage.
I have to warn the others that there isn’t anything about dogs in this volume, though they will
find a good deal of interest; of course there is immediate attention devoted to the photographs,
including a number of the author as child and teenager.
Out on the green I employ the tennis ball in some desultory exercise but Fritz can’t concentrate
on this activity and he is soon heading for the eastern margins of the grassland. Here he loses
the ball altogether (or I do) as we encounter Saskia with Buddy and David (the 118 man) with
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baby in a push-chair and Jasper, the Patterdale Terrier. Buddy pauses politely in front of me for
he knows that a biscuit will be forthcoming. Fortunately Fritz seems willing to hang in there
with Jasper and I am able to hook him when we get close to coffee time. As we round the corner
David finds the lost tennis ball.
There is a good turnout at coffee this morning: Dan, back from his travels with a Tin-Tin topknot,
Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna, and Ofra – Denise is just leaving, so I take her seat.
Also joining our group are the parents, Karyn and Chris, of Coops, the Pugalier; their toasted
sandwiches soon attract quite a crowd of canines. Coops’ mom, of course, is skiving – for today
is the due date for the arrival of the new baby. When she is chided on this dilatory behavior our
heavily pregnant visitor says, “Well, there’s still time.” There is much speculation on whether
the newcomer will be a boy or a girl; the parents-to-be don’t know and don’t seem to have any
strong preferences but Cheryl wants to start a betting pool – though forgetting momentarily what
country she is living in now she say, “Everybody put in a buck!”
Sunday, September 28:
Lovely autumnal weather persists as Fritz and I take up our positions at the Essendine gate.
Here we meet Barry with Fix, but the blind dog is soon following his own agenda and we are all
alone as we head toward the green. Here there is a lively scene, with the new puppy Molly, still
on lead, and a rare visit by Monty the Schnauzer. I take out my tennis ball and Fritz chases this
around; a little boy named Ellis (who just likes dogs) is also keeping balls in play for the other
animals. Soon Fritz is off on his Randolph walkway ramble and I have to follow him.
When we return to the green a few minutes later the mob is still in place and, joining us from
the opposite side, Saskia is just arriving, with baby Harvey strapped to her chest and a barking
Buddy at her side. He pauses for his biscuit treat and then the rest of us head in for coffee. There
are nine of us at table – Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Hanna, though
after Peter and Ellen leave we also receive a visit from our resident clairvoyant, Katherine
McCormack. Dan says that he saw her in Covent Garden the other day and she says she goes
there to sing in the piazza with others. She is eating a Cornetto, chuckling, and having a lot of
difficulty forming complete sentences today.
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Bailey all spend some time in my lap this morning. Fritz, beneath the
table, wanders from one set of knees to the next, finally accepting the offer of some tomato sauce
– which he licks from Hanna’s finger. Daisy-Mae has some too, and then goes into the patio to
occupy a seat on one of the benches, all alone at her own table. Ellen has knitted two beautiful
baby jackets for Georgie’s expectant Lynn and these are admired by all. Ofra is planning another
trip to Israel, where her dad is suffering from cancer. Dan is bored and makes some attempts to
wind up the other diners (at one point he pushes a puppy kibble into Ofra’s moccasin) but no one
is willing to rise to the occasion. Still, it is quite pleasant sitting in the sun and only after we have
thoroughly discussed last night’s episodes of Merlin and Strictly Come Dancing on the Beeb do
we take off. Four of the dogs manage to get themselves into the forbidden picnic area and it takes
quite a while to get them out of there.
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Monday, September 29:
The sunglasses have to come on as Fritz and I reach the bright corner at the head of the running
track – for once again we have a lovely morning for our adventures in the park. My dog is
having a quiet pee when a black Cocker, who seems to be called Tackis, approaches him from
behind and earns a heartfelt protest growl for his efforts. There are lots of joggers on the path this
morning and I lose track of Fritz as he dodges between their churning legs on his own journey
to the café. Here, where the staff are busy scraping away at the outdoor tables, I pass through
hurriedly, hoping to catch sight of a disappearing gray tail before it wanders too far.
In fact Fritz is in front of the loos, where a number of the dog owners seem to be congregating.
We continue along the Randolph walkway and, business concluded at this end, I turn him around
by rolling his tennis ball in the opposite direction. As we approach the green we are greeted
enthusiastically by Saffy and Tinkerbelle; they try to outrace Fritz as he chases his ball but he
is too quick. On the cricket crease we have the young Lhasa-Apso, Bailey, and, to my surprise,
Fritz actually seems to enjoy running around with the fellow; it has been a long time since my
dog has enjoyed such activity with another animal. Indeed Fritz does a lot of running out here;
much of it has nothing to do with ball-chasing but it is all good exercise.
I enter the cafe a few minutes later and wait out the queue before joining a table shared by
Denise, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ronnie, Cheryl, and Suzanne. The latter’s Sunny begins
to bark at the shadows cast by Cheryl’s head, distracted at last by the arrival of a water trough.
Saffy, Tinkerbelle, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae make the rounds of the laps while their owners
discuss yesterday’s television fare, including Tess of the D’Urbervilles, Formula One from
Singapore, and Strictly Come Dancing. Denise, who is complaining of the cold, asks Janet if
there is any point in offering her mother’s old knitting machine on eBay; meanwhile Cheryl,
dodging Ronnie’s cigar smoke, is debating whether to hit a bucket of balls with Suzanne – she
it too hot and takes her jacket off. Fritz is whining because I haven’t offered him my cappuccino
foam yet; when I do he has a go at cleaning the cup and then Daisy-Mae has a go at mopping up
the dregs. The Pugs, Winnie and Lola, are slowly circling another table – where two infants in
baby strollers are carelessly holding their morning toast in unsuspecting hands. It is time to get a
move on before there is an incident.
Tuesday, September 30:
We reach the end of the month under lowering skies – indeed I can tell that there had been
a dramatic change in the weather fronts when Fritz crawls under the bed at about 6:00 this
morning. There has been a little light rain and I am wearing my rain jacket as we head for the
park, but Fritz is spared this imposition for it is not raining at this point in the day’s proceedings.
I am feeling a little lightheaded this morning, a condition I blame on the dour economic news we
have been receiving in TV coverage of the crisis in Washington. Fritz easily outraces me under
such conditions and I catch up with him only when I reach the green.
Ofra, Georgie and Davide are standing nearby and so is Chris. He tells us that Karyn has at last
delivered James Michael after 32 hours of labor and an eventual C-section when the head of the
nine-pound bruiser was found to be in the wrong position. We congratulate the new father and
then I follow Fritz along the Randolph walkway. Here we encounter Lizzie with Yoyo, Hanna,
who is just circling the green so that she won’t have to walk on the wet grass, and a lady dog
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walker with five charges, each of whom seems to want to head in a different direction. Four
go back on lead but it is not until we are seated at coffee that she is able to corral the missing
Wheaten Terrier.
We have only a small turnout this morning – just Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie and Davide.
I tell Peter that we have been worrying about the wrong meltdown: heretofore it was the collider
in Switzerland but henceforth it must be Wall Street instead. Ofra will be flying off to Israel for
two weeks today and Davide is getting ready for a flight to Cape Town. Both he and Georgie
are experiencing computer problems: Georgie’s won’t connect with the Internet and Davide’s
new Dell arrived already smashed to bits. Much of the morning conversation is devoted to his
attempts to get a replacement out of the uncooperative telephone staff in India. The dogs receive
their usual treats, Winnie rushing from one side of the table to the next in order to increase her
chances. Daisy-Mae is a sodden mess, no longer Daisy-Moss, unless she bears a resemblance
to Kate after one of the latter’s drug binges. “No,” someone says, “she looks more like Amy
Winehouse today.” So we start calling her Daisy Winehouse.
To continue with this tale you need:
October, 2008

The second volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec. It
follows publication of Strictly Come Barking.
An addictive narrative, the series has earned a reputation for
its veracity, its thoroughness – and its obvious celebration of
all things canine.
“Unlike so many other dog books, Strictly Come Barking
has none of the falsification and exaggeration that other
authors use to advance their stories. Here we have, instead,
an authentic voice, one that tells a real tale – one that all dog
lovers will recognize and enjoy.” – Janet Lockwood, Film
Commissioner, State of Michigan

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Albert visits the park. Here he is being pushed by Denise and giving Ginger the Pug a ride.
Hanna is walking at his side.
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Wednesday, October 1:
Leaves are flying on a very breezy Wednesday morning – as we begin a new month in the park.
Fritz rushes onto the green to see what Sparkie is up to, and I follow. Unfortunately, there is
an unknown young lady Labrador out here, chasing her ball, and she crashes into me in her
headlong pursuit. By this time Fritz is ready for his Randolph ramble. Here we encounter
Suzanne, heading our way with Sunny. The Springer Spaniel has just treed a squirrel, one who
has passed only inches from the dog’s nose. I get Fritz turned around and we head at last for our
table at the café.
There is a good turnout here, with Denise, Hanna, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and
Linda present. Linda is suffering from a bad cold and has lost much of her voice. Regrettably the
same cannot be said for Pepper, who continues to yelp throughout the session. He has a rival in
Sunny, however, since the latter is bedeviled by the shadows evident on a sunny day and these
always cause her to bark in protest. (Sunny was surely misnamed.) Ronnie has not brought any
biscuits today so I am the chief supply merchant. Fritz is hovering anxiously, hoping that I won’t
forget his cappuccino foam; soon his nose is covered in fluff.
Georgie and I discuss the changing of the guard on Castellaine Parade as the Indian family
who owned the Nosh store have at last retired to Stanmore and we now have Hamish 2 instead.
Georgie agrees that the store seems to have a Scottish flavor to its name, but those aren’t Scots
at the till of a shop that is still missing many of the old staples on its shelves. We get up to begin
our back passage walkround, soon encountering the giant Alsatian, Storm, at play with a tennis
ball of his own. On this walk Georgie tells me that, on the eve of a flight to Israel to visit her
cancer-stricken father, Ofra has learned that her mother has been taken to hospital with a stroke.
Thursday, October 2:
Just as Fritz and I are making our final preparations for life in the park a mini-cab pulls up with
the Film Commissioner of the State of Michigan aboard. It is our Janet, come for a week-long
visit. Her hefty bag pulled up the stairs, she is able to join us on our morning perambulations.
Fortunately we have a lovely sunny day, though on the chilly side, for her re-introduction to park
life. She has visited so often over the years that she knows many of the usual suspects. In fact
she astonishes Peter, who is waiting for them to open the doors of the café, by addressing him by
name.
I continue onto the green, where Fritz is making the rounds, greeting the assembled owners and
their dogs. I am intercepted by a rapturous Buddy, who rushes forward to position himself at my
feet, thereby earning the reward of a biscuit and the amorous attentions of a second Simba, in
this case a paler version of himself, that is another Golden Retriever. I keep the tennis ball in play
for several minutes and then we wander down the Randolph walkway for a bit. Janet is greeting
people on the green, a group which contains, for the first time I think, John, the trilby-hatted
chatterer who, as usual, is keeping up a non-stop play-by-play description of all the doggy antics.
When I say that it is time to go in to coffee he agrees and soon stations himself at a little table
near the front door.
This morning our table, shoved just a little way away from the overhang, seats Georgie, Ellen,
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Peter, Ronnie, our Janet, and Hanna. Janet goes inside to order her breakfast and our coffees
but, shortly after she delivers the latter, there is an incident. I am sitting with my back to the café
door, just beneath the eves, and I have the strange sensation that something has struck me on the
top of my black baseball cap. Indeed, I have just been shat upon from a great height by a roofline
pigeon. The shoulder and the chest of my grey sweatshirt have been similarly blessed and it takes
my some time to scrape a preliminary layer off before resuming my seat. (I even utilize some
of the water freshly delivered in the doggy drinking trough.) Immediately after our return to the
house both cap and sweatshirt are in the washing machine and I am dressed again for a day of
errands.
Friday, October 3:
It is sunny again this morning but quite chilly and I have had to unearth my park jacket from the
recesses of the hall closet, where it has remained for quite a few months. Fortunately Fritz makes
quick work of the march to the green, even waiting impatiently for me as we round a corner, and
I have soon reached the café, where Ronnie and Ellen are already waiting for the doors to open.
Out on the green itself there is a collection of dog owners near the cricket crease and, the tennis
ball already in flight, here is where he head. Buddy is stalking Janet but he soon changes his
focus and a moment later, paw extended, he is accepting a biscuit from me.
Chill winds seem to have reduced our numbers this morning for only Denise, Peter, Ellen,
Hanna, London Janet and Georgie are present. (Our Janet is still at home, getting ready for a
business appointment in Greek Street at 11:00.) Not a day goes by without someone asking
Denise how Albert is doing. This morning the answer is “Walking, talking, moaning and
groaning.” The unseasonable chill then dominates our interchange. Peter has the flaps down on
his hat, and he is wearing his tattered ski gloves – in short his usual July outfit. Discussion of
where he might get a new pair of gloves leads me to the happy discovery that my own are still
stuffed inside a coat pocket of the rediscovered park jacket and these soon go on as well.
The dogs are up to their usual tricks. Sparkie becomes hysterical at the appearance of a strange
man on his way to the café. Daisy-Mae turns up at someone’s table in the forecourt and, when
such a gesture is obviously not appreciated by the ladies there, Janet has to get up and reclaim
her dog. Winnie gazes up in adoration as Hanna eats her scrambled eggs, then follows a platecarrying Lurch into the patio. Saffy and Tinkerbelle both come by for biscuits from my bag; the
former is a snatcher, however, and I am again lucky to escape with all my fingers. Fritz grows
bored and begins to sing at my knee. I follow an early exodus for this cold day in the park.
Saturday, October 4:
To my winter jacket and gloves I have added a scarf as well – for the frigid weather persists
for our Saturday morning visit to the park. The latter is very busy with dog walkers, joggers
and footie lads, and Fritz is soon touching noses with quite a few canines. Twice he disappears
behind the cypress trees, where he serves as an object of fascination for some of these fellows.
At one point he even loses track of my whereabouts and, unusually, comes racing back to see
what is keeping me. Then he reverses direction and, dodging football dads as he proceeds, he
continues on to the café (already open because of the football crowd) and out to the green.
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Here there is quite a collection of dog owners (I count nine) and their animals. Fritz makes a
quick visit to meet-and-greet while Buddy is stationing himself at my feet for his usual early
morning biscuit. Celine is out here with baby Raffy on her chest; he is so big now that it looks
like she will soon capsize. I toss the tennis ball to Fritz a few times and then he takes off for the
Morshead roadway where he needs to deposit and I need to pick up a second poo. By this time I
can see that the others have already crossed the grass on their way to coffee and my assignment
is to direct my dog’s attention to the same outcome. This is usually the occasion for him to
take off on some alternative errand but today I am luckier and soon I am handing his lead on to
Ronnie as I head inside the café with my coffee order.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Denise, Hanna, Janet (DaisyMae’s mom; our Janet is still abed), Dan and Dan’s mother, Christine. The latter two are
discussing Dan’s childhood. Dan claims it was one long trauma, implying that it was his mom’s
fault; Christine notes that Dan’s childhood was a trauma for her too. “Well, at least they are
agreed on one thing,” I say. Winnie, meanwhile, is in a pissy mood and decides to take it out on
Sparkie, who is already yelping in distress on Georgie’s lap as the Pug advances. Unfortunately
Fritz is in her path and feels the full wrath of her rage as she goes for Sparkie’s toes. Gloves
remain a topic of conversation again, perhaps occasioned by the latest news from O.J. Simpson’s
trial for armed robbery in Las Vegas – Peter says that O.J. could be sentenced to a long term of
imprisonment. We get up to begin our back passage walkround just as Maddy the Cavalier comes
in; she too is dressed for the cold, in this case wearing a pink, red and blue Argyle sweater.
Sunday, October 5:
There’s nothing for it: Fritz has to accept his raincoat if we are to make a timely entrance into
Paddington Rec on a gray and rainy Sunday morning. Due to this downturn in the weather the
park is far quieter today than yesterday and it takes a while before we spot any other activity.
Coming up behind us are the duo of Tay, the long-haired Jack Russell, and his portly brother
Monty, the chocolate Lab. Fritz can see them at some distance and has to wait for them to pass
before he can continue with his own affairs. At the café I can see some of the dog people lined up
with their backs to the café window while a group of young interlopers has taken over our usual
table beneath the overhang. “There’s going to be trouble,” I tell Fritz.
We continue out to the green and turn left, Fritz once again coming to a pause as Rebel heads our
way. “You know Rebel,” his owner says as Fritz sets up a proprietary growl before allowing the
mid-sized black dog to pass. There is some activity out in the middle of the grass but, in a vain
attempt at keeping my socks dry, I encourage Fritz to follow me on a grand circle of the green’s
exterior. He seems to enjoy doing this, since there are lots of interesting smells in the bushes this
morning, and he isn’t bothered by the rain. When we complete our circle it is time to head in for
coffee. Now I discover that it is the young interlopers with their backs to the café glass and the
dog people seated at our usual table. I ask Bouzha about this when I get to the head of the queue.
It is obvious that she, discovering that these youngsters were merely sheltering from the rain, has
moved them along in favor of the paying customers. She is not best pleased to be working on a
rainy Sunday morning.
This morning we have the two Janets, Peter, Ellen, Dan and his mom, Georgie, and Hanna.
Georgie has a wet Sparkie in her lap; he is half asleep but he still keeps a vigilant eye on Winnie,
who is several seats away in Dan’s lap. Sure enough, the Pug decides to attack and lurches
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forward, this time catching Daisy-Mae in her fury and turning her own eyelids inside out. Our
Janet is eating a toasted cheese and tomato sandwich on her right and Winnie is watching every
bite. At last the dogs begin to share in this bounty, even eating the tomatoes. I get up to head in
first – for a few minutes later Linda arrives to take Janet and me to the Art London show in the
grounds of the Royal Hospital in Chelsea. Fritz, deeply disappointed in his abandonment, howls
like a banshee as we descend the stairs.
Monday, October 6:
Skies are brightening as Fritz and I begin a new week in the park. At the Essendine gate we
meet Daisy-Mae with Janet and Buddy with Saskia, her own mother, visiting from Austria, and
baby Harvey. Here we learn that today is to be Buddy’s first day, at a St. Mungo’s care home,
in the role of therapy dog. I’m sure he will do very well. Janet and I take the back passage route
to reach the café, where I can already see a large group gathering. This is because Cheryl, who
makes detailed introductions, has brought her visiting brother Ray and his wife Dee.
I don’t stop for long because I want to get Fritz out to the green for a little ball chasing. Not
much of this is accomplished but there is a big turnout here, with lots of small dogs running
about in play. Soon I begin to feel the wetness of the grass seeping into my shoes and so I am
keen to follow the others back to the café. It has been a long time since we have tried to squeeze
this many chairs around our usual table: we have Cheryl and her family, Denise, Georgie, DaisyMae’s Janet, our Janet, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Hanna and a woman named Jackie who
has brought with her a docile black Labrador named Monty. Fortunately not all of these fourteen
bums are parked on seats at the same time; latecomers assume the chairs of the early departed.
Denise and our Janet have both been to visit Albert in hospital yesterday afternoon. They report
that he is more and more his old self. Janet says that she has discovered that his real first name
is Bernard and that he is now wearing a baseball cap with the logo of the Michigan Film Office.
Conversation is not easy because we have had to shove our chairs some distance from the
tabletop in order to accommodate all these visitors. And then we have the intrusive blare (and
fumes) of the leaf blower making its slow progress around us on the periphery. I make a note to
ask Bouzha, who did such an exemplary job with interlopers yesterday, to move this chap along
as well: this would be another good deed on behalf of the paying customers.
Wednesday, October 7:
Rain is a serious possibility today but we have missed the first shower and we manage to make it
through our morning session without any more moisture. The bustling Zorro is entering the park
just behind us and he wants to see what Fritz is up to so he dances over, the bells of his harness
jingling across his chest. He then heads in the opposite direction with Debbie while I lead Fritz
along the back passage. He streaks along merrily and by the time I have reached the green I can
see that he has made contact with a large number of little dogs out near the cricket crease.
It is the first time that I have seen tiny Millie, the Miniature Pinscher pup belonging to Natasha.
It is also the first time that I have been able to tell her just how sorry all of us were to hear of
the death of her predecessor, Leila. Millie is a miniature of a Miniature, dancing about gaily
at our feet. Saskia is also here with Buddy and so I get a report on the Golden Retriever’s first
day as a therapy dog. Saskia says he was a bit hyperactive for some of the St. Mungo residents,
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in this case a hostel for those suffering from alcohol problems (some even had their open beer
cans with them). A number of those visited took to the dog but one chap, an Indian evidently,
said he only like tigers. One problem with getting information while standing out on the green
is that a moment’s inattention means that my dog is on his own recognizance – always a dodgy
proposition. Sure enough when I am ready to head in for coffee there is no sign of the fellow and
he doesn’t seem to have gone in to the café on his own. I am starting to panic as usual, but when
I look out at the green again there he is, nosing about among the others again. He answers to his
name and comes running to join me at great speed.
We have a large turnout at coffee this morning because (in addition to Georgie, Davide, Hanna,
and Ronnie) we have Denise, plus a friend from Holland, and her two daughters, Chloe and
Sophie. This trio has come over in a van (lost in Belgium on the way) in order to help move
items back to Amsterdam. They all get to hear a rather dour conversation on the subject of
funerals, the news having just reached us that Ofra’s father has died in Israel. Ronnie, smoking
one of his big cigars, says that he wants Susie to rent a helicopter and scatter his ashes all over
Paddington Rec. I say, “Why not, you’ve scattered so many here already.”
Wednesday, October 8:
A beautiful day in autumn greets us as we head for the park; it is sunny and crisp today and Fritz
is soon disappearing along the familiar walkways. Our Janet is with us from the outset but she
stays behind to chat to Ronnie (and to be growled at by Rosie) as I head out onto the green, the
very wet grass soon soaking into my shoes and socks. Saskia is describing how, in the spirit of
political correctness, Essendine School parents have all received letters of apology because in
one classroom someone played the role of Mohammed in a play and school authorities hadn’t
realized that physical representations of the prophet are forbidden. I am listening to this tale
when I see something else that is forbidden taking place before my very eyes: Fritz, tennis ball
in mouth, is heading for the Grantully gate. I slosh after him but he is nowhere to be seen until I
note that the door to the doggy area is open; he is nosing around on his own inside, the ball lost
forever.
I put him on lead and we use dryer walkways to approach the café. I have just taken a seat at
our usual table when Janet emerges from the café’s interior to ask how park security might best
be summoned: there has been an incident. It seems that a black man in exercise kit has taken
umbrage when asked to wait by a busy Vicky – who doesn’t quite have the time to study the
brochures he wants to leave on her counter advertising his role as personal trainer – and now
he is shouting the odds, branding her a racist and threatening to tear the place apart. Other
customers succeed in calming the chap down and he leaves long before security actually shows
up. Vicky comes outside to gasp a few breaths of fresh air and we try to cheer her up. She is quite
shaken; then security returns with a green incident form which must be filled out – insult added
to injury.
Our table includes Janet, Ronnie, Georgie, Cheryl, John, Davide and Hanna. There is some
gloomy talk on the subject of the worsening economy but also a feeling of helplessness. Georgie
says that the group’s scheduled outing to the Bridge House pub tonight has been cancelled
because the pub has yet to find a quizmaster.
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Ronnie has brought with him a catalogue from Hotter –the shoe company – whose products he
swears by. John says that Ché has a sprained tendon and is not allow to run these days. Davide
says he needs to go to the West End to buy trousers. Chris and Karyn come by with new baby
James in his buggy. Janet shares her toasted sandwich with the ravening beasts and, in small
groups this time, we make our way home.
Thursday, October 9:
Another lovely fall morning greets us as we enter the park; I’m so glad that Janet has had the
opportunity to experience London on some of its really good days (as opposed to its merely grey
ones). Behind us comes Cristal the Alsatian and she and Fritz trot along in tandem as we pass
the cypress trees – this is evidently a spot that Cris associates with squirrels and she is active in
pursuit of these elusive creatures, craning her neck to see if any can be spotted above. When Fritz
and I approach the green we can see little activity, just Georgie and Davide heading in for coffee,
so we continue along the Randolph walkway where the seldom seen Yorkish Fonzi is making a
rare appearance.
Turned around, we join the others at coffee: our Janet, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Cheryl,
Davide, Denise and Georgie are present today. The latter is now housemother to Sparkie, Bailey
and Daisy-Mae, since our resident Janet has flown off for a week’s holiday in Pau. These animals
and the rest of our dogs circle the table, stopping at any likely looking pair of knees, that is a pair
that shows evidence of toast crumbs falling from on high. Soon a characteristic scene is enacted.
Daisy-Mae has been given a biscuit and is guarding it strenuously when an innocent Sparkie
happens to wander by. In an instant she has turned on the little fellow with vicious abandon. He
lets out a shriek of protest – and Winnie eats the unguarded biscuit.
Denise, who will soon have Saffy and Sophie on her sofa, describes the desperate efforts to cram
all those family possessions into the Amsterdam-bound van. Cheryl says that she locked herself
out of the house the other night and, not knowing what to do until her husband returned, bought
a bottle of wine and sat in her own garden for hours. Soon everyone is telling stories of the time
they locked themselves out. Davide says that one winter he locked himself out while wearing
only shorts and sandals. He had the presence of mind to make a collect call to Dan – who refused
to accept the charges.
Today is our Janet’s last visit to the park and so she gets to say goodbye to all her London friends
before we begin our back passage walkround.
Friday, October 10:
I am somewhat punchy this morning, having risen at 6:00 to say goodbye to Janet, who departed
for Heathrow fifteen minutes later. At least we again have pleasant weather, for the sun is out
and temperatures are mild enough. There is a lot of traffic (dog owners, strollers, joggers) on
our route and perhaps Fritz did have the best idea when he passed through a hole in the fence
and made his way onto the running track. I got him to return by bouncing his tennis ball but this
object is not really deployed until we reach the green, where there is a nice turnout of dogs of
all sizes near the cricket crease. I note with disapproval that there is a lot of parental skiving this
morning as Chris, Saskia and Celine are each here without recent issue.
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It is Ronnie’s birthday today and he has laid on coffee for the lot of us. While we are waiting
for our drinks I share with the others my latest adventure in Life Imitates Art. On Coronation
Street recent episodes have featured the break-up of Sean Tully (played by Antony Cotton) and
Karl Foster. Sean, knowing that his boyfriend has an ex-boyfriend in London, is beside himself
with paranoid jealousy when Karl takes “professional trips” down south, and the once cozy
relationship founders. Last night I made arrangements to have a farewell dinner with Janet at
the Formosa Dining Room. As this adjoins the Prince Alfred pub I looked for her here first. And
what do I see. I see Karl (actor Chris Finch) having drinks with two other guys. Sean was right.
Georgie and Davide share an omelet while Winnie, who is on her way to the vet this morning,
eyes every mouthful greedily. Davide is already dreading yet another lecture from the vet on
the subject of Winnie’s weight. A number of dogs jump into my lap, including Bailey and
Daisy-Mae, but I am not in the mood. Saffy and Tinkerbelle are haunting my heels, looking for
handouts as well. Denise says that yesterday was the first time Albert remembered to ask what
will happen to these dogs now that he is incapacitated. Denise is obviously depressed over the
uncertainties involved in the disposition of her dad’s case. Now there is a chance that he may be
moved to a nursing home in Victoria, a long way away from his park friends.
Saturday, October 11:
I am late with my morning preparations today, still asleep until the decadent hour of 8:35.
Indeed, I probably would have remained abed even then had Fritz not taken his usual umbrage
at the arrival of the postman outside our front door. I am obviously still catching up from the
somewhat changed routine occasioned by Janet’s visit, and more particularly from the 6:00
rising yesterday. At least there is again lovely sunshine to greet us as we reach the park, though
I suppose that the installation of my leather jacket, needed against the crisper temperatures, is
permanent now.
Out on the green I can see a small group of dog owners congregating and, preceded by his
bouncing tennis ball, Fritz leads the way to the usual morning reunion with all his pals. Jo Lynn
is here this morning with her Border Terrier, Tilly, but she soon goes off. That leaves Georgie,
Dan, and Denise. I have to point out that one of the little dogs has committed the serious
Paddington crime of pooing on the cricket crease; Denise cleans it up, suspecting one of her own
brood. Dan confirms that Davide did receive quite a lecture from the vet yesterday when Winnie
stepped aboard the scales. As the others head in we spot the puppy Molly heading our way and
Dan stays behind so that the pup will have someone to greet her. He has brought a wonderful toy
plastic ball, one that talks and, as we sit down to breakfast, this is a special object of fascination
for the dogs.
This morning, in addition to those already mentioned, we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen and Liz –
while Hanna joins us later and Suzanne is at her own table playing backgammon with her former
Math Department colleague Ray. Every time there is the slightest vibration the ball begins to
chuckle and chortle and its fascination continues to grow. Saffy makes a number of attempts to
pluck it off the tabletop and eventually jumps on my lap, climbing onto the table (knocking over
my coffee cup) in order to claim the prize. Dan puts it in his pocket at this point. Daisy-Mae
decides that Tinkerbelle has come too close to a well-guarded biscuit and gets the little Yorkie
on her back so that a good throttling can be administered, Shih-Tzu paws actually holding on
to Tinka’s throat. There is a lot of lap jumping this morning but wet paws are not particularly
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welcome and these visits are rather discouraged. Peter passes around copies of the latest issue of
London Dog Tails.
There is a lot of gloom over the state of the plummeting economy, not helped by Dan’s
prediction that soon we will all be burning our furniture in the fireplace just to keep warm. The
consequences of an economic downturn on theatre attendance (Dan’s special concern) are harder
to predict, but I suggest that perhaps people will still come as a form of escapism. Then we
discuss my idea that Britain should go to war against a defaulting Iceland (“it’s time for a new
task force”) – a conversation undermined by the fact that half of those present can’t tell that I
am only joking. There is one piece of good news to brighten the mood: Denise announces that a
place has opened at the nursing home on Boundary Road and that Albert is scheduled to make
the move on Monday!
Sunday, October 12:
A smoky haze still hangs over the park as Fritz and I make our way along the well-remembered
walkways. The sun is shining through, however, and the temperature remains mild enough. As I
am stuffing the first poo into a red bin I can see Fritz staring at me from the cover of the adjacent
bushes but when I look up again he is nowhere to be seen. I make a circle of this foliage, fearing
that my dog may have penetrated the crowded track, but, as I complete this circuit, here he is. We
follow some footie lads who are looking for a lost ball amid the cypress trees and make our way
out to the green, where we turn left along the Randolph walkway. Fritz gets very close to the exit
gate on this side but he does obey the stay command (for once) and I get him hooked before he
exits the park. Then I join a queue at the café.
This morning we have Dan, Liz, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie. Liz has brought along a bag
of cocktail shaped dog biscuits from a dog bakery in Cape Cod’s Mashpee Commons. Called
“muttinis,” these comestibles seem to be a big hit among our canines, each of whom is munching
away on his or her own version beneath the table. Cheryl is forbidden to discuss yesterday’s
Texas-Oklahoma game, which I am going to watch this morning, but I do notice that she is
wearing a burnt orange sweater, which, for a Sooner fan, is, of course, the color of the enemy.
The subject of football leads to a review of last night’s World Cup qualifier against Kazakhstan, a
match won by the English lads, 5-1.
The morning passes in contented chatter when, from the south, we hear an almighty explosion.
Given London’s history as a terrorist target, there is general consternation, particularly since
there is no one to ask for more information. A dog owner walks by and says it was definitely
a bomb – “it sounded just like the Selfridges bomb,” he says, but we see no rising column of
smoke. The radio is on in the café and there is no news here either. Dan calls his mom and asks
her to call back if she can learn anything by watching the TV news channels. Perhaps somewhat
earlier than usual we begin our homeward journeys. I turn on my TV when I get home: still no
news.
Monday, October 13:
The sun is still making some effort in an otherwise cloudy day and Fritz makes a lively enough
entrance to the park. We meet up with the fox-headed Spikey and with the fleet Phoenix and
then I can tell that Fritz would really rather stretch his paws on the running track so, once again,
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I bounce his tennis ball a few times to get him going in the right direction. This can’t work
indefinitely so, to add authenticity to the signal, I keep the ball in play as we round the central
playing field, even getting Fritz to go into the cypress trees to fetch the prize. My dog then takes
it in his mouth and dashes forward to the café. By the time I catch up, he has, predictably, lost
the ball completely. Ellen says that one is to be found in the little circular garden at the northeast
corner of the green and we head here, finding the ball in question immediately.
At coffee this morning our ranks include Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Davide, Georgie, Denise, Ronnie
and Cheryl.
The latter claims that her choice of a burnt orange sweater yesterday had nothing to do with
the fact that Oklahoma’s football team lost to Texas on Saturday: today she is back in her usual
red. Georgie says that, with a grandchild on the way, she managed to get through a whole day
yesterday without a cigarette. She also reports that there has been no word from Ofra, who was
due back in town yesterday. Peter says that not one word on the explosion we heard yesterday
ever made in into the media. The dogs are looking for any friendly lap in a storm but DaisyMae simply takes a seat at the backgammon table, intently watching each move made by Ray or
Suzanne – as though she wanted a turn herself.
Our exit, now under darkening skies, is not without incident. First Jack, who doesn’t like
kids, takes exception to the presence of a toddler just entering the café and Ellen is mightily
embarrassed when the tyke starts to cry. Next Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Bailey admit themselves
to the five-a-side pitch and pay no attention to all the calls for their return. Worse, Bailey decides
to roll over and over on the turf, coating his fur with the little rubber pellets that are routinely
spread on this surface. Little Molly comes through; her mom is in a hurry to get to Ikea but
it is hard to make fast progress when so many of the other dogs want to have a sniff at the
newcomer. Then I notice that Molly and Winnie are wearing the same red harness and this is
also embarrassing. Mention of Ikea prompts me to complain that I have always found it difficult
to get the attention of the service personnel at the Swedish emporium. Ronnie says that same
thing has happened to him at Selfridges and that once, bored with waiting, he even took it upon
himself (with his vast experience in retail) to sell a microwave oven to another customer – just to
see if that would attract anyone’s attention. Fritz and I get home just in time for my guard dog to
go crazy as the postman approaches (he sets up a howl and a growl when the cleaners are outside
our front door as well). This time there is some poetic justice. The only item of post today is the
publication of the Dogs Trust, Wag! magazine, and it hits the snarling dog right on the noggin as
it sails through the chute.
Tuesday, October 14:
I see no need to take my sunglasses with me this morning; if there is any sunshine it is so weak
that no protection will be needed. Fritz has a little trouble concentrating as a black Cocker is
trailing our progress but at last I can see that his poo seems to be normal enough: yesterday
afternoon there was a brief moment when a vomiting episode seem to presage something more
serious. Only Ronnie is already at his tableside station when we reach the café but out on the
green there is a lively scene. Georgie is here with Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Sparkie (whose ball
is carried off by the mischievous Fly) and we also have Cristal, Buddy, and a lively small black
and tan dog named Jonah. I keep the tennis ball in play for a while but I seem to be getting more
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exercise than Fritz and I am certainly getting my shoes and socks soaked again in the wet grass.
Buddy stations himself in front of me and receives his morning biscuit.
At breakfast we have a good turnout as well: Ronnie, Suzanne, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Georgie,
Davide, Cheryl, Hanna and Denise. The latter reports that Albert has at last been transferred to
the care home on Boundary Road, though he seems to be in the dementia ward for lack of a more
suitable setting. Suzanne is sitting in the bombs-away position beneath the roof of the café and
Peter is put on pigeon watch but, in the event, none of these flying rats puts in an appearance
today. Hanna has brought a copy of the Metro with her to table; no one seems particularly upset
that a lot of overpaid bankers lost their jobs yesterday.
As we prepare to leave, Karyn and her mother arrive with a sleeping baby James in his carriage.
This is great news for Daisy-Mae who loves to wrestle with Coops – and while she is occupying
the front of the Pugalier Bailey is mounting a rearguard action at the other end. Coops soon has
a new playmate in the one-eyed Humphrey, whom we meet as we make our way along the back
passage. There is also a major jam-up as we near the Essendine gate where, for the last few days
a double-wide baby stroller has been abandoned (the others tell me that Davide gave Winnie
a ride in this yesterday). Now we meet Natasha, with Millie and Jonesie, Saskia with Buddy
again and Celine with baby Raffy and Ziggy. As I exit the park I can see the Möben kitchen folk
unloading materials for the new bathrooms and kitchen in the flat above mine: I already have a
headache.
Wednesday, October 15:
It is damp and gray outside this morning and the first of the day’s showers has already passed
through. Neither of us is in rain gear, however, as we make our way into the quiet park where,
on our right, Oscar the Schnauzer is already at work behind the entry fence. He is a changed
dog since his haircut, still somewhat barrel-shaped but far sleeker than his former bushy self.
Fritz races ahead of me as we pass the cypress tress, not an altogether happy prospect as I can
see a tractor edging down the Carlton walkway, but he arrives unscathed on the green, his safety
guaranteed by the old chap in the trilby hat, John; the latter, having learned all of the dogs’
names, is calling after my dog as I reach the green myself.
I follow him out to the cricket crease where I can see that Janet, returned from her French
vacation, has reclaimed Daisy-Mae. Fritz and Sparkie are soon chasing after their respective
tennis balls and I have to follow my fellow as he rushes off to the foot of Mr. Bannister with his
toy in his mouth. This means that he is certain to drop it somewhere in the grass and abandon it
there forever. Also on the green today we have a rare appearance by yet another Schnauzer, the
floppy-eared Gus. Fritz merely growls at his cousin as we head down the Randolph walkway on
one of those mysterious missions that usually sweep me away from the early crowd at the café,
dooming me to a long wait in the queue since I will now be too late to hand my money over to
the frontrunners. So it is today. Today we have a lively group made up of Janet, Georgie, Denise,
Davide, Peter, Hanna, Ronnie and Cheryl.
The placement of our table is a bit problematic; it is mostly under the protection of the roof but
this means that those on the outside of the circle are directly beneath the pigeon roost above. I
refuse to take one of the empty seats on this side of the table, after my misadventure last week,
but Hanna does. She raises her umbrella, though I can’t tell if this is to ward off a light mist
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or something far worse. Daisy-Mae, as usual, makes herself the center of all activity and once
there is a furious fight beneath the table over the possession of a biscuit, that is the little madam
pretends that someone is after her biscuit – which must be protected at all costs. I feel somewhat
responsible for this fracas because she feeds this obsession with handouts from me, climbing
into my lap and winking her winsome eyelashes at me until I get the idea. If I refuse, she puts
her paws on my shoulders and kisses my ear. The next stage would be barking in my face until I
capitulate but it rarely reaches this point as, by this time, I have already surrendered.
Thursday, October 16:
After yesterday’s gloom we have a wonderful radiant autumn morning and it puts a real skip
in your step. I pass through the café’s forecourt, where a cloud of blue smoke is issuing from
Ronnie’s cigar, and follow Fritz down the Randolph walkway. After he has worked the territory
for five minutes or so we reverse directions and, preceded by the tennis ball, we make our way
out to the middle of the green. Linda is arriving from the opposite side with Pepper and Denise
is already present with Saffy and Tinkerbelle. Today a young black woman has brought a Staffie
puppy named Willow and the latter is delighted to have some chums her own size. We head for
the café after a few minutes; poor Ziggy is just passing through and Fritz lets him know that he is
still regarded as a stranger in our midst.
The turnout is so prolific that poor Hanna, a late arrival, has to select a little table near the front
door in preference to squeezing in yet another seat (she does get Winnie sitting expectantly in the
chair opposite her plate). At our table we have Linda, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie (smoking),
Janet, Davide and Cheryl. I have a yelping Pepper on lead while Linda waits out the queue and
Daisy-Mae is soon hopping into my lap in pursuit of handouts. These are withheld today as she is
quarreling with all the other dogs and at one point she attacks poor Fritz, with Janet intervening
to lead the disgraced Shih-Tzu out on to the green for a cooling-off period. Just when we think
order has been restored Sparkie takes exception to the presence of Winnie’s head on an adjacent
lap and he begins a noisy protest, one that is quelled only with the rattle of Georgie’s admonitory
keys.
Cheryl has been helping Denise get old Albert settled in his new environment on Boundary Road
and we get our first reports on life in the St. Johns Wood nursing home. Cigarettes are evidently
as much in demand as objects of barter here as they might be in Wormwood Scrubs. Davide
reports that Ofra is due back tomorrow; Georgie has had the care of Bailey for some time now.
Linda says that she is going to book twin beauty parlor appointments for Fritz and Pepper. My
ragamuffin is certainly overdue. We begin a back passage walkround but Winnie begins rolling
in something nasty – perhaps she wants a trip to the canine washateria as well. Today would have
been Dorothy’s sixty-eighth birthday.
Friday, October 17:
The lovely autumnal weather persists as Fritz and I hit the park on a sunny Friday morning.
There doesn’t seem to be much activity to this point and we have an easy task of working our
way up to the café and out onto the green. Here, however, the prospect is changed – so instead
of finding the usual collection of owners and their dogs we discover that our treasured spot has
been usurped by dozens of kids and their accompanying adults in what appears to be the earliest
school sports day in history. Adding to our discomfiture is the fact that these kids could easily be
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on the empty sports pitches and that they don’t seem connected in any way with local schools:
surely they are being addressed in some Slavic tongue! I spot Georgie entering from the right
with Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey and, putting Fritz on lead, we go over to greet her, leads soon
in a tangle. She too is upset that the little fellows wills miss their play period this morning but
she heads for the café and I circle around, climbing to the top of Mt. Bannister before joining the
coffee queue.
This morning we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna, Cheryl, Georgie, and Denise. The latter says
that Albert’s new care home took him for a tour of the Church Street market in his wheelchair
yesterday. One of her daughters and a friend are arriving for a few days and much time is spent
on the telephone arranging for a trip with Cheryl and these girls to the V&A and to Harrods.
(I am invited too, but I manage to decline, especially when they want me to bring my credit
card.) The rendezvous point will be the bus stop near Brown’s the Chemists on Shirland Road
and much time is also spent in geography lessons, especially for Cheryl’s benefit. Things go
well until the ladies attempt to identify the direction of the Essendine exit, with arms pointing
every which way. Meanwhile Saffy and Tinkerbelle are relentless in their pursuit of biscuits and
attention and Saffy, in jumping into my lap with insufficient headroom, knocks her silly head on
the tabletop twice.
Ronnie hasn’t brought his car today so he heads off first with Rosie. Cheryl and Hanna are
remaining to chat some more, Peter and Ellen have, as usual departed before the rest of us – so
it is just Georgie and Denise joining me on the back passage walkround. Winnie is her usual
recalcitrant self and no amount of coaxing (including news of another overturned cheeseburger
truck) will get her to budge. Georgie has to go back and put her on lead and Sparkie, who has
gotten far ahead by this point, suddenly realizes that he is alone and rushes back in panic. As
we near the first exit I remind the others that we can all agree at last that the street we are facing
is Essendine – a mistake, for soon Georgie and Denise are each saying she was pointing in the
right direction and that all the others were wrong. “Hey,” Denise says (not to be outdone in her
knowledge of local geography), “I was playing hockey on these fields when I was twelve.”
Saturday, October 18:
The sun is an inconstant visitor this morning, but the light is bright enough and temperatures
are not too chilly. A large black lab with two tennis balls in his mouth pauses to have a sniff at
a squatting Fritz and then these two, in tandem, make their way out to the grassy void. Here I
can see a small knot of dog owners, one of whom, another John, is new to the neighborhood and
delighted to discover the dog-friendly environment of our (once again) empty green. His Yorkie,
Dixie, has already had a lovely romp. Walking up the Morshead roadway we can see Ofra, her
first time in the park after her recent melancholy visit to Jerusalem. She is calling her dog but
Bailey, it appears, can’t quite figure out who this stranger is. Fritz has no difficulty and rushes
forward for a nice cuddle but it is not until she has reached the group itself that the Cavalier
suddenly realizes that his mommy has returned. Thereafter he insists on behind held aloft,
uttering pitiful moans of love lost and regained for the next few minutes.
There is a very large turnout at breakfast this morning. To begin with we have Georgie, Janet,
Hanna (with Yoyo), Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Ronnie, and Denise but then Dan (after a late night)
arrives with Winnie and Liz appears with her friend Katherine. Moreover we also have a few
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standing participants behind us, including Debbie with Zorro and the child-minder Leslie who
has brought two Cavaliers with her, Maddy and Princess. Ronnie has brought two large sacks,
one with dog kibble and carrot slices (soon dumped beneath the table) and one with biscuits. Dan
has a supply of kibble as well and the dogs get their share of all the other human food on offer.
There is one scrap between Daisy-Mae and Saffy. Janet has no sooner pulled her dog onto her
lap then Saffy follows, helping herself to a piece of bread on the table top while Daisy-Mae, now
unconcerned, climbs over Janet’s shoulder in order to walk along the top of the dividing wall.
Fritz manages to get his extendo-lead caught under the table; his crusty bum is commented on by
his Aunt Hanna.
The other day the dog owners were discussing poo, one of their favorite topics, with the question
of who picks up all the non-dog poo (squirrel, fox, pigeon and now horse) uppermost on their
minds. This conversation has been engendered by the sighting of mysterious mounted horsemen
in the park the other day – but today I can address this puzzle with some certainty since a leaflet
has just fluttered through my letterbox. It comes from the Metropolitan Police and deals with one
action undertaken by the Safer Neighborhoods team, the deployment of Mounted Branch officers
from the West Hampstead Station in our park during school holidays, a gesture undertaken to
decrease the number of “youths and groups hanging around aimlessly in the Rec,” with the added
proviso, “There has also been a decrease in all reported crimes within the Rec compared with last
year.”
In other local news Janet reports that Grand Union Pets, which has been situated on the Harrow
Road across the street from the Queen’s Park Library, is moving on Monday to new premises in
West Kilburn, just a five-minute walk from the Rec. This news is greeted with approval by the
dog people, who soon begin a back passage walkround. Some of the footie lads have left a door
ajar and Daisy-Mae has found an abandoned plastic water bottle that she dribbles around at great
speed, even managing to get herself tangled in the nets in the process. Goal!
Sunday, October 19:
The early morning sunshine that we have been experiencing of late is nowhere in evidence today
and instead it is a relentlessly gray day that greets us on our entry into the park. Fritz makes slow
work of our progress to the green but at last he is dancing by an already seated Ronnie at the café
and putting his nose onto the Randolph walkway. Surprisingly there is no one on the green at all
today but I soon discover our usual grouping on the foothills of Mt. Bannister. Fritz makes only
a passing visit and continues on the walkway, turning around at last to begin several minutes of
furious ball chasing. By this time our group has crossed over onto the green, though they are still
close enough to the walkway for Winnie to take off in pursuit of some jogger’s ankles. A number
of puppies are present today, including a tiny white bundle in a knitted vest named Sid. Only four
months old, he is part Bichon and part Maltese and all the other dogs pause to give him a sniff.
At breakfast today we have Dan, Davide, Janet, Liz, Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and
Ronnie. Janet has brought with her a box of chocolate biscuits from France and these soon
disappear. Ofra wants Davide to pick up some special candy for her on his next transatlantic
flight but she has forgotten the name of the store. Several of the ladies have new mobile phones
and these are passed around while Liz tells us how she managed to lose two of these objects in
ten days. Dan says that there is now a mobile phone system that allows the caller to use just a
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thumb in his ear but, given Dan’s history of playful misinformation, no one believes him this
time. Nevertheless he persists in showing us how to dial using only your own fingers until I put
an end to the proceedings by asking him at what point the caller is required to remove his elbow
from his ass.
Meanwhile there is an incident brewing. A woman has brought a very large fluffy white dog
named Aurora, part Golden Retriever and part Poodle. Because they are so anxious to place the
dog owners’ table at great remove from the front door of the café no one can now use the dog
hooks embedded in the forecourt wall – our table makes access to this spot impossible. This
means that when she has to enter the café herself, Aurora’s mistress slips the Golden Noodle’s
lead under the leg of one of the large metal tables, a twin to our own. However something
happens to spook the big dog and as she moves forward the scraping of the attached table causes
great alarm. Turning tail, Aurora dashes through an open gate into the forecourt itself – pursued
by the airborne metal table itself, a monster indeed. Janet among others rushes in to rescue the
dog from the table but the animal is seriously frightened and, in spite of the comforting words of
her owner, trembles for the next ten minutes. This table, unlike the little one destroyed by Joanna
Pettet’s Labrador, Jake, four years ago, is unharmed, and is soon returned to its normal setting.
Hanna and I have one last duty in the forecourt ourselves; I need her assistance (and hands) to
help me get rid of the last shards of dog poo adhering to the crusty bum of my pet.
Monday, October 20:
The early morning skies have lost their pinkish glow and a solid dark gray, portending rain,
hovers over the park as we begin a new week in the world of canine activity. None of the playing
fields is occupied (a group from St. George’s arrives later) and the Rec is eerily quiet as we
make our way out to the green. Georgie is here, lofting Sparkie’s tennis ball with her dog sling,
and I get in a few tosses for Fritz as well. But under the metal gazebo there is a much larger
contingent, sheltering from a rain that has not yet begun to fall. Soon they head in to the café and
we are able to follow them without too great a delay.
This morning we have Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Liz, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Denise and
Ronnie. Liz says that she is playing host to two trombone players from The Hague – here to
attend some music festival at ASL. Denise says that she had a crap evening on Saturday and
somehow managed to end the night minus one shoe – but that last night’s meal at The Little
Bay went much better. She also reports that Albert is now complaining that the other residents
of his new care home are too old. (In an attempt to cheer him up, Cheryl immediately organizes
an outing for the old gentleman.) Hanna comes by but declines to squeeze into our tightly
compacted table, though this leaves her too close to the hysterical Diesel, who barks manically
whenever his Filipino companions head into the café.
Our dogs are not entirely well-behaved either. Winnie, who has continued her relentless assault
on the footwear of joggers (in spite of the recent lecture by Dan) hops into Davide’s lap in order
to follow the fate of his toasted ham and cheese sandwich with the greatest interest. Saffy is
also relentless in her movement from lap to lap, even trying to nose a biscuit out of my tabletop
plastic bag. Daisy-Mae is also in my lap, trying to hypnotize me into furnishing yet another
guardable biscuit. The bottom feeders, in this case including Fritz, seem content to munch away
at the handouts held out to them by Ellen and the others or to feast on the carrots and kibble
that Ronnie scatters beneath the table – as if he were feeding pigeons and not dogs. At least it
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has not rained and in order to improve our prospects of staying dry a back passage walkround is
undertaken about ten minutes earlier than usual.
Tuesday, October 21:
Sunny skies have returned and we have a lovely morning in the park, a crisp autumnal
atmosphere with piles of leaves under our feet. Fritz actually turns around to see if I am still
following him when we pass through the lobby of the café and then we reach the green open
spaces beyond. There are quite a few small dogs at play nearby and one of these, a shaggy black
puppy named Walter, is identified as a Schnoodle, part Schnauzer, part Poodle. His human, a
pretty young woman in jeans, asks about Fritz (and Oscar) – “Schnauzers are quite mad, aren’t
they? I can see that side of Walter already.” More to the point, Fritz is about to demonstrate his
mad side because Natasha, with her new Millie and the more sedate Jonesie, has brought with
her a small red squeaky ball. My dog soon has it in his mouth and Natasha says that she has
many like it at home and that he can keep the toy. This is a big mistake.
Hanna is just crossing the green and Fritz rushes over to show her his new prize. She actually
manages to extract the ball on several occasions, tossing it back to him between times. He is
still clutching it in his jaws as we go in for coffee and thereafter he keeps up a non-stop litany
of piercing squeaks beneath our table. To add to our discomfiture we have a large turnout this
morning: Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Davide, Ronnie, Liz, Ofra, Denise and Georgie. Some
of us discuss Lewis Hamilton’s chances of winning the Formula One drivers championship in
Brazil and I tell Cheryl that I am only half way through the Oklahoma-Kansas football game.
Cheryl and Liz have a friendly quarrel on the subject of the forthcoming presidential election in
the United States. Liz says that the selection of Sarah Palin as John McCain’s running mate is
appalling, especially given the Alaskan’s lack of international experience in a world in which the
U.S. has so much responsibility. Cheryl says that the current economic crisis should be blamed
on Congress.
There are several tableside crises involving our animals. Sparkie has rolled in some pigeon shit
and this is then transferred to Liz’s hands and white coat. Celine comes in with Ziggy and Buddy
and the latter manages to wipe his drool-decorated snout on Ofra’s black coat. Saffy (who later
manages to climb onto the table again) succeeds in getting the squeaky ball away from Fritz and
Ronnie later places it on the tabletop. Davide, who has earlier managed to drop a lemon slice
directly into Ofra’s teacup, is getting in a little stewardly practice by clearing up all the crockery
and the trays and I suggest he take the ball into the café for discrete disposal. This he does, but,
just as he enters, Hanna exits and, spotting the ball, she pockets the toy. The inevitable outcome
is that Fritz soon sniffs it out, sticks his nose in her pocket and seizes the prize all over again.
This goes on repeatedly and he still has the ball in his mouth when it is time for us to begin our
walkround. I am interested in two matters: can I get the ball away from him immediately on our
return and, before that, is it possible for him to poo with a full mouth. I do; it is.
Wednesday, October 22:
The weather repeats itself and this is a good thing since it means that we have lovely sunshine
against a background of crisp October temperatures (this also means “flaps down” on Peter’s
pilot’s cap). Fritz surprises me when we reach the green, turning right rather than left, but I get
him turned around and we follow the bouncing tennis ball down the Randolph walkway. It is
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hard for me to keep this object in view because there are so many leaves on the grass. Indeed a
lawnmower is hoovering leaves off the green and there is a momentary panic when some of the
little dogs, including Charlie the small black Poodle and Oscar the Schnauzer dance around this
moving target, unaware of the danger they are courting.
Entering the green from the Morshead side of things we can now also see Georgie and her sister
Jean. Also accompanying this party is Andrea, down from Glasgow as well, and the Scottish
dogs, Mozart and Billy. The aforementioned ladies are planning an expedition to Paris starting
Friday (the dogs will stay with yet another friend) and Georgie says that she has a lot of cooking
to do for kitchen-phobic James before departure time. The visitors swell the ranks of the table
toppers whose line-up today also includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Cheryl, Janet, Denise and
Ofra. The latter has brought some homemade cinnamon cookies and these go down well with our
coffees, especially after my cappuccino, which Georgie has forgotten to order amid the confusion
of catering for so many ladies, finally arrives.
Denise and Cheryl have only one topic of conversation these days: what to do about old Albert,
who is clearly unhappy about the prospect of being left in the care home when Denise resumes
her life in Holland. A dozen remedies are offered for a problem that is irremediable. Peter and
Hanna discuss whether either has ever received a message from the beyond: both say they have
not. Ronnie says that he was recently asked by Christian if he were wearing his “park clothes.”
“All my clothes are park clothes,” was the response. I am reminded of the answer that the
pigeon-flecked Liz gave only yesterday –when asked if she were coming to the park today –
“Not if I’m wearing clean clothes.” She must have been to the cleaners for she is definitely not
here today.
Thursday, October 23:
Sun and cloud exchange positions throughout this morning’s expedition to the park; temperatures
remain on the chilly side and I am glad that I am wearing my scarf. Fritz makes very slow
progress toward the green, sampling grass shoots on the way, and when we do arrive there is no
one about. This does not seem to phase my dog at all; he trots purposefully toward the Grantully
side of things, ignoring me completely, and I follow in some anxiety since this is a dangerous
spot – fortunately yesterday’s lawnmower manicure has left a lawn far drier than usual. Just
as I reach the Grantully exit Hanna enters and I tell her that I suspect Fritz must have admitted
himself to the doggy playground over here. Sure enough he is just inside and I now put him back
on lead as we make a long circuit around the grass in order to reach the café. Hanna says that if
Linda hasn’t made an appointment to have the shaggy Fritz clipped that she is going to take my
dog to the groomers at the newly-sited Grand Union Pets.
At breakfast this morning we have Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Georgie and Jean – the
latter two ladies have worn out the third member of the Paris trio, Andrea, who remains at home
in bed. Mozart, looking, according to his auntie, like he has just put his paw in an electric socket,
is sitting in Jean’s lap while Billy, now eleven, ranges far and near. Daisy-Mae climbs into my
lap on several occasions, hoping for a biscuit handout, and Buddy comes by and sits by my side
– to the astonishment of Saskia, who happens to glance over at our table as she walks along the
Carlton walkway – thinking that Buddy is behind her and noticing for the first time that he has,
instead, joined our party. Ziggy is attached to a hook in the wall while Celine goes in for a cup of
take-out coffee.
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On the periphery Hanna is having a hand at combing out the back of Peter’s Holly with her
fingers. The memory of similar sessions, conducted by Peter’s late wife on park benches in the
past, brings a tear to the old chap’s eye. Ofra, who has often brushed Bailey in a similar fashion,
now objects, however, to the cloud of airborne fur, some of which has settled on the top of her
teacup. She and Hanna have a good-natured exchange on this topic. Then someone spots a
pigeon above me and I move my chair away from the table in order to avoid any unnecessary
incoming missiles. By this time the dogs are covered in croissant crumbs and it is time to begin a
back passage walkround.
Friday, October 24:
Our visit to the park does not come a full day after the previous day’s expedition, as usual,
because Fritz and I also spent some time here yesterday afternoon. At this time I introduced
my former ASL colleague, Shellee, to the delights of Paddington Rec. Shellee was walking (or
pushing in her case) her own little fellow, baby Henry, ten months old. After we returned to the
flat the two rug rats had a wonderful time exploring one another. Henry laughed at everything
Fritz did, even chortling over a few uneasy barks at the beginning of the session. Shellee seemed
a bit dubious about baby fingers in doggy mouth but Fritz was a very good host and tried to
include the baby in all of the games that the two got up to with the full contents of Fritz’s
toy basket at their disposal. Henry can stand up if he has something to hang on to but he can
move very quickly on all fours as well. He got hold of the remote control of the music center
and managed to turn the radio on twice. Fritz was charmed by the visit of this little chap and
celebrated by trying to fish food items out of Shellee’s purse.
Truth to tell, a rather restless night has followed for the dog, with a lot of position changing and
even an early morning session under the bed. Perhaps Fritz is worried about a rain front, one
that has just cleared as it becomes time for us to head for the park. Out on the green there is a
lively scene with Saffy, Tinkerbelle, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Walter and a departing West
Highland Terrier named Maudie. Fritz manages to stay fairly close to this ensemble and, as it
rolls around to 9:30, I put him back on lead in order to extort further compliance. Sparkie is, in
fact, accompanying Janet this morning – as the Scottish ladies have already left for their Paris
weekend. He seems reasonably content with this reversal of fortunes, though evidently DaisyMae’s idea of hospitality is to nip him on the bum until he agrees to more play.
The wet weather has further reduced our numbers this morning: just Janet, Hanna, Peter, Ellen,
Davide and Denise. Daisy-Mae jumps from lap to lap, as wet as the rag mop she so closely
resembles. Ellen passes out slices of cheese to the assembled canines though, when Holly refuses
to take her piece, Peter, for some reason, places this tidbit on his dog’s head, where it remains
for several minutes. Saffy and Tinkerbelle are gnashing at any food going and making such
pests of themselves that Denise finally puts them on lead. Winnie has one attack of apoplexy
when it appears that other dogs are menacing her access to the toasted cheese sandwiches.
Boyd the head gardener sits down at a little table for his own cup of tea. Hanna asks when some
promised bedding plants are to be delivered and notes that she has removed some leaves from
nearby containers. “I thought the park was looking different,” he says wryly. We get up for our
walkround but he says that Hanna can’t leave yet as he needs to borrow her lighter.
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Saturday, October 25:
The sunlight is feeble at best today and temperatures are definitively depressed. Fritz makes
speedy enough progress toward the green, passing only young Walter on the way. The woman
with the Schnoodle says that her pet often chases Schnauzers– since his mother was a member
of this breed; in fact no chasing occurs at all until we are treading over the wet grass and I have
pulled the tennis ball out of my pocket. Janet, with Daisy-Mae and Sparkie, is here, and so are
Dan with Winnie and Celine with Ziggy. Also present is Simba, the Golden Retriever. He is a
very lively animal who almost knocks us over in pursuit of food scraps. Fritz chases him off
several times, once when he interrupts a cuddle from Dan, once when he seems to be leaning
against my knees, and once when he pauses to sniff my dog’s bum – “How very dare you!”
When Ofra arrives with Bailey I take considerable care to remind her that the clocks will change
to winter time tonight – as she has been known to arrive to an empty park, wondering where
everyone else is. We join a table with seats for her, Janet, Dan, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Denise and
Cheryl. The latter is getting over a cold and feels that the economic crisis, which looms large
in our conversation these days, is just a conspiracy to turn us all into socialists without firing a
shot. There is a long queue in the caff and it takes a while before our drinks arrive. Saffy and
Tinkerbelle, who are beginning their last week in the park, haunt the doorway, waiting for Denise
and playing a game of attraction and retreat with some little girls. We note that these two little
characters will be sorely missed. Albert never let them off their yoked lead and all they could do
was strain at this restraint as they tried to get close enough score a biscuit handout. Now they are
ubiquitous, jumping into laps, queuing up for every treat – today Saffy even sticks her head into
my almost empty biscuit bag and makes off with the bag enveloping her silly head.
Ofra wants to know if we are ready for a walkround and very slowly we begin to rise. I have to
hold Sparkie’s lead while Janet hunts down Daisy-Mae. Ronnie starts off with Rosie but now
Ofra has gone into the café to schmooze with Bouzha. I begin to follow Ronnie but Fritz realizes
that our party is deficient and tries to return to the café. We wait a while as Pippa, the hearingear Papillion, passes by and eventually Dan, Janet, and Ofra do catch up. As we pass the central
playing field there is a minor incident. They have left the gate open, as usual, and Daisy-Mae and
Bailey have penetrated this sacred spot, though this time Janet’s dog has stolen a blue marker
cone and thinks it great fun to resist all our attempts to retrieve this object. At last we succeed
in getting the dogs to vacate the playing field and I snatch the cone as Daisy-Mae passes by and
return it to the chaps who are in charge of the footie activity. Fritz now slows to a grinding halt,
sniffing every bush, and it takes a long time for us to reach the Essendine gate.
Sunday, October 26:
Overnight we have switched from summer to winter time, the clocks have been turned back, and
this means that I need to delay our departure so that we can adjust to the new time. It helps that
it is very dark outside. I do not draw the curtains until we have reached 9:00 or so – when I see
why it is so gloomy outside. A light rain is falling and this means rainwear for both of us. Fritz,
who has not nagged once about what, for him, must seem like a very late departure, accepts his
coat without any evasive antics and we are soon making our way across the street. A surprising
number of athletes are at work even in the damp, though what health benefit football is providing
for a sullen lot in the five-a-side pitch I do not know: these lads are hunkered down in their
Emirates t-shirts smoking like chimneys.
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I see only one alien Golden Retriever out on the green (Buddy joins him later) but after Fritz
has chased down his tennis ball a few times Dan and Davide arrive with Winnie, dressed in her
lettuce slug outfit. Our local decorator, Kathy Andon, walks by with her old Paddy; she says that
a little rain is nothing to complain about after all the fine weather we have been having. Hanna
joins us as well and so does Janet. The latter is dressed in black, down to her Wellingtons, which
end in a silver toe stripe. Dan says that she looks like she has just arrived from outer space and it
is true, the outfit suggests an inspector at a nuclear power plant. She reports that Sparkie has been
having tummy troubles all over her flat but that we are not to tell Georgie, who will just worry.
We head in for coffee at a table that has already been placed under the protective overhang.
Dan complains that our society needs some new blood and that he is afraid that outsiders view
our grouping as an exclusive clique. (Michael, it is remembered, worked hard to welcome as
many newcomers as possible.) There is a rarely seen face at table this morning for Lizzie arrives
with Yoyo and actually sits down with us – joining the already seated Hanna, Dan, Davide,
Peter, Ellen, Janet, and Ofra. Lizzie, who has a very short stylish haircut, says that Yoyo (who
is dressed very smartly in a tartan coat with an Obama button attached) is finally going to be
neutered on November 3rd – for years the plan was to breed her but the wallpaper entrepreneurs,
Tim and Lizzie, are just too busy to worry about puppies and it is a bother having to avoid the
other dogs when Yoyo is in season. Meanwhile the black Schnauzer has been having tummy
problems and Lizzie has been suffering from sleep deprivation because the upstairs neighbors
(and their running toddler) are such heavy-footed creatures that they have brought the ceiling
down once.
Dan, complaining that the time delay has left him ravenous, orders a full English breakfast,
though much of this ends up in doggy mouths. Two expeditions are under discussion. The first
of these, drinks at Le Cochonnet, was scheduled for Friday but may have to be postponed as
that will be Halloween and perhaps this is not the best time to leave dogs home alone. A second
outing is intended to take in the wonders of London’s latest shopping precinct, the Westfield
development – which will open its doors this week in Shepherds Bush. Trying to explain to Ofra
how to reach this new retail emporium is not easy. The rain continues to fall but after a long
time at table we get up to leave: Daisy-Mae has an appointment with a white marker cone on the
central playing field.
Monday, October 27:
The sun has returned, presiding over a lovely autumn morning in which falling leaves dominate
the park scene. Fritz trots along in a timely fashion as far as the cypress trees but, for some
reason, he now seems reluctant to make further progress in our usual fashion. For a while I
suspect that he is about to admit himself to the running track but he simply reverses direction,
following the walkways back in the direction that we have just come from and clearly intending
to reach the green from the Morshead roadway this morning. Up behind us I can see the
familiar shape of Fritz II, the Standard Schnauzer whom we rarely see (today is a half-term day
for teacher Richard). Fritz II is just a magnificent specimen of Schnauzerhood. As he and his
predecessor in the Fritz category trot along ahead of us I find the larger dog’s gait to be very
comical: a kind of rollicking shamble. Now we can see a large doggy contingent on the green
ahead of us.
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There are a number of bigger dogs about – Cristal, Buddy and Ziggy – and lots of smaller
specimens as well: Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Sparkie and Jasper. Pepper is also present with Linda,
and on the outside of the circle I can see a curious Gus (making four Schnauzers) hoping to be
admitted to the group but recoiling when the imperious gauleiter, Fritz the First, warns him
off. The little dogs go from one pair of legs to the next, hoping for a handout. Janet usually
has something for them but I am reluctant to open my goody bag this early in the proceedings.
Linda is just finishing a denunciation of the BBC for its continued tolerance of the obscenities
of Russell Brand, who, with Jonathan Ross as his sidekick, left obscene and offensive messages
(about sex with his granddaughter) on the answer phone of 78 year-old Andrew Sachs (Faulty
Towers’ Manuel) – all of which the public was allowed to hear when the un-vetted Radio 2
program was later broadcast.
We have a good turnout at breakfast this morning: Hanna, Janet, Ofra, Davide, Linda, Denise,
Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie. Chairs are shoved together to accommodate this mob – and then shoved
back when it is observed that three pigeons are peering over the parapets. Pepper (who was our
guest at home for several hours yesterday) keeps up his non-stop high-pitched barking beneath
the table while an abandoned Diesel offers a deeper but equally annoying recital over on our
left. Peter and Ronnie each suggest that the other gentleman should be sectioned. The costs of
dentistry and veterinary medicine are discussed in detail. Davide says he is off to Dubai next.
Janet says that Sparkie’s tummy seems to be okay but he has lost every one of his lifetime supply
of tennis balls. We begin our back passage walkround but Ofra has to return to the café – where
she has forgotten to pick up a takeaway croissant.
Tuesday, October 28:
Again a sunny but chilly morning – for the first time this year I am wearing my black wool cap
over my ears and I have even toyed with the idea of wearing my long underwear too. I notice
that Fritz is having a lot of trouble with his pooing, the consequence of a bum that has grown
so woolly since his last haircut that poo clings to it as plaque to teeth. The morning’s struggle
over, we overtake Ellen with Jack and Sandy and head for the green. Here I am much amused to
note that a burly Courtney’s security guard recoils in panic when approached by the effervescent
Simba. After walking around a bit Fritz and I join Jean and Georgie, returned from Paris. They
report that an excellent time was had by all, though I note that a flare-up of her arthritis has left
Jean limping around on her cane.
At breakfast this morning we have these Scottish ladies, Ellen again, Peter, Ronnie, John, Ofra,
Cheryl and Denise; indeed by the time Hanna arrives there isn’t room for a single additional
chair. Saffy and Tinkerbelle are jumping from lap to lap, Daisy-Mae is blinking her long lashes
in an effort to be ingratiating (she also manages to start one very loud and protracted fight under
the table), even Fritz, seeking the warmth of the sun, hops into Ronnie’s lap. He takes no part
in the aforementioned fracas, deigning only to howl in disapproval. The subject of which dog is
leader of this pack is raised. I say that Fritz sees himself as top dog, though this must surely be a
view not universally acknowledged.
Denise is making her next-to-last visit to the group for a while – she and her dogs are scheduled
to depart for Holland on Thursday. She says that she and Albert have come to an agreement that
if he is truly unhappy with his situation on Boundary Road she will take him to Amsterdam as
well. (His need for constant care is demonstrated by the fact that he has managed to lose his
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savings account card.) Cheryl, who has brought a bag of homegrown rosemary with her today,
begins to cook up a field trip for the old gentleman tomorrow. We go off in small groups this
morning and a few minutes into my walkround I notice that Daisy-Mae has to be extracted from
one of the playing fields again; when I get home I can see that I may have a job of extraction to
perform myself – on the bum of my dog.
Wednesday, October 29:
Fritz leaves the house this morning at 8:00 or so, bound not for the park, as usual, but for his
long-delayed haircutting appointment. Yesterday there was a good illustration of the problems
attendant on waiting too long between haircuts. While we were in the Morshead doggy area
yesterday afternoon my dog pooed, as he often does here, but the unhappy mess stuck to his furry
bum, which he then sat on. I was able to knock a bit off with a stick (while Georgie was wetting
herself in amusement) but as soon as we were back in the house Fritz had to go into the bathtub
where I sprayed his bottom with warm water, gradually melting away the offending matter.
Problems were not over for the day, however, because when we exited the house for our evening
walk we immediately encountered snow (already an inch or so on car roofs) and fireworks.
The former would not have phased my dog (though this was the first time for October snow in
London in over seventy years) but he took great exception to the bombardment and turned tail
almost immediately in a strenuous effort to return to the safety of home base.
It feels very strange to enter the park without a dog this morning but so I do, about 9:30, for
I need to check out something that was only suggested yesterday. If true, I would not want to
miss it, and indeed it is true. Denise and Cheryl have brought Albert to the park for a visit with
all of his old chums and their dogs! He is wrapped up tightly against the bitter cold (at least
there is bright sunshine this morning) and seated in a wheelchair. He seems mentally alert and
remembers the names of the dogs in attendance. Asked by Peter how long he expects to stay in
his care home, he answers, “About five minutes.” When Denise says she will be back in four
weeks he corrects her with the hopeful, “Four days.” Today, unlike all of his other visits to our
table, he drinks a hot chocolate and eats a muffin.
Peter reports in gory detail on the story of a Springer Spaniel who got his ear caught in a
shredder; Ronnie loses no opportunity to remind him that some of our number are still eating.
The BBC-broadcast by Russell Brand and Jonathan Ross, which has been front page news for
several days now, also excites negative comment from those assembled today. Hanna chides
me for waiting so long to have Fritz’s beauty parlor appointment (I blame the slow growth of
Pepper’s hair) and says that, as punishment, I need to be humiliated in some fashion to raise
money for BBC’s Children in Need. I escape by claiming that I am disappointed in the BBC
these days.
We get up for a traditional back passage walkround. Andrea, who has accompanied Georgie and
Jean (who have Sparkie, Billy, Winnie, and Mozart with them), notices that I have no dog with
me today and offers me a spare lead to carry, just in case I feel lonely. Albert is wheeled along
as part of this procession, Ginger sitting in his lap. It is a melancholy migration in some ways,
ice still clinging to the running track and a chill enveloping us as soon as we leave the sun. I see
Saffy and Tinkerbelle trot on after Denise and the wheelchair and thus, dancing gaily to the last,
out of our lives.
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Thursday, October 30:
I toy briefly with the idea of adding his yellow and blue coat to his usual outfit of green and
brown collars, but Fritz resists such efforts and I can see that it is sunny outside. His haircut is
very spiffy, as usual, but he must also be feeling the cold a lot more intensely. I am also swayed,
in my decision-making, by the desire to let everyone see, after a month in the guise of a woolly
bear, just how handsome he is. So, though I am wearing my long underwear and wool cap, Fritz
has to make do with grey fur; in the event he does not seem too unduly discomfited.
We make a lively enough progress along the usual pathways and soon pass Ronnie, just lighting
up the morning’s cigar, as we clear the café. There is a lot of activity on the Randolph walkway
and we soon pass Ellen with Jack and Sandy (the former is having a fit because a man has
committed the serious offense of carrying a baby). Karyn, with Coops, is carrying hers as well,
but Celine has only Ziggy with her this morning. Sabina also comes by with Oscar and Scamp.
All of these ladies pause to compliment Fritz on the marked improvement in his appearance.
We crisscross the green in pursuit of the tennis ball – which ends up in the mouth of Charlie the
Cocker on several occasions. Then, though I haven’t seen any of the gang arriving, I put Fritz on
lead and we head in for coffee.
To my surprise our table is already well-staffed: Davide, Ronnie, Jean, Georgie, Andrea, Ofra,
Peter, Ellen and Hanna. I hook Fritz to the wall and go inside to get my cappuccino. Once seated
we pause to reflect that at this very moment Saffy and Tinkerbelle are on their way to a new life
in Holland. For that matter desertion seems to be a theme. Ofra soon leaves for Bailey’s beauty
treatment, Cheryl has left this morning for a week in the States, and Davide soon leaves with
Jean and Andrea – whom he is taking to King’s Cross for their return trip to Scotland. For the
rest of us there is continued conversation on the fate of Jonathan Ross and Russell Brand. I note
that Russell has understood, at last, that humor is supposed to make people feel good and that he
has obviously failed this time. Next the important topic of the height of speed bumps in Islington
is debated. I note that at their present elevation they can dislodge parts of the car’s undercarriage.
Peter adds, “And the undercarriage of the driver as well.” Under the table Zorro is playing with
Daisy-Mae but Fritz, who sits first on Hanna’s, then on my lap, objects to this activity with a
wonderful aria of disagreement.
Friday, October 31:
In a repeat of yesterday’s weather we again have bright blue skies, sun, and a chill wind. Fritz is
partially dressed, not because he is wearing a coat but because he is wearing the Trick or Treat
Halloween bandanna that his Auntie Janet brought from America. Nix, making slow progress
with Billy, is the first to note this unique costume. Once we reach the green my dog receives
many more compliments on the smartness and timeliness of his attire. There are a lot of dogs
out here, though I can see that Ofra is making a concerted effort to deflect the attentions of the
rambunctious Simba, who wants to jump on the newly-shorn back of her Bailey.
At breakfast this morning we have Janet, Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Ronnie and Hanna.
The dogs remain reasonably well-behaved and they are soon lined up for their portion of carrots,
biscuits, toast, croissant, and the strings of cheese that have been peeled from toasted sandwiches
by indulgent owners. Rosie is soon covered in croissant crumbs, Holly (who usually takes no
refreshment) is still hoping that something will be offered that meets with her approval, and
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Daisy-Mae, who makes no effort at seducing me with her biscuit eyes today, is rolling under the
table with Zorro.
Most of those present say they will be turning out the lights and ignoring any knocks on the door
tonight – though in a part of London dominated by mansion blocks I would say that we rarely
get much in the way of Halloween activity here. How to get to the Westfield shopping center,
the largest in Europe, is again a topic of conversation; it opened its doors for the first time only
yesterday and you can tell that the assembled dog owners are curious. The topic of the week
continues to be the asinine behavior of Russell Brand (resigned) and Jonathan Ross (suspended
for twelve weeks). Yesterday the Controller of BBC Radio 2 also resigned. Hanna thinks that the
crisis is meant to divert our attentions from the latest antics of Peter Mandelson, just returned to
government as Secretary of State for Business. I don’t, but it is interesting to note that there is
considerable outrage in Brand-Frost matter coming from an older generation (now facing high
fuel prices, bitter cold and inadequate government support), who seem to have taken a childish
and tasteless insult directed at a 78-year-old to heart, especially as it came on the Beeb, which is
supported by every taxpayer’s license fee.
To continue with this tale you need:
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Saturday, November 1:
There is nothing to recommend the weather that greets us on the first day of November, 2008.
It is uniformly gray, frigid, and windy as well. Fritz has successfully survived the Halloween
fireworks (we have entered that season of the year again) and makes a lively enough start to
the day’s activity. I follow him in my frozen state as he dances past the early-morning football
activity on all fields, and thus we reach the green. Here I can see that Dan has Roxy’s lead in his
hand – the Beagle has had a sleepover at Dan’s house since there was a major Halloween party
at Liz’s place last night. Fritz seems to feel that Janet has something for him – but this turns out
to be a not very interesting yellow plastic ball. He runs off with it onto the green but I am able to
secure it (and him) soon thereafter and we head in for coffee.
When I sit down I discover that there has been an incident – Jack has nipped a broom-wielding
park cleaner, an African, and a report has to be filled out. Soon, accompanied by a phalanx of
lesser figures in lime green, a clipboard-carrying woman with a heavy Eastern European accent
comes out and asks a series of questions, even obtaining Ronnie’s details since he has been
identified as a “witness.” I feel quite sorry for Ellen, who only walks Jack out of the goodness
of her heart. She seems quite shaken, though she puts a brave face on it. Ronnie soon departs
because he has the window washer at home. Jan Prendergast comes by for her monthly surgery
in the café; Halloween has deposited an egg on her window.
In addition to those already identified we have Georgie, Peter, Ofra and Liz, who comes to
reclaim her dog and to distribute more designer dog biscuits from America – these in shapes
celebrating last night’s holiday – while Georgie distributes biscuits for the humans, some lovely
buttery ones she has brought back from Paris. Liz reports that she was appalled by the casual
consumption of alcohol at her kids’ party last night and by one teen-aged tart who came (un)
dressed as Britney Spears. Dan organizes a group entry in tonight’s Thunderball lottery and each
of us, therefore, has to supply numbers to Dan and also to Janet, though in the latter case this is
simply the birth date of our dog – because she is already at work on next year’s Paddington Rec
doggy calendar. Zorro comes by for a fitting, trying on a number of coats knitted by Janet’s sister.
Sunday, November 2:
Having escaped the worst effects of Halloween fireworks, Fritz, it turns out, is not so lucky with
the sequel: a quarter of the population celebrating Bonfire night on the weekend preceding the
event, another quarter planning to use November 5th itself, a further quarter celebrating on the
weekend after the event and the remaining fourth celebrating every night for a week. Last night’s
bombardment sent Fritz scurrying under the bed before we were able to undertake our late night
walk – a ritual in which my dog refused to participate under any circumstances. He continued to
paw the carpet until quite late, when, in desperation, I extracted a drawer from under the bed and
the dog too. I was up anyway, since we had loud music from upstairs until 2:30.
At 8:00 or so today, perhaps induced by a bout of farting coming from the pillow opposite my
own, I decide to take Fritz out early. He does not seem as desperate as I might expect, given
no late night walk at all – not squatting until he has reached the Randolph walkway. Then we
continue on, completing a circle of the green and heading for home, where I try to shake off
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some of the cobwebs with my usual morning shower. At 9:15 we return to the park for a second
time but now Fritz is bored with another walk along the cypress trees and, not seduced by my
introduction of the tennis ball, he has soon taken it (and himself) onto the running track. I trot
after the cheeky fellow until he reaches the gate onto the Morshead roadway, where Liz is just
entering with Roxy.
Out on the green a group of dog owners is gathering, Dan, Janet, Georgie and Karyn (minus baby
James). Here I learn two bits of news. Chris, Karyn, Coops and James are moving to Singapore
on November 13 and the dog owners’ syndicate has won £10 in the Thunderball lottery. What
to do with our earnings is the chief topic of conversation at breakfast since our investment of
£9 leaves us each with no more than ten pence profit. In the event it is decided to reinvest our
winnings in the midweek draw: Ronnie now joins in as well and Celine is tempted. She tells us
that this will be a busy week for the gallery that she and her Christopher have on Duke Street –
as it is Asian Art Week.
Under the table Winnie has a surge of ill-temper, banging her own silly head on the rim as she
launches herself at Sparkie’s toes. Bailey jumps in my lap, lunges at the biscuit bag, and falls
off. Roxy too sniffs out this prize; I tell her that her ancestors could smell a possum on a pine
tree from the next county and here she is, reduced to sniffing for biscuits in a tabletop poo-poo
bag. A gent with a little kid is sitting at the next table and objects to the presence of Daisy-Mae,
a gesture that causes much umbrage at our table. Usually the little madam is able to charm the
other café-goers, no matter how tiny, but the feeling is that on this occasion we have an instance
of budding dog phobia – being allowed to blossom by an over-indulgent parent.
Monday, November 3:
We have survived another explosive night, though once again Fritz took to his spot under the
bed without benefit of evening meal or late night walk. It was just as well that he had a long
walk in the late afternoon sunshine yesterday, one on which we encountered two of his favorite
aunties: Hanna and Linda. Even then, as we were walking around the green, a youngster set off
a firework from the top of Mt. Bannister. At least the bombardment ended at a fairly early hour
and, annoyed by the sounds of the dog scraping away beneath the bed while I was trying to sleep,
I removed a drawer and extracted my animal – who now seemed quite content to enjoy his sleep
on the adjacent pillow.
It is gray and damp this morning, though there is no actual moisture. Fritz, in spite of the fact
that he has not been outside since 4:00 yesterday, seems happy enough to wait for our regular
departure time, when we enter the quiet park. Coming up behind us are Oscar, Scamp, and two
other dogs and Fritz follows them along behind the playing fields. When Oscar decides to have a
run around the empty five-a-side pitch my dog is soon to follow. A few minutes later I am again
positioned behind Sabina and her friend; they are walking shoulder to shoulder chattering away –
not to one another but to some distant interlocutor at the other end of their mobile phones. There
is no sign of activity in the café, always a worrying sight, but some of the baristas are standing
around outside and as Fritz and I make our way along the Randolph walkway we pass a speeding
Lurch, who must be the one with the key. This morning Fritz continues out the gate, on lead,
because I have to drop a prescription renewal request off at the surgery on Randolph Avenue.
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When I return I can see that normal service has been resumed and our group is nestled around
its usual table: Hanna, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie and Janet. The latter complains that she
walked to the park this morning and that it was a chore, since her arrival time coincided with
that of the Essendine scholars, many of whom have been conditioned to recoil in horror when
asked to share the pavement with a Shih-Tzu. Topics of conversation include Lewis Hamilton’s
last lap victory in the Formula One championship in Brazil yesterday, the shortened lifespan of
camera batteries, and, after Davide returns from New York to reclaim Winnie, the U.S. election
– which will take place tomorrow. To our surprise the café staff, having no other customers to
worry about, bring everybody at our table a gratis second coffee and a croissant each. This puts
us in a better mood when a lady with clipboard and pens gives us each a questionnaire to fill out
on the subject of the sporting facilities in the park. We have a lot of trouble filling this out, since
the questions are almost exclusively preoccupied with whether we are getting value for money
on all the chargeable park activities and we have (so far) fallen outside the category of revenue
production. There are no blank spaces for us to write in what we are actually doing in the park
besides spending money – nevertheless we persevere and then, much later than usual, begin our
back passage walkround.
Tuesday, November 4:
We begin a gray day after another gray night. There wasn’t much of a bombardment in the darker
hours and, indeed, Fritz completed quite a lengthy late night walk. But shortly before midnight,
when both of us were asleep in bed, two monumental explosions succeeded one another and
I was unable to restrain my dog’s flight. But after an hour-and-a-half under the bed he started
pawing the turf – my signal to remove a drawer and, with the bribe of some Red Leicester,
extract my fellow. He seems fine again this morning and we have soon entered the park; it is cold
and damp.
Fritz, for some reason, wants to turn right after we come through the gate and I decide that this
is preferable to his bolting down the running track. On this side we meet Christian and Reina,
back after two weeks in Tokyo. They, like most of the non-Americans I encounter hereabouts,
are hoping for a regime change in America today. When we approach the clubhouse my dog
decides to penetrate the building site, since a door has been left open. He pays no attention to my
suggestion that he do no such thing and soon he is being urged to vacate this forbidden territory
by some amused chaps in lime green vests and hard hats. At the café fence we encounter Simba,
who is having trouble understanding that a lady with a brown Cocker is not amused by the rough
attentions of the Golden Retriever. This same lady, whom we encounter a little bit later on the
Randolph walkway, suggests that she is not only walking her pet, who is standing in a puddle,
but washing his feet at the same time. We also encounter Boyd on this stretch; he calls for my
assistance in getting the rest of the leaves to quit their trees so that his lads can complete the fall
cleanup.
At breakfast this morning there is a small turnout. We have only Georgie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen,
Hanna and Suzanne. Ronnie reports that he did well at bridge last night. Everyone is still amused
by Jack’s recent entry into the doghouse and he has obviously earned himself a new nickname,
“Jack the Nipper.” Next we discuss where to find the nearest post office in our part of the city,
where one after another of our local branches is being shut down. The inquest into the death of
Jean Charles de Menezes in a mistaken anti-terrorist action in 2005 and the reliability of pre98
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election polls in the U.S. also come under scrutiny. Still debating these topics we begin our back
passage walkround.
Wednesday, November 5:
Fritz and I have enjoyed a relatively quiet night, though dawn brings the dreaded November 5
and the threat of more noise on bonfire night. Perhaps we can imagine that tonight’s festivities
are really in honor of events in the United States, for here, so I learn when I turn on the TV at
7:00 this morning, Barack Obama has become the first black man to be elected president. I fish
out the Obama t-shirt that Gavan gave to me this summer and, suitably adorned, I leave the house
to Cathy as I make my way into the park. It is misty and damp.
There seems to be no one about at this hour, though we know this will change soon as the
school groups file in, and Fritz and I meet only Phoenix as we make our way toward the café.
Here, a few minutes later, I attach my dog to Ronnie’s chair – as I want to wander off to Maida
Vale Parade in order to deposit my prescription slip at Vineyard Chemists. When I show him
my Obama t-shirt Mr. Patel tells me he supported McCain. When I return, passing Gus outside
Starbucks, I join only a very small party, just Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Georgie, though Hanna,
jubilant over the Democrats’ victory in America, joins us a few minutes later.
Hanna now tells us that she has been baby-sitting a convalescent Yoyo, who is doing well after
her neutering op on Monday. She also notes that Dan and Davide will undertake a booze cruise
to Calais in search of cheap alcohol this weekend. For that matter Georgie is smoking cigarettes
that Davide has brought back from some duty-free locale; it’s her duty, she explains, after he has
gone to all that trouble. Under our table we get the unusual pair of little Cookie, the tiniest of
the park Pugs, and her brother Kai, the exotic Japanese Shiba Inu. Fritz, who is making himself
comfortable on Hanna’s lap (croissant crumbs clinging to his mouth) objects mightily to these
strangers. It is time to get a move on.
Thursday, November 6:
I can see that it is another grey and damp morning outside, but at least we have survived another
Bonfire Night. The fusillade began at about 6:00 and lasted until 11:30 or so – every time you
thought the worst was over it would start up again. Fritz was dosed with a tot of Rescue Remedy
at the first explosion and I think this did help him a bit. He would not eat his dinner and showed
no interest in a late evening walk, but he did not go under the bed or paw the carpet in spite of
his obvious distress. Instead he snuggled up closely to me on the sofa and I placed my puffer
vest on top of him for additional protection. That I could nothing more for him made me feel
miserable. Every now and then he would emerge, panting, but then we would settle down again.
Our bedtime rituals were normal, however, and even this morning, when, again, he had not been
outside for seventeen hours, he showed no need to begin our day any earlier than usual.
A kind of miniature Husky takes a great interest in my dog as we near the cypress trees, and,
in spite of the summoning voice of his master, he can’t get enough of Fritz. When we at last
reached the green Bailey is just coming down the hill but Fritz prefers to run after Ellen, who is
heading for us as well with Jack and Sandy. We begin a circle of the green, passing the miniature
Husky again. By this time he is on lead and his master offers the interesting explanation – “He’s
on parole now.” Hanna is just entering from the Grantully side of things and this also delights
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Fritz, who receives an impromptu cuddle. A woman is walking a little Yorkie named Paddy here;
the injuries that this little fellow suffered at the jaws of an ill-tempered Staffie years ago are still
park legend.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna, Ofra and
Georgie. Georgie has the care of Winnie and Daisy Mae, as well as that of her own Sparkie.
Daisy-Mae is into her Goldilocks routine, trying out three empty chairs until being displaced
from each in favor of a human occupant. At home she evidently rushes to wake Winnie up
when it is time to go out, though Winnie (who has taken over Sparkie’s bed) is hard to rouse.
This morning she is fully alert as Georgie bites into a toasted ham and cheese sandwich; indeed
the insistent Pug is scaling the front of Georgie the better to get her own mouth as close to
the sandwich as possible. This behavior is evidently preferable to last night’s performance,
when standing with her bum facing Georgie, she reacted from her lap-top position by barking
indignantly every time a firework went off, farting at the same time – Winnie’s own fireworks.
We begin a back passage walkround, passing a chap with two dogs who is intent on his mobile
phone conversation: “Truth to tell,” he says, “he was actually shagging the waitress at Jack’s
café.” Did we all need to know this?
Friday, November 7:
Fritz has spent another uncomfortable evening – just the sound of distant explosions sending him
into a quivering decline. Of course he showed no interest in food, disdaining his usual snacks
of carrots or cheese and never entering the kitchen to see what might be in his dinner dish. He
remained on the sofa in the TV room, coming to a rigid attention every now and then, and, after
a few minutes of staring off into space, subsiding into another round of troubled sleep. Truth to
tell, the noise was not so bad last night but just one boom can rekindle his fear and Fritz can,
of course, hear explosions miles away. What makes the matter especially dispiriting is that we
now face a weekend of renewed idiocy, with those who failed to anticipate Bonfire Night last
Saturday or join in with their own noises on Wednesday itself, are now getting ready for yet
another go this weekend.
Fritz did condescend to go out for a late night walk (though he turned tail when a loud rocket
went off as we approached the Essendine School) but again he seems quite content to wait for
our usual park departure time this morning. We pass two young women, one with an Alsatian,
one with a baby carriage, both of whom have come to the Rec to smoke, and this is not exactly a
cheering sight for someone whose wife died of lung cancer. Out on the green Fritz joins a small
party that includes Winnie, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. He chases down the tennis ball a few times
but soon grows bored with this sport and wanders off in the direction of the men’s loo. A few
minutes later I am handing him over to Ronnie so that I can get in the coffee queue.
This morning we have Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Hanna and Ofra, though
the latter yields her seat to Cheryl, who has just returned from a week in the States. She is
philosophical over the victory of Barack Obama – “Well, it just goes to prove that the system
works.” Ronnie has just received a text message from a friend in the States and this is passed
around the table as well: “Barak Obama is the first black man to enter the White House without
a mop.” The topic of squirrels dominates the rest of the morning conversation since Ellen has
been bitten on the finger by one of these animals, one to whom she was only offering an innocent
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peanut in the rose garden. Daisy-Mae has also fallen under the influence of squirrels, having
taken to burying dog biscuits throughout the park. She did this yesterday, in some leaves outside
the caff, but a real squirrel may have made off with the prize for it is gone when she goes to
dig it up today. Thereafter she hops into my lap, looking for a replacement, her soulful eyes
mesmerizing me into repeated compliance. Davide concludes proceedings by telling us that last
night he used sparkling water to moisten Winnie’s dry food and that she responded to this gesture
with a loud belch.
Saturday, November 8:
We have had another uncomfortable evening, with a major fusillade erupting between 8:00 and
9:00, though thereafter the troublesome noises came only infrequently. Fritz, again disdaining his
supper, spent the noisy hours snuggled up against my knee in the TV room, panting occasionally
and staring up at me in entreaty and reproof. I did not attempt to coax him into a late evening
walk but he did not attempt to hide under the bed – just as well as I have tried to block his
entrance to this spot since, when he is in there, his ritual pawing is bound to end whatever sleep I
may have been enjoying above him.
It is a grey and damp morning again and every now and then there is a brief moment of light rain.
Janet and Georgie (who is also looking after Winnie this weekend) are just in front of us as we
enter and we therefore join their party as we make our way along the cypress trees. A little boy
with a bottle of water is now following us timidly. Janet asks if he is afraid of dogs and when he
nods she assures him that he can pass us and that no one will bother him. Fritz makes this stretch
of the journey hidden from view behind the trees but he emerges at the end to make a dash for
the green. This means weaving in and out of a large influx of parents, here to watch their little
boys under footie instruction (“Well done, Omar!”). On the Randolph walkway we meet Celine,
and Fritz and Ziggy trot along together for a while, eventually turning right at the tennis courts.
Here the rambunctious Simba is having a furious wrestle with a young Lab, his nanny having a
devil of a time getting her charge under control. Celine and I continue around the green together
and then I head in for coffee.
My heart sinks when I see the long queue of footie parents at the café, but fortunately Hanna
and Liz are at the front of the line and I am able to use them to obtain my decaf. At breakfast
this morning (our table now under the eaves because of the rain) we have these ladies, Peter,
Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Cheryl, John, and Ofra – who is complaining about the way Simba stands
on Bailey’s back. The fact that the Obama family is looking for a White House puppy starts the
conversation off on a political theme. Then Liz conducts a despairing recital of her struggles to
get the staff at her Italian restaurant to observe any of the niceties of bookkeeping. Janet says
that the red dot on her camera, the one she took as a warning that the battery was low, is actually
just a clue that the shot is out of focus. Chuckling over all the batteries she has thrown out, she
reaches over to remove a loose hair from Ofra’s face – only for the two to discover that the hair
is still attached to Ofra’s head. A chap wanders in with the handsome Pug, Monty, in his care.
This is the occasion of delight for our Cheryl, who is Pug-besotted. After a while Monty begins
to chase Ché, adding to the confusion of dogs, toddlers and parents using the café door, and –
with all of the animals kicking off – we decide to leave.
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Sunday, November 9:
Fritz has survived another night of Shock and Awe, though once again this was an ordeal.
Bombardment began at about 6:30 and persisted for about five hours. I had given him a dose
of Rescue Remedy at about 5:30, but I don’t know if this was as useful tonight as on previous
occasions. Perhaps there was less panic, but he also seemed disoriented at points. He ate no
dinner and spent several minutes pawing at the carpet inside a closet door. I made him sit down
with me on the sofa, covered him in a jacket, and he eventually fell into a troubled sleep, before
he was transferred to the bedroom at about midnight, when calm was at last restored. This
morning he seems to be quite recovered, heading to the kitchen for a long drink of water and
eating the puppy supper that he had disdained last night.
When we reach the park on a chilly but dry Sunday morning we encounter ITV’s Ben
Scotchbrook with his two little kids; strange to see a face so familiar from the London evening
news in a completely different guise, just dad, in our Rec. Fritz somehow decides that he doesn’t
want to pursue our usual route, reversing direction and heading for the Morshead roadway. I
toss the tennis ball a few times as we reach the green, where I can see a swarm of dog owners
over near the loos. A young man has brought two new dogs this morning, a Staffie puppy named
Buster and a lively Jack Russell, Benji. The latter can’t resist the siren call of the café and
eventually he has to be carried out of the park.
I am lucky to join the café queue before the onslaught of soccer parents. At our table we have
Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Liz, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie. Ofra is returning to Israel for a week
and she has to hand Bailey’s lead over to Auntie Georgie – but not before last night’s activity on
The X Factor and Strictly Come Dancing is thoroughly discussed. Janet has taken a wonderful
picture of Daisy-Mae sitting in a chair opposite our friend in the trilby hat, John, and she now
presents a framed copy to the old gentleman. Daisy-Mae, when she is not staring into my eyes
winsomely, is working the other tables, jumping into empty chairs and staring at any food
going. Janet jumps up to recover her pet from one such table; a few minutes later the abandoned
crockery here is rattled by a soccer ball which keeps whistling out of the café forecourt where
some unsupervised kids are free to conduct their own footie match. Meanwhile Roxy has cut
through the niceties of waiting for handouts, leaping up to snatch half a toasted sandwich from
its saucer. On the back passage walkround we again encounter the miniature Husky (off parole)
and this time I make some inquiries. The little dog is actually another Shiba Inu and his name
is Elvis. I tell his owner that there is another park Elvis, but he says that the little Westie is the
impostor, since his chap is a venerable ten. Before leaving the park I make arrangements for Fritz
to spend some time with his Auntie Hanna this afternoon. I have a meeting with my friend Tosh
and I don’t want to leave the fellow alone should hostilities recommence.
Monday, November 10:
And so they did, the recommencement of hostilities. Unfortunately they erupted just as I was
walking Fritz back from Hanna’s last night, at about 6:30. At the sound of the first blast my dog
turned tail and tried to drag me back to Hanna. I prevailed in getting us home (there was quite a
fusillade as we were entering our own building) and thereafter Fritz disappeared under the bed,
again taking no nourishment. In fact the bangs stopped quite early in the evening. Fortunately
the dog was only a little distance into his cavern and I was able to pull him out without removing
a drawer. Thereafter life returned to normal.
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This morning I have to break the news that it is raining steadily outside and this means rain
jackets for both of us. The park is empty, not surprisingly, and we make fairly rapid progress
toward the green. Here I can see a group at the western end, Georgie with Sparkie and Bailey,
Davide with Winnie, Janet with Daisy-Mae, and Chris and Karyn with Coops. It is a rather
melancholy moment, for today is the new parents’ last visit to the park; Coops will be a
Singapore puppy from now on and Karyn has brought her camera to memorialize his final play
period.
Our table had been pushed under the eaves and we sit down: Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Davide, and
Janet, though Karyn and Christopher are hovering in the background and they are soon joined
by Saskia with Buddy and baby Harvey. Saskia says that she took Buddy to Primrose Hill where
he encountered five visiting Americans, each eating a cupcake: a diplomatic incident ensued.
Janet asks is anyone has seen Nicholas, who took six of the dog jumpers knitted by her sister,
ones which he was sure he could sell – though he seems thereafter to have disappeared from our
midst. Cheryl is now a late arrival, Ginger in the covered wagon and Lola in her “Its Raining
Cats and Dogs” slicker (though no cat would we caught dead is so utilitarian a garment). Janet
now reports that she and Georgie visited Albert yesterday and that he even danced a bit with his
zimmer frame. I am getting cold, not helped by wet feet, so I announce that I am heading for
home. I can soon see that others are following me. It is still raining.
Tuesday, November 11:
Things have returned to more normal conditions today, which, in contrast to days of rain, is now
sunny and bright –though breezy and chilly as well. Fritz had a rainy adventure in Regents park
yesterday afternoon, with Linda and Pepper, and he actually managed to eat his puppy supper at
the usual time, have an after dinner play period and to sleep in all of his usual sites. There were
no noises to disturb our peace, unless, of course, you include the two farts that Fritz discharged
from the pillow next to my head this morning. The second of these propelled him off the bed
altogether – since he tends to believe, at such moments, that he is the victim of an attack by
person or persons unknown.
We make good progress along our usual route to the green this morning, Fritz well ahead of me
as I reach the café. My first task on reaching the Randolph walkway is always to see where he
has gone, though in this case I can see he has joined a large number of dogs on the far side. That
is, I think that is Fritz until I notice that he is behind me, peeing on a trash can – so it must have
been some other Schnauzer over there. Still a third member of this clan is Gus, who wanders
onto the green to try his luck with the other dogs. The wind is blowing so hard that his ears are
standing up: he looks part Papillion in this guise. Among the other canines in the mix are two
who are having a noisy spat, Simon the Cocker and a young black dog named Bibi. I keep the
tennis ball in play but it is really nasty underfoot, with mud oozing through the grass after all the
recent rain, and I am just as happy when Fritz heads in for coffee and treats.
They are just opening the doors of the café as I arrive and, handing Fritz off to Ronnie, I have the
rare privilege of being the first in the queue. Ellen and Georgie soon follow; the latter has walked
to the park today with all four of her charges: Sparkie, Winnie, Bailey and Daisy-Mae. “I really
admire Georgie for looking after all these dogs so effortlessly,” I tell Ronnie. He says, “I admire
her husband.” Peter and Cheryl join us at table as well but we are a very small group compared
to most mornings.
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Winnie and Daisy-Mae take the opportunity of all the empty chairs to take seats for themselves
but I would also say that our session is a bit briefer than usual, the biting wind having its effect.
On the back passage walkround it is another dog, not one of our own, who stages an invasion of
the central footie pitch just in time to interrupt the lessons of a group of lads from St. George’s;
this is Spikey. Georgie is still talking to Ronnie about looking after all these dogs. She says
that James doesn’t, in fact, have trouble with any of them with the exception of Winnie – who
unsettles the night-time peace with her snoring.
Wednesday, November 12:
The sun is shining brightly as Fritz and I make a midweek entry into the park; unfortunately, it is
again quite chilly – thus we have the unusual combination of chattering teeth and sunglasses. The
delightful Molly rushes forward to greet Fritz, receiving only a growl in return. When we have
continued along the Randolph walkway I spot not one but two unknown Schnauzers; the second
of these (a shaggy lady with a tail) is named Ruby. Her owner says she is still in season after five
weeks. Fritz doesn’t care about such matters and soon he is heading back to the café on lead.
Here we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, and Georgie at table. The latter is still accompanied by the
fearsome foursome and this reminds me that yesterday I had a dream in which Winnie was
actually chewing on my hands (I suppose we had run out of more suitable food). Peter, noting
that I am drinking still water, suggests that I have just paid a pound for a bottle of tap water.
“Yes,” I respond, “but at least it’s Italian tap water.” Hanna and Cheryl join us and conversation
switches to dieting (occasioned by my resumption of the Atkinsonian regime). Hanna says that
dieting in the winter is problematic and that I would do better to choose liposuction. Ronnie says
he can’t understand why anyone should be dieting.
We now have a number of visits to our table. First Molly returns and this excites Daisy-Mae,
who follows the furry bundle out to the green. Then Tanya comes by with baby Lucca, pausing
long enough to ask if there is any good doggy gossip. Finally we have Buddy, barking loudly to
announce the arrival of Saskia, and, hanging on her chest, baby Harvey, who is asleep. Saskia
says that Buddy felt quite displaced by the arrival of a human sibling, but that he is far cooler
with this new presence in his house now. Buddy is hovering at my knee in biscuit hunting mode,
a slimy string of slobber poised over my trousers. Saskia says I need to send her my dry cleaning
bill (though someone waspishly adds that there is no way my park pants have ever visited the dry
cleaner). Instead I use a napkin to make Buddy’s mouth a little more presentable. I also catch up
with this trio as I near my exit a few minutes later. Buddy is deep in the bushes. “I can hear him,”
Saskia says, “I just can’t see him.”
Thursday, November 13:
It is a gray and unfriendly morning as Fritz and I make our way into the park today. We pass
Phoenix, who has misplaced his ball, and continue on to the green in a lively fashion. Already
seated in front of the café are Ronnie, Hanna (with Yoyo) and Peter. I continue on and Fritz soon
gets mixed up in a missing ball problem all his own. Sabina is here with Scamp and Oscar and
the latter has a spongy pink ball that Fritz takes a fancy to. At one point he has Oscar’s toy and
Oscar has his green tennis ball but then Simon enters the scene and steals the tennis ball. I tell
Sabina that we have a lifetime supply these days – but I need to keep an eye on my fellow, who
has forgotten all about his ball and headed down the Randolph walkway.
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On our return we encounter the two Pomeranians, named (confusingly) Buddy and Sparkie.
Fritz isn’t much interested but a lady jogger soon discovers that her Chihuahua, Teddy, can’t
get enough of them, and she has to backtrack to get her dog moving in the right direction. I sit
down at our usual table in front of the café, where Georgie is just finishing her daily task of
folding Ronnie’s green bags into little pocket squares and Daisy-Mae is guarding not one but two
biscuits. I sit down and then I get up again, for today Fritz has an appointment at the Hamilton
Vets on Boundary road and we have to get going in order to make our ten o’clock appointment.
Walking on the pavements with my dog at such times is always a chore, since he so rarely has
to heel while we are out walking – because almost all of his other walks on lead allow him to
sniff and stop as many times as he likes. Nevertheless we make it to the vet’s on time and we are
soon seen. Knock on wood, today’s visit has nothing to do with tummy troubles, it’s just time for
a kennel cough booster; the good news is that the vaccine (administered in a spray up the dog’s
nose) now lasts a year. So we are soon on our way home – no, I did not buy yet a third example
of the hard rubber bone that Fritz always whines for when he enters Frank Seddon’s shop. It
again takes a long time to make our stopping and sniffing way home.
Friday, November 14:
A marked improvement in the climate has to be noted as we make our way into the park this
morning: gray skies have given way to sun and temperatures have risen considerably. Fritz seems
full of beans and I have a lot of trouble keeping up with him as he dashes for the green and heads
down the Randolph walkway. Here we encounter Sunny, who is on squirrel patrol; Suzanne has a
bad cold and her voice has dropped an octave. I am hoping for a speedy turnaround but Fritz, ball
in mouth, has other ideas, and I am about to chalk up the loss of another ball when he heads into
the bushes near the tennis courts. He does emerge with the toy still in his mouth, dropping it only
as we climb the hill to reach the green again. Here I am able to hook the lad for a late march on
the café.
I join a group containing Cheryl, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Georgie, Jo Lynn and Janet. Jo’s Tilly
is going to spend the day with Daisy-Mae and there is a moment of anxiety when Jo gets up to
depart and the little Border Terrier, squawking like a wounded fox, manages to pull her lead from
Janet’s hand in order to pursue her mistress. The other dogs are into lap dancing and at one point
I count six canine bottoms on laps, though Bailey sits in Ronnie’s lap and the cheeky Daisy-Mae
sits in mine – even though Fritz is already established here as well. Other canine visitors include
Zorro and two dogs belonging to Suzanne’s friend, Sue: Millie and Sid. Bailey and Sparkie also
manage a turn on my lap. The latter has one of his sudden barking frenzies, having spotted on the
periphery a man wearing an orange vest.
Hanna comes in to join us and Janet says that she is making inquiries to see if a set of healing
stones is still available from a member of Freecycle, an organization whose participants simply
pass on unwanted objects to nearby claimants – Hanna would dearly love this prize and is
already calling for volunteers even before Janet has found out if they are still on offer. Ronnie
now complains that Susie has again taken his car and he will have to walk home. Cheryl notes
that she now has a design session scheduled with Authorhouse, who will be producing the family
biography that she has been working on. A few lame Obama jokes are shared out and then we
begin our walkround, still enjoying the warmth of a November sun.
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Saturday, November 15:
The sun is attempting the pry the lid off the southern skies, which, like every over corner of the
heavens, are a leaden grey this morning. Still, it is not too cold outside and Fritz makes what
seems like a steady march toward the cypress trees. When he seems about to reverse directions,
however, I pull out his tennis ball and he chases this in the right direction. Twice the ball runs
under the trees and, almost to my surprise, I succeed in getting Fritz to go in there and fetch the
toy. I pocket the ball as we weave through the footie parents, here in profusion, pulling it out
only when we reach the green. Here Buddy, covered in mud, comes out to greet me. There is also
a little Miniature Pinscher whom everyone assumes to be Natasha’s Millie, but, no, this chap is
named Albert. Dan, whom we have not seen in two weeks, arrives with Winnie, and I join him
and Janet as they head across the muddy grass in the direction of the café.
Dan has brought a tin box of biscuits, a souvenir of his trip to Calais. They are named La
Dunkerquoise, which reminds us all of our Albert, whom Cheryl is planning to take out on an
expedition today. Dan reports that we have had no luck in recent lottery draws and everyone
ponies up another fiver – though there is some question about the provenance of Dan’s new
Maserati (just kidding). Janet reports that the therapeutic stones have gone to another Freecycler
and that she is planning to hold her 60th birthday party in the new Thai restaurant at the corner of
Shirland and Chippenham. There is some difficulty in picking a date for this event since Dan and
Davide are planning a holiday for the end of January. Dan reports that he and his partner had a
Skyped-televised telephone conversation yesterday and some attempt was made to see if Winnie
would express any interest in Davide’s presence on the screen. She did not, that is she did not
until he opened a package of cheese from the refrigerator of his Hong Kong hotel, whereupon the
little madam went crazy with food lust and tried to crawl through the screen.
Today she is content to travel from one set of knees to the next, waiting for a handout, or
snapping at Sparkie, two laps away, when their eyes happen to meet. I have every dog in my
lap, Sparkie, Bailey, and Daisy-Mae, except my own. He has leapt into Georgie’s lap where he
spends fifteen minutes trying to extract a rubber ball from her coat pocket. He hasn’t even seen
the ball in question (it has no squeak) but he is obsessed, having just smelled the object. By the
time we have finished the session he has muddy paw prints all over Georgie’s blue coat and he
has serenaded all of us with his vexed disappointment. Zorro also draws a scolding, but Fritz is
content to let the Pug join us for our back passage walkround. I note, when we reach the first hole
in the fence, that Zorro, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae admit themselves to the track, where there is a
large puddle of shallow water and where, like so many wading birds, they can stand and sip.
Sunday, November 16:
Cold, gray and damp – there is no way to brighten the picture or the skies as Fritz and I make
the second of our weekend visits to the park. I have just reached the green when I can feel a set
of paws clawing away at the back of my legs. To my surprise it is a stranger who is seeking my
attention, another version of Mozart, that is a long-haired Jack Russell named, once again, Sid.
I assume that he has smelled biscuits in my pockets but he may just be begging for sanctuary as,
at the café, he has been attacked by Jack and chased by Rosie. Fritz pays no attention and, after
rushing out to see who is here today, he takes off for the trees near the Morshead roadway and it
takes five minutes for him to acknowledge my return whistle. Even then, after a long loping run
in my direction, he passes me by in order to follow the rest of the gang into the café.
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This morning we have Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Liz, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. There is some
anxiety at the placement of our table, half in half out, with the exposed half in the firing line of
the pigeons above. In this case there is no avian naughtiness; that category is dominated by the
dogs alone. First the biscuit-guarding Daisy-Mae punches Roxy in the face. The Beagle, her
feelings hurt, has to recover her aplomb by attacking a bin bag behind the café, making off with
a loaf of bread. Meanwhile Winnie and Sparkie have another one of their set-tos, but this time
escalation occurs: Winnie rounds Georgie’s chair and bites Sparkie on the bum.
The owners, above this fray in more ways than one, devote themselves to a fine morning gossip.
We learn from Dan that we have again failed to secure our fortune in the Thunderball lottery and
that Davide’s parents, due to arrive for a visit on Tuesday, are the adult equivalent of toddlers;
speaking no English and easily confused, they need to be watched all the time. The latest news
from X Factor and Strictly Come Dancing is discussed. Liz admits that she has voted for the
charming but inept John Sargeant, making her a part of the mischievous millions who keep his
candidacy viable, even at the expense of better dancers. “I bet you voted for Ralph Nader, too,” I
say – following Ronnie in an early departure as the rain begins to fall.
Monday, November 17:
We have a raw, gray day for our session in the park this morning, but at least it isn’t raining.
There is no activity at all as Fritz and I make our way along the well-remembered walkways, no
games, no joggers, even the kiddie’s playground is empty at this hour. When we reach the green,
however, we meet Linda with Pepper and the four of us continue along the Randolph roadway,
Fritz paying no attention to anything more profound than the smells he can extract from the wet
leaves. “He’s on a mission,” Linda says, one that has to come to an end when he and Pepper
wander into territory strewn with forbidden bread.
When I get to the counter of the café I learn that drinks are on Ronnie this morning, as we are
celebrating Rosie’s eighth birthday. By we I mean the aforementioned owners plus Peter, Ellen,
Georgie, Cheryl and Janet. Attached to a bolt in the wall is a nervous female Staffie-cross in a
quilted red coat. Her owner, inside the café, bangs on the glass to warn us that Winnie, in pursuit
of an unclaimed biscuit, is wandering too close to his dog. Janet attempts to extract the Pug from
harm’s way but Winnie snaps at her in protest. A moment later she and Sparkie decide to leap for
Georgie’s lap at the precise same moment. Georgie, who was expecting none of this, is suddenly
swamped in flying fur and coffee, her drink knocked form her hands and her white scarf soaked.
Thereafter the dogs content themselves with raising a collective howl whenever a strange dog
wanders into their territory. They are behaving like a pack again.
Ronnie is reminiscing about his pleasure in viewing an Eisenstein trilogy in an abandoned
theater years ago, Linda is describing the paintball adventures that were held in honor of Liam’s
fourteenth birthday, and Cheryl is reporting on her latest visit to Albert’s care home – he is
scheduled to move onto a floor where the other residents are a bit more compos mentis than those
in his present surroundings. Analysis is offered following the first installment of this year’s I’m
A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! We then begin our back passage walkround, here encountering
a lovely, almost white little female Schnauzer named Holly. All of our dogs have to have a sniff
at the two-year old charmer. Ronnie is thanked for his hospitality as we near the gates. “Susie
says there was frost on the grass in Hyde Park this morning, but I didn’t see it,” had now adds.
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“Just as well, you’re supposed to have your eyes on the road,” I reply. “I did have my eyes on the
road,” he concludes, “because Susie was driving.”
Tuesday, November 18:
I have to break the news to Fritz that it’s raincoat weather outside and so begin our little shuffling
dance as my dog attempts to escape the inevitable: on goes his little jacket. The park is rather
quiet again and there are no impediments to our progress until we reach the sheltered walkway
adjacent to the cypress trees. Here we meet little Elvis the Shiba Inu and Ziggy, who trots back
to greet us as Celine waits. A few minutes later we meet Ziggy again, or, wait a minute, it is his
double, another Lurcher-cross, though slightly darker in color. His owner, a woman in a track
suit, says that ever since she started running here with Cosmo, for that is his name, people have
been asking her if that isn’t Ziggy at her side. The two dogs in question, even though “separated
at birth” show no interest in one another.
Fritz, in the meantime, has rushed forward to check out any early café action and I next find him
outside the loos, where Sabina has lifted his coat in order to scratch his back. We spend some
time in the company of Oscar, Scamp and Charlie, the little black poodle, and then begin what
I assume will be a slow circuit of the green itself. But Fritz gets no further than the tarmac path
to the tennis courts and here he loses himself in the rapture of leaf-sniffing. Eventually I put him
back on lead and we head for the café, where the turnout, no doubt affected by the damp weather,
is quite poor: just Georgie, Peter and Ellen, though fifteen minutes later Davide at last arrives
with Winnie. Georgie begins proceedings by telling us that, in Glasgow, Mozart has suffered a
freak accident after eating most of a magazine, whose juicy pulp succeeded in cementing his
jaws together – only a visit to the vet where, under anesthetic, a proper teeth cleaning could be
performed, repaired the situation.
Today Davide’s parents arrive for a week’s visit and he had planned to take them on a trip to
Brazil, but, at the last moment, his employers have told him that he is not to be granted unpaid
leave after all. So while he is flying off to Cairo, his parents, who speak no English, will be
shivering back in London – since he has told them to pack their tropical clothes only. To make
matters worse (1) he is late because the builder has finally shown up to announce that his work
requires him to shut down access to the bathroom for two days – not what you want to hear when
you are expecting houseguests – and (2) the upstairs neighbor has denied access to the satellite
repairman whose work is necessary in order to receive Italian channels, thereby foreclosing
Davide’s mom’s access to the dubbed version of The Bold and The Beautiful. Given all this,
Davide seems in remarkably good humor as he dishes out chunks of croissant to Winnie. The
other dogs seem to want to put their wet paws on my lap throughout the session, one dominated
again by the piercing barking of black Diesel in the corner. A little brightness returns temporarily
and we begin our back passage retreat – Daisy-Mae and Zorro again spending some time on the
running track.
Wednesday, November 19:
Wednesday mornings always begin with the arrival of Cathy, come to make sure that the house
is in tiptop order. Because she has sampled the weather already, it is often very useful to hear
her climate summary before deciding how many layers to put on. This morning I can see that
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it is bright and sunny without asking, but Cathy, under any circumstances, is “cross.” She’s
cross because her movement along the pavements of Essendine has again been impeded by the
school crowd, kids and parents, without a single word of English uttered between them, she is
cross because London councils are evidently spending millions installing homeless immigrants
in luxury accommodation, she is cross over all the failures, human and systemic, that have lead
to the death of poor Baby “P” in what my former ASL colleague John Wilson used to call “The
People’s Republic of Haringey.”
When Fritz and I reach the park we make quick progress along the walkways, emerging on a
green where I can see Davide, Georgie, and Suzanne exercising their dogs.
Fritz wanders among this mix while I try to remain on the walkway, fearing the effects the wet
grass on my poor shoes. Meanwhile, from the Randolph walkway, Ofra, just returned from Israel,
is calling for her Bailey – whom Georgie has been watching for the last ten days or so. Bailey,
realizing at last what is happening, rushes off in ecstasy and is soon aloft in his mom’s arms. At
breakfast, which soon follows, he sits in her lap and every now and then he utters a pathetic sigh
– as though he has just realized that mommies can go missing whenever they want.
In addition to Davide, Georgie and Ofra we have Ronnie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, and Cheryl. Ofra
has brought a pair of trousers for Hanna, but it is obvious (to everyone else, including Hanna)
that they are not going to fit. Once again our table is shoved forward so that most of it has
escaped the firing line represented by the pigeons roosting on the roof edge above us, but Hanna
notes that she, Ronnie and I are in a very vulnerable spot on our side. Peter is commissioned
to keep an eye on them but he reports that they are, fortunately, facing forward. What is our
surprise, therefore, when ten minutes later a gout of white matter splashes neatly on my scarf.
While Hanna repairs the damage with one of Cheryl’s wet wipes, we decide to blame Peter for
falling asleep at the switch. His defense is a unique one: the pigeon’s are still facing forward,
which means that I have not been blessed by a blob of pigeon poo at all, no – I have been
rewarded with a blessing of pigeon vomit instead. There still seems to be a belief that such a
visitation is a sign of good luck and I am made to choose six numbers for tonight’s lottery draw
(oh, lucky one) before I can make my way home.
Thursday, November 20:
About an hour before departure time this morning Linda delivers Pepper, who will be staying for
the day while his mommy completes a major shopping expedition in Bicester. I let Fritz run free,
as usual, but Pepper remains on lead as we begin our usual entry ritual under gray skies. Oscar,
Scamp and Rizzo are heading our way and Oscar tries to join an all-Schnauzer trio for a while.
Fritz is next spotted on the forbidden running track, but he does return at my summons – perhaps
because he needs to see what Pepper is up to. We spend a little bit of time on the green before
reporting to our table outside the café.
Today we have Georgie, Ofra, Suzanne, Peter, Ellen, Davide and Ronnie and, fortunately, not
a pigeon in sight. Bailey is sliding around on his bottom, a case of flop bot if I remember my
All Creatures, Great And Small. Pepper is suffering a bout of manic barking (or we are) – who
knows why? Sparkie is getting a cuddle on Ofra’s lap and Jack, his teeth bared, is sitting on
Ellen’s.
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To this mixture we now have to add the arrival of Jackie, an American woman who has two black
Labs, Nelson and Fred. These huge dogs are soon under foot, as is Suki, whom Suzanne has
brought, and the protest noise is deafening.
To our surprise we next receive a visit from David the (former) dog-sitter. He has brought Jack,
the long-haired three year-old son of a friend – who stares in wonderment at the doggy scene as
he sips his Ribena through a straw. Fritz, of course, is beside himself with excitement over the
reappearance of his old pal. When it is time to begin our walkround I decide to release Fritz on
his own recognizance since I don’t want to walk all that distance with two dogs on lead. Almost
immediately Fritz disappears and David gets to be part of an impromptu search party. Before
long I can see my dog rushing back toward us from the end of the Carlton roadway and we are
able to get under way at last.
Friday, November 21:
Frigid temperatures are evident on a breezy though clear morning in the park. Fritz makes a rapid
progress toward the green and soon rushes on to see what is going down out here. Janet is trying
to get him to sit still long enough to have his picture taken – more work on next year’s doggy
calendar. Ziggy is also out here, along with Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Sparkie. I learn that Dan has
charge of Davide’s parents this weekend and he will be taking them to the Westfield Shopping
Centre as a special treat. Nicholas, whom we have not seen in some time, now enters the park
with Monty (who pees on my cuff) and a bag full of Janet’s sister’s dog sweaters, which he
hasn’t managed to flog after all. I don’t need to be asked twice when the others start for the café
– it is really breezy out here and someone is actually trying to loft a kite.
At breakfast this morning we have Hanna, Ronnie, Georgie, Janet, Ellen and Ofra – no Peter
today but after we have been seated for several minutes Nicholas takes a chair. Ofra holds forth
for much of the time with an interesting tale, one that moves forward only by fits and starts as the
others constantly interrupt with their own variations. It starts out as just another chapter in the
“Things Happen to Ofra” saga, only this time the fact that her car was being clamped outside her
own front door is only a prelude. (The clampers had pounced when they noticed that her parking
permit had fallen off the front window of her car – we blame Bailey’s hot breath.) When she
went out to have a closer look she was approached by a guy with a sob story and ended up giving
him five pounds. A little later, she noticed that the same guy was driving an electric car down
her street. He parked it next to another electric car, one that was being charged at the moment,
detached the apparatus and started charging up his own. Now Ofra called her neighbor to report
this wattage theft and the neighbor reported that he was watching too and had called the police
twenty-five minutes earlier. Charging complete, the cheeky chap drove off, but several hours
later we was cruising the street again. This time Ofra called the police and this time they arrived.
After arresting the chap they told Ofra that the car in question was stolen, that it contained drug
apparatus and that the prisoner was a well-known car thief. So what began as a panhandling
offense, now included theft (of electricity and automobile) and even drug charges.
Ofra is bombarded with advice on what she should have done and conversation returns to its
more varied patterns. We learn that I did not win the lottery on Wednesday night, thereby proving
that pigeon vomit is not as efficacious in bringing luck as plain old pigeon shit. Nicholas says
that he has been having lots of disciplinary problems with Monty and has called in a behavioral
psychologist. The latter’s verdict is that Monty is feeling displaced, since there has been a lot
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of short-term accommodation strategies as Nicholas and his wife get ready for a final move to
their new house in Queen’s Park next month. Ronnie, who has yet to embrace the efficacy of any
form of psychology, makes an early move and I follow him on a back passage walkround. We
encounter Saskia, pushing Harvey in his stroller, Buddy, and Sarah from Grand Union Pets with
the resident Beagle there, Trigger. When I was in the new West Kilburn shop two days ago Sarah
had one really important question for me, “Do you know Daisy-Mae?”
Saturday, November 22:
It is bright and sunny. It is bright and sunny and bitterly cold as well, long underwear weather
– if only I had mine on. After slow progress along the walkways we reach the café, where,
unusually these days, there is no one staking a place at our table. Fritz rushes out to the center
of the green where Sparkie is guarding a large rubber ball and Winnie, curiously undressed on
such a cold day, is running around in the nude. From the Grantully side of things Dan spots Kat
approaching with Lola and a tiny puppy. It is some time since we have seen the French Bulldog,
who, from an early age, was clearly unhappy in the company of other dogs. Kat now explains
that Lola has recently had a litter of pups, though, unfortunately, they have all died. The new
puppy, described as a Pug-Boston Terrier mix (though looking pretty much like the latter) is the
eleven week-old Dolly – who is adorable. I would spend more time in the puppy’s company but I
can see that Fritz is off on his Randolph walkway quest and I have to follow.
When I get back to the café I join a group including Dan, Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl
and Ofra. What we don’t have is coffee, since there is a tremendously long queue inside now, a
combination of young women with sticks, waiting for their game time, and soccer moms. Only
Georgie has gotten to the counter before this massive invasion, but when Elian arrives a few
minutes later with her toasted sandwich he is cajoled into securing our orders for us. You can tell
that some of the interior ladies are quite puzzled to observe what appears to be table-side service
at the park café but I don’t think there is much guilt on the part of our group of day-in-day-out
regulars over what amounts to a form of queue-jumping.
Dan reports that London theaters are beginning to suffer a decline in bookings due to the
economic crisis and this leads to some dark rumination on the recession from others. Dan has
not heard the story of Ofra as crime-buster and so she begins her recital all over again, another
tortuous journey. I tell Dan that as convoluted as this tale is, it took three times longer to tell it
yesterday. He has also not heard yet about my encounter with the pigeon, a story more briefly
related. The dogs manage to finish all my biscuits again and then they start begging at other
tables but, in spite of the cold, we are having a good morning’s gossip: then another pigeon poos
all over the sleeve of my leather jacket. On the walk home it occurs to me that today is the fortyfifth anniversary of the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Sunday, November 23:
Although even I have been predicting it, there is still a shock of recognition when the curtains
are parted this morning and a light overnight snowfall is everywhere evident. I need extra time
to get us ready this morning: Fritz’s coat has to be fastened on his reluctant backside and I get
to wear my long johns and my boots. The snow is not ubiquitous; it covers the roofs of cars and
the park’s playing surfaces, it lies at the base of trees and on the benches, but the walkways are
largely snow-free – though I do note a few patches of black ice as we begin our usual circuit.
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In fact Fritz objects to our usual circuit. When I reach the cypress trees I note that I am
unaccompanied; a little backtracking reveals that my dog has admitted himself to the running
track, which is covered in the white stuff, and he is contentedly heading back in the direction we
have come. I do so as well, though I remain outside the track fence. Fortunately Fritz exits this
scene through a gap near the Essendine gate and waits for me to catch up. Thereafter he heads
for the Morshead roadway, pausing for long sniffing sessions in the leaves. When we reach the
green I can see some of the regulars are approaching the café and Fritz spots them too, rushing
across the snow-free grass to greet them. I am hoping that he will settle down at our table but he
continues on down the Randolph walkway and it is some time before I can get him turned in the
right direction.
Our big round table is in its usual exposed position up against the low wall and therefore two
smaller ones have been drawn together for the rather small turnout today: just Janet, Georgie,
Peter, Ellen and Dan. Rob does come by with Pepper, but he doesn’t stay. Winnie is sheltering
in the folds of Dan’s jacket but he does take some time to show off her new harness, one which
the proprietor of Grand Union Pets – who even makes equipment for horses – has made to order.
Winnie, however, is not the only dog to make a style statement today for when Ofra joins us she
is preceded by Bailey, who is wearing shoes! On three of his paws (the left rear has disappeared
in the family garden) he has black rubberized little booties. He looks like he is about to box our
ears or tap dance. (Strictly Come Dancing – and Barking.) He provides much amusement for the
rest of us, especially the trilby-hatted John, who is keeping up a running commentary on all the
activity from his own little table behind us. The others are cooking up a pub lunch date as we
begin our return journey; I just want to stay at home.
Monday, November 24:
It is spitting just a bit as Fritz and I begin our morning. I corner him long enough to attach his
raincoat and then we enter a park that is windy, cold, gray and wet – not a thing to recommend
it. We pass the morning trio of Scamp, Oscar and the little black poodle, Charlie, but there is
no sign of life in front of the café and only Janet and Georgie are out on the green. Fritz rushes
out to greet them and then he seems puzzled as to where he should head next. I am trying not to
coat my hiking boots with mud so I am still standing in front of the loos and he now answers my
whistle, the prelude to a stroll along the Randolph roadway.
A few minutes later I had him over to Janet, who is sitting with Georgie at our usual table, which
has made it back under the overhang. Inside the café I can see that Liz and Ofra have also made
an appearance, though there is no sign of Peter or Ellen – who has a check-up today. Cheryl and
Hanna make late appearances as well, though I tell Cheryl that she is forbidden to discuss the
Texas Tech-Oklahoma game, which I have yet to see. Every time anyone gets up a Pug or a ShihTzu jumps into the abandoned seat. Ofra is so cold that she can’t sit still and she gets up more
than once to march around a bit.
Georgie has a copy of a picture that she took of Daisy-Mae, Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie sleeping
side by side on her sofa. She is also beaming from ear to ear with the news that her daughter now
knows she is expecting a boy. Liz is still trying to organize a Thanksgiving festivity for the end
of the week. She says that Roxy has not been feeling too well after eating a contraband rib bone
and the Beagle has stayed at home this morning. We do not linger for long but at least the skies
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are a bit brighter as we begin our back passage walkround. Just at the moment we encounter
Peter, who has charge of Sandy and Jack as well as his own Holly this morning, Daisy-Mae,
pursued by Janet, disappears into the bushes to chomp on something entirely unsuitable. I decide
that the weather is settled enough for me to drop Fritz off, and to head straight on to the 123
Cleaners – where sheets are waiting for a pickup.
Tuesday, November 25:
Temperatures remain depressed but the sun is shining brightly as we head for the park on a
quiet Tuesday morning. I am quite concerned about the state of my dog’s digestion – as our late
night walk produced several substandard entries. But his poo seems acceptable today and we
continue on to the corner of the playing fields where we meet Celine and Ziggy and I put on my
sunglasses. There is already a large turnout sitting at a table opposite the café doors and Georgie
is telling the others that she has seen a scan of her grandson-to-be and that she is just thrilled.
Fritz and I pass without stopping and reach the green, where we turn left. We are heading down
our usual Randolph roadway when my dog makes a sharp left to follow Denise and Rizzo on the
long straightway behind the tennis courts on this side. At the end Rizzo turns left but Fritz has to
check out the parking lot and I am relieved when I can get him to climb the steep path to the top
of Mt. Bannister. On this stretch we meet Suzanne, who has her own Sunny plus Suki; they are
accompanied by a tall blonde woman named Ciaran who also has a Vizsla, a noisy one named
Tyler. On the top of the hill we meet Ofra and together we drop down to the Carlton roadway and
continue on to the breakfast table.
Present today are Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl and Ofra. Once again Hanna
and I are in prime pigeon bombing territory but the one representative of this breed manages to
behave himself today. Cheryl and I are at last able to discuss the Oklahoma-Texas Tech game,
since I have now witnessed this blowout. Georgie says that she has had a short visit with Albert,
who complained about the overheating in his care home, while he was drinking a cup of tea.
A call goes out for any spare polythene since Hanna and Cheryl are potting plants for Albert’s
garden. Ronnie says that his neighbor Tanis has been without heat for 24 hours and Peter says
that the electricity failed at his place of six hours yesterday. Fritz sits on my lap, then Hanna’s. I
have not taken my biscuit bag out of my pocket this morning, wanting to give his tummy a rest,
and my pet is not best pleased.
Wednesday, November 26:
The day begins with its usual November gloom; damp, though not actually raining, cold and
gray. Fritz makes quick work of his advance toward the café, passes through, and turns left on
the Randolph roadway. There are lots of dogs on their park walkies this morning, but Fritz has
only a growl for one or two of them as he concentrates on the task at hand, finding just the smell
needed to compel a second poo. By this time we are nearing the exit gate so I get him turned
around and we march back to the café, where our table is pushed up against the low wall again.
There are four or five people out in the Carlton roadway clustered around a movie camera and
though I let them know that we are ready for our close-ups they pay us no attention. Fortunately
we are in the queue before they penetrate the café as well. This morning we have Ronnie, Cheryl,
Hanna, Georgie, Ofra, Peter and Ellen. From the latter I learn that Wendy’s poor Corky, after a
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long illness, has at last died. He was fourteen and a real Paddington Rec presence, his grey nose
and black body disappearing into his beloved underbrush as he made his way around the park.
Ginger, we learn, has been having continence problems and Cheryl often begins the day with
a messy cleanup at home. The wrinkle-faced elderly Pug will take no biscuit from me today,
but the other dogs do, especially Daisy-Mae, who pushes her nose into my hands so that I will
remember to use them to fetch her yet another treat. Ellen has ordered a toasted bacon sandwich
– just for the dogs – and this goes down a treat as well. As Fritz jumps into my lap Hanna notes
that he is carrying a passenger on his bum and she removes this with one of Cheryl’s wet-wipes –
much to his chagrin and embarrassment. We do not linger for long over our coffee: if you do that
these days it will be a cold cuppa long before you reach the bottom. Hanna is in a nostalgic mood
and tells us that when she was new to the British scene she travelled from London to Scotland to
visit a boyfriend – bringing her passport with her.
Thursday, November 27:
Temperatures have lifted a bit and the sun is making an effort to brighten the skies as Fritz and
I descend the steps and, dodging the piles of compost sacks decorating the pavement, cross the
street. Fritz backs up against a tree for his first poo (no wonder there are often passengers on
his bum) and then considers a run on the track. I discourage this with one or two bounces of the
tennis ball and he is soon racing toward the green with his ball in his mouth. Of course he drops
it half way and I am lucky to retrieve it before it runs under some bush or ends up in the mouth
of some other dog.
On the Randolph walkway there is a small Schnauzer convention as Fritz is joined by Oscar and
Ruby. He and I continue along the roadway and turn right at the tennis courts. By the time we
are back on the margins of the green there is a lot of boisterous big dog activity on our right and
so I decide that it would be okay to let Fritz head left on what soon turns out to be a grand circle.
Half way through I put him on lead but this is not easy on man or beast – as my dog has no
sense of the difficulties he will provide by ducking under fences or behind bushes while on lead.
Eventually we pass the clubhouse and head in for coffee, already some eight minutes behind the
others.
There is only a small turnout awaiting our arrival: just Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie.
I choose a seat well away from the pigeons above, thereby also avoiding a chair that has a large
supply of Ronnie’s carrots underfoot. My chair has a resident Shih-Tzu; Daisy-Mae is guarding
two biscuits on its seat so these have to be moved as well as the dog herself. Hanna is trying to
get someone to join her on an expedition to Ikea today but there are no volunteers. Ronnie says
that Hyde Park was closed this morning when he tried to drive Susie to work. Peter is worried
that when he visits his son over Christmas that he will still have to be watching I’m A Celebrity,
Get Me Out Of Here! Yesterday we had news of the bankruptcy of Woolworth and MFI and a
terrorist attack in Mumbai but the morning can’t proceed without an analysis of Robert Kilroy
Silk’s expulsion on last night’s show. “That’s what they want you to think about,” a suspicious
Hanna concludes.
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Friday, November 28:
Again we have rather unwelcoming skies as Fritz and I begin our daily visit to the park. Over on
our right I can see a Cocker barking hysterically as he chases a large bird. and behind us a Slavic
mom with baby in a pushchair is chatting on her mobile phone. Fritz slows to a halt after his first
poo, searching out the rare grass shoot still visible above the leaf litter. I retreat to see if I can get
him to move forward a bit, but he now reverses direction and it is obvious that today he wants to
reach the green via the Morshead roadway. As we near the clubhouse I put him on lead but just
then, mixed up in a parade of yellow-clad St. George’s scholars, I find Janet with Daisy-Mae and
Ofra with Bailey. They have come this far to greet Georgie, who is coming in behind me with
Sparkie and Winnie. Now we can head for the café.
Considering the continuing threat from the lowering grey skies we have a lively turnout at our
round table this morning: the aforementioned ladies plus John, Peter, Hanna, Cheryl, Ellen and
Ronnie, and we keep having to add chairs as, for instance, when Ofra finally extracts herself,
after fifteen minutes, from her morning gossip with Bouzha at the café counter. News from this
source causes considerable disgruntlement this morning: “Health and Safety” has ruled that
dogs can no longer have their water bowls filled up from the café kitchen. While the dog owners
are digesting this latest bit of institutionalized hostility directed at their pets, a more profound
instance of pointed hostility is presented by this morning’s Metro, with its news of the continuing
terrorist carnage in Mumbai. Janet says that a staff member at her college has been shot, though
not critically, in the slaughter.
After we have been sitting for about twenty minutes we need to add yet one more chair, this
time for Denise, who returned from Amsterdam for a brief visit yesterday. She fields a number
of questions about Albert, who, happy enough with his new situation, yesterday signed in as a
permanent resident of the care home on Boundary Road. Asked where she took him yesterday,
Denise replies, “County Kilburn.” She then produces souvenirs of Amsterdam for all of those
assembled, key rings and kitchen magnets. Saffy and Tinkerbelle, she adds, are settling in well,
though Saffy had a bad foot and had to be carried up three flights of stairs for two weeks. These
dogs now have a nice nature park to run in. No pigeons appear this morning but I am tempted
to switch into an empty chair when Peter and Ellen depart because there is now a light drizzle.
Instead I decide to head for home on my own. At least I can report on one improvement in the
doggy scene. The impossible mail-chute red poo poo boxes, the ones that required three hands to
operate, have been replaced with a new variety with an easy to use knob handle.
Saturday, November 29:
Gray skies continue to dominate the cold Paddington Rec scene as Fritz and I make our Saturday
morning entry. Almost immediately I see Patrick approaching with Buddy; more importantly
Buddy sees me, and he is soon seated at my feet, waiting patiently for the obligatory biscuit.
There is a surprising sequel, for while I am handing the Golden Retriever his treat an unknown
Alsatian sticks his nose in and receives a biscuit as well. A few minutes later I can see that
Fritz is edging close to the hole in the track fence and, sure enough, he is soon charging down a
middle lane. But there are just too many people about for this to be a good idea today and I am
lucky that he is enticed to return to our usual walkway by the presentation of his green tennis
ball. I toss it toward the cypress trees and I next see it in the Carlton roadway, where he has
abandoned it. In the meantime I have worked my own way through the footie crowd; over on my
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left the Year I lads are at practice with their dads in dutiful attendance on the touchline. There is
much merriment when Roland is sent off by the ref for fouling another tiny youngster.
I pass through the café forecourt and make my way out to the middle of the green, where Fritz
has joined Georgie and Janet and their dogs. It is extremely wet underfoot and I can feel the
moisture creeping into my socks. Fritz has a brief interest in his recovered tennis ball but then
Sparkie makes off with it. For a while Sparkie is chasing Fritz’s toy and Fritz is chasing Sparkie’s
rubber ball but before I can get this switched around I see that my dog has foresworn sports for a
trot down the Randolph roadway – so I have to abandon the tennis ball and give pursuit. We pass
Arran, who is running side by side with a toddler’s push chair; the toddler in question in scouting
out squirrels for the snow-white dog. After getting Fritz turned around I join the aforementioned
ladies and Dan, who has arrived with Winnie. Georgie returns our tennis ball.
There is such a long queue (soccer moms and dads) that a coffee-less Cheryl is just exiting the
café in frustration. Dan has a little more patience and after fifteen minutes or so some of us
actually get our hot drinks, essential fuel on such a frigid day. Cheryl has rescued one of Albert’s
pork pie hats, which the care home has shrunk to half its size in an overenthusiastic laundry
blitz (it now looks really cute on Daisy-Mae’s head). Cheryl is telling someone, “He actually let
me scratch his back and rub his tummy.” “I hope she’s not still talking about Albert,” I whisper
to Peter – but she is actually talking about Jack. She and her husband are looking for places to
buy coffee beans and there are many suggestions. To distinguish my decaf from everyone else’s
coffee they have added one bean to my saucer and I pass this on to Cheryl as the start of her new
collection. The first of the Mumbai sick jokes is already on offer: “Say they really are taking
these murder mystery weekends to a new extreme.” Dan now tells us that the reduction in VAT,
announced in the budget this week, has caused a major headache for all of the city’s box offices.
Ofra, wearing earmuffs, is complaining of the cold and urging us to begin our walkround, so we
do.
Sunday, November 30:
There is a light mist falling this morning and that means the dreaded raincoat must find its
place on my dog’s back. Perhaps in retaliation I note that, almost as soon as we have penetrated
our gate, Fritz turns right, not our usual pattern, and I find myself following him on his
counterclockwise journey toward the green. I can hear Winnie, grumbling in protest, as Dan soon
comes up behind us. Fritz has headed for the café, where a number of the other dogs are mulling
about on the grass; I use the walkways to reach this spot myself. Fritz soon disappears into the
thick bushes between the café entrance and that of the park office and I wait patiently for him to
reappear. He does not – and I begin to wonder where he has gotten to now. Meanwhile Georgie
is trying to summon Sparkie, who has headed up the left side of Mt. Bannister with Daisy-Mae.
She is therefore in the perfect position to observe the white bum of my dog on the summit of this
peak. How he got there remains a mystery. Why he ignores my calls and whistles is not – he’s
just not into obedience this morning. I climb the hill myself and manage to hook him when he
has to stop for a second poo.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Georgie and Janet. Winnie
spends most of the session on Dan’s lap, lashing out at Sparkie whenever he gets too close to her
face. Bailey is never at rest, circling the table, climbing into the odd lap, resting his front paws
on the tabletop in his manic search for food. Eventually Ofra removes my biscuit sack from her
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dog’s sightlines so that he will not be tempted any more. I put it in my pocket but this means that
I don’t have any available treats when Daisy-Mae comes calling. She doesn’t accept any of my
explanations and even barks at me in frustration.
Davide, back from Brazil, reports that a thief on a bicycle tried (unsuccessfully) to snatch a gold
chain from his mother’s neck. The latest developments on the current reality shows come under
investigation. Ofra says that she has voted for Rachel Stevens on Strictly Come Dancing – “I’ve
seen her many times in Waitrose and she is always so sweet.” Dan and Davide have been to a
Maria Friedman concert, having heard rumors that Stephen Sondheim would also perform. The
famous composer was in attendance (as was Graham Norton) but he did not perform, and Dan
says he didn’t enjoy the evening. Prize for the best show-biz namedropping, however, goes to
Ofra, who says she is going to a party tonight that Mick Jagger is also supposed to attend. We
have been sitting in frigid misery for the better part on an hour when Hanna, who says she had a
lie-in this morning, at last arrives. She doesn’t begrudge our departure soon thereafter. It is time
to leave: Dan has just been the victim of another pigeon attack.
To continue with this tale you need:
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Invasion of the Biscuit Snatchers

Monday, December 1:
A meter man glances suspiciously our way as Fritz and I enter the park at the beginning of a new
month. We own no vehicle, so this is not the problem – the problem is that he would really like
some privacy for a clandestine pee in the bushes. He’s out of luck today because there are lots
of dogs and their owners about; of course he (and all the other civic pissers) could use the park
toilets in a pinch.
It is a bright and sunny morning, though very cold, and it is just as well that I am wearing my
long johns. Fritz is soon far ahead of me and I don’t spot him again until I am standing outside
the loos. Janet and Georgie are walking on the top of Mt. Bannister but Fritz is content with a
Randolph walkway ramble, one that features a right turn at the tennis courts and a quick return
to the little hill that overlooks the green. Sabina is just passing with Oscar and Scamp and I am
able to hook my pet for the journey back to the café. Janet and Georgie have dropped down their
hill by this time and they are just making the acquaintance of a sweet female version of Scottish
Billy named Bambi.
No one takes my suggestion that our round table needs to be moved closer to the front door in
order to take it out of the line of pigeon fire, so when I emerge from the café I disdain a hot seat
and take a little table next to the door all to myself. When I open my biscuit bag for Fritz I soon
have the nose of Tara the Ridgeback in attendance. Hanna has an early errand so she now yields
her seat at the big table and helps me move to a pigeon-free position. I sit down with Janet,
Georgie, Ellen, Cheryl, Ronnie and Denise.
Denise, who returns to Amsterdam today, is making plans to come back later in the month in
order to take Albert back with her for Christmas, and Cheryl immediately volunteers to assist her
in the process, even if it means traveling to Amsterdam herself. Meanwhile Janet tells me that
the doggy people will meet for Christmas drinks this year at the Bridge House pub on December
9. The Christmas theme continues as Georgie reminisces a bit about Gizmo, the Yorkie who
preceded first Pebbles, then Sparkie, as the family dog. She says that he had a great fondness
for peanuts and when a gift-wrapped supply of these was placed under the tree he would guard
this present with loyalty and ferocity until the package was at last opened. She also recalls that
he hated to be left alone and would guard the front door with ferocity, once preventing Lynn
from getting to work. Georgie says that she often had to trick him with a sudden departure when
he wasn’t looking, though in retaliation he would march into the kitchen in high dudgeon and
overturn his water bowl.
Tuesday, December 2:
If anything, it is even colder today than yesterday, though still quite sunny. Fritz, who was the
beneficiary of a session in Regents Park with Linda and Pepper yesterday afternoon, is not the
only dog to arrive at the Essendine gate this morning. Instead we first greet Denise, who is
carrying Rizzo in the basket of her bicycle, then Debbie, who is steering the jingle-chested Zorro
into the park as well. There is already a crowd hunkered down in the sun in front of the café but
Fritz and I persist in our progress down the Randolph roadway. Ofra is just coming down Mt.
Bannister with Bailey. Her word on today’s weather: “Unbearable!”
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A few minutes later I have located a pigeon-free seat at our table, where the turnout is on the
low side – just Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen and, a few minutes later, Cheryl. The latter is
trying to figure out how her ancient Ginger managed to end up on the sofa today –since the Pug
needs a ramp to get into the garden these days. Bailey is traveling from lap to lap in a desperate
search for more food (he has already had breakfast at home). This means that, for once, he is
even more greedy than Winnie, now prowling at our knees, or Daisy-Mae, who is sitting on a
chair next to me, barking furiously because I have not been speedy enough with the biscuits. One
consequence of this feeding frenzy comes soon thereafter: Bailey, perhaps suffering from the
consequences of an uncooled piece of sausage, throws it all up.
Georgie says that she made a start on cleaning her house this morning, but it now looks worse
than when she started. Cheryl says that she was just congratulating herself on how neat her
house was when she noticed that the lid on Lola’s toy box had been closed for the last few days.
Ronnie complains that he has been rather badly beaten by the ladies in his bridge group the last
two weeks. Ofra, who has been trying to figure out where to take Ricky for his birthday, tells
us that her husband has expressed an interest in Amsterdam. Asked, if she has ever been there
before, Ofra agrees that she has. Asked what her impressions of the city were, she offers a telling
assessment: “I remember they didn’t have clothes in my size.”
Wednesday, December 3:
A glance out the window reveals that, in the wake of a low-lying and freezing frost, we have an
icy scene before us. I decide to make Fritz wear his coat, more for warmth than moisture, but for
some reason (perhaps because Cathy the cleaner is there to be amused) he marches from room
to room in a series of evasive tactics. I eventually get him to sit, though he actually lies down –
which makes it very difficult to attach the garment without a struggle. I have stuffed myself into
a number of layers as well and at last we are ready to greet the frigid air of the park on a gray
Wednesday morning.
Behind us is Janet, who tells me of her progress on next year’s calendar; she has even bought her
own binding machine. Daisy-Mae, also wearing a coat, is on her way to a reunion with Sparkie
– for Georgie will again look after her while Janet is at work. We meet up with this contingent
at the café, but I continue on to the green, which is covered in hoarfrost, and here Fritz chases
down his tennis ball a few times. Then Oscar, his cousin, comes by, and makes off with the toy.
That will explain why Fritz turns right at the top of the green, vaguely following his own ball as
Sabina begins a circuit, but Fritz is never ball-obsessed and he soon gives up so that we can head
for the café ourselves.
Our table has been pushed up against the low wall, guaranteeing that we are all out of pigeon
range, and here a small group of stalwarts meets to see if they can drink their hot coffee before
it becomes iced coffee. Peter brings with him today a nice box of biscuits and a note “To The
Gang” from Wendy – as a gesture of thanks for all the words of condolence passed on to her
following the demise of dear Corky. Cheryl arrives with invitations to a dinner she is holding
for the dog people on Friday. My stay at table is abbreviated today, not because of the cold but
because I have not one but two thrilling events on my schedule this morning – a haircut and a
trip to Sainsbury’s. I can hardly contain my excitement.
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Thursday, December 4:
Rain is just lifting as Fritz and I make our way into a sodden park; I am not wearing my raincoat,
hoping for better things to come – Fritz is wearing his. Our journey to the green goes swiftly
enough but things slow down a bit when we reach the Randolph walkway. Oscar is again here,
barking at some other dogs coming down the hill on our left. Fritz follows him and Scamp on
another circuit of the green but when we reach the Grantully gate we encounter an entering
Hanna and, back on lead, Fritz must now reverse his steps. Now it is Saskia heading down the
hill with Buddy and baby Harvey in a push-chair. She is wearing one of Patrick’s coats, her
hands hidden in the long sleeves.
When we are seated at our usual table at the café we learn that Peter has also undertaken an
unusual routine while dressing today: he is wearing three jumpers under his coat. Peter is joined
by Ellen today but only Hanna and Georgie have also braved the poor weather. In fact the
skies are brightening with every minute and we soon have sun emerging; it remains very cold,
however. The sausage sandwich is the new taste treat these days and both Hanna and Georgie
are soon putting the squeeze on the mustard bottle. The dogs are lining up for their share of these
treats, none more eagerly than Winnie. Dressed in her lettuce slug outfit, the avid Pug climbs
into my lap on four occasions – the better to see who has what on their plates. Then she begins
to rake my biscuit bag with her paw, trying to extract a treat, even standing with her back legs on
my chest and her front ones on the table. I have to wait for assistance in extracting her since I’m
pinned to my seat by her stuffed body.
We get up to begin our back passage walkround. Unfortunately Winnie has spotted the arrival of
some workmen she knows and she refuses to budge from the front door of the café since there
might be more food in the offing. Hanna has to push her forward with a shoe but progress is
still glacial. Meanwhile Daisy-Mae has squeezed through the fence into the picnic grounds and
has to be coaxed to return to our walkway the same way. Sparkie is carrying his rubber ball in
his mouth but he keeps losing it in the bushes and when you hope to advance things by giving
it a kick, he stations himself at the foot of your boot and there is no way of kicking it without
including him in the gesture. At last we reach the Essendine gate where, to my chagrin, I can see
that I will have tree trimmers grinding away on my street all day.
Friday, December 5:
There is a bit of an obstacle course to endure as Fritz and I head for the park this morning. Tree
trimmers are still active on our street and, while the buzz saw is whining on one side, on the
other a silver sedan is being hoisted onto a flatbed truck – its owner having neglected the yellow
signs foreclosing parking opportunities hereabouts – and this action has set off its alarm, so that
we hear its protests for the next few minutes as it is dragged through Maida Vale on its way to
parking purgatory.
The grey skies are lifting as the sun breaks through and temperatures are a bit more humane
today. Fritz, busy at his business, is soon an object of fascination for Tay, the long-haired
Jack Russell and Monty, the chocolate Lab. For a moment I think that my dog has his eye on
the running track but I get him to keep moving forward with the bounce of a new tennis ball;
thereafter he is content to run along with Monty and Tay. I find the abandoned tennis ball as I
near the kiddie’s playground and put it back in my pocket as I make my way through the café’s
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forecourt – thus reaching the green. We continue along the Randolph roadway for a while, soon
encountering Hanna, who insists that Fritz is welcome at tonight’s dog people party at Cheryl’s.
There is a very good turnout at coffee this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Hanna, Georgie,
Janet, Cheryl, and Davide. It is not so easy to get the requisite number of chairs around our table
when, as today, it is shoved up against the low wall. This positioning also carries with it the
dangers of pigeon pooing for those with their backs to the café door. Hanna again appoints Peter
as the official pigeon position watcher but he says that he doesn’t care if a pigeon does the dirty
on her or on Ronnie, who are in the most vulnerable positions today. The dogs are well-rewarded
with bits of sandwich and croissant, as well as innumerable biscuits, but when a slobber-faced
black Chow enters their precinct there is an almighty protest, with Bailey yowling like a girl and
Oscar jumping over a wall in panic. Deep into their chatter the dog people seem hard to budge
this morning but I agree to accompany Ronnie, who wants to begin a back passage walkround
with Rosie.
Saturday, December 6:
Although there is plenty of sun about it is again quite cold as we begin our morning in the park.
I employ the tennis ball on our in-lap, not because Fritz is about to penetrate the track fence, but
because he is making such slow progress. Of course he soon abandons this toy as we weave our
way through all the Saturday morning footie parents. Dog people are huddled together in front
of the loos but we pass them by at the beginning of a Randolph roadway ramble. As we near the
tennis courts Fritz turns right to see what a large Lurcher-like dog named Charlie is up to in the
bushes. I am anticipating a speedy return to the cafe now that we have reached the top of the
little hill that overlooks the green but, no, Fritz has other ideas, setting off on a complete, speedy
grand circle.
By the time we have reached the café the others are well into their coffee and the footie moms
and dads are crowding the counter so I decide to forego my beverage this morning. Our group,
again pushed up against the low stone wall, includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Dan, Davide, Ofra,
Janet, Georgie, and Cheryl. This is the same group, minus Ellen, but plus Wendy and her
husband Vass, Liz, Hanna, and Ronnie’s Susie, who were entertained last night at Cheryl’s flat in
St. John’s Wood. Only Peter’s Holly and Fritz the Favorite were there to represent the doggy side
of things, though, of course, Lola and Ginger (who climbed into her bed and went to sleep) acted
as co-hostesses. Excellent food and good company made it a lovely occasion – there was even an
episode of charades. Cheryl announced that there would also be the singing of Christmas carols
whereupon Ronnie, just to be mischievous, said, “But I’m Jewish.” “Just sing along with ‘White
Christmas,’ I advised him, “at least that was written by a Jew.”
Fritz, who managed to get himself locked outside the front door when Ronnie and Susie first
arrived last night, is now beneath my chair, nosing around for biscuits and howling with the
others when an alien Cavalier is tied to the fence. Winnie can’t decide which of her daddies’ laps
to jump into and manages to leap into the space between their chairs. Bailey and Daisy-Mae
are also active in Janet’s lap (Janet is suffering from a bad cough) as they try to edge closer to
my biscuit bag. Temperatures seem to be dropping the longer we sit and Ofra begins to agitate
for an early walkround – not because she wants to walk with us (she will soon be heading for
her car) but because if the others don’t get moving there is always a chance that she might miss
something by leaving early.
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Sunday, December 7:
We have bright blue skies, plenty of sun – and a covering of frost to contend with as we head for
the park on a frigid Sunday morning. Pulling up at the curb is a silver Volkswagen whose canine
passenger begins a litany of indignant protest over the sight of Fritz’s bum, just then disappearing
into the park. The protesting voice belongs, of course, to Winnie, who now joins us with Dan
and Davide as we begin our usual route to the green – carefully negotiating a downhill stretch of
black ice.
I am telling Winnie’s dad about last night’s production of Eva Schloss’ Holocaust memoir at the
American School (an event attended by Eva herself) when I note that once more another German
has detached himself from our party. This is Fritz, who seems to have reversed directions. I get
him to resume our march with the enticement of his tennis ball but the cheeky fellow takes the
ball through the hole in the track fence, drops it on the frozen running surface, and exits through
another hole just at about the spot where we came in, and thus, with me in pathetic pursuit, he
continues on to the green via the Morshead roadway.
Here we meet Zorro, sporting a nifty black version of the sweaters knitted by Janet’s sister. A
few minutes later Maddy’s mom comes by our table and she is interested in the sweaters as well,
taking one with her and, like Nicholas before her, vowing to sell some of these herself.
There is a good turnout at table this morning: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ronnie, Dan,
Davide, Ofra, and Liz. The latter has brought Roxy, who distinguishes herself by haunting
the table of some innocent diner and, in an homage to Pearl Harbor, whose anniversary we
have reached today, almost carrying off an unguarded croissant. At our table there is plenty of
misbehavior as well. Ronnie has to insert a foot to keep Jack and Rosie from coming to blows
over an unclaimed biscuit. Daisy-Mae jumps into a chair next to mine in order to bark at me so
that I will give her treats; I comply a few times and then I ignore this rudeness. Fritz spends a
good deal of time in Hanna’s lap, in spite of a denunciation for “crusty bum,” receiving a Reiki
treatment in the process.
The latest developments on The X-Factor are discussed and the conversation begins its usual
meandering route: Cheryl’s chili recipe, Davide’s disdain for cooked tomatoes, plans for next
Tuesday’s dog-people Christmas party. Janet is worried about a friend who has prostate cancer.
Ofra is complaining about having to wash her hair with soap, since the shampoo has disappeared
in her house. Dan is describing how, at the Black Cap gay nightclub in Camden, he was thrown
out last night after innocently pinching the bouncer’s bum.
Monday, December 8:
The skies are brightening a bit as Fritz and I make our way into the park on another chilly
morning. I am gingerly stepping over the frosty pathways as we near the cypress trees; soon
thereafter Fritz, who has no problems with traction, races ahead and is soon lost to sight. Just as
I pass through the café’s forecourt I encounter some of the other dog people making their way in.
“Are we coming here earlier or are you coming here later?” Janet asks. I admit that it is probably
me coming later, but there are still five minutes or more of tracking the progress of my dog down
the Randolph walkway before we can head in for coffee and treats as well.
At table this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Davide, Cheryl, Georgie, Janet and Ronnie. The
position of the table is problematic, from my point of view, since the seats facing the café doors
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are also those in peril of aerial bombardment. I dither a bit about joining the group, even though
there is a seat waiting for some sucker, eventually drawing up an extra chair between those of
Georgie and Davide. Fritz decides to sit in Janet’s lap this morning and he receives a lovely
cuddle until I confess that he is still suffering from crusty bum. Daisy-Mae sits in my lap for a
while, then dives beneath the table to begin a punch-up with Lola over biscuit rights. I tell the
others that my friend Don reports that Tibetan legend has it that monks who have not achieved
sufficient purification in this world are reborn as Shih-Tzus. Proving my point by her impure
behavior at our feet, I now add that, “I have never seen any sign of spiritual life in Daisy-Mae.”
Cheryl has obligingly completed all her football chatter before I sit down. She now travels
around the table taking pictures of the dogs, including one of Sparkie with the hood of his jumper
up. Davide is looking up airfares on his mobile phone and Ronnie is telling him not to bother
with flights from Stansted since there are demonstrators there this morning. When we begin our
back passage walkround we meet Saskia with Harvey in his buggy and Buddy. She has to report
that Buddy’s latest adventures include another visit to St. Mungo’s and a verbal tongue lashing
that this superior barker has had to administer to an alien presence he has seen with some kids
across the street – the menacing figure of Father Christmas himself.
Tuesday, December 9:
Bright but frigid – these conditions continue to prevail as Fritz and I enter the park today. We
haven’t made much progress before Fritz decides, again, that he’d just as soon not follow our
usual route to the green. Soon I am following him gingerly along frozen walkways, moving very
slowly as I cross the Morshead roadway. I pass Diesel, whose owner says, “Very slippery” as he
sees me inch forward. We then pass Jasmine Guinness with child and Fly, but she is intent on her
mobile phone. By this time we have reached the doggy pen on the Grantully side and Fritz rushes
through the open gate. In spite of the cold there is abundant bird life this morning – the raucous
crows and the rattling magpies – though it is a large flock of pigeons that Fritz manages to scatter
as he penetrates the area.
I put him on lead for our trip to the café but this is not an easy journey. First, I am still
contending with black ice, then we encounter the endearing Gus, whom Fritz never ceases to
run off with furious growls of protest. As we near the café Fritz begins to crouch menacingly,
stalking his prey with great stealth. Gus is not the target this time but Schnauzer is still on the
menu for it is Pepper who is in his sights. Pepper, of course, can see Fritz approaching and he
begins a litany of high-pitched squeaks. Linda asks me if I can watch her pet for a few hours and
then goes to fetch my coffee while I hang on to both leads.
This morning we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Georgie, Hanna and Ofra. The latter is
chattering away on her mobile phone in Hebrew. “I’ve been on the phone all morning,” she
complains when this conversation comes to an end. “We’ve noticed,” is my reply. Pepper is soon
joined in hysteria by the little white Westie, Daisy, who is suffering from a major separation
anxiety while her owner is inside the café. Seated at a little table next to the front door is Mark,
the one-legged chap whose wheelchair is Staffie-powered. Winnie, sensing that this fellow has
food, parks herself at his foot and receives a treat. When she tries this again she gets too close
to the black bruiser and he has soon turned the Pug over. Greed has its role to play in the doggy
activity at our table too as Daisy-Mae is clawing away at my elbow in her search for treats and
Bailey manages to knock my biscuit bag off the table in his quest for sustenance.
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Wednesday, December 10:
Very cold temperatures continue, though it is bright enough as Fritz and I make our way into the
park. At least the walkways are frost-free for once and this permits a more rapid progress toward
the green. There are a lot of dogs about (Artemis, Simba, Bounce, Oscar and Scamp, plus many
I don’t recognize) but Fritz is intent on his own business. We follow the Randolph walkway for
some distance, then turn right at the tennis courts before returning to the green. I can see that the
others in our group must have headed for the café already and so, my dog on lead once again, we
follow suit.
Twenty-four hours have not passed since I have seen most of these people because last night the
annual doggy people Christmas party was held at the Bridge House pub, juts across the canal
in Little Venice. There was a terrific turnout (I counted fifteen), including a number of doggy
people rarely sighted at breakfast like Jean-Baptiste, whose Hercules is considered too much
of a problem for the close confines of the Rec, Michaela, who usually walks Skye much earlier
than the rest of us walk our dogs, and Jo Lynn, who usually comes only in the afternoon. There
was even a woman named Jill, also an afternoon person, whose dog I don’t know at all. Finally
we had a return visit from David the former dog-sitter, visiting us from his new digs in Muswell
Hill. A lot of wine and food found a place on our tabletop and a good time was had by all.
This morning I find Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Ronnie, Ofra and Cheryl. Our table is pushed up
against the low wall and a careful study of the placement of this piece of furniture confirms that
it is just out of pigeon range.
Janet is still coughing, Ofra is still complaining about the cold, and Ronnie is still acting like a
portable smudge pot with his cigar smoke. Davide leaves tonight for a trip of five or six days,
with stops in Bangkok (whose airport has also been evacuated because of demonstrators) and
Sydney. His Winnie is still bedeviling the Staffie engine at the next table and she has to be put on
lead for her own safety. Cheryl has brought with her hand-painted portraits of Jack and Sandy,
based on photos she has taken recently. She now remains behind as the rest of us try to get some
blood back in our legs because she has spotted Hanna, making her tardy way across the green.
Thursday, December 11:
A street sweeper is just emerging from the bushes as Fritz and I enter the park this morning:
clandestine pee.
It is sunny and not quite as chilly as it has been on other mornings this week; I can tell that it is
more humane because on such mornings I don’t have to zip my jacket up or wear my gloves.
When we reach the green Fritz disappears into the bushes next to the loos and, once again, he
goes missing. The last time this happened he turned up at the top of Mt. Bannister and I am
scanning the heights, hoping for a sighting, when he emerges from the bushes themselves – god
knows what he was doing in there for so long. We continue down the Randolph walkway but just
as we reach the tennis courts Pepper is spotted, heading our way. He and Fritz begin a ritualized
hello and then Fritz has to receive an equally enthusiastic greeting from Linda.
The latter joins us at our table this morning, joining Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie and
Celine. Ronnie says that he saw a performance of Tales of Hoffman at the opera last night and
Hanna, who takes up the departing Celine’s chair, tells us that Cheryl brought Albert to the park
yesterday afternoon and that he had a grand time, even tucking into a hot chocolate and a baked
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potato stuffed with ham and cheese. I have been distributing this year’s version of my holiday
card and this leads to a discussion of the efforts of the rest of them as they make some progress
in their own efforts in this regard.
The weather is another hot topic, chiefly because the very opposite of hot is expected in the next
few days. Indeed, even during our coffee session the temperature has markedly dipped as the sun
disappears and darker skies return. Linda now says goodbye, for she, Rob and Liam, are off on a
three-week holiday to New Zealand tomorrow. Ronnie, Georgie and I are soon ready to begin our
back passage walkround, but it doesn’t take long to discover that Winnie has remained behind,
as she often does, particularly when the treats have been insufficient in proportion and frequency.
Hanna joins our parade, herding the willful Pug forward as we head for home.
Friday, December 12:
Under gray skies Fritz makes his Rec entry this morning, getting only a few feet into the park
when he spots the one-eyed Humphrey heading our way. This requires several defensive growls
before he is able to resume his trot along the walkway; even now he seems to want to examine
each blade of grass and we seem to be making only glacial progress. Eventually we are passed
by Cristal the Alsatian (more growling) and then I lose sight of my dog as he picks up speed
on his run toward the café (and I fall further behind having to dodge the pushing and shoving
masses from QK, on their way to the footie pitches). After reaching the green we continue quite a
distance down the Randolph walkway before turning around to reach the café. While my dog has
been dawdling the others have been at their coffee table for ten minutes.
Our small group includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Georgie and Janet. The latter has brought copies
of the 2009 dog calendar with her, and we spend some time looking at all the pictures. Janet has
given up on the idea that dogs should appear only on the month of their birth, though Fritz does
still appear on the April page (along with his cousin Pepper, who begins a long stay with some
professional dog sitters in Queens Park today). As we are looking at Jack’s picture Georgie is
reminded of her long dead Jack Russell, Amy. This dog disliked husband James and whenever
his back was turned she bit him on the ankles. When Amy had to be put down James cried. “I
thought you didn’t like her,” Georgie said. “I don’t like you,” was the response, “but I wouldn’t
want you put down.”
Our attention is distracted by a number of visitors. Debbie comes by with her parents’ dog,
Storm. The huge animal is a slobber fountain as he drops his tennis ball long enough to have a
drink. (Surprisingly there is no protest over the presence of this stranger today.) A woman with a
double-wide baby buggy needs everyone’s assistance in getting the second door open so that she
can enter the café. When she crashes through on the way out her croissant tumbles to the ground
and she runs over it with the buggy – “Well that was a complete waste of time,” she concludes.
Celine then comes by with Raffy in his buggy; she says that he and Ziggy are having a mutual
love affair and that the baby has learned how to kiss from the dog – though this does involve a
lot of tongue. When we get up to begin our walkround there is a third buggy ahead of us – this
one containing baby Harvey. Buddy catches sight of me and follows me to my gate, getting his
biscuit reward as we say goodbye to the park for another day.
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Saturday, December 13:
A driving rain pummels the park steadily as we get ready for our Saturday morning in the Rec. I
will have to utilize an umbrella; there is no way a rain jacket can be squeezed over all the other
layers needed to combat the chilly temperatures. Fritz conducts his usual evasions as I try to
saddle him up with his own raincoat; then we are off. The park seems deserted – not a single
Saturday morning footie lad in sight; indeed the only athletes brave enough to have a go today
are some hockey Valkyries in the westernmost pitch. I begin to wonder: did someone call all
those football families or did they all stay away out of a collective common sense?
When I reach the café there is already a small contingent parked outside the doors. Janet says
that Fritz has been noted but that he has continued on to the green, which is where I soon spot
him. I would really like an early return to the caff, but my willful dog has other ideas and soon I
am traipsing the perimeter of the green trying to keep up with his migrations. I catch up briefly
over near the bandstand but he is not tempted to join the entering party of Winnie and Bailey,
continuing on to the Grantully exit with me in cold pursuit. At the gate we encounter Hanna and I
am able to hook my dog for the completion of what turns out to be a full circumnavigation of the
green. He doesn’t seem greatly bothered by the rain but my feet are wet blocks of ice.
Peter and Ellen have already vacated their places when I sit down opposite Hanna, Dan, and
Ofra, with Janet and Georgie on my right. Both Ofra (who met Samantha Janus at a party last
night) and Georgie are feeling sick as parrots and Dan is planning to join them as a consequence
of a night of reveling that he has scheduled for this evening. Winnie has been slipped into the
folds of his jacket, her serene head peeking out as though she were some alien about to burst the
bounds of his stomach. Daisy-Mae is covered in mud, though this does not stop her from playing
with the visiting Zorro, who is manic this morning. The bustling Pug follows people into the
café and chases after them as they leave. He is almost the last customer for a while, for after we
have been sitting for half an hour the fire alarm goes off and this requires all the staff, including
Lurch, Bouzha and Elian, to evacuate the premises. “This couldn’t happen in summer,” Lurch
complains.
Sunday, December 14:
The rain, which persisted from dawn to midnight yesterday, has at last lifted. It is somewhat
foggy and very cold but at least Fritz doesn’t have to wear his raincoat – all three of his walks
yesterday required the addition of this sartorial impediment. As we enter our gate we encounter
Janet and Georgie. Janet has Winnie with her; this is a surprise, but then I remember that Dan had
predicted a rough morning for himself and there has obviously been a precautionary sleepover.
Georgie is fuming because a jogger has deliberately jumped into a puddle on the pavement in
order to soak her. Sparkie himself is soon barking hysterically at an approaching Snowdon and
Winnie gets into the act as well, chasing after the huge white Alsatian. In doing so she is facing
her late arriving daddy, for Dan, looking much better than he had predicted, is now following our
party and a reunion is soon in store. Dan returns to me the £3.75 in change he forgot to return
yesterday – when I gave him a fiver for my decaf Americano at the café counter.
One person who is not following our party is Fritz, who wants to distance himself from these
other ill-disciplined dogs. So, long before we hit the cypress trees, he turns tail and follows
Snowdon on a counter-clockwise approach to the green. I put a brave face on it and follow at
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some distance. At least his progress is rapid enough and before long we have started around the
green and Fritz has admitted himself to the Grantully doggy playpen for a second poo. I put him
on lead as we complete the circle, passing some nosy and noisy Dachshunds and some very large
dogs at rambunctious play out on the grass. One owner is saying of her pet, “Well, tomorrow he’s
having the snip.”
The others are just settling down at our table as we arrive at the café. Dan again takes my coffee
money, though I make a point of handing over exact change only. There are ten of us at table,
including the aforementioned figures plus Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Liz, Ronnie, and Ofra. Some of
our seats are in the line of pigeon fire but Janet takes a piece of Ronnie’s carrots and hurls it at
the most threatening of these birds in an early defensive gesture. Liz has presented to some of the
owners some crunchy snowball doggy treats – Fritz received a carton of these on Tuesday and
I found it useful to roll one down the hall for Fritz to chase toward the kitchen as I was trying
to make my escape from the house last night. When all of the other treats have been consumed
Bailey, Winnie and Daisy-Mae all make a fuss over me, clawing away at knee and elbow in an
attempt to get my hand moving toward the biscuit bag. Ronnie gets up several times to visit
the tethered Cavalier, Raffy. On one of these visits he encounters the looming presence of two
gigantic Basset Hounds, Archie and Poppy. The loose folds of skin on Archie’s legs make it look
like his socks have fallen down. Fritz, meanwhile, jumps in Janet’s lap, then – advancing from
lap to lap – into Dan’s, then Liz’s, and finally into Hanna’s, receiving a cuddle at each stop.
Christmas cards (including one from the café itself) are exchanged and more calendars are
distributed. Janet even receives a card from John, the voluble observer in the trilby hat, who is
again seated behind us. There is much discussion of last night’s TV fare, Alexandra’s victory on
the X-Factor and the unusual and mysterious development on Strictly Come Dancing in which no
one was eliminated from the final round after all. Dan gives a report on his adventures (karaoke
in Soho) including the fact that he drank a watermelon and black pepper martini. Someone (well,
it was me, in a puckish mood) teases him with the comment, “Surely a watermelon and black
pepper martini must be the gay version of a bloody mary.” We get up to begin a back passage
walkround. Roxy gets no further than the five-a-side pitch, where some athlete has left his
sandwich crusts up against the fence and perhaps a Beagle paw has just enough room to snag the
treat.
Monday, December 15:
It is gray and very cold outside this morning and I am well buttoned up against the frigid
temperatures. Fritz seems to be content to follow our usual route toward the café, where, though
a number of dog people are already seated, he passes through at a trot – a dog on a mission. At
the bushes there is an undergrowth conclave including Bailey, Gus, an unnamed portly black
Lab, and Fritz himself. When he emerges we head for the corner where the path descends from
the top of Mt. Bannister. Here we meet a man with a Fritz look-alike named Marlow; heading
toward us as well as Oscar. So, with the aforementioned Gus, eternally paying court to his
grumpy cousin, we have four Schnauzers at the crossroads. When we return from our expedition
along the Randolph walkway we meet Hanna and she walks with us into the café, where I drop
off a holiday card.
Our group this morning includes Hanna, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Liz and Celine.
There is still a good deal of discussion on the latest chapter of the Strictly Come Dancing saga,
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though Ronnie, no fan of the show, can’t figure out why anyone cares who wins. Liz is caught up
in the latest hedge fund swindle on Wall Street – in more ways than one. Hanna says that West
End streets that used to be crowded with shoppers on Sundays were empty yesterday. Cheryl
arrives on the last day before another trip back to the States; she has brought with her a number
of water-color portraits she has made of our dogs, including a wonderful one of Fritz, which I
plan to have framed.
The dogs in question are up to their old tricks. A woman has tied Bailey the Lhasa Apso to the
low wall and he whines when Daisy-Mae winds him up. In a pissy mood, Winnie twice launches
surprise attacks on the toes of poor Sparkie. When we get up to leave Daisy-Mae can’t be found
– until it is noted that she has taken a chair at the table of some beefy workmen who are enjoying
a quiet breakfast. As we make our way between the football pitches Sparkie discovers that the
gate to the new and unfinished environmental area has been left open and he has to have a look.
(From this end all we can see is the brick façade of the maintenance building, hardly an edifying
sight.) Extracted at last, he makes it as far was the hole in the track fence – where he needs to
make a diversion in order to bark at a jogger. As we near the Essendine gate we pass publicist
Lynn Franks and her black Noodle.
Tuesday, December 16:
Frigid weather persists, the steam from every breath adding its gray tones to the rest of the
atmosphere. The park is almost empty at 9:15, no one on any of the playing fields and only
one toddler in the kiddy playground. As I pass by the front door of the café I ask Peter and
Ellen, already seated, about all those outdoor heaters Metty has promised us (he has done no
such thing). I can’t spot Fritz when I at last reach the green but this is because he has headed
right, rather than his usual left, in order to greet Georgie, who is heading our way with Sparkie,
Winnie, and Daisy-Mae. Soon we meet Hanna at the crossroads and she complains that she
should have been wearing a hat because it is far colder today than she expected. “That’s all
right,” I say, “you can always wear Daisy-Mae on your head.”
Ofra makes a sixth when we sit down for coffee a few minutes later. There is some suggestion
that we ought to take up a collection in order to guarantee delivery of The Sun to Albert on a
daily basis. More discussion is devoted to the voting fiasco on Strictly Come Dancing. I suggest
that in order to avoid ties the BBC should follow the lead of the BBC, whose Mastermind
takes in the number of passes in order to break ties; Strictly can count up the number of 10’s
or the total points awarded on the night. Some toddlers are racing in and out of the forecourt
and agitating the dogs as Ronnie arrives at last, having just had a check-up with his consultant
professor at the neurology department of St. Mary’s. We wait for him to finish his espresso and
then begin a back passage walkround.
Hanna continues to fret over the Wall Street swindles of Mr. Madoff, asking repeatedly where the
money has actually gone, and laughing at herself for imagining that it has gone into the coffers
of some clandestine shadowy organization like the Freemasons. She has put Winnie on lead so
that we won’t all have to wait for the stubborn Pug to evacuate the café area, though once we
have cleared the cypress trees Winnie is freed so that she can defend herself against Daisy-Mae’s
eternal attempt to tug at her tail. I propose a Ronnie-type joke on the famous swindler: “Did
you know he’s called Madoff because he’s made off with all that money?” Then I see something
that I find even more exciting than the decline and fall of the Western economy. On Essendine
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itself some workers are painting the windows of an upper floor with the use of a platform at
the end of a crane attached to the flatbed of a large lorry. For years I have been calling for just
such a solution to the perpetual problem of the ugly skeleton of semi-permanent scaffolding that
disfigures the facades of so many buildings in our area.
Wednesday, December 17:
I am happy to see bright sunlight bathing the park scene as I get ready for today’s expedition in
the Rec. It is also several degrees warmer as we make our way along the top of the track. Here
Fritz has to make his way through the hole in the fence, just to have a sniff at a large canvas
bag full of grass cuttings. I am able to get him back on the right side by bouncing a tennis ball
experimentally; soon he is chasing this object as we round the corner and head for the café. I
find the ball abandoned at the bushes outside the loo, but it is soon back in play as we edge down
the Randolph walkway. Fritz is in a lively mood and ball chasing is only one manifestation. He
manages to growl at a whole menagerie of canines as he establishes his pre-eminence and then
he follows a dog all the way to the top of Mt. Bannister. Of course the tennis ball itself does not
survive these forays; it is lost forever in the bushes as we make our way around the green.
I have a shock of recognition as I wait for my decaf at the café counter since I am staring at my
own holiday card, displayed atop the refrigerator: there I am, trudging the trail above Loch Ness
all over again. There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning, just Georgie, Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie and Hanna – though Celine drops by to ask where she can purchase some sandpaper
in our neighborhood. When there is a small turnout like this there is often little in the way of
leftover food for the dogs, and so it is today. No sooner am I seated than Winnie and DaisyMae are scrabbling away at my arm, hoping for a biscuit handout. Each tries to leap into my lap
as well, a gesture which I resist this morning. A few minutes later these two, plus Fritz, have
completely emptied my biscuit bag.
Georgie, who has been complaining of headaches (me too), says that her sister Jean has received
my holiday card in Glasgow. I am reminded, in watching news footage of the car bomb attack
on Glasgow airport – rebroadcast because a bomber was convicted yesterday – that Gavan and I
stood under the roof of the often shown bus shelter outside the airport doors only a few months
after this attack. This starts some of the others off on near misses in their lives. I am reminded of
the fact that one winter I drove over a stretch of the Santa Monica freeway that disappeared in a
major earthquake only two weeks later. Ellen says that she was once held at shotgun point in the
cash office of Safeway. Here the robber, Joe the Greek, was captured, but she had to attend his
trial a few month later; he got fifteen years.
Once again we have trouble getting Winnie moving in the right direction when it is time for us
to begin our back passage walkround. I try to convince her that a Krispy Kreme doughnut truck
has collided with a Cheeseburger van just around the corner, but this doesn’t get her going either.
Hanna often likes to hold Fritz’s lead during this expedition and so she does today, though he is
freed as we near the cypress trees. Here we meet another Cavalier named Bailey, a mostly black
one. Then we meet Elvis, not the usual Westie whom we often meet at this time, but Elvis the
Shiba Inu. It is all quite confusing.
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Thursday, December 18:
Temperatures have moderated just a bit and for the first time in a week I have left my long johns
behind. That’s not all. I have also managed to forget my coffee money and my watch. I blame the
fact that I had an explosion of saccharine pellets in my pocket the other day and feeling around
in my pockets, I was reminded this morning that I needn’t really bother with my little blue
dispenser itself if I wanted sweetening. The consequence of this decision is that this morning I
fail to open the drawer where dispenser, money and watch are located and I don’t realize this
until Fritz and I are well launched in the park.
I decide not to go back for any coffee money and so, under gray skies, we can continue on past
the cypress trees as Fritz races ahead and I am again slowed by the tidal wave of jostling QK kids
heading my way. Fritz has cleared the café when I arrive on the green but he soon emerges from
the loo bushes and we can continue on down the Randolph roadway. There are lots of other dogs
about and Elvis the Shiba Inu spends a lot of time sniffing my dog’s bum. (I often speculate on
this form of close inspection; are the dogs trying to figure out what their opposite numbers have
been eating – and deciding whether or not to be jealous?)
Coffeeless, I sit down at a table that also welcomes Davide, Hanna, Georgie, Peter, Ellen and
Ronnie. Davide, just back from his long haul to Bangkok and Sydney, says that he had a bad cold
and remained in his hotel room in both places. (Winnie, again fascinated by his voice coming
via Skype, bashed the keyboard with her paw.) Davide also reports that this morning his plane
dropped 8,000 feet in an air pocket during a turbulent flight.
There is some question as to the whereabouts of Albert’s daughter, Denise, who is supposed to
be in town as part of a plan to take Albert back to Amsterdam for the holidays. Ronnie calls her
on his mobile and, indeed, she arrives two minutes later. She says that Albert is doing well and
is quite excited about the trip and that Saffy and Tinkerbelle are both adjusting well to life in
Holland. She has a new bicycle with a huge mounted box on the handlebars and she can put both
dogs in this for their journey to the park. Her neighbors are very fond of the dogs as well and
often take them out for her on days when she has a long shift at work. Everyone is delighted by
this report and we move happily off on our back passage walkround.
Friday, December 19:
Sunny skies have returned and it is a lovely morning in the park. Fritz streaks ahead and I have
to search the green for any sight of the fellow when I too have at last completed my transit of
the café grounds (not to be confused with coffee grounds – they come later). There he is, all by
himself out on the grass, that is ignoring a concentration of dogs, Sparkie, Winnie, Bailey, and
Daisy-Mae, who are milling about the feet of Davide, Georgie and Janet. We continue down the
Randolph walkway but this journey is cut short by the arrival of Hanna, whom Fritz is charmed
to see, even agreeing to reverse directions so that we can make our way into the café as well.
I wait in the queue with Boyd, the park’s head groundsman. He is wearing dark glasses as he
recovers from laser surgery on his eyes, an operation he pronounces a great success, if you don’t
include the time spent watching what the surgery would entail on a cautionary piece of You
Tube video. At our table this morning we have the aforementioned owners plus Ronnie, Peter,
and Ellen. Janet is attempting to open a package of Tibetan jewelry that she has ordered off the
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internet from Hong Kong. She is also organizing a birthday bash for herself at the Bridge House
pub for the 28th; she will be sixty and this leads to a discussion of the famous bus pass, to which
this milestone entitles you in this country. Here I learn for the first time that mayor Boris has at
last made good on an election pledge and that from the new year the pass, which I use frequently,
will be good on a 24-hour basis.
There is a lot of activity at my feet as the biscuit bag makes an appearance on the tabletop.
Winnie is scrabbling away at my knees, Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap so that I can look into
her eyes, Bailey (who is in Georgie’s care while Ofra celebrates Ricky’s fiftieth in Madrid) is
looking over my shoulder from a nearby chair. Ellen now announces that the elderly Aisne, the
titular owner of Jack and Sandy, has lost her teeth, which cannot be found anywhere. The others
continue this theme with the news that Ofra has again lost her mobile phone. This object turned
up in her daughter’s bedroom, a space so untidy that Ofra enters it only at her peril. Georgie now
admits that she has misplaced a tooth too. She has been coughing a lot this morning but this has
nothing to do with the tooth – it has been missing for half a year.
Saturday, December 20:
The sun is trying the make an appearance and temperatures remain on the more humane side
as Fritz and I ready ourselves for another day in the park. Unusually, I have slept until almost
8:30 this morning, so it is a bit of a scramble getting ready on time; this task accomplished, we
manage to make our way to the green speedily enough. The footie lads seem to have begun their
Xmas holiday already for there is very little action on any of the fields – the sole exception being
the Saturday morning exercise class on a corner of the running track.
On the margins of the green I can see a woman walking with a Cairn; it seems that this chap and
Fritz are beginning a headlong race toward one another, though my dog is actually running past
the Cairn on his way to investigate a Cocker and the Cairn is running past Fritz on his way to
investigate me. When the fellow drops a tennis ball at my feet I realize that this must be Skye, a
fact confirmed by Michaela’s mother (for this is the woman accompanying him today). “Do you
know my daughter, Michaela?” she now asks. I reply that not only do I know her but that I will
be at her Christmas party tonight.
I have brought with me a box of mints and I share these with the other denizens of our table,
today including Georgie, Hanna, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Dan, Davide, and Celine. Georgie
still has a very bad cough, probably a chest infection, but the first appointment offered at her
local surgery is in January and she is considering reporting herself to the emergency department
at St. Mary’s. Dan reports that Winnie is once again facing a date with puppies at a party at his
parents’ house tonight and, also, that our betting syndicate has run out of funds. This requires
a fiver apiece as we each stump up again. Dan then wants to know if anyone is interested in
accompanying him on a Christmas shopping expedition to Westfields, but, not surprisingly, there
are no takers. Ronnie reports that the men’s loo is closed and that he therefore needs to head for
home. This is a suggestion, soon taken up by everyone else, and we are off on our back passage
walkround.
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Sunday, December 21:
At about 6:00 this morning my dog went under the bed and started his pawing-the-carpet
exercise– a sleep-destroying routine that came to an end only when I removed a drawer and
extorted his re-emergence with the promise of some cheese from the refrigerator. I should have
realized that Fritz was in a mischievous mood from this incident but in the gray park, which we
enter at the usual time, he is seduced from his spot on the running track by the bouncing of his
tennis ball. When I get to the café I can see that Ronnie, Peter, Ellen and Hanna have already
taken their seats at our table. “He ran by us,” the latter says reprovingly, “without even stopping
to stay hello.” I find him out on the grass but he follows me along the Randolph walkway and
then he begins a mad sniffathon in rarely visited bushes, a quest that eventually leads to a
complete circumnavigation of the green.
By this time I can see Georgie, Liz, and Janet heading for the café so I pass Fritz’s lead on to
Hanna and enter this establishment for the last time – for the next two weeks at least. I ask Lurch
if he is doing anything exciting over the break and he says that he is simply staying at home and
playing with his kids. “That’ll be exciting for them,” I respond. Later Bouzha joins in the holiday
spirit by presenting each of us with a jigger of Bailey’s Irish Cream on ice, served in a Styrofoam
cup. The dogs get plenty of treats as well, though whether Fritz should be eating onions on a day
when he is expecting visitors is unclear. Liz, who now empties the contents of her sandwich, is
leaving for the States for two weeks tomorrow. Her Roxy looks quite slim, though she does stick
her nose over the parapet a number of times in her search for more food. Soon her hackles are
up as two alien Labs make an appearance behind us and she, Fritz, and the others raise a cry of
protest. Ronnie, meanwhile, has been nipped on the finger by his own Rosie, as she attempted to
intercept any food he may be offering to the other dogs. He returns from the café with his finger
in a bandage, though, since this is a café, it is a blue bandage.
We discuss the transfer of our breakfast ritual to Porridge on Lauderdale Parade as we face up
to the reality of life without the café. I tell the others that we can all hang our heads in shame
because yesterday Yoyo’s parents, Tim and Lizzie, did something that none of the rest of us has
ever done or is likely to do in the future: they spent the entire day fluffing velvet wallpaper in
Madonna’s house.
This news is so unexpected that we forget to discuss the truly important feature of yesterday’s
news day, Tom Chambers’ victory in last night’s final of Strictly Come Dancing.
We get up to begin our traditional walkround, though Hanna, as she usually does, nags me into
letting Fritz run free on this stretch – in spite of my protests that my dog is in a really naughty
mood. An almost immediate consequence of this gesture is that my dog joins Sparkie, Bailey,
and Daisy-Mae in their usual adventures. “Is that Fritz in goal?” someone asks as the dogs enjoy
a furious gallop over the five-a-side pitch. A few minutes later someone notices that Fritz has at
last achieved his own goal, and that he is running on the inside lane of the running track. Every
now and then he looks back to make sure that the rest of us are watching him, then he exits
through a hole in the fence nearer our gate and I am at last able to corral the beast.
Monday, December 22:
Under leaden skies Fritz and I head for the park at our usual time, though as soon as we reach
the first planter I note that Hanna and Georgie are coming up behind us. We wait and begin
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our usual clockwise march toward the green. Georgie is feeling a lot better after having taken
a dose of Davide’s antibiotics. (The dog people are always helping one another out with spare
medicines, since it is so hard to get prescriptions out of your GP hereabouts, even when you can
get an appointment.) The café seems a very lonely place – with not a metal table or chair in sight.
We encounter Janet and Davide on the green and I try to remind Janet that her approaching 60th
birthday also carries with it the boon of free prescriptions. “I know,” she says, “I need one now
but I’m waiting to see my doctor next week.”
Fritz chases his tennis ball once or twice but I can already see that Peter and Ellen are heading
off for coffee at Porridge on Lauderdale Parade. It takes a while for the rest of us to follow, since
Daisy-Mae and Bailey, taking advantage of their proximity to the Morshead roadway, penetrate
the forbidden rose garden and it takes a while to reel them in. On lead now, the animals are lead
across a busy Elgin Avenue. As we turn down Lauderdale (the only street in Maida Vale lying
on a true east-west axis) I can see that Ronnie has already taken a seat on the front porch of the
substitute café.
We pull two little tables together and make our orders inside; the fare is very similar to that on
offer at the Park Café, though Davide has to return a dodgy orange juice that explodes when he
unscrews the cap. Hanna continues the medical conversation with a list of items she has asked
Cheryl to pick up for her in the States – though Ellen says she has a supply of some of these
which she would be happy to share. Fritz spends the session in Hanna’s lap; she says she is going
to give him a bath and he looks suitably horrified. It is interesting to see that, from this location,
there can be no collective walk home in any direction; we just scatter. Winnie is chewing on
Davide’s cuffs and only now do I notice that Ronnie has no dog at all since Rosie is having a
haircut in Bedfordshire this morning.
Tuesday, December 23:
I am trying to get to the park a little earlier than usual in order to be part of the 9:30 migration to
Lauderdale Parade. Under leaden skies we pass first Elvis the Shiba Inu and then the perennial
pair of Oscar and Scamp. I can see a knot of dog people in the center of the green but I get
Fritz to leave them so that he can continue his duties (and I mine) along the Randolph roadway.
On our return I can see Ofra, returned last night from Madrid, descending from the top of Mr.
Bannister and calling to her Bailey, who, recognizing the beloved voice, breaks away from the
others in order to enjoy a rapturous reunion with mommy on the hillside.
I am hoping to avoid a meeting between my shoes and the mud of the green, edging my way
around the perimeter on the walkways, but before the rest of the group can get started in
the direction of Porridge, Miro and Vito appear in the mix, soon duking it out with the ever
boisterous Simba. Christian and Reina are both rushing forward in case this scene turns ugly (it
does not) and I commit myself to the glop in order to give Christian one last holiday card. Then
we are able to begin our march, Ofra departing only long enough to move her Smart car over to
the parking spaces opposite the parade. (In fact she narrowly escapes the visitation of a parking
control officer shortly after re-parking her car.) I catch up with Ellen, to whom I have promised
one of the many Christmas comestibles I have received but, as an obsessive Atkinsonian, I am
not allowed to eat. When we at last reach our café the waitress is waiting for us and has already
started to shove three little tables together.
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This morning we have Davide, Janet (who is about the spend the holiday period up north with
her mother), Jo Lynn, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra and, eventually, Ronnie. Ofra brings us up to
date on her visit to Madrid, not a complete success because (1) she didn’t like the food, (2) was
feeling poorly, and (3) got yelled at by some rock group bodyguard for smoking in the wrong
lobby in her pajamas. Davide complains that there isn’t room enough for Winnie, who wants to
share the chair he is sitting on, but the Pug needs to position herself in order to be able to stick
her nose into Georgie’s plate when no one is watching. Ellen distributes some doggy chocolates
but Fritz, who is anchored to my chair leg, is a bit puzzled by this treat; is is truly edible?
Wednesday, December 24:
Fritz is almost certainly going to undertake an illicit lap on the running track as we begin our
usual circuit, but I am once again able to redirect his attention by tossing the tennis ball down the
cypress alley. Unfortunately the ball ends up under the trees and, as my dog shows no interest
in retrieving this object, I have the fight my way through the foliage and squeeze around a giant
trunk in order to approach the prize. No sooner have I done this than (1) I snag a finger on the
wire perimeter fence and (2) Fritz grabs the ball after all. The next time he drops it I am in a
better position to put it in my pocket for our march to the green under gray skies.
Fritz now heads immediately for the muddy center of the greensward where a young woman is
tossing her own lime green tennis ball to a young Spaniel named Ludwig. This ball, however,
actually has a squeaky core and it is not long before Fritz claims this prize. Fortunately he
doesn’t disappear with the toy and he and Ludwig take turns chasing one or the other ball for
several minutes. This scene takes place near the Morshead roadway with Georgie and Hanna as
observers. They now get up to begin a march toward Porridge with Ofra and Georgie’s daughter
Lynn, whom we usually see once or twice a year on her visits from Hereford.
Ronnie is waiting for us, already well into his croissant when we arrive at the café. Hanna, after a
long conference inside, returns to tell us that she has actually ordered porridge itself. This she has
with sugar and salt, though Georgie and Lynn suggest that they like a thicker concoction; Lynn,
who is almost six-months pregnant, orders a toasted sandwich and some very healthy smoothie.
We warn her not to put her plate on her lap, as Winnie is lurking, but she already has her eye on
the little Pug – since the latter (in Georgie’s care while Dan and Davide fly to Hong Kong) has
kept the visitor up last night with her snoring. Lynn says that she speaks to her soldier husband
via Skype from Iraq. He snores too.
Thursday, December 25:
Although it is quite cold outside skies are mostly clear, the sun is making an effort, and, with the
bells ringing from St. Augustine’s to the north, we have a lovely Christmas morning scene in the
park. The isolated jogger passes us and there is some footie activity as well but dogs are the chief
participants in today’s park life. Coming our way we encounter Ellen with Jack and Sandy and
their appearance distracts Fritz from making another foray onto the running track. He does insist
on following them in a counter-clockwise direction and thus we eventually approach the green
from the Morshead roadway.
Although we have agreed to enter the park some fifteen minutes later than usual I am still
unable to detect the presence of any of the other dog owners and we begin what turns out to
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be a complete circle of the green. Snowdon is crisscrossing the grass at great speed; I tell his
owner that his dog is the closest we are likely to get to a white Christmas today. When we have
completed our circle I can hear Ofra, near the Morshead gate, calling me, and I put Fritz on lead
to join her and Georgie. Coming toward me is a young woman with a little black bundle in her
arms; this is Walter, dressed in a red bow today. Unfortunately he is obsessed by Bailey and
when he is on solid earth again he takes off at a gallop, even rushing out of the park in pursuit of
his love object – to the consternation of his owner.
Captured again, Walter is again carried into the park and I join Ofra (who has forgotten our
arrangements and arrived at the usual time) and Georgie – the latter accompanied this morning
by Sparkie and Winnie. The plan is to head for Starbucks on Randolph Avenue but Ofra decides
to drive there and takes Bailey and Winnie with her. I walk with Georgie, who tells me that
James got himself into hot water yesterday when he forgot the rules and smoked in the presence
of the fetus! By the time we have reached Elgin Avenue we can see Ofra heading our way; she
has to report that Starbucks too is closed, and so we have to give up on the idea of any coffee
today and head our separate ways after all.
Friday, December 26:
Although sunny, it is obviously very cold outside and I am back in long underwear as Fritz and
I make another late entrance into the park. Off to our right I can hear a strong Scottish accent
rising above the iterative barking of an unseen Yorkshire Terrier, “Oh Sparkie, do shut up!” I
am happy that Fritz seems eager to complete our walk in the proper direction but no sooner
have we reached the cypress trees than I begin to have my doubts. This is because a black man
is following us with a burly Akita, one whom Georgie later identifies as the aggressive Harry.
“He’s kind of frustrated because he’s on lead,” the chap says to me amusedly. I can live with this
frustration, since the loose Akita has been responsible for four or five attacks on other dogs in
this park, including Fritz.
If Harry (or his double) is heading our way we are certainly heading in the opposite direction.
Fritz is a bit confused by this doubling back but soon falls into the spirit of the enterprise and
follows me as far as the doggy playpen on the Morshead side, where I find Hanna, Ofra and
Georgie waiting for me. Georgie reports that Plan 9, at the head of Castellaine Parade, was open
yesterday and that perhaps we should head here today, rather than over to Starbucks. So Plan 9
becomes our Plan B.
There are some advantages in this choice since the American-style café offers lap blankets for
its outdoor customers and even has some overhead heaters as well – though nothing seems to
be effective against the bitter temperatures this morning. It takes a long time for our order to be
filled since the staff here do everything by hand in a lovingly detailed sequence that means that
Georgie doesn’t get her scrambled eggs and toast (granary bread) until we have been seated for
twenty minutes. I am in great demand for my supply of biscuits, with both Bailey and Winnie
scratching away at my arms in an effort to obtain my attention. Fritz begins the session on
Hanna’s lap, then he seems to want Georgie’s lap as well. It takes us a while to figure out why
he has switched loyalties; then it becomes clear – he’d just as soon get under the blanket lying
in Georgie’s lap. An offering of dog biscuits is distributed by one member of the Plan 9 staff,
though this is presumably not the Anthony, whose admission to Oxford is being celebrated in a
congratulatory sign in the window.
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Saturday, December 27:
Just as Fritz and I are making our final preparations for this morning’s visit to the park I can see
that Janet, Georgie and Dan are already strolling along the walkways. We catch up with them
(and Patrick with Buddy) a minute or so later and I am able to tell them that I have just received
a holiday card from Joanna Pettet (and Jake), who still seem to be doing well in Temecula.
Still much missed by all of us, this renewal of contact with the former actress is appreciated by
everyone.
We continue along the back passage and Fritz, after pooing against a cyclone fence, rushes
ahead, and I have to follow. There he is, just greeting Ellen, Jack and Sandy, and now he is
heading up the Randolph walkway. I follow, making sure to hook him before he gets too close
the gateway. Turned around, he has to negotiate his way through quite a few large dogs and one
Cocker puppy, growling vociferously whenever he thinks another canine has overstepped the
boundaries. Ofra is just catching up with our group and together we make very slow progress
along the Morshead roadway, a journey long delayed because Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie and
Daisy-Mae insist on a diversion into the rose garden. Porridge beckons, however, and we
persist, walking our dogs on lead in temperatures that are as depressed and as uncomfortable as
yesterday.
Dan gives us an update on his recent trip to Hong Kong where, so he reports, the best view from
Victoria Peak can be found in Bubba Gump’s shrimp emporium. I can see that Fritz is wagging
his tail vigorously and this is because Hanna is just arriving to join us. One of the dogs throws
up under the table and Daisy-Mae starts a food fight here as well. There are several reasons
why we don’t linger for long over our coffee. The first of these is the temperature, which makes
any extended time out of doors a real punishment. The second comes in the form of a brutal
interjection into the peace of the coffee table when the burglar alarm suddenly goes off in the
flats across the alleyway – putting an end to any hope for extended conversation.
Sunday, December 28:
Bundled up against the savage cold I follow Fritz into the park on a gray Sunday morning. Just at
the point where we should begin our walk beneath the cypress trees Fritz pauses mischievously
at the track fence and I hastily produce the tennis ball in order to refocus his attention. To no
avail this time because no sooner has he secured possession of this toy then he turns tail and,
ball still in his mouth, he’s back through the hole in the fence and off on a speedy lap. Of
course I have to reverse direction as well, happy to see that he is heading for the hole opposite
the Essendine gate. I find the ball on the grass near this spot and continue forward toward the
Morshead roadway, pursing my dog’s tail.
When we reach the green I can see that Georgie, Ofra and Janet are out on the grass. We join
them and Fritz chases his ball a few times, though it ends up in Sparkie’s possession. Daisy-Mae
has a ball too, but it is made of sponge and she soon has it in tatters. Today is Janet’s sixtieth
birthday and congratulations are proffered to her and to Davide, who is now reaching the green
with Dan and Winnie. Davide is forty-two today and there will be a celebratory lunch for the
birthday brigade at the Bridge House pub at 2:00. In the interim Ofra has been agitating for
an early march to Porridge and so we head this way now – a passage again slowed by canine
incursions into the rose garden.
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Fritz clearly doesn’t care for his perch on the cold concrete of the Lauderdale café, though
he does manage to get down half a dozen biscuits. Better situated is Winnie, who spends the
session on Davide’s lap, leaving a streak of slobber on the tabletop and jumping into Georgie’s
lap when it looks like Davide is about to put her down. I tell the others that yesterday I saw a
film about dogs, the charming Dean Spanley, with Jeremy Northam, Peter O’Toole, and Sam
Neill. And that on my way home I had a second blast from the past (after receiving a Christmas
card from Joanna Pettet in the morning). While I was picking up my prescriptions at Vineyard
Chemists I ran into Naomi and her famous Tanzanite. She has been coming to the park again
in the afternoon but says she will be coming in the mornings soon. Janet now receives a phone
call from a friend come to wish her birthday greetings and on her way here by car. Janet gives
directions on how to reach Porridge and goes up to Elgin Avenue to intercept her friend. I pass
her as I leave early with a shivering Fritz. We need to get back in the warmth.
Monday, December 29:
We make an unusual beginning to our morning session today – as I have an 8:45 appointment
at the Randolph Avenue surgery, where I am due to have my blood pressure checked. The idea
of leaving Fritz behind at such a moment (when he is expecting his usual stroll in the park) is
unthinkable, and so I have made arrangements for my dog to visit his Auntie Hanna. We do reach
her flat by walking through the park and so she will not have to provide Fritz with an immediate
opportunity for his morning processes of elimination. This is just as well since Hanna is still in
her pajamas.
I don’t have much of a wait at the docs, and mission successfully accomplished here (118 over
71) I hurry on to the 123 Cleaners, pick up the laundry, head for home, change from respectable
street clothes into disreputable park ones, and make my way to the green around 9:15. Hanna
spots me as I reach the green and points out my presence to Fritz, who crosses the grass at
great speed for a joyful reunion – it’s as if I have been away for days, not half an hour. As I
wade out to the center of the green I regret that I have not thought to change my shoes as well
as my clothes. At any event we don’t have long to wait before the daily migration to Porridge
begins. We start with Georgie, Hanna, Davide, Janet and the latter’s former work colleague at
Westminster University, Peter. Peter is here as part of Janet’s birthday celebration, one shared
with Davide at the canalside Bridge House pub yesterday afternoon. As we reach Elgin Avenue
this morning we can see Cheryl heading our way with Ginger and Lola. The others are surprised
that she seems in such good shape as yesterday’s visit to the pub (after she had just gotten off a
transatlantic flight) meant that the others had to support her on her way home. Ofra is waiting for
us at Porridge with Bailey.
Since there are eight of us we pull three tables together and since I am seated at one end I begin
proceedings by stating, “You are all no doubt wondering why I have called you together this
morning.” Many of these people have grown fond of Porridge’s toasted sandwiches which, since
they arrive in quarters, they often share. The dogs get their share of the biscuits I have provided
(their only source of food when Ronnie is absent), but they take universal umbrage when Tony
walks innocently by with Hercules. It is again very cold and so there is no desire to linger for
long under such circumstances; soon we have scattered for another day. As we march along
Hanna tells me that while she had Fritz in her control she removed some “passengers” from his
crusty backside and had a go at his moustache as well.
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Tuesday, December 30:
The sun is shining, though it provides no warmth as Fritz and I enter the frosty park for our
morning exercise. Fritz soon races ahead, having sensed the presence of some pals in the distance
and I follow quickly, catching up just as Janet and Ellen are beginning their entry to the cypress
walkway. The doors to the playing fields are open and Daisy-Mae makes an experimental foray
into the central pitch, then switches her attention to the five-a-side surface opposite. In this case
both Jack and Fritz follow as well and we have the rare sight of my dog covering great swathes
of frosty territory as he is pursued by a delighted Shih-Tzu.
I leave the others behind as I follow Fritz along the Randolph roadway. The park is almost
deserted and the sounds of dog owners trying to summon their wayward pets echo across the
empty green (“Elvis!). I get my dog turned around when I re-attach him to his lead and we
return to the green, where I can just see some of the other owners beginning their migration to
Porridge. Instead of trying to catch up we exit at the Grantully gate and turn right. Fritz thinks
we are going to Hanna’s again and tries to turn into her entryway; indeed, only two minutes
later she comes up behind us, to the great joy of my dog. Hanna is pleased too since the little
unpleasantness occasioned by the removal of passengers from his crusty bum yesterday has
obviously been forgotten and forgiven.
We catch up with the others as we cross Elgin Avenue and soon we are pulling two tables
together at Porridge. Today we have Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Davide and Ronnie. The latter,
whom we have not seen in some time, has brought biscuits and carrots and he scatters these
beneath the table, as he usually does in the park; one can only speculate what the staff of
Porridge will later make of this collection of discarded treats. Ronnie drinks a hot chocolate and
catches up with the latest news. Fritz is attached to the leg of my chair but he doesn’t really like
it on the cement platform and narrowly escapes a food fight with Daisy-Mae, who is also down
there with her collection of treasured biscuits. Again there is no desire to linger in these frigid
temperatures and we soon scatter to begin the rest of our day.
Wednesday, December 31:
The year ends with another gray and frigid day. Indeed, the park seems almost deserted as Fritz
and I make our way slowly along the familiar footpaths. The only threat to the peace of this
scene comes from the avian residents, for it is obvious that a big bird fight is taking place in the
trees ahead. A large tribe of magpies is ratcheting up the dialogue – I can see at least ten of these
characters holding a protest meeting over the presence of some crows and some gulls. Fritz is
next seen out on the green and I toss the tennis ball a few times as we march over the frozen
grass.
I can see out of the corner of my eye that some of our group are already heading down the
Morshead roadway in the direction of Porridge. Fritz soon rushes after this grouping and I am
relieved to see him head into the rose garden in pursuit of Sparkie and Daisy-Mae, since I need
to get him hooked before we reach the gate. Davide, thoroughly chilled, is urging everyone to
pick up the pace but our journey follows its usual fits and starts as we cross Elgin Avenue. Once
again Ofra is waiting for us; joining her at breakfast this morning are Davide, Georgie, Janet, and
Ronnie.
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Fritz again resists his placement on the cement platform of the café, but I soon have him
hooked to my chair. It turns out that yesterday Davide and Ofra were also shoppers at Sainsbury
Ladbroke Grove (“never knowingly overstaffed”) and that, indeed, Davide saw me heading for
this cultural center as I walked along the Harrow Road after leaving Cheryl’s portrait of Fritz
off at the framers. This morning it is the presence of Suki the Vizsla which sets off a chorus of
protests as she walks along the pavement. In order to refocus our attention I produce an article
from one of my AARP magazines on the subject of Reading Education Assistance Dogs, an
organization that is active in 49 states and the District of Columbia. Its purpose is to end the
embarrassment of youngsters with reading problems by having these kids read aloud to dogs,
who are, it says, good and attentive listeners. It is hard to imagine any of our dogs with the
patience and placidity required, but perhaps, after he has finished ministering to the alcoholics at
St. Mungo’s, this is another job for Buddy.
To continue with this tale you need:
January, 2009

The society in which we were now to take our place is a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and
their owners. The dogs represent most of the popular
breeds and many of the mutt-like mixtures - and so do
their accompanying humans, who come from diverse
nationalities and from many walks of life: professionals and
job seekers, young and old, family members and loners.
They are united in their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where
they gather after exercising their animals, they often let
this affection for dogs carry them into friendships that
transcend park life and involve many of them in additional
social activities.

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Thursday, January 1:
The new year begins without any change in the weather: cold, gray, damp. In other ways it is a
rocky beginning, because, of course, last night was another one of those occasions of suffering
and distress for many a local canine – New Year’s Eve.
I had been dreading the event for a long time and been trying to follow a ritual which had as
its raison d’etre the maintenance of a surface normality. I prepared Fritz’s dinner somewhat
earlier than usual and took him on his late night walk at 9:30. There were already a few distant
explosive bursts but we made unhalting progress, even trying out a new and longer route so that
my dog would be well-exercised. Indeed he did far better with this routine than I did, for I was
now beginning to suffer from a certain stomach distress, a nightlong discomfort that only added
to the evening’s trauma.
On our return to the house I squeezed half a dropper’s worth of Rescue Remedy into Fritz’s
mouth and thereafter he settled down with his chin on my knee as I watched TV until midnight.
This is the moment when the celebratory bombardment began in earnest and at the first
percussive blast he excused himself and disappeared under the bed. I retired about 1:30, when the
worst of the noise had subsided, but throughout the night I could hear Fritz pawing away at the
carpet in his discomfort and sometime after 5:00 I had to extract a drawer and, with the help of
a cheese bribe, extract him from the depths. I slept only fitfully after that, rising at 8:30 to begin
preparations for our morning in the park.
This morning the place is almost deserted, and as we follow our usual route to the green the
emptiness is broken only by a lone lady jogger in white and Ellen with Jack and Sandy. On the
green I meet up with Georgie and Janet, handing to the former a tennis ball I have had in my
pocket since Sparkie lost this toy several days ago. Fritz and I continue on down the Randolph
roadway and then, on lead, we begin a circuit of the green, meeting up with Ofra (who wants
to know if she needs to pay for her parking space today) and Bailey. At the end of our circle we
meet up with Georgie and Janet again. They are sitting on a bench, waiting for Dan before an
expedition to Starbucks. I tell them that I won’t be joining them this morning: I am going back to
bed.
Friday, January 2:
We have had another unhappy night at our house, a state occasioned by nothing more than the
very distant report of a tardy firework somewhere on the horizon. I could tell that something was
wrong when Fritz declined to tuck into his pre-dinner snacks; his evening meal went untasted as
well. When it was time for us to go out for our evening walk he started off, as usual, but a lone
explosion soon after we hit the streets meant that he was convinced that I was walking him into
a battle zone and he resisted almost every direction I took on the pavements. I was so frustrated
over such a stubborn refusal to accept the reality of the situation that when we got home I took a
piece of cardboard and taped off the entrance to his almost unreachable beneath-the-bed cubby
hole – certain that I could not endure another sleep-disturbed night with the dog pawing the
carpet under my resting place. In the event he snuggled under the skirt of the bedspread and,
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though he did some manic pawing, I was better able to discourage this gesture. There wasn’t
much noise.
This morning, still bothered by my tummy problems, I am able to get him moving into the park
at the usual time. Skies are still gray, though there is a little more activity on the playing fields. I
can see Janet, Georgie and Dan out on the green and Fritz joins them briefly as well, though it is
certain that he will want to continue down the Randolph walkway for some more sniffing. When
we return to the green there is no sign of any of the others; indeed, except for Stella the Staffie,
there is no activity out here at all. I put my dog on lead and we escape the park at the Grantully
exit and make our way across Elgin Avenue in order to reach Porridge. Here I can see Dan,
Georgie, Janet, Ronnie and Ofra (Hanna and Cheryl arrive later).
“Thanks for waiting for me,” I begin, but it turns out I needn’t have taken umbrage since Janet
has to make a train connection and needs to make an earlier start than usual and, besides, the
others have already ordered my decaf latte. Shopping is a major topic of conversation today since
Ofra’s daughter is working at Abercrombie & Fitch. Cheryl’s son is in town and she is showered
with advice on how to get to Portobello and Camden markets. Dan then says he is off to Ikea to
buy a storage unit. I describe Fritz’s recent fireworks problems and Georgie says that in Glasgow
Billie has had similar difficulties. He doesn’t paw the carpet however, his response to stress is
to chew on the front door frame – it has been replaced several times. I am the first to leave this
morning; at least the sun is coming out and the skies have turned blue.
Saturday, January 3:
Skies have brightened considerably and the sun is so much a factor that I have to take my dark
glasses with me this morning. It is also very cold outside, a weather condition that is immediately
evident when Fritz and I hit the park. My dog seems to be in improved spirits today, a hearty
meal consumed last night, a late night walk accomplished without a single salvo. Following
some distant dogs Fritz now dashes ahead and I even lose sight of him until I reach the cypress
trees. A few minutes later, almost blinded by the sun, I am trying to locate my dog out on the
semi-frozen green, where he has gone to join Georgie and Dan.
Eventually he spots me near the loos and rushes over to see if there is any activity at the
abandoned café. Instead of heading down the Randolph walkway he decides to circle the green,
pausing only to stick his nose into the efforts of old Paddy, who is trying to squeeze out a poo.
Fritz next admits himself to the doggy playpen on the Grantully side of things and by the time
I have extracted him I can see that Dan and Georgie are leaving the green to begin the march
toward Porridge. Again this is not an easy process. Both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae find the rose
garden an enchanting oasis this morning and neither of them answers an increasingly impatient
summons to return. Ofra now arrives with Bailey and Charlie the Lurcher also dashes up the
Morshead roadway as well. The latter is chased by several of the smaller dogs, including Winnie,
who is shocked when the much larger dog turns on her in protest. (Ofra is in protest mood too,
summoning Charlie’s owner when his pet squats.)
Hanna has caught up with us by the time we have reached our tables at Porridge but Cheryl has
failed to make contact with any of us and has ended up at Starbucks by mistake. There is a good
deal of conversation about Liz, whom nobody has heard from since she departed for America.
Davide will fly to Houston today and Dan says that the shopping expedition he had discussed
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yesterday produced nothing more exciting than a £15 jumper at Uniqlo. For some reason none
of the dog people orders a sandwich today and my paltry biscuit bag is therefore the only source
of treats. These are soon exhausted but Daisy-Mae believes I am holding out on her and her
attempts to attract my attention become increasingly assertive. Pretty soon she is glaring at me
and barking as well and I decide I had better get Fritz home before there is trouble.
Sunday, January 4:
I blame the cold for the death of a tropical pot plant in my sitting room and one of the first tasks
that Fritz and I have as we exit the house today is to give this moribund piece of vegetation an
honorable burial (along with the rest of the refuse) in the big black bin next to the Essendine
gate. I say a task for the two of us; the dog’s assignment is to cooperate just a little as I try to
open the lid of the bin while he is straining to pull me in the opposite direction – having added a
fear of the bin to all of his other phobias.
Mission accomplished, we are now free to penetrate the park itself, almost immediately
encountering the athletic Tia, whom we have not seen leaping over the exercise bars on the
Morshead side of things in some while. Fritz makes very slow progress toward the cypress trees
this morning and I can see that his heart is not really in this route today so, giving way, I reverse
directions and we accomplish our passage to the green from the opposite side. I can see Georgie,
Dan and Janet standing on the frozen greensward and we head here too, the feet crunching as
we march over this icy surface. I produce Fritz’s tennis ball but Sparkie soon wants it too (his
own ball is being guarded by Daisy-Mae). Bailey, running heedlessly onto the green (and almost
getting crunched by a tractor in the process) now arrives with Ofra. It is very cold, though the
sun is out again: Janet says it is minus four this morning. Daisy-Mae is wearing her purple “Top
Dog” jumper though Winnie, surprisingly, is naked this morning.
We shuffle toward Porridge, presumably for the last time in a while – since the park’s café is due
to open tomorrow. My feet are like blocks of ice and my hands, even in their gloves, are stinging.
I find that shoving them in my jacket pockets helps a little but this does make it rather difficult to
drink up a mug of latte at the same time. Hanna arrives to join us; Dan has followed her lead in
ordering an actual bowl of porridge this morning. At one point he even puts some of this glop in
a poo poo bag so that Winnie can enjoy a bit as well – then pretends that this is a sick bag. There
is some discussion devoted to the missing Liz, whom no one has heard from during her stay in
the States. The news is that she is back, having failed to respond to all the missed calls and text
messages because she left her mobile phone in New York. Ofra has also misplaced her phone
recently as well, but it too has finally turned up. No one wants to linger for long today and soon
we have scattered. I notice that Plan 9 has shut its front door today – not because it is closed but
because it is trying to retain a little heat inside.
Monday, January 5:
A glance out the window reveals the stark truth: a light dusting of snow has brought a mantle of
white to many of the surfaces of Paddington Rec. This means that preparations for our departure
are protracted. I paste some toe warmers that Janet had brought from the States to my white
socks; these are then stuffed inside my hiking boots. Fritz also has to be pursued so that I can get
him to wear his coat. Now we are ready for our morning in the park.
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Many faces, not seen in some time, and many events, not experienced in several weeks, now
become evident. As we enter our gate we are appraised suspiciously by some Islamic moms
from the Essendine School – which reopens today. Then we meet Sabina with Oscar and Scamp;
we haven’t seen them in some time as well. The walkway surfaces are often very uncertain, as
Sabina warns, so I am glad I have the extra traction provided by my boots. Fritz can certainly
outpace me on such surfaces and it takes me a while to reconnect. When I do so I find Fritz at
a corner of the green, where dog owners and their pets have congregated. Among the latter is
Walter and also a young black Lab – an animal whose status as an interloper means that he gets
chased by an instant pack of park regulars, lead by a small gray dog wearing a coat.
That same dog now begins a slow circuit of the green, delighting in the snow and all of the
smells found in rarely sampled foliage. We move very slowly as Fritz rubs his nose over the
snowy surface of the tarmac surrounding some piece of athletic equipment. He turns left
when we get to the Grantully gate and I find him waiting patiently for admission to the doggy
playpen here. This area also requires a slow sniffathon and by the time Fritz is satisfied with his
inspection we are some fifteen minutes behind the rest of the doggy crew. I put the lead on my
dog now; it’s the only way we can make any normal progress.
I find a large group of dog owners seated at a table in front of the café doors and enjoying that
last of a plate of chips: Ellen, Peter, Cheryl, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ronnie and Hanna (who takes
custody of Fritz’s lead, after pronouncing that it is not that cold – you could have fooled me); I
notice that Ofra has even placed a toe warmer on her chair. Behind us I can see Saskia, another
member of this society not seen in some time, and, as Janet wants to give her a copy of the
famous calendar, the young mother is flagged down so that she can receive her gift and Buddy
several biscuits. I am again besieged by dogs of prey, eager for their share of these treats.
Another sign of business as usual is large gaggle of school kids, in this case from St. Augustine’s
in Westminster, who are receiving loud vocal instructions
just outside the café fence. These commands at last concluded, the youngsters set off along our
back passage, where they are soon charging up behind us, some actually running, others (unseen
by their teachers) slowing to a trot, some pretending that dogs are terrorists, others screaming
that our pets are so cute. We continue toward our exits. I note that no one is actually using the
running track.
Tuesday, January 6:
There is no snow on the ground and the sun is shining brightly but temperatures are still well
below freezing as Fritz and I prepare for our day in the park: he is wearing his coat again and
I my boots. There don’t seem to be any school groups around this morning and we make fairly
rapid progress to the green, where Fritz heads out to see which of his friends have arrived.
Thereafter we complete the usual Randolph roadway phase of our morning endeavors, rewarded
on our return by the first sighting, in over three weeks, of Pepper and Linda. Fritz is delighted
by their reappearance but Linda declines our invitation to join us for coffee because Liam has an
essay on Lenin due tomorrow, and she needs to go home and see that he is awake.
There are nine of us at table this morning: Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Cheryl, Davide, Ronnie, Georgie,
and Ofra. I am presented with several birthday cards and Davide buys my coffee for me this
morning. It hardly seems possible that a whole year has passed since this grouping celebrated
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my seventieth. Behind us we have a pile of crumbs scattered for the benefit of Robin. There is a
lot of discussion on whether or not this bird has put on weight. He certainly seems well-stuffed.
While this weighty matter is under discussion David the dogsitter, making a comeback, arrives
with the Whippets, Denim and Suede. Fritz is again delighted.
Ofra has added a hand warmer to her arsenal of anti-cold remedies; Georgie has one too. The
latter’s chief preoccupation is the purchase of a pram for her pregnant Lynn; the one Lynn has
her eye on costs £600. Hanna has watched a disturbing program on disruptive five year-olds
and this leads to a discussion of discipline in general. Davide now tells us that when he was 17
he spent a year as an exchange student in Nairobi. He and a classmate committed the serious
scholarly crime of going to the bathroom without permission. His black classmate was made
to crawl around the school building on his knees but Davide went unpunished, a fate to which
he objected – not wanting to be excused because of his race. The headmaster complied; Davide
didn’t have to crawl around the building, but his hands were caned. I can feel his pain; my fingers
are singing in protest over the cold.
Wednesday, January 7:
It is grey and unfriendly this morning, but the temperature is a little less severe as Fritz and I
enter a very empty park. Taz, a small black and brown dog we have not seen in some time, is just
ahead of us and, as we continue down the Randolph walkway, we encounter Monty the Pug, who
has to endure an investigatory growl as Fritz makes sure that this little fellow is allowed to enter
his territory. Out on the green Georgie is retrieving Daisy-Mae, who has obviously abandoned
her post at our table in order to wander some more out here.
This morning we have Peter (deep into a Christmas cold), Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, and
Hanna, to whom I hand my redundant Christmas cards for recycling. Davide says that he is
really hungry this morning (which means less of the sandwich for you, Winnie) and, asked if he
skipped super last night, he responds, “Me? Give up my food? I had Sicilian sausage and roast
potatoes; they were delicious.” David the dogsitter comes by with Denim and Suede, wanting
to know if any of us have actually come here to exercise our dogs – or just to have coffee. I
claim that I am innocent of this charge and so does Ofra; others remain silent. You can tell that
David has returned only temporarily to his former profession; he doesn’t want Fritz to muddy his
snazzy jeans.
After we have been seated for fifteen minutes or so Denise. after two weeks in Amsterdam,
comes by, having just returned Albert to his care home in St. John’s Wood – with Cheryl picking
up this pair at the airport. Albert did quite well during this visit, Denise reports, though after the
struggle getting him up the stairs, he did not leave her flat for the entire period. Still, he had a
good time and was thrilled by the lights of London on the return flight. I could report more but
I now have to break off my participation in this conversation because of some West End errands
that are beckoning.
Thursday, January 8:
Skies remain gray and temperatures are far more moderate as Fritz and I head for the Rec. You
can tell that the climate is a bit more humane because Fritz is not wearing his coat and I am
not wearing my boots or my gloves. Dodging a posse of footie desperadoes (who seem to be
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accompanied by no responsible adult) we press forward. I cannot see Fritz in their midst but I
know he has met up with them because one of them is barking. The next time I see my dog he
is out on the Randolph walkway, just as Ofra is descending Mt. Bannister. She says that Bailey
has just rolled over on his back after encountering a very large dog. She says Bailey’s expression
amounted to, “Please, I’m not doing anything.”
We have a large turnout at breakfast this morning: Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Hanna, Davide, Georgie,
Ronnie, Ofra and Denise. The latter, soon on her way back to Amsterdam, has even brought her
suitcase with her; I can see that it is surmounted by one of Janet’s doggy calendars. Ronnie notes
that she is wearing a knitted cap that reminds him of some illustration for the French Revolution.
“Right,” I agree, “all she needs is a pair of knitting needles and a guillotine.”
Daisy-Mae, having usurped Winnie’s role as resident thug, gets into a furious scrap at Davide’s
feet, one from which he has to rescue his (for once) innocent dog. A minute or so later someone
discovers a large pile of sick beneath Ofra’s chair (Daisy-Mae is again the usual suspect) and
the conversation takes a downturn as vomit becomes the topic of the moment. Ronnie can’t
understand how an ex-stewardess like Ofra can be writhing in horror over the mess beneath her
chair. Davide, who sees such sights on a regular basis, complains about airline hurlers who use
the toilet sink. “At least I can always tell whether they’ve had the beef or the chicken,” he adds,
mischievously pretending that that he is about to drop today’s sick bag into the hood of Ofra’s
sweater.
Friday, January 9:
Skies are a bit clearer this morning and temperatures have again dipped as Fritz and I pursue our
usual park routine. After growling at an innocent Westie Fritz heads for the green and we begin
our usual stroll along the Randolph roadway. However as we reach the first crossroads I can see
Janet, Georgie and Davide coming to the end of a circle of the green and Fritz, spotting Sparkie,
Daisy-Mae, and Winnie, rushes over to spend some quality time with his pals and, for once, I
don’t need to get him turned around, for he has already joined this pack as they make their way
toward the café.
When I arrive I hand my dog off to a seated Ronnie and enter the café; there is already a queue
– beginning with Davide and Janet (with Georgie’s order; mine has not been solicited), followed
by Hanna, and then by a tall workman in a lime green vest. Progress is slow enough at the best of
times but this morning there is an additional problem. Outside I can see the arrival of Liz – and
Janet can as well; she returns to the front door not only to expel Daisy-Mae but also to ask Liz
what she wants. Five minutes later Ofra arrives, entering the café and tiptoeing to the head of the
queue, where she adds her order to that of Janet and Davide. I don’t usually mind this kind of
queue jumping if I’m the only victim, but today there is also this poor workman who is treated as
though he were invisible as well.
When I finally get outside I can also see that no place has been left for me at our table, though
the latecomers Liz and Ofra are comfortably seated and already drinking their coffees. Without
saying anything I take my own little table near the front door, fetch Fritz, and sit down in high
dudgeon to drink my latte. Eventually my absence is noted and someone offers to squeeze in
an extra chair but I tell the others that I am more comfortable where I am. There is something
of a culture of entitlement in this pack of dog owners and you can see why the dog people are
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sometimes resented by other park users. Today I am just fed up with it and, as soon as I have
finished my drink, I slip away to complete the back passage walkway on my own.
Saturday, January 10:
A low mist clings to the surfaces this morning; it is also extremely cold, as bad as it has been on
any of our winter days so far this year. There seem to be no organized sporting activity in the
park, just a lot of joggers on the walkways and on the track – and the usual canine contributors.
Fritz makes a lively enough progress toward the green, where he encounters Jack, Sandy,
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and, in Georgie’s care while Dan and Davide spend the weekend in New
York, Winnie. Again Fritz seems content to hang in with these animals and so it is easy to collar
him when, after a few minutes, we edge into the café’s forecourt and sit down while they get the
doors of the establishment open at last.
Today the magnificent seven include Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Cheryl. There is no
queue jumping today, indeed we are practically the only customers. Ofra is again complaining
about the cold. She has managed to lose a five pound note somewhere and, for some obscure
reason, she is not wearing her hat – though she and Georgie still have their hand-warmers.
Someone now suggests the invention of a bra that also heats up on contact. I note that the ITV
6:00 news has begun a series on the effects of the recession on London localities, beginning with
the scene on the Kilburn High Road, which has lost several shops recently. I am able to add that
the Marks & Spencer’s food hall here seems to have survived the wave of closures elsewhere
in the chain. Janet says that the plethora of pound stores and outlets should be taken as a sign of
life but I don’t agree that the presence of so many discount shops says anything about economic
vigor.
Meanwhile the dogs at our feet are up to their usual mischief and even Phoenix intrudes in
pursuit of the fragrant Bailey. Fritz almost succeeds in making off with some dog treats in Janet’s
pocket and all the dogs lay siege to my biscuit bag. A randy Jack keeps trying to hump Sandy –
when he is not chewing chunks out of her tail fur. A furious fight erupts as Sparkie and Winnie
face off and Daisy-Mae gets caught up in the fracas. After only twenty minutes or so I am ready
to depart for warmer climes and the others all get up as well. Some of the dogs penetrate the fivea-side pitch on the return journey – even Peter’s ancient Holly joins in.
Sunday, January 11:
Temperatures have moderated somewhat and the sun is out as Fritz and I head for the park on a
wintry Sunday. Progress is painfully slow as my dog has to sniff every blade of grass and fallen
leaf. I let him chase his tennis ball and this gets him moving in the right direction. We pass
Raffy the Cavalier and work our way between two active footy pitches to reach the green. Fritz
continues to march to his own drummer, turning off the Randolph runway at the tennis courts
and circling around to reach the green again. By this time we are well behind the other coffee
drinkers but at least there isn’t much of a queue at the café.
This morning we have Ofra, Liz, Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. Liz receives
several anguished phone calls from her eldest son, who has gotten up too late to make it on time
to his SAT-prep course at the American School and now would just as soon not go in at all. Liz’s
family has been fighting jet lag all week but now she is trying to get up a party to see Slum Dog
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Millionaire. Several of those present have been to see Defiance, starring Daniel Craig, but there
is disagreement over his acting talents. I add that the new Revolutionary Road has a screenplay
by former ASLer Justin Haythe.
The dogs are again preoccupied by food, with first Bailey and then Winnie climbing into an
empty chair next door in order to snag my biscuit bag. (When Ronnie is absent I often end up
being the only source of treats these days, and it will be a struggle to survive with enough Shapes
until Wednesday, my next Sainsbury day.) Roxy is not among the Shapes supplicants; instead she
bides her times and strikes, like the Beagle version of a cobra, making off with half a panini from
Liz’s plate. Daisy-Mae also seems to have satisfied her food cravings, giving her time and energy
to a furious fun tussle with a curly white Bichon Frise.
Monday, January 12:
Skies are threatening as Fritz and I head for the park on a gray but relatively mild morning.
Almost immediately we encounter David the dogsitter – who is accompanying Denim and
Suede. He tells me that these Whippets, encountering their cousin Fly just a few minutes ago,
have suddenly found their legs and taken off at great speed. Now they are each dressed in a warm
coat and they have begun to scavenge in the bushes. Fritz is delighted to be in the company of his
old pal and rolls over on his back to receive a tummy rub. Thereafter David says he needs to keep
moving – when they are left to stand around the Whippets eat too many sticks. Nevertheless it is
Fritz who is the first to reach the green, rushing out to greet his canine pals and then responding
to my whistle as we continue on down the Randolph roadway. When I turn around to head for
the café he follows me as well and he doesn’t have to go on lead until he is handed off to Ronnie
when I go in to order my coffee.
There is a good turnout for such a dull morning, one that is turning slightly damp now as well.
Linda joins us with Pepper and thus we have nine at table, including Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, and Cheryl. The latter has brought with her some redundant clothes that she offers to her
friends as an alternative to putting them in the recycling bin. Peter takes the men’s shirts and ties
and there is some discussion on whether the blouses will fit any of our ladies. I note that whereas
previous centuries were characterized by stirring mottos (“Give me liberty or give me death,”
“We have nothing to fear but fear itself”) our era will forever be known for its catchphrase,
“Does my bum look big in this?”
Cheryl has also brought with her a watercolor portrait of Sparkie and Sparkie has brought with
him a tennis ball with embossed paw prints; it ends up in Fritz’s mouth. Some community
policemen stroll by and we warn them not to mess with Ginger, whose hunched figure is
scuttling in front of the café door. Peter reports that Holly is poorly this morning and Ellen says
that she is still searching for a tincture that will be useful in treating Sandy’s sore paw – all of the
suggestions made so far, including vinegar, providing only tempting taste treats for the Corgi’s
tongue. It is time to get a move on, with rainfall expected by the early afternoon and the laundry
still to be picked up from the 123 Cleaners. This means that for the next few minutes only Fritz
has to endure the noise of the carpet layers upstairs.
Tuesday, January 13:
Temperatures remain on the mild side, even though the sun takes several hours to break through
the clouds this morning. There is not much in the way of activity this morning, just a few
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joggers, and we make fairly rapid progress in our quest to reach the green. When I arrive I can
see Fritz in the center of this expanse, checking out the other members of his coterie – in fact he
is covering great distances at speed as he has to see what Sparkie is up to next to the green fence
that still surrounds the long-delayed clubhouse conversion project. (Sparkie is, in fact, peeing
on the fence; Fritz responds with one of his own.) Thereafter my dog heads down our usual
walkway, departing only when he sees Ellen descending Mt. Bannister with Jack and Sandy.
Here he receives an obligatory cuddle and then he takes off in pursuit of David the dogsitter. He
never catches up, encountering instead the arriving Hanna, who is walking with a chap who has
brought two midsize mixed breed dogs, Bambi, whom we have met before, and Annie. These
animals turn out to have an exotic background indeed: they were once Tunisian street dogs.
At breakfast this morning we have Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie, Cheryl and Ronnie. Our
table is in its usual vulnerable position but there are no pigeons in sight. Birdlife is a topic for
conversation this morning because standing right behind us in a pile of crumbs left by Hanna
is Robin, and nearby is another small sparrow-sized bird, identified by Georgie as a dunnock.
Hanna has also identified some song thrushes, who are making unusual scolding sounds in a
nearby tree. My contribution, purloined off last night’s TV fare, is a topical joke: “Q: What’s
the difference between a stock broker and a pigeon? A: A pigeon can still make a deposit on a
Porsche.”
An older topic is the sore on Sandy’s paw. Ellen, who has been agonizing about this problem,
even taking the Corgi to the vet, now reports that some mischievous soul has reported this illness
to the RSPCA, which has visited Sandy and Jack at home after being fed a report that the animals
were being mistreated. For Ellen, who lavishes so much care, attention and affection on someone
else’s dogs, this is a grievous insult and she can’t figure out who would file such a malicious
report. (Ronnie interrupts here to say that we seem to care more here about the mistreatment of
dogs than we do of children.) Ellen, who has been told to bandage Sandy’s leg, says that she
does do this but that, as soon as she heads for her own home, Sandy chews the bandage off. “I’m
going to wrap it this morning and smear the bandage in mustard this time, not vinegar.” (Here
Ronnie interrupts to say, “Mustard, vinegar? All we need now are some sausages and chips.”) We
get up to begin a back passage walkround. Daisy-Mae rushes into the five-a-side pitch, rolls over
a few times, and emerges covered from head to toe in little rubber pellets.
Wednesday, January 14:
A freezing fog presides over the scene as Fritz and I brave another winter morning in the park.
The first of the school groups is filtering in and dog walkers and joggers share the footpaths.
Fritz speeds through the café and reaches the green, where we encounter a mid-sized yellow dog
named Basil and Michaela, who is walking with Skye. Today we complete a long walk in both
directions on the Randolph walkway and then it is time to head for the café.
There is only a small turnout at our usual table, which is once again pushed up against the low
stone wall: just Peter, Ellen, Georgie (in Ofra’s earmuffs), and Ronnie, though Michaela stops by
to complain about the cold, and her envy for those earmuffs. I suggest that since they are Ofra’s
they have magical properties – through them you can only hear what you want to hear. Georgie
says that she has been trying to observe the exercise ritual of Mr. Motivator on GMTV but that
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she is soon out of breath. Ronnie and I suggest that only one exercise is needed to remedy that
problem – throwing the pack of cigarettes into the bin.
Ofra, Janet, Liz and I have been to the Hampstead Everyman to see Slum Dog Millionaire – lots
of slums, not many dogs – in the movie; in the movie house you can now get drinks from the
bar served to you seat-side table. I had mentioned that in order to make my guilty escape at 5:45
last night that I had rolled one of Liz’s crunchy snowballs down the hall as a diversion. Now I
have to report that not only was it uneaten when I returned but the protest continued on into the
evening, Fritz, still furious, actually refusing to share in a portion of chips I had brought back
with me. On a more serious note, it has to be added, Janet reported to us last night that Millie, the
Miniature Pinscher belonging to Natasha, the pet who had succeeded poor Leila, has now gone
missing herself. Left in the care of a friend she rushed out when someone opened the door and no
one has found her yet.
Thursday, January 15:
There are no breezes to ruffle the calm of the Rec this morning but it is cold and grey
nevertheless. Fritz and Cris the Alsatian make useful progress side by side and then my dog
makes his usual dash for the green. I find him here a few minutes later. He has stationed himself
at Janet’s feet, sensing she has treats in her pocket. I put the tennis ball into play but he seems
intent on finding a good place for a second poo in some leaves deep inside the foliage that lies
near the Morshead roadway. In the meantime Sparkie has lost his blue jingle ball to the naughty
Oscar.
We head now in the direction of the café, Fritz eager to make contact with Hanna, who is
strolling that way as well, assisted this morning by a cane for her sore foot. We settle down at
our usual table: Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Hanna and Ronnie. Janet is off work today
because she is going to visit her mother up north, She tells us that her mother has recently had a
windfall since the benefits bureaucrats who added an adjustment for home care help some time
ago also, inadvertently, erroneously stopped her pension payments at the same time. Now, having
realized their error, they must pay Janet’s mom £9,000! “I hear you’ve won the lottery,” Janet
reports her conversation with the dotty old dear. “Yes,” was the response, “I’m getting £90.”
While we are discussing these matters a blonde woman pokes her head into the precincts of
the café to ask if any of us has seen a similarly-colored Whippet. This is the owner of Denim
and Suede and the latter is missing too! Pretty soon many of the other dog people are assisting
the anguished owner in her search and after ten minutes or so we hear a cry from the green as
someone has spotted the missing canine. The reunion takes place not far from us on the grass
outside the café. The subject of missing dogs reminds us the fate of little Millie, but several
people say that she was spotted in Natasha’s company yesterday so this story too has had a happy
ending.
Ronnie is complaining of the cold and Rosie is just complaining this morning, shouldering Fritz
aside, barking, not even mollified by several of her favorite bat-shaped brown biscuits. Other
members of the group want to get moving so our back passage walkround begins a bit earlier
than usual. With all the school kids about this is not a pleasant progress. First there are some silly
girls who pretend to be terrified by Winnie, then the footie lads are kicking the fence boards in an
attempt to unsettle the dogs. This lot seems to be completely unsupervised and many are skiving,
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indeed quite a few have brought their books with them in order to cram for some forthcoming
test. It is almost a pleasure to reach the well-drilled maroon hockeyettes from Francis Holland
soon thereafter.
Friday, January 16:
The walkways are damp as Fritz and I head for the park on another chilly gray morning. There
isn’t much activity so far, just a distant sighting of Cristal, two hundred yards ahead of us.
Davide and Ronnie are already seated at our table as we pass through the café and Peter and
Ellen are just entering as well. I can usually get another five minutes or so out of my charge so,
waiting for him to return from the center of the green, we continue down the Randolph roadway.
I can see that Georgie is crossing the grass with Sparkie and so can Fritz; this causes us to
reverse our direction and head in for coffee and treats.
Most of the morning discussion is devoted to the miraculous escape, yesterday, of 150 passengers
aboard a U.S. Airways jet that, after sucking in a flock of geese during takeoff at La Guardia,
ditched in the Hudson River three minutes later. This topic leads naturally to a consideration of
other avian sub-themes, with Robin, a pigeon, and a blue tit each making a pass at the pile of
croissant crumbs on the low stone wall. Ellen says that she was once attacked by a swan. Peter
says that there are no pigeons on the café roof just now but that these birds can poo in flight. I
congratulate them on this multi-tasking and Georgie says that’s nothing: Winnie can bark and fart
at the same time.
We get the morning hospital report on the dogs at this point. Sandy has managed to keep her
bandage in place, though Ellen now has a plastic collar that the Corgi must wear indoors.
Peter reports that Holly has been having tummy problems and needs to go on a dietary regime.
Sparkie, meanwhile, is getting increasingly nervous because Winnie, guarding a plastic bag of
dog treats, is giving him the evil eye and he can sense trouble. Sure enough, just like a cobra,
she suddenly strikes, literally flying off Davide’s lap in an airborne assault on her neighbor.
Hysterical barking follows and this is taken as a sign for us to begin our back passage walkround.
Saturday, January 17:
From the driving rain that lashed the bedroom window at 7:00, part of a storm that ignited the
local car alarms in its ferocity, you could be excused for concluding that there would be no
need for sunglasses two hours later – but this is exactly what has happened as all the clouds
have blown away and the glare of the sun is bright in our eyes as we reach the green. Here we
discover Peter, trying vainly to spot Ellen on the horizon – drenched during an earlier foray,
however, she is not coming out again. There are lots of dogs about as owners take advantage of
the improvement in the weather. Georgie is here with Sparkie, who is barking hysterically as a
worker in a lime green vest approaches. “Hey, Sparkie,” he says, “be a good boy,” and, “Perhaps
he doesn’t like me because I’m foreign.”
When we settle down at our table our numbers include Peter, Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Ronnie, Dan
and Davide. It is the first time we have had any report on last weekend’s trip to the Big Apple.
Dan says that he saw a marvelous Gypsy with Patti Lupone and that he had an unsatisfactory latte
at Starbucks, where they mocked him for asking for some coffee in his coffee. Closer to home
it is clear that some of the dog owners spent last night at the Tyrolean Hut in Bayswater, having
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missed an earlier chance, in their alphabetical quest, to dine at an A restaurant (A for Austrian in
this case). There was entertainment and Dan asked for something racy. “This gentleman wants
something racist,” was the response. Soon Dan is off on another fantasy – the dog owners ought
to buy a large house and move in together.
Janet reports that Daisy-Mae got along quite well with her sister’s dog, a Labrador puppy names
Bess. The Shih-Tzu is often between my knees, begging for biscuits and hoping for a scrap with
Fritz if he goes for this treat – which she is guarding under the table. There are lots of canine
visitors this morning, including Billy with Nix, Monty the Pug (who comes in with a dog walker
from Urban Tails), and Rocca, who is only here to sample the alluring and fragrant Bailey – who
objects mightily to these advances. Winnie is stationed on Davide’s lap, sucking in strings of
cheese from his toastie. When Janet passes her phone over so that Dan can see himself at the
Tyrolean Hut Winnie sucks in its strap as well.
Sunday, January 18:
After a second night of torrential rain Fritz and I head out under sunny skies, discovering almost
immediately that it has turned bitterly cold again. We have arrived before the Sunday crowds
and, for once, we encounter not a single soul, human or canine, as we slowly make our way out
to the green. Fritz dashes out to greet Georgie and Janet, who are standing on the cricket crease,
an oasis of solid ground in a morass of grass wetlands. Gingerly I follow and the tennis ball
makes it appearance, but it won’t bounce on the sodden surface and Fritz soon loses interest and
wanders off to the Morshead roadway, where I have to pursue him.
There is already quite a queue in the café when we turn our attentions to coffee, but I am just as
happy to get out of the cold for a while. For once I am the first of the dog owners, with Georgie,
Dan, Ofra and Hanna soon following me. From inside we can see that Robin is already sitting on
the low stone wall, waiting patiently from some goodies to arrive. By the time I get outside he
has been displaced by a pigeon but, turnabout, he has gone instead to the top of the roof, where
he is singing sweetly. Fritz has been left, as usual, in Ronnie’s care, but the latter has also taken
pity on the abandoned Raffy, who is usually attached to the wall while his owner has her cuppa
inside, and so he has three dogs at his feet. Janet reports that her new boiler has packed in and
that she has been without heat or hot water all weekend. Her Daisy-Mae instigates a food fight
under the table; Winnie is manic in her search for sustenance this morning.
We are visited at table by Monty the Pug again, and also by Pepper, who is here with Rob. When
we get up to begin our walkround Hanna has to call me back because I have left my biscuit bag.
The walkways, which were empty just a few minutes ago, are now clogged with kids and their
parents and, indeed, someone has set up a sign-in table in the narrow passage between the fences
– adding to the confusion caused by all the bodies, the bikes, the joggers, the dogs – there is even
one chap being pushed through this mob in his wheelchair. Near the cypress trees Zorro begins to
lick Bailey’s willy and Ofra becomes quickly upset. As we near the Essendine exit Dan reminds
us that we won’t see him for a while: he and Davide depart on Friday for a ten-day trip to South
Africa.
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Monday, January 19:
Another night of rainfall is coming to an end as I make my preparations for our morning in the
park. These are protracted because at a critical juncture the lace snaps on one of my park shoes
and it takes a while to find a substitute. Even then there are so many eyeholes in which it is
necessary to shove the limp replacement that I give up and don a much newer and cleaner pair of
shoes. These are not likely to remain clean for long because many of the walkways are flooded
and visitors have a choice between the mucky grass or walking through the puddles themselves.
Fritz does not seem to be discomfited by these developments and he is waltzing down the
Randolph roadway, nose to nose with Gus, when I at last reach the green. Here I meet Ofra, who
wants to know if I have ever been to the French steak-frites place on Marylebone Lane.
I attach Fritz to the low stone wall when it is time to join the queue at the café, preceded here
by Janet and Ofra. The latter says that she objects to paying a pound for a cup of tea but she is
afraid to say anything because she knows she has a reputation as a big mouth. Outside we are
joined by Georgie, Hanna, and Celine, while Peter, on Jack and Sandy duty this morning, hovers
in the background. The chief topic of conversation today, as it as been on many another, is the
behavior of the local population of Staffordshire Bull Terriers (and that of their owners). Today’s
conversation is occasioned by a recent attack on poor little Sweep, the fluffy white Poodle, by
a member of this syndicate. Hanna reports that Farrah, in a successful attempt to get the thug to
loosen his jaws on the screaming little fellow, coolly picked up an abandoned coke bottle and
rammed said object up the assailant’s ass.
For a moment it seems that a chap with two Staffies is thinking of coming into the café, but he
changes his mind. Nevertheless you could hardly describe our morning session as peaceful. First
we have the piercing barks of Diesel, a form of torture that leads Hanna to implore his Filipino
handler to do something to quiet the beast. Then, over the roar of the leaf blower, we also have
the gym mistress shouting orders to her charges from a perch just outside the café fence – since
the running track itself is, presumably, too expensive for a Westminster school to use in a park in
the city of Westminster. Well, I suppose we are fortunate in one respect. We get up to begin our
sodden back passage walkround just before they begin to test the fire alarm at the café.
Tuesday, January 20:
The rains have held off for some time and our passage is a bit easier as Fritz and I make our
way into the Rec this morning. It is a chilly and grey day, but bright enough and the presence
of the daffodil leaves, pushing through the soil at a number of points, is cheering. These days
there is little activity on any of the playing fields during the in-lap and we are able to make rapid
progress toward the green. On the Randolph walkway Fritz spots a number of friends, human and
canine, and so we don’t get very far. My dog does manage to leave muddy paw prints on Janet’s
black trousers after a session on the slushy green, where Sparkie is having hysterics over the
presence of a man with a stick who offends doubly – since the chap is wearing both lime green
and fluorescent orange.
The radio is blasting out golden oldies again as I wait for my coffee, first Neil Diamond and then
poor Karen Carpenter. The group this morning consists of Georgie, Janet, Cheryl, Peter, Ellen
and Ronnie. Rosie has taken to snarling at poor Fritz, perhaps because his lead so often ends up
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in Ronnie’s hand while I am inside the café. Ellen reports that Jack had to wear a muzzle at the
vet’s yesterday – after she innocently revealed that his nickname was Jack the Nipper. Winnie is
scolding a huge Mastiff, which is waiting patiently for his master to emerge from the café. Other
dogs are passing by on the periphery: Zorro with Debbie, Hercules with Tony. Robin is waiting
patiently for his croissant crumbs, a huge pigeon usurping his spot on the low stone wall.
The conversation includes a number of ruminations on today’s events in Washington, D.C., the
inauguration of Barack Obama as President of the United States. Obama seems to have the best
wishes of all assembled, something that could never have been said of his predecessor. I point
out that no one has assumed the mantle of this office with more expected of him in a time of
great crisis since F.D.R. took the oath in 1933. A more local crisis is provided by Janet’s boiler,
which was given her nothing but problems since its purchase and installation last September.
It looks like someone is actually coming out to have a look today (which is why we begin our
back passage walkround a little earlier than usual) – Janet, who has been showering at Dan and
Davide’s, has been without heat or hot water since Friday.
Wednesday, January 21:
Again the heavens are clear as Fritz and I make our way into the park today. Only an hour and a
half before our entry there has been an unfortunate incident affecting the hallway carpet, but this
small deposit of carrot-infused vomit has not been followed by any sequel and my dog’s poo now
seems unexceptional. It is true that by the time we have circled the green and passed the tennis
courts (closed because of their sodden surfaces) and reached the Grantully gate the chap has
paused to eat some grass shoots at the base of a plane tree – usually a sign of stomach discomfort
– but in other ways he seems just fine. While I am waiting for Fritz to finish his hors d’oeuvres
we are approached not by one but two unclipped Schnauzers (in this case it is the tail that has
been left unclipped). The first of these is also named Oscar (whose namesake we have already
passed this morning) and the second is a furry puppy named Ruby. Fritz is not interested in any
of these animals. Oscar’s mom says, “I’m always surprised when they don’t seem to show much
interest in a member of the same breed.”
For a while I sense that Fritz would really like to penetrate the building site so I pull out his
tennis ball and he chases this onto the green as we approach the café. Here we find a group
consisting of Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl and Ronnie. Ellen reports that Sandy
no longer has to wear a bandage on her sore leg and that her next check-up is on Monday. Simba
rushes in to see what is happening, his carer in hot pursuit, and before he can be secured again all
of our animals have raised a great cry of protest. Fritz actually sings his lament, turning around
to stare at me beseechingly as he howls. (Or perhaps he is just perturbed that I have restricted his
biscuit intake). Rosie is also out of sorts, snapping at the owner of Bonnie the Cairn when the
latter is attached to the low stone wall. On its parapet (after the pigeons have departed) we have
not only our Robin but a taller cousin who also arrives to look at the crumb pile.
Most of this morning’s conversation is devoted to recent television fare. Everyone has seen
something of yesterday’s inauguration ceremonial in Washington, though only I can claim that I
knew BBC’s resident presidential historian, Robert Dallek, when we were both junior members
of the history faculty at UCLA forty-five years ago. Ronnie has been watching the show in
which Trini and Susanna have been addressing the fashion faults of dog walkers. One of our
number sniffs that many years ago she used to dress Susanna at Valentino’s.
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I report that I have been watching the televised efforts of celebrity chef Heston Blumenthal,
who has been hired to improve the menu at Little Chef. No one has a good word to say about
this roadside eatery and my own experiences, usually during walking excursions, have also been
disappointing. Of course Heston knows that he can’t introduce any of his signature dishes (bacon
and egg ice cream, snail porridge) but he (and the rest of us) certainly seem surprised to discover
that the resident kitchen staff are at best “re-heaters” without a pot or pan in their arsenal – Little
Chef, at this moment in time, has no chefs at all.
Thursday, January 22:
I am still keeping a close eye on my pup, who once again brought up some white foam at about
5:00 yesterday afternoon. I opened a can of intestinal formula food for him two hours later and
he had no trouble keeping this down, nor did there seem to be any evidence of problems at the
other end, and so I have high hopes as we enter the park on a grey and damp morning. Fritz is
not into grass eating this morning and his poo is solid enough and this is all good news.
They are just putting out the tables as we walk by the doors of the café; no one is about and Fritz
has played through on his way to the green. On the Randolph roadway I spot Peter – walking
with Holly – and I continue toward the tennis courts. Fritz takes off after another dog on the
periphery of the green, then abruptly sits down in the wet grass. This odd stop and start behavior
continues and I begin to have my suspicions – for such gestures usually portend problems with
the last poo. Sure enough, when I get close enough I can see that there is a suspicious brown
streak adhering to an otherwise already crusty bum. Fritz is soon able to continue without any
additional stops and before long we are sniffing our way around the periphery of the doggy area
on the Grantully side.
By the time we return to the café some of the others have taken seats as a table only partly
protected from the light mist: just Ofra (who soon departs), Peter, Ellen, Georgie, and Cheryl
have turned up this morning. I almost don’t make it myself since I slip on the wet flagstones and
slide several feet before regaining my balance. Clipped to the lone stone wall, Fritz is abandoned
while I go inside for my coffee and several paper napkins. I return with these objects, pouring all
the spilled liquid back onto my cup (they fill things too high for a smooth transition from counter
to table) and use the napkins on my dog’s bum. I have to go wash my hands in the men’s loo,
then I can sit down at last.
Sparkie is barking at a hockey mistress who passes the front door carrying a menacing piece of
wood, Lola is chained to the naughty fence since she too will not stop barking, Daisy-Mae is
begging for another crunchy snowball treat and Jack, well, Jack is naked. In itself this would not
be so unusual an occurrence but Ellen is certain that he arrived in the park this morning wearing
a coat. She gets up to retrace her steps to the Carlton Gate, where she entered, but there is so
sign of the garment and no one has turned it in at the office. Jack is not saying anything and it
is obvious that he needs an additional nickname now. I suggest “Jack the Stripper,” but Peter
prefers “Jumping Jack Flasher.”
Friday, January 23:
I haven’t the heart to tell Fritz that we will shortly be heading out into the rain, though he dislikes
the moisture less than he dislikes his raincoat. Today I sneak up behind him and, while his back
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is still turned, slap the offending garment on his back before he can begin any of his patented
evasive maneuvers. I put my rain jacket on as well, though this means that I am not wearing
my leather jacket and that it will be chilly in the park. Moreover the rain starts to penetrate my
park shoes almost immediately and I am suitably uncomfortable by the time we reach the green.
Here Fritz begins a charge across the grass (I do not follow) because he has spotted Georgie and
Sparkie entering from the Morshead side. By the time he has returned I am able to attach him to
his lead and to stake out a place a table that has been pulled beneath the café’s overhang.
It is surprising, given the nasty weather, that there is a very substantial turnout this morning:
Dan and Davide, on the eve of their holiday in South Africa, Cheryl, Hanna, Ofra, Georgie,
Janet, Peter, and Ellen. We could all be forgiven for assuming that Liz is also here for almost
immediately there is a shriek from Cheryl. She has brought a nice bag of leftover turkey for
the dogs to share and Roxy has made one of her deft leaps and snatched these goodies off the
tabletop, devouring the treat in an instant. It soon becomes clear, however, that Roxy has been
maligned – for the thieving Beagle in question is a chap named Mylo. He continues to circle
the table, waiting for additional opportunities, and extra vigilance is required to get through our
session.
I ask Ellen if Jack the Stripper’s coat ever turned up and she says that Peter found it perched
atop a bin at the Carlton entrance. Peter announces that the premises vacated by the defunct
Woolworth’s on Kilburn High Road will be reopened as an Iceland frozen food emporium. Janet
announces that she has a new pump for her boiler and Davide says that the plumbers will return
for the fourth time to fix a leak in his shower. There is plenty of chatter beneath the table as well,
with Sparkie protesting when strangers walk by, Daisy-Mae barking when there aren’t any more
biscuits and Lola again engaging in a non-stop colloquy on the passing scene. Today the oneeyed Pug is wearing a tan raincoat that somehow reminds me of crime-busting. Then I have it:
she is a canine version of Colombo – Peter Falk also has only one good eye.
Saturday, January 24:
Fritz has had a lot of exercise since our last trip to the Rec, for yesterday afternoon I
accompanied Linda as she took the Schnauzer boys on one of their late afternoon rambles in
Regents Park. I must say that it was a great pleasure to see my fellow moving at full speed over
the vast empty spaces in the heart of the park. Skies had cleared at last and we had a golden
sunset presiding over the long walkways as our dogs splashed joyfully through the wet grass
in pursuit of their balls. Fritz was showing off a bit, Linda informed me, ranging farther away
from our party than usual. At one point he charged off to see what was happening at the Healthy
Sausage café and we never saw his tennis ball again.
This spirit of independence is relevant for today’s proceedings as well, for no sooner have we
reached the head of the running track then, in spite of contrary indications from me, my dog
admits himself to the frosty running track and heads back in the direction from which we have
come, choosing another hole in the fence to exit opposite the Essendine entrance. I have to
reverse my own course and I am well behind him as he heads for the Morshead roadway; I’m
sure I missed one or two unsupervised poos. Next I see him heading onto the green to greet
Georgie and Janet. When they head for the café I follow, hooking my animal in the process.
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The café has not quite opened its doors (and a chap with a toddler is sitting at our table, waiting)
but soon we are well-settled: the aforementioned ladies plus Hanna, Cheryl, Ronnie, Peter,
Ellen, and Ofra. The latter, who is fretting over a prescription she needs to fill urgently, has
forgotten to bring a cake she has baked for our lot: we’ll have to wait until tomorrow. Ellen has
a package of medicines from Vineyard Pharmacy for Aisne and this is perhaps what has set Ofra
off. There is some discussion of Ulrike Johnson’s victory on Celebrity Big Brother as Hanna,
eating a sausage sandwich, is besieged by starving animals who have to wait for their treats to
cool. Another animal laying siege is a large brown dog named Rusty. He has the head of a Staffie
and the body of a Boxer and he resists all attempts on the part of his mistress to collar him until
Ronnie catches him just as he is being repelled by an affronted Bailey. It is time to begin our
back passage walkround, a task made doubly difficult by the presence of the footie folks milling
about, joggers calling for a parting of our ways, and other dog walkers heading heedlessly toward
us with their mobile phones planted in their ears.
Sunday, January 25:
Once again a light rain is falling as we make our preparations for a morning in the park. Fritz,
who has just spit up again, makes no objection to the presentation of his raincoat and, my own on
my back, we make a speedy exit from the house, an attempt on my part to make sure that if there
is a sequel to this morning’s incident it will take place on some surface other than my carpets.
In the event there is just some rackety throat clearing and we are ready for our usual progress
over the puddles that have formed after a night of inclemency. I find a nice little orange ball and
Fritz chases this a few times before abandoning it. Georgie is already sitting at the café as we
pass through but we continue on to the green and around its circumference. My dog’s poo seems
fine and a rapid progress is made. Twice we pass the enthusiastic Simba and as we reach the
clubhouse here come Jack and Sandy with Ellen. The latter is dressed in a very peculiar fashion,
riding hat and the lime green jacket of a street sweeper from the borough of Brent. She says that
it is too wet for coffee and that she is heading home for her broom.
Not surprisingly there is a small turnout this morning, just Georgie, Janet, Liz, Ofra and,
hovering in the background, Peter. Ofra has brought with her the famous missing cheesecake and
we all have a piece of this lovely confection. Its baker has again been involved in a street scene
for, while caught by the changing traffic lights in a Finchley Road crosswalk, she has had her
vehicle keyed by an angry pedestrian – who, for his part, has received a retaliatory slap from our
Ofra – while other passersby applauded this righteous revenge. Now it is her Bailey who is in the
wrong place at the wrong time, repeatedly trying to climb into my lap with his wet paws. DaisyMae is also headed this way in search of biscuits, but – wanting to give a bit of a rest to my own
dog’s stomach – I have not produced the requisite bag this morning.
While we are eating our cheesecake I tell the others about the conclusion to our late walk last
night. At the corner of Morshead and Grantully we met up with Natasha and the tiny bundle
of energy known as Millie. It was the first time that I had seen Natasha since her dog’s recent
misadventure and I was anxious to hear the details. Millie ran out the front door of a house in
the country (not Maida Vale, as I had assumed) and was missing in the bitter cold weather for
six days, hiding in the fields. A chap driving down the A-1 spotted her and looped back to throw
his coat over the frightened animal, thus effecting her rescue and transfer to the RSPCA. Only
six months old, the Miniature Pinscher seemed unaffected by her ordeal and was soon dancing
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around Fritz as Leila used to do. As I was listening to this tale I noticed something very strange
on the parapet of a set of steps in front of a block of Morshead Mansions. Natasha had a close
look and identified the object as a very expensive Prada boot, though how it got here will remain
a mystery. It is no mystery why I am wearing my hiking boots today and, as the rain has now
stopped, it is time to let them carry me home.
Monday, January 26:
Sunny skies have returned, though temperatures are still on the chilly side, as Fritz and I begin
another week in the park. For once there is no larking about and my dog is soon galloping
forward at great speed. At the entrance to the cypress walkway I meet up with Farrah, who
is waiting for her more dilatory Poppy. “Well, he certainly seems to have a spring in his step
today,” she says of Fritz. When we reach the green there is a very lively scene, with Ronnie,
Peter and Ellen all heading for the café from the Randolph walkway. I count a dozen small dogs
darting about, including my own. I have soon got him turned around so that I can head for the
café myself.
This morning our table includes the aforementioned trio plus Hanna, Georgie, Janet, Cheryl, and
Ofra. Cheryl has bought a huge bag of dog biscuits – which means that the rest of us can leave
our own treats in our pockets. Ofra has brought a second portion of cheesecake and this is shared
out, each of us using the saucer of our coffee cups. The dogs are well fed also. Daisy-Mae has
been rolling in the mud of the green so it is just as well that she is content to remain on Janet’s
lap. I remind Janet that last night, as we began a new series of Lost on Sky, that Hugo (also
known as Hurley) was told to get some new clothes (ketchup covering his current shirt) and his
solution was to walk into a pet store and to purchase a gigantic tent/t-shirt with the legend, “I
love my Shih-Tzu.”
While we are sitting in the sun and enjoying our morning repast is becomes obvious that we
are in the midst of a major school invasion, with at least four school groups marching into the
park. The first of these is from St. George’s and I note that one forgetful athlete has had to don a
yellow “Spare Kit” substitute. The Francis Holland lasses, in maroon, are soon heading for the
hockey pitch, but the Augustinians, as usual, are disdaining the surfaces actually dedicated to
sports in favor of a thunderous pounding down the public walkways. These days we have to time
our exit from the park in order not to be trampled by children – whose wise elders have sold off
all of their own school playgrounds.
Tuesday, January 27:
The sun is breaking through the clouds and this will provide a much cheerier scene for our
morning adventures in the park. As soon as we reach the iron fence that surrounds the Rec we
are spotted by little Millie, who bounds over to greet us. I am afraid that she will slip through the
bars – she is so tiny – so I urge Fritz to complete his entry into the park itself. I keep him on lead
until we have passed a worker with a rake, and then, once freed, I entice him to keep moving
by rolling his tennis ball along the long straightaway next to the cypress trees. Dog people are
streaming along the Randolph walkway and here I bounce the ball a few more times. Then it is
time to join the others for coffee.
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There is a much smaller turnout this morning: just Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra and
Ronnie, though Tanya comes by to check in, accompanied by Pasha and an ambulatory Lucca,
who is clutching a toy mobile phone and wearing sunglasses. The little chap is frightened by
Winnie’s stern expression and starts to cry. He is taken off and Winnie places herself in a patch
of sun in front of the café doors; it is a good position from which to monitor the passage of food
items. A plate of crumbs is provided for Robin, though this means periodic attempts to chase
the pigeons away from this treat. Conversation is devoted to bird feeding in general, Sandy’s
imminent blood test (and our own experiences with the hovering needle) and Peter’s failed
central heating.
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround someone observes that the school kids
are fewer in number today – this will be good news for Ronnie, who is convinced that the
local children have no lessons, they just run around our park. Between the cyclone fences we
encounter Ziggy’s lookalike, Cosmo, and as we clear the cypress trees Hanna is able to point out
the arrival of three purple crocuses, the first of the year. Farrah is walking toward us with Poppy
and Hanna switches directions to accompany her, leaving the rest of us to make our quiet way
toward the exits.
Wednesday, January 28:
We have rain again this morning and this means that Fritz and I have to don our raincoats –
one of us, however, circles the living room sofa in a vain attempt to avoid participation in this
sartorial gesture. As we enter the park one of the phalanx of resident amazons is pounding
forward, though this time she recoils as a midsize back dog sets up a cry of protest. This animal
is the incorrigible Isla (not to be confused with Kate’s dog of the same name, a dog we have not
seen in months). This Isla comes to the park in the care of one of our resident dogwalkers and
you can often hear her name bellowed across the grassy spaces as another attempt is made to
extort cooperation. Fritz is more interested in sampling some grass shoots and so it is some time
before we get to the green. He rushes out the center (the cricket crease again cordoned off) to see
what Georgie’s charges are up to. When he returns it is time to go in for coffee.
Our numbers this morning include Cheryl, Hanna, Georgie, Peter and Ellen only – a wet weather
rump. Ginger arrives in her covered wagon, though she is also wearing a ballooning rain slicker
with the “It’s raining cats and dogs” logo; she looks very cross and her sister Lola, dressed in her
Columbo mac, barks all morning long. Daisy-Mae accepts several biscuits from Cheryl and then
turns on poor Fritz when he gets too close to one of these treats. You can tell that his feelings are
hurt by this vicious gesture. Peter, above the table, is complaining that his visit to the diabetes
clinic resulted only in his arm being treated like a pincushion; no blood was extracted at all. This
conversation leads on to the subject of needles in general and we hear several stories of wounded
pride and painful probing.
After we have been sitting for about twenty-five minutes (the rain still falling gently on the
scene) Denise arrives. She tells us that Albert is doing quite well in his care home, even
disdaining his zimmer frame in favor of a cane. She says she was shocked on yesterday’s
expedition to County Kilburn by the number of shop closures. She has brought with her a
carton of duty-free cigarettes for Georgie and it takes us a while to figure out how much €41 is
in pounds. I suggest that there must be a calculator on one of these ladies’ mobile phones and
Hanna, complaining all the time of the complexities of her new Nokia, manages at last to come
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up with a figure: £39.79 – though my brother-in-law, the economist, examines this figure later
and notes that it is surely incorrect. Behind us the robin is singing sweetly, a reminder that he
needs some crumbs now. Hanna manages to crumble a dog biscuit into tiny shards and this
satisfies the little fellow. Indeed, a few minutes later Mrs. Robin, his much dowdier mate, also
makes a rare appearance to peck at the pile. I announce that my feet are getting cold and so I
begin a solitary journey home, speeded along by the manic barking of Sparkie, several hundred
yards behind us.
Thursday, January 29:
It is nice to see the return of the sun following a day in which the rain was relentless, so much
so that my scheduled trip to Sainsbury’s had to be put on hold. It is still quite chilly but not too
unpleasant as Fritz and I follow our usual patterns of entry. He passes through the forecourt of
the café, where Ellen and Ronnie are already seated, but he has things to do and places to see
and soon I am following him along the Randolph walkway. Here he encounters his cousin Gus,
whom he disdains as usual. Hanna is just walking around the green and she suggests that Fritz is
hostile to his fellow Schnauzer because the latter still has all of his “bits.” We speculate on what
Fritz would be like if he too were intact. I propose that he is alpha enough – even with his “bits”
gone.
At breakfast this morning we have Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Georgie, Cheryl, and Hanna. Cheryl
says that she has been nice to another street sweeper and that the fellow gave her his telephone
number! Hanna has ordered scrambled eggs but her little sachets of pepper are blowing across
the table and her attempts to get Peter to snag these objects are falling on deaf ears (well, he does
have some problems hearing). He thinks she wants the paper plate on which the doggy toast has
been delivered but when she chides him on his difficulties in concentration he suggests that he
hasn’t responded because no one can understand her – because she is from Iceland or Norway.
She takes this good-naturedly, even his suggestion that she should stick to growing Christmas
trees. Robin is pecking at his croissant crumbs only three feet from my left shoulder.
Denise arrives at the end of this month’s brief visit and Georgie pays her off for yesterday’s
carton of cigarettes. At an adjacent table four ladies are having coffee while their dogs, tethered
to the fence, look on: a Lab, a Labradoodle, and a Rhodesian Ridgeback lined up like so many
parked cars. When we begin our back passage walkround we pass yet another unnamed Pug and
a longhaired Jack Russell who flashes his teeth in protest as any of our dogs get too near. Baby
Harvey, whom we encounter at the Essendine gate, can do no such thing, though his gummy
smile of delight is warmer than the sun itself. Buddy rushes up and he does have teeth, as he
demonstrates when his powerful choppers tuck into today’s proffered biscuit.
Friday, January 30:
Sunny skies continue to prevail, though it is once more very cold outside. I first experienced this
drop in the temperature yesterday afternoon when I again accompanied Linda on an expedition
to Regents Park with Pepper and Fritz. Once again it was a joy to see these guys racing around,
seemingly never winded, as they chased their balls through the muddy fields. This time Fritz
managed to hang on to his toy to the end, though we often had to rescue it from some forgotten
spot. There were, of course, many unknown dogs about but everyone seemed to get along well,
even the Staffies. We did see Nix walking here with her Billy but most of the time there was no
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one about, just a vast emptiness with the sun setting behind the mosque. At the end Fritz even
had enough energy to charge up the hill where the new café has been installed. By this time his
legs were covered in mud and, cheeky fellow, as soon as we got home he flopped down for his
nap on my pillow – which he never does. I made this into his pillow thereafter, but the bed was
still full of grit.
This morning we can make only glacial progress along the back walkways, not because my dog
is tired but only because he wants to sample the grass shoots. When it appears that we are at last
poised to reach the cypress trees, he turns tail (perhaps put off by the screeching that is coming
from the five-a-side pitch, where the girls of Francis Holland have made an early start). Instead
he reverses direction and we have to go the long way round (again encountering Nix with Billy)
before reaching the café. Here a group of navy-clad lads is pretending to be menaced by all the
little animals at their feet.
Our group today features Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Cheryl, though Hanna is
here as well, sitting at her own table until there are departures from ours. Cheryl tells us that the
book she has just published is so full of mistakes that she is starting the editing process all over
again. I tell her that the water-color portrait that she did of Fritz is back from the framers and that
it will go up on the kitchen wall today.
She is quite pleased and announces that she will be trying to bring Albert to the park, with Janet’s
assistance, this afternoon. She is also taking driving lessons, for, like so many other Americans,
the rituals required of the British driver are so arcane that you need instruction in this art if you
want a British license, no matter how many decades you have been behind the wheel. I did this
many years ago but Dorothy never mastered the art and my friend Alice, who tried in vain to get
a British license, eventually gave up with the plaint, “They don’t want to see if you can drive,
they want to see if you can perform water ballet.”
Saturday, January 31:
It is again sunny and cold as Fritz and I head for the Rec on a busy Saturday morning. Joggers
abound. Footie kids have even taken over the running track pitch. And there seem to be quite a
few unfamiliar canine faces. Fritz has to check each of these out in person before he can really be
sure that they belong in his park. “They always look so cross,” one lady with a Fox Terrier says
as my Schnauzer stares into her pet’s furry face. I have to add that this interview is conducted
near the planter opposite the Essendine entryway – where Fritz has retreated almost immediately.
For once again he disdains our normal march to the café in favor of an arrival from the Morshead
roadway side. By the time we have reached the green we are right behind Georgie and Janet
and Fritz is climbing the latter’s leg in search of treats. As we approach the café Daisy-Mae is
chewing on Winnie’s tail again.
At breakfast this morning we have only a small turnout: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra
and Cheryl. Janet and Cheryl report on yesterday afternoon’s expedition with Albert, whom
they brought to the park for three circuits of the green in his wheelchair. They say that he is
unsteady on his feet but looks well enough and that he was quite eager to make the visit. Next
the conversation turns to the subject of the much abused apostrophe – following news that
Birmingham Council has decided, in the interests of consistency (and to save some money on
paint) to drop all apostrophes from street signs. You would think that the rules governing the use
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of this essential punctuation mark were so contradictory and arcane that Birmingham was doing
us a favor instead of just dumbing us down.
Hanna makes a late appearance but, seeing all chairs at our table occupied and no doubt wishing
to eat in peace, she chooses a little table of her own. She has failed to note that one of our chairs
is occupied only by Ginger but she is soon joined by John, who arrives with Ché. We haven’t
seen this pair in some time and Fritz, as usual, has to remind the Alsatian that his membership
has lapsed and that he is just a troublesome stranger whose presence needs urgent protest. The
rest of the dogs content themselves with scraping away at me since I seem to be the only source
of treats this morning. We do not linger long over these or our own coffees, for it is very cold and
everyone is uncomfortable. “Shall we make a move?” Ofra urges. And we do.
To continue with this tale you need:
February, 2009

For those of you already familiar with the pleasures of longdistance walking the twenty-six chapters of this book will be
rich, I hope, in memories of familiar scenes and situations.
For those who need encouragement in taking up the activity
for the first time, this will serve as a quick introduction to
the perils and rewards of this form of recreation.
More experienced walkers can benefit advice on what to
bring with you, some hints on where to head, particularly
in Britain, what type of accommodation to seek, culinary
expectations, and how to cope with health crises on the trail.
Although most of the events and illustrations used in this
book come from over thirty-five years of walking in Britain,
it would be easy to find parallels on the footpaths of many
another region – this book is also for those of you who may
never get a chance to splash their boots in Pennine mire
or Lakeland mud. Long distance walking is a pleasure that
awaits people of all ages and shapes and so I say get stuck in
– and keep on trekkin.’

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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After the great snow of February 2. From left: Davide with Winnie,
Georgie with Sparkie, Janet with Daisy-Mae (and Fritz at her feet).

Invasion of the Biscuit Snatchers

Sunday, February 1:
A new month begins but there is no improvement in the weather –indeed even the sun has
disappeared and we have only a lowering grey sky and frigid temperatures. Once again Fritz
seems to want to head back the way we have come, even stepping through the fence to try his
toes on the running track. I am able to get him turned around with the production on the tennis
ball, however. He agrees to chase this down the cypress walkway and even picks it up a few
times to carry it forward– but within a minute it is lost, forgotten, left behind. It had survived
forty minutes in Regents Park only a few days ago but there the wide-open spaces made it easy
to spot. Behind the Rec’s trees there are just too many hidden corners for such visibility and on a
day like today I want to keep moving.
I am surprised to see my dog turn left when we reach the Carlton roadway but the mystery is
soon revealed when I see Linda entering from this direction with Pepper. Together we begin a
grand circle of the green. By the time we have reached the Grantully gate the dogs have rushed
forward to greet a newcomer, a delightful three month-old puppy named Stanley. Stanley is a
French Bulldog and Shih-Tzu cross, or, as we are soon informed by our tablemates, a Bull Shit.
He bravely barks back when our thugs mob him and then we are free to continue around the rest
of our circuit and head for the café.
The table is crowded with eleven brave souls including Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Linda,
Liz, Ofra, Ronnie, and, back from their adventures in Cape Town, Dan and Davide. They look
well-tanned and obviously had a good time, though now they want to relive every petty quarrel
experienced on their holiday, as though an audience of neutrals is needed to settle some argument
definitively. (They got lost driving to the point of land that marks the division between the Indian
and Atlantic Oceans, Africa’s southernmost point.) They do seem to agree that the South Africans
encountered on this holiday were often rude, materialistic and conspicuous consumers. “It was
like I had never left Essex,” Dan concludes.
Ofra has brought with her some cheese-filled pastries, hot when she left her house, cold now.
Liz tells us that there was a sleepover at her house last night, three guys and a sixteen year-old
girl who brought her pajamas – even though her parents had no idea where she was. The result:
lots of parental phone calls at 1:00 am. Liz’s Roxy, meanwhile, is baying at all the workmen and
Ofra’s Bailey manages to run off a startled Asian family with a barking charge of his own. Fritz’s
contribution to this naughtiness, after he has left Linda’s lap for Janet’s, is to howl in protest
when the little white Poodle, Jack, comes in to wrestle with Daisy-Mae. Considering the bitter
temperatures it is surprising how long we stick it out this morning but eventually we begin our
homeward procession. Davide tells us that on Tuesday he returns to South Africa, not as holidaymaker this time but as cabin crew.
Monday, February 2:
Today’s chapter made its tentative beginnings at about 10:00 last night – when Fritz and I
ventured out for our late night walk. Having last seen the outside world as Linda returned my
dog at the end of another sunny romp in Regents Park, I was very surprised to see that snow had
been falling for the last two hours. The walkways in front of our building had been salted and so
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we were able to pick our way as far as the college on the corner, but once we were across Elgin
Avenue we encountered only scrunchy footholds in the sidewalk snow and, taken by surprise by
this change in weather conditions, I was not even wearing my boots.
This morning I am indeed far more appropriately shod. A glance out the window confirms that
more snow has fallen, six or seven inches I would say, and it is necessary to hang on to the stair
rail as we gingerly descend to street level. Here two of my upstairs neighbors are trying to scrape
the snow off their car and Christian and Reina are just passing by with Vito and Miro. None of
the park walkways show any sign of attention but spots that would be treacherous if ice-covered
provide plenty of traction in the snow. Fritz elects to pursue our normal route as we make our
way toward the café – where he begins to limp. Hanna is here and diagnoses the ailment: a
wedge of snow has lodged itself between his toes. Each of us has a go and scraping the offending
matter out, but my dog sets up a howl of protest in the process. We continue on to the green
where it is again Currier and Ives come to Maida Vale, with great numbers of people and kids
(with all the neighborhood schools closed for the day) larking about and building snowmen.
After a stroll down the Randolph walkway and a fairly rapid return we reach the café again. I
attach Fritz’s lead to the low stone wall and get in the coffee queue. Hanna is ahead of me, of
course, and she rescues Fritz from his imprisonment when she gets outside. Of course there is
only a small turnout today, just Hanna, Davide, Georgie, Janet and Cheryl. Peter comes by to
complain that Holly is not doing well in the snow at all and that he is taking her home. A woman
we don’t know stops by with two little dogs in coats, a Lhasa Apso named Percy and a small
specimen called Ginger. She tells us that yesterday afternoon, when the dogs were out with her
children, a woman picked Percy up and carried him off. The children raised a cry of protest and
called for their mom, who followed the dognapper for some distance, not sure if she was on the
right track until the dogs’s tail emerged from the woman’s coat. Challenged as she neared the
tube stop the woman said she just thought the dog was lost, etc.
Our own dogs are safe enough but they are all suffering from the wet and the cold. Winnie,
spying sandwiches about, refuses to take a biscuit; she has been carried into the park this
morning. Sparkie is wrapped in two towels in Georgie’s lap; he looks miserable. Daisy-Mae is
caked in snow pom-poms and is beginning to shiver. It is decided, therefore, to make an early
start for the exits but only Fritz is on his own feet. All of the other canines are being carried by
their concerned owners – at least for a short distance. Then the dogs evince a renewed interest
in playing in the snow and they are returned to the white surface – where they race about
delightedly. Finally Fritz and I make it home; I have my dog in the tub straight away and soon I
am melting all the snow off his legs with the aid of the shower hose.
Tuesday, February 3:
London still seems to be in a semi-paralyzed state as Fritz and I get ready for our morning in the
park. Yesterday’s snowfall was evidently the heaviest in twenty years; not only were all schools
closed (most will remain closed today as well) but not a single bus appeared on the streets and
there were many other failures in the transportation system. I have noticed that snow has one
additional consequence for my dog. He likes to save his poo for some spot already visited by
another canine, but when the snow has covered up all the triggering odors he stubbornly refuses
to part with his gift. So it was last night, when we crunched over the icy pavements (I used my
stick) for half an hour – without any outcome.
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Today I decide to head for the Morshead entrance and here I let Fritz go free. He immediately
disappears under some bushes next to the fence, finds a satisfactory odor, rushes back outside
the fence to get a better sniff, and, at my urging, resumes his spot in the depths of the foliage.
Here the first of two rapid-fire poos make up for last night’s deficiency. We then continue along
the semi-frozen roadway, where park personnel are spreading salt from their wheelbarrows, and
thus we reach the green. This vast expanse is still white, but today it is completely empty and all
that remains of yesterday’s furious fun-filled activity here are nine or ten large snow boulders. It
looks some ancient stone circle. Hanna, whom we now meet on the Randolph walkway, says that
such constructions simply show that it does not take much for man to revert to his primitive state.
At coffee this morning there is only a small turnout: Georgie, Ellen, Davide, Hanna, and
Ofra, though Linda plays through twice as she attempts to give Pepper some exercise. Davide
is speculating on whether or not he will be able to fly to Johannesburg tonight – yesterday
Heathrow closed all of its runways. The sun is very strong this morning and the scene before us
is delightful. The robin in singing behind us and the kitchen staff have left half a loaf of bread
for the birds on the low stone wall. Somewhat earlier than usual we begin our back passage
walkround. At the cypress trees Sparkie and Pepper begin to bark hysterically – they have
detected the presence of a small child in a yellow raincoat, hiding from the menace of all these
dogs within the protective foliage. Ahead of me Hanna and Linda are deep in discussion over
the disposition of my dog, who will spend most of his time for the two weeks that I will soon
be spending in California with his Auntie Hanna. He could not be in better hands and I could
certainly use some warmer weather.
Wednesday, February 4:
The famous snowstorm continues to dominate our doggy lives; when your animal has to observe
his three-walk-a-day ritual there is no escaping the consequences of all that snow dumped on
a city which is totally unprepared for such an onslaught (the same thing used to happen in Los
Angeles whenever there was a heavy rain). Last night, for instance, we had to crawl along
Essendine, where the pavements, even in front of the school, were still iced over and every step
was an invitation to visit the fracture clinic. Shortly after meeting Natasha with her Millie I
reached the head of Wymering, where the driver of a black cab waved me across, inquiring how
my dog was adjusting to the snow. “He likes it,” I responded, “I don’t.”
This morning I propose a turn to the right as we enter the park, since this seems to be Fritz’s
preferred direction these days, but, naturally, he now turns left, and we follow our usual back
passage pattern to the green. Here we meet Hanna, who is still thrilled with the pure cold air that
the snow has brought to our scene. Park personnel are discussing where to shovel the next pile of
grit and some of this ends up under the low stone wall, where Hanna is distributing a long line of
crumbs for the Robin(s). We have only a small turnout this morning, though Ronnie has rejoined
us. Peter is staying home, so is Ofra, Davide is off to South Africa again, Janet is at work, Cheryl
is missing. We do have Georgie, Ellen, and Hanna.
Ronnie says that Rosie is still out of sorts, though she did have a successful visit to the vet’s
yesterday. He is smoking a cigar and has once again provided a sack of biscuits and carrots, most
of which Fritz eats. Winnie steals a piece of toast that Ellen was dividing for the benefit of all
the canines and Georgie says that the Pug has already eaten Sparkie’s breakfast at home. I have
to make an early departure because of a hair cutting appointment and a few minutes later I am
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picking my way between the ice floes on the pavements of Castellaine Road. Half a block ahead
of me I can see Georgie with Sparkie, Winnie, and Daisy-Mae, all on lead, all trotting obediently
onward, eager to reach the comforts of home. No doubt Winnie will want to be fed as soon as the
door is closed behind this menagerie.
Thursday, February 5:
The thaw continues. When I look out the window an hour or so before departure time I can see
that it is raining steadily, but by the time we are ready to leave the house only a few drops are
still falling. I disdain my raincoat but I do attach the dog’s and the wisdom of this decision is
signaled almost immediately when he disappears under some entryway bushes and emerges
with water dripping off his coat. We conclude a solitary back passage walkway. The park is
almost empty and all the playing fields are still covered in snow. As we turn left on the Randolph
roadway we are rushed by an inquisitive Noodle, but Lynn Franks soon urges her charge to join
her in a climb up Mt. Bannister. There are a lot of people taking advantage of this lull in the
moisture to walk their dogs, and we meet quite a few canines as we reach the Randolph gateway
and turn around.
Our table is also eerily empty, just Peter, Ellen and Georgie have made it – and this is Peter’s first
visit since Monday. Georgie orders a sausage sandwich and the dogs queue up for their treats.
Winnie’s lettuce slug raincoat is half off and the strap on Daisy Mae’s jacket is hanging in the
mud. Sparkie is naked but not quiet – as every gentleman in a uniform finds out on approaching
the door of the café. I drink a cup of Americano, trying to get it down before it loses all warmth.
There is no activity on the low stone wall for the first fifteen minutes of our session but then
Robin makes a visit – and he is stunned. There are no crumbs waiting for him and he eyes us
suspiciously for several minutes before flying to the pillar just above Peter’s head – where
he sings sweetly for his breakfast. We are slow to move. Robin poos on the pillar, Peter just
escaping a tragedy. Ellen takes pity on the little fellow at last and gets up with a broken biscuit,
which she scatters on the parapet – with Robin now watching her atop the garden gate. You can
tell that he’d rather have croissant or toast crumbs but he agrees to do a little pecking – just so we
don’t get out of the habit.
Friday, February 6:
We have had more moisture in the early hours, mostly sleet, but you can tell that walking
surfaces will again be tricky; London, as it is, has fared far more gently than much of the rest of
the country, which is digging itself out after more wintry weather. Soon after Fritz and I enter the
park we encounter Janet with Daisy-Mae. Janet is going over the last details of her big (but longdelayed) birthday party, which will be held at the Khun Mae Thai restaurant on Shirland Road
tomorrow night. We gingerly make our way along the back passage but when Janet turns left to
climb Mt. Bannister I continue on through the café so that Fritz can begin a very slow half circle
around the green. He seems to want to hoist his bum skyward in order to give his nose a better
opportunity to scrape through any remaining concentrations of snow.
When I get him turned around for our second arrival at the café I can see that one of the party
guests has already arrived. This is Georgie’s sister Jean, who has travelled down from Glasgow
with her Billy. Delayed over an hour by the weather, she says that anticipating such problems is
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one reason she has left Mozart behind. His bladder is smaller than Billy’s and he tends to fart in
confined places. (Janet here interrupts to say that Winnie has been subjecting her to gas attacks
as well.) Jean is asked how long she is staying and she says she hasn’t booked a return passage
yet. “Does Georgie know this?” I ask. Georgie says she does, adding, “I’m calling the station
myself this afternoon.” Daisy-Mae and Bailey (who soon arrives with Ofra) are being taken to
the hairdresser at Grand Union Pets this morning. Everyone is a bit concerned about taking too
much hair off of their dogs in this cold weather; I will have the same worry on Fritz’s behalf next
Tuesday.
The important news of the day is underway amid the foliage bordering the café entrance on
the green side of things; greenery is being chopped out so that a new fenced-in area for dogs
(and their café-bound owners) can be created. The move follows renewed complaints about the
presence of dogs outside the café doors and the evidence of poo deposits here that should have
been cleaned up by careless owners. Janet thinks this new space is a good idea but you can tell
that Hanna, who soon arrives, has her reservations, ones she shares with a defensive Boyd, on
the subject of destroyed greenery and the potential loss of bird nests. I ask what happens when,
as today, we have inclement weather – since the proposed area lies outside the protection of the
café’s overhang. All in all, the news is taken with greater resignation than I would expect, but no
one has been asked to sit over there yet. I find it just another one of those creeping indignities
that dog owners must constantly face these days and I am quite depressed. This mood does
not lighten when, on our back passage walkround, Sparkie and Rowena’s Timmy, turn on an
innocent young black Lab, chasing the timid thing along the cypress walkway.
Saturday, February 7:
Most of the snow has disappeared from the walkways, though it is still so cold that a skim of ice
stretches across the tops of puddles; it is still grey and grim as Fritz and I head for the green on
a quiet Saturday in the park. The playing fields are still unsuitable for play of any kind – which
may explain why it is so quiet today. As we pass through the cafe I note that the foliage next to
the parkside entrance has been entirely removed and we have only a bare patch of earth awaiting
the construction of who knows what form of puppy penitentiary. Fritz perseveres in his Randolph
roadway ramble and soon we are heading back to the café, where there is a good turnout at last.
Today we have Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Jean, Dan, Ronnie, Wendy, Hanna, Janet and Cheryl. The
latter has brought with her copies of her recently published autobiography, Hats ‘n Hopes, and
Dan organizes the ordering of more copies for interested readers. Also on the agenda is the status
of our gambling syndicate – for we are almost out of funds and these need to be replenished (the
lucky dips purchased to this point having proved anything but). Dan takes a hand is recording
our preferred numbers (Peter and I both use birthdays) and collecting cash. Dan reports that this
has been a hectic week in theater management, with so many shows cancelled due to the weather
and so many theatergoers unable to reach their seats. He did meet Arthur Miller’s sister at a
performance of A View From the Bridge.
The dogs besiege me for biscuits, as usual, though Daisy-Mae again uses her treats as an excuse
to launch spirited attacks on any canine approaching her treasure; both Winnie and Fritz are
repulsed in short order and once more you can tell that Fritz has had his feelings hurt by the
little madam – who is wearing a new leather coat from Grand Union Pets, purchased while she
was having her grooming there yesterday. Pretty soon Fritz is agitating for more biscuits but the
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others have eaten them all; not to worry, Cheryl has brought a giant sack of these comestibles,
though this version is a luridly-colored Pound Shop substitute for the real thing and a number of
the dogs won’t eat them. We begin our back passage walkround, Fritz charging ahead for once
and completing the journey several minutes before the rest.
Sunday, February 8:
It seems just a touch less frigid this morning as Fritz and I enter the park. Coming in right behind
us is a chap wearing a sky blue UCLA sweatshirt and I pause to ask him if he actually has some
connection with the Bruins. He says he lived in Santa Monica for ten years and coached the little
kids there in soccer. Fritz is in the bushes while this conversation is taking place and when he
emerges he does his first poo (why couldn’t he do these in the deep dark recesses, where no one
ever goes?). While I am putting this offering into a red bin I see out of the corner of my eye that
he has taken off in the opposite direction from our usual line of march. He covers the distance
over to the Morshead roadway at great speed and I catch up with him only when he is deep in
some new bushes near the green. Once again he emerges from this darkness to add poo number
two to the base of a public tree. Thereafter he heads across the green itself, pausing every now
and then to pee on a surviving block of snow left over from Monday’s activities; these stumps
look like icy menhirs decorating the empty plain.
On the other side he catches up with the survivors of last night’s revels at the Thai restaurant; this
somewhat stunned entourage includes the birthday girl, Janet, her sister Shirley (the knitter of all
these dog coats), her nephew Gary, Dan, Jean and Georgie. Of course I missed the latter half of
these festivities, departing just as the karaoke was getting going with Liz’s rendition of “Uptown
Girl.” I now hear that Georgie was so much the worse for wear that she had to be carried home,
spending the night in her clothes on the sofa. Liz now arrives with Roxy and we make our way
into the café. There are so many of us that Janet draws up a second table. In addition to those
already mentioned we have Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Ronnie. Dan distributes a xerox of all
the numbers that members of the betting syndicate have chosen for our lottery participation. No
one has bothered to check these against last night’s draw, though someone says that the top prize
of eight million pounds went to some lucky punter, who was obviously not us.
Conversation on the forthcoming exile of the doggy group to the bare corner at the café entrance
continues. Jo Lynn, whom I met last night, told me that she is incensed at this gesture, that it
was taken, without any consultation or input from those affected, by unnamed and unknown
bureaucrats and that it represents just another in a long line of restrictions that dog owners face in
our time. “They might as well make us wear yellow armbands,” she added. Those present today
seem to have adopted a wait-and-see attitude, though they are already fretting over what will
happen when it rains and whether the spot will be so windy that it will be uncomfortable to sit
there. As an illustration of the types of pressures that have lead to this decision I can report that a
child is right now wailing at the sight of a dog in the Carlton roadway and that some boisterous
black football lads, inside the café, are afraid to exit the premises because there is a Beagle in
their path.
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Monday, February 9:
A light rain has been falling for hours as Fritz and I get ready for our Monday in the park. This
means rain jackets for both us but, of late, my dog seems to accept this impediment without too
much protest. The park itself is virtually empty, no one on any of the playing fields – only the
isolated jogger or dog walker on the paths. Some of our group are already taking shelter under
the café overhang as Fritz and I play through, but we continue on. Fritz seems to enjoy the fresh
smells that the rain has produced and he eventually turns right at the little walled garden and we
begin a complete circuit of the green itself.
By the time we have returned to the café the others have all received their coffee orders. I do
not have to wait for long in the line, joining soon thereafter Davide, Janet, Ellen, Jean, Ofra and
Cheryl. Peter has obviously thought better of venturing this way in these rainy conditions and
Georgie, another stalwart on these occasions, is caught up in Covent Garden where there has
been a mix-up in the transportation arrangements for the disabled child she accompanies each
day to school. Everyone agrees that she is well out of it this morning; the rain begins to blow
sideways and, even though our table is securely beneath the overhang, the moisture still reaches
us.
Davide is getting over a cold that both he and Dan have been suffering from. Ofra says she has
discovered what to order at the counter at last: latte with skimmed, not semi-skimmed milk.
Cheryl is inviting the others to visit her in Texas – when she and her husband return to the States
in a year-and-a-half. Janet reports that Daisy-Mae spends a lot of time burying biscuits at home
and that the little madam barked at her mommy heatedly because she was sitting on the cushion
that Daisy-Mae wanted to use to hide her latest treat (she had to settle for burying it in the
bed). Janet also says that when Winnie took off after a jogger this morning there was the usual
palaver over the possibility of joggers actually using the running track. In this case, however, the
response was unexpected: “You can’t run on the running track because of Health & Safety.” This
is surprising news to all of us, and, if, true, must be a temporary strategy only. It is true that as we
begin our back passage walkround I can see quite a few puddles across the track, but, then, that
is hardly a rare occurrence.
Friday, February 27:
I am attempting to resume my normal schedule as Fritz and I enter the park, together again for
the first time in over two weeks. I have been sleeping most of the time since my return from
California yesterday afternoon but I still feel as though I could use some more bedtime. I am,
of course, delighted to be reunited with my dog, whom I first reclaimed at the café yesterday
afternoon. He too seemed pleased, though the moment was dominated by Yoyo, also in Hanna’s
care, who had an hysterical fit when I appeared – something about her not liking men in hats.
Fritz seems to have thrived under the care of his auntie, as I knew he would. She dropped by the
house a few minutes later with all of his coats and toys and even two carrots, which she has been
using to supplement his evening meals. The toys were soon in play as Hanna was followed by
Linda and Pepper – so that the boys could have a nice play period before I fell into the first of my
all-night snoozes.
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It is gray in the park this morning but it is not too cold, even though I am feeling the low
temperatures more than usual, quite a contrast to the balmier California climes that I have
been accustomed to over the last two weeks. Almost immediately I see that Courtney’s is
recommending that dogs be kept on lead while path improvements are underway (no chance).
At the cafe, where Ronnie is already in residence, they are extracting the wooden fence that has
surrounded the patio for years and replacing it with a far more pedestrian green metal fence,
easier to maintain, no doubt, but charmless. We soon encounter David the dogsitter with Franca’s
dogs, Bianca and the overdressed Frank. Hanna has reported that the Boxer flattened Fritz when
he tried to claim ownership over her sitter.
I leave Fritz with Ronnie while I march over to the Randolph surgery where I need to leave off
a prescription request and make an appointment, tasks I tried to perform yesterday afternoon –
foolishly forgetting that the surgery is the last of the neighborhood institutions still to observe an
early closing day on Thursdays. I return in time for coffee with the gang, which today includes
Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra and John. I am quizzed on my travels
and manage to keep awake for most of the session, helped in this task by the pounding and
sawing of the workmen who are attacking the fence behind us. I leave before the others and
make my way along the back passage alone. I need a nap.
Saturday, February 28:
Groggy after a very disturbed night, I follow Fritz into the park on a grey Saturday morning. The
place is once again full of activity and ahead of us I can also see Peter and Janet and their dogs.
Fritz overtakes this party as they near the café and by the time I reach the green he is making
the rounds of his friends, human and canine, near the cricket crease. Here he manages to stay
for the next five minutes, perhaps seduced by the prospect of treats in Janet’s pocket. Buddy has
determined that there is a prize here as well and he has just succeeded in extracting his reward
when he spots me, always the source of another biscuit.
Unusually, Jo Lynn is out here with Tilly, here to attend a meeting with Jan Prendergast, with
whom the doggy people are hoping to discuss the new doggy compound at the café, noisily under
construction in the background as we speak. In the event it is learned that Jan is not coming
just now and that our councilor is herself upset that the builders have been called in before she
has had a chance to share the rationale for this segregation with the affected parties. Jo does not
repeat her remark about our having to wear yellow armbands but after she goes off in a huff we
find that Saskia is taking up the cause with one of the Courtney’s tribe just as we are heading in
for our coffee. She and Janet have a friendly quarrel on the topic, since Janet is anticipating that
all will be well in the new space, that it will be covered, and that this solution is better than an
all-right ban. There is universal assent to the argument that we should have been consulted long
before this and that it is the louche afternoon dog-owning crowd who are mostly to blame for the
new restrictions.
There is a large Saturday turnout at out table – including Peter, Ellen, Janet, Dan, Ofra, Georgie,
Hanna, and Cheryl. It is Lola’s ninth birthday and when Dan learns that Cheryl is picking up the
tab today he asks if it is too late to order the full English. Janet informs the group that Lyndon’s
French Bulldog, Lulu, is definitively pregnant and the pups are due on St. Patrick’s Day. While
the rest of us are choosing Irish names Ofra picks up a hairbrush and gives first Sparkie then
Fritz a grooming. Daisy-Mae and Bailey have remembered that I am often the source of food and
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while the Shih-Tzu is standing in the adjacent chair barking in my ear the Cavalier is raking the
sleeve of my jacket with his paws. We are a long time at breakfast and then the usual Saturday
scrum begins as we try to share walkways with footie lads, parents and joggers. A half an hour
after I have left the park I can see Jan Prendergast, the coast clear, making her way into the park.
To continue with this tale you need:
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Invasion of the Biscuit Snatchers

Sunday, March 1:
Again I have had too little sleep (at least at the right time of night) as Fritz and I hit the park at
the beginning of a hopeful transition to springtime, March at last. This morning it is gray and
chilly but not too unpleasant as we make our way slowly forward among the jocks and jills. A
football sails over our heads as it passes from one playing field to the next – not its intended
trajectory. For some reason they have blocked off our usual entry to the café from the Carlton
roadway but Fritz is undaunted in his quest for the green and I find him heading for a small knot
of dog owners: Dan, Georgie and Janet. Soon thereafter he continues toward the Randolph exit
and I corral him at the critical moment in order for us to reverse our direction and head in for
coffee.
John the Commentator is talking to himself near the door of the café; he is wearing another smart
piece of headgear, a black fedora today. I join Davide and Peter in the queue and order a medium
cappuccino. Davide and Peter are taking places around our usual table and we also have Ellen,
Ofra, and Liz. The latter has brought Roxy with her this morning; the Beagle seems somewhat
bloated, the consequence of all that water needed to counter the salty after-effects of the large
piece of ham she stole yesterday. Dan announces that Winnie is on another diet, but this does
not stop Ronnie from feeding the Pug with croissant or Davide from adding some cheese from
his toasted sandwich. Seated on Davide’s lap, Winnie is soon seen licking Sparkie’s mouth, a
gesture that is reciprocated in kind. They look quite sweet (or quite sickening, depending on your
point of view) but a few minutes later Winnie lunges at her pal with great fury, thus restoring the
scene to some semblance of normality. Bailey is again clawing at my sleeve and Fritz is beneath
our feet cadging for treats as well. Ofra says he should be on a diet, though others suggest that
not everyone needs a size zero figure like Bailey’s mom. Insulted, Fritz is freed from his lead in
order to reach Hanna, who is at a little table of her own; here he sits on her lap for the rest of the
session.
When it is time to go Winnie again gets stuck on the wrong side of the barrier fence mentioned
earlier, though this time she manages to squeeze beneath the bottom rung. Roxy and Daisy-Mae
enter the forbidden picnic grounds and this means the Liz has to follow; Daisy-Mae can squeeze
through the fence at the other end but Roxy cannot. Liz borrows a biscuit from me in an attempt
to secure the attentions of her pet. I wait for her so that I can conclude my summary of the ASL
reunion I attended last Tuesday in Los Angeles. Another interested party is Suzanne, who shows
up with Sunny and accompanies us on our back passage walkround. This pair has not been
sighted in some while but there really isn’t time to catch up before we have reached our exit.
Fritz is anxious to get home – where he can rely on yet more biscuits.
Monday, March 2:
One would not be faulted for suggesting that spring has arrived, for we have a glorious sunny
morning in the park today. There is still a nip in the air but the first daffodils are making an
appearance and my new pair of dark over-glasses, a recent American purchase, have to be put in
play. Fritz is at his dilatory best, pausing to sample grass shoots as we make our way along the
walkways and, indeed, we are overtaken by several other animals as he does so. One of these is
the mostly white Staffie, Ezell, whom I have not seen in a long time. Of course there are always
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concerns with loose Staffies, and Ezell’s owner increases my anxieties by urgently calling for her
animal, but, in the event, there is nothing to worry about.
I can see Fritz using a roundabout route through the café’s forecourt (they are installing more
fencing and a gate this morning) and I follow him past Ronnie and Ellen, who are already
waiting for the doors to open. Also present is Bailey who dashes out of the area just ahead of me
and almost into the tires of an advancing tractor. I call for the driver to stop and so he does; Ofra,
oblivious, is on the phone in front of the clubhouse while all of this is happening. Fritz heads
over here to investigate but he is called back by Hanna, who is just crossing the green in our
direction. It is a pleasure to see the speed of his streaking body as he answers her call. Thereafter
we continue down the Randolph walkway; here Fritz finds the tattered rubber remnants of a
green ball and this stays in his mouth for the next five minutes – who knows why.
The queue at the café is slow-moving this morning, with only Vicky on duty, but at least I can get
in my order for a medium cappuccino. Our table includes Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl, Ronnie,
Peter, Ellen and Ofra. Bailey is busy hoovering up all of the goodies that Ronnie has dumped
on the ground – at least Bailey and Daisy-Mae leave me alone this morning. The conversation
turns to the subject of dog poo, Boyd having told Janet that his crew reported no fewer than 238
instances of unclaimed poo piles in the month of February. (A dog walker has just passed with
six dogs in tow – it is often asserted that there is no way such an assemblage can be properly
monitored in this regard.) Janet says that this problem is more evidence that we need the services
of an animal warden again; her fear is that the easy solution would be to require that all dogs
be placed on lead – as if the careless owners who don’t pick up now will be any more eager to
comply with this rule thereafter. This is sobering intelligence however, only slightly alleviated by
Cheryl’s cheerful admission, “I try to pick up one unattended poo every day.”
Tuesday, March 3:
No one would call it spring-like today, for we have returned to gray skies and chill winds. The
odd clump of daffodils only mocks this morning; perhaps this is why Fritz attempts to deposit his
first poo thereon. He misses, and we continue forward just as the fencers are parking their trucks
outside the café. As we walk through the forecourt we have the unusual scene of Ronnie, seated
alone, with six dogs for company: Rosie, Sandy, Jack, Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Winnie. Most of
these animals are at his feet but Winnie has taken a chair opposite him. I assume that the missing
owners must already be at the café counter and Fritz and I make our way past the newly-bricked
future doggy compound and out to the green.
Up ahead I can see Peter with his Holly; he is having his ear bashed by an Irish chap who is
accompanied by a brown version of a Jack Russell named Murphy. Instead of heading along the
Randolph walkway, Fritz turns right to circle around the eastern perimeter of the green, falling
into company with a little Westie named Misty. The latter wants to be chased though my fellow
finds that such behavior is an affront to his dignity. I get him hooked just before we reach the
Grantully exit and we reverse our steps, meeting up with Charlie the little black poodle, Sweep,
and a new seventeen week-old puppy named Toby. Toby is a furry brown long-haired Dachshund
and quite a lovable chap.
At coffee this morning we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Davide, Georgie, and Wendy.
Ronnie says that his youngest daughter will marry on Saturday, which also turns out to be
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Georgie’s thirty-fourth wedding anniversary (“seems like a hundred”). Cheryl has brought
Davide a copy of a Wilson the Pug book; she says that Lola is still basking in all the attention she
received on her recent birthday. There is some discussion of Winnie’s once and future diet – just
as I am slipping her a biscuit. Dan is not present and I feel emboldened to undertake this act in
his absence but a scoffing Davide says, “What about Dan’s diet?” Robin makes an appearance
and finds a pile of crumbs left for him by Cheryl. When it is time to depart Ellen has the honor
of being the first to use the green metal gate that now serves as a barrier to life on the Carlton
roadway.
Wednesday, March 4:
An all-night rain has eased off as Fritz and I penetrate the park on a chilly but sunny Wednesday
morning. As Monday we encountered the rarely seen Ezell so this morning there is another rare
sighting: Pumbaa the Alsatian. His usual route through the café blocked by the installation of
the new metal gate, Fritz continues on down the Carlton roadway, turning left when he reaches
the green and heading off on the Randolph roadway instead. At the metal gazebo at the foot of
Mt. Bannister Bekki is sitting with some of her girlfriends while Bounce is playing with Willow
the Staffie. The latter has gotten hold of the strap on Bounce’s collar and is dragging the Boxer
around. I am reminded of an anxious moment in this park twenty-five years ago when two
dogs, similarly engaged, were playing on the raised grassy bed that used to lie at the end of the
Morshead roadway. One of the dogs got a lower tooth wedged into a metal loop on the other’s
collar and there was no way it could free itself. As the animals became increasingly agitated by
their face-to-face union I had to reach inside a mouth in order to loosen the collar in question,
managing to accomplish this task without losing any fingers.
Fritz continues down the Randolph walkway, where Boyd is blowing leaves; the improvement
in the weather makes him want to sing. While I am waiting in the coffee queue I am handed an
invitation by one of Bekki’s friends, the artist Poppy Majer, who is having a show this weekend
at the SOuP Gallery in Whitechapel. She complains to Lurch that she is working twenty hours
a day to get ready for the show; her trousers are covered in paint. I have no idea what style will
be provided under the heading “Emotions and Portraits,” but tea and edible sculpture will be on
offer. Later Poppy comes by our table to borrow a light for her rollup.
This morning we have Davide, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Hanna. Ofra is
brimming with pride since one of Liverpool’s goals in a match with Sunderland last night was
scored by the Israeli Yossi Benyamoun. Ellen asks Ronnie if his daughter will be having a white
wedding this weekend. “I shouldn’t think so,” he replies, “She’s thirty-four. Perhaps a polka dot
wedding.” Next Georgie leaps from her seat in horror as she discovers that Sparkie has been
sitting on a dead worm. Attempts are made to coax Boyd into picking up the offending object
but in the end Janet undertakes this task. We begin a back passage walkround, Winnie stubbornly
trailing behind the rest of us as usual.
Thursday, March 5:
It is still quite chilly today, but at least there is a pale sunlight to brighten the scene. Fritz
seems quite puzzled by the closed gate when we arrive at the café, but he will soon learn to
circle around the new perimeter fence if he wants to reach the green. I spend a lot of time on
the Randolph walkway this morning, first because this is my dog’s usual route and, second,
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because after I have hooked him to the wall behind our table, I have to make my way over to the
Vineyard Chemists where I left off a prescription request yesterday. (It always makes more sense
to accomplish such journeys when I am halfway there already).
On my return I spot Bekkie, entering the park, with Bounce, and here comes little Daisy, the
Westie. The latter is soon seen tied to the remaining section of wooden fence, next to Fritz, while
her mistress goes inside to order a hot drink. I can see Ronnie taking pity on the abandoned
creature – after he has made sure that Fritz is well-supplied with biscuits. Hanna has taken a
table of her own since she has an early appointment this morning; this leaves our group a small
one: just Ofra, Davide, Peter, Ellen and Georgie. Davide is off to Calcutta on his next flight and
this time he may even step out of his hotel. Ofra departs after only a few minutes; her Bailey has
been besieging me for treats as though he were never fed. Rosie and Daisy-Mae have not been
far behind and even Holly agrees to take a biscuit from me today.
Just as we are about to depart Natasha comes by with little Millie and the latter and Daisy-Mae
have a great play period at our feet, one that continues during our back passage walkround. Some
of the dogs make a brief foray into the empty five-a-side pitch. Sparkie, who has been barking in
jealousy over the attentions Daisy-Mae has been squandering on Millie, now joins in the tussle
– though dogs and humans have to step lively when a little foxy dog comes our way with a stick
in his mouth, one so long that it stretches from one side of the footpath to the other. Also coming
our way is the other Cavalier named Bailey. He and Fritz have a long sniff at one another before
heading off in opposite directions.
Friday, March 6:
My disturbed sleep schedule has had the effect of my rising so late, this morning, that there isn’t
any opportunity to do much more than throw my clothes on before it is time to head for the park.
I am assisted in my efforts at perambulation by a radiant, golden morning, another herald of
spring, but I do spend a little time seated on a park bench while Fritz, in no mood to make rapid
progress himself, pauses to sample the grass shoots. (He has had a good night, following another
group expedition to Regents Park yesterday afternoon with Linda and Pepper.) I rise to greet
Michaela, who is heading our way with Skye in tow. She notes that she has just run into some of
my colleagues near the cypress trees. “Collies?” I respond, still somewhat fuddled.
When we at last reach the green we join a small group on the grass where Janet is in conversation
with a pretty dark-haired woman named Katie – while the latter’s bouncy Wheaten Terrier,
Frankie, is chasing around in circles with Daisy-Mae. Simon the Cocker is also on patrol here
and I notice that Harry the Akita is also making a return appearance to the precincts of the
café. Here I line up, a little bit later, as Bouzha attempts to deal with the morning queue while
reassuring Metty, on the telephone, that all is well. Then I join a table with Georgie, Ronnie,
Davide, Janet, Katie, Peter, Ellen and Cheryl. The latter is off for a week in the States. Misty
the Westie and Buddy make an appearance at our elbows and nearby is a chap with three dogs,
including one little specimen whose is wearing a coat with saddle bags.
We linger over our coffees this morning, since it is so nice in the sunshine, and then we begin our
back passage walkround. The girls from Francis Holland are practicing in the five-a-side pitch as
we march past, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae taking turns at carrying the tennis ball while Winnie trots
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reluctantly behind. Fritz, as usual, starts at the end of this queue and then gathers speed, dodging
ankles as he weaves through the other owners like a crazed halfback, emerging at the front of the
line by the time we are ready to leave the park.
Saturday, March 7:
The park is a busy place as Fritz and I make our entry – after another mostly sleepless night. The
sun is trying to make an appearance, shining down on the footie lads under instruction and the
multitude of joggers. I have to open the gate so that Fritz and I can enter the grounds of the café,
where Ronnie is already seated at our table. On the other side we encounter Oscar and Scamp
and it is Oscar who emerges from the vestibule of the park’s front desk when I mistakenly call on
Fritz to exit this forbidden spot. Saskia is also out here with baby Harvey and Buddy; she draws
my attention to the lacerated ear of poor Rebel, an earlier victim of an attack by a Pit Bull cross.
Georgie, Janet and Dan are standing on the flanks of Mt. Bannister and Fritz now rushes up to
greet them. Dan is in a bit of a funk because he and Davide have had another fight.
After handing my dog off to Ronnie I join the long queue at the café’s counter, standing behind
Georgie and looking over her shoulder as she scans the latest copy of London Dog Tails. Outside
we join Dan, Ofra, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Saskia, Suzanne and Janet. Ofra recoils in horror at the
sight of a little slobber on Buddy’s snout (how did she raise two children?). Saskia announces
that Harvey now weighs 9.2 kilos – “almost as much as Fritz,” I add. The baby is having his
tummy tickled by Uncle Dan, who is in a better mood. Peter’s mood is darker, however, since he
is again without electricity in his flat. While we are drinking our coffee Jan Prendergast comes
by, draws up a chair, and fills us in on dog-related matters in the park, specifically, and in the
borough generally. The principal news on the canine front, however, is dominated by the loss,
yet again, of Natasha’s Millie, who escaped her harness while out with a dog walker yesterday.
Posters now flood the area, including one on the fence into the forecourt of the café.
When it is time to depart Suzanne asks for a report on the ASL reunion that I have recently
attended in Los Angeles and she, Saskia, and I begin a long, lazy walk all over the park, Fritz on
lead and Buddy intently following Sunny. Our conversation on the gratitude of former students,
who often use the occasion of such gatherings to thank us for the utility of our instruction,
starts Saskia off on the educational future of her own little boy. She is one of those worried
parents who, in spite of an ideological belief in the benefits of all children attending the same
neighborhood school, recognizes that the local schools are either so deficient or so dangerous
that private education beckons. These sentiments are echoed soon by Yasmina, who catches up
with us on top of Mt. Bannister, where Sasha has rushed up to see Buddy. Into the mix of our
dogs comes the second Bailey, who is also fascinated by Sunny; Bailey’s owner is soon turning
in circles as she attempts to harness her dog. At the bottom of the hill we also encounter Pippa
the Papillion, the hearing-ear dog who has recently won a prize for her efforts. Chatter continues
on the back passage walkround where once again we encounter Bailey II, he once again pursues
Sunny, and his owner once again has to put him on lead. It is almost 11:00 before I make my
final exit; I have been in the park for almost two hours today.
Sunday, March 8:
The sun is again shining brightly, but it is quite chilly as Fritz and I make our way into the park
today. Almost immediately, as my dog approaches from the west, a young Staffie, coming at us
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from the east, pretends to hide behind a clump of unfledged daffodils and I have a brief moment
of anxiety – but in the event the animals merely touch noses and each continues on his own
way. We pass a field full of shouting men, exhorting one another to pass the ball in a language
unknown in this part of the world and thus we reach the green. Dan, Georgie and Janet are
standing out on the grass as Fritz rushes out to join them; he cannot resist climbing up the legs
of his Auntie Janet these days, since there is almost always a treat on hand. I try to keep him
occupied with his tennis ball but he soon loses interest when his Auntie Hanna calls him as she
approaches us from across the green.
Our table this morning includes spaces for Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie, Dan, Janet, Liz, and
Hanna. Georgie is again attempting to give up cigarettes and Dan reminds the rest of us not to
question her at every moment on how she is doing. Liz is organizing both a French evening for
early April and an expedition to Ireland for the second May bank holiday. Her Roxy is barking
hysterically when there is food about and Winnie is even more direct, taking a seat opposite John
the Commentator as he unwraps a muffin and twice jumping up on a bench in the forecourt to
beg for a handout there. In the event, Roxy manages to eat the paper that has held the muffin and
Winnie has to be extracted twice from the forecourt. Bailey and Daisy-Mae are content to pester
me for even more biscuits.
Janet announces that the missing Millie has been found at the Kilburn Park tube stop, though
Natasha has had to be summoned to reclaim her pet since no one there could capture the elusive
animal. No sooner has this intelligence been shared than Natasha and Millie make their own
appearance. Millie seems none the worse for her ordeal and she is soon dancing circles around
Daisy-Mae – when she is not penetrating the forbidden sanctuary of the café itself. When it is
time to depart it is a struggle getting down the back passage while all the footie parents and the
joggers are jostling for the same space, but we eventually make it. It is time to escape the frigid
winds.
Monday, March 9:
I usually agree to a stroll along Essendine, Fritz’s favorite haunt, only on the weekends, for on
such days there is less likelihood that we will encounter that nasty bone yard created by the
scholars from our local college – who leave a trail of discarded chicken on their way back to
class. So it was that we headed in this direction last night at ten – but to no avail. We hadn’t
gotten much beyond the Essendine school when my dog began a telltale crunching; he refused to
yield his prize and at such moments I feel that it is best to let him enjoy his prize since I want the
dangerous substance chewed into the smallest fragments possible, rather than swallowed whole.
Of course I refused to reward such behavior with more biscuits on our return. Just as well, since
the sequel occurred at 4:00 in the morning when I could hear Fritz throwing up in the TV room. I
cleaned the mess up and tried to get back to sleep but now he was whining at the front door and I
suppose it was just as well that I am used to getting up in the middle of the night (because of my
already disturbed sleep schedule) for I was soon fully dressed and strolling the abandoned streets
of Maida Vale while my dog squirted out three sloppy poos. When I finally got back to sleep I
didn’t wake until almost 9:30, almost an hour later than the previous record for malingering.
I decide to take Fritz to the park at about 9:50, just so I can check in with my pals, and so
we start off along the back passage, where the first of two additional squirts take place. I am
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surprised to encounter Janet and Georgie already making for the exits as we near the café and
the scene here is unusual as well. Peter, Ellen and Ronnie are also making an early departure,
leaving only Hanna and John at a second table. I explain our tardy appearance and Hanna asks
presciently, “Has he been eating contraband?|” I continue on to the green where it is both sunny
and windy (perhaps the cause for the early flight of the others) and we return with an ascent of
Mt. Bannister. As we near the Essendine gate the young Staffie, Gracie, wants to play with Fritz,
even managing to charge off with his lead under her jaw – thus snatching the handle from my
hand. We are home by 10:10 as I prepare for one of those dispiriting days of invalid watching.
Tuesday, March 10:
Fritz has spent a far more restful night (I have not) as we rise for another day in the park. I have
the impression that it has been raining for hours but there is some respite from the moisture as
we begin our sojourn. Oscar, Scamp, Rizzo, Chin and an unnamed Shar-Pei are heading our way
as we pass two recently painted benches and make our way toward the café. Here Ronnie and
Ellen are already in residence, as Fritz discovers when we pass by, but soon we are completing
our morning ritual along the Randolph walkway where one solid, though rather yellowish turd is
deposited by the invalid – whose diet of chicken and rice seems to have been a good idea.
I take my position in the coffee queue, followed by a little brown Jack Russell, who is in the
care of the same Filipino chap who has chained Diesel to the fence outside. Here the Lab sets
up his raucous litany, mollified only temporarily when his carer leaves his protected breakfast to
march outside and throw a pile of chips at the feet on his charges. Other visitors include Millie
again and Pip and Coco, two little dogs belonging to a portly gentleman who pauses to ask if
the animal warden is in evidence (he/she never is anymore) – since his little fellows have been
menaced repeatedly by an ill-tempered Staffie. Among our own dogs there is little to report. Fritz
whines petulantly because he is only allowed the occasional crunchy snowball; Sandy snaps at
him, adding insult to injury.
Much later than usual Janet arrives with Daisy-Mae. The little Shih-Tzu has been having some
trouble swallowing and a visit to the vet has just taken place. On antibiotics now, Daisy-Mae
is quite subdued this morning, spending most of her time on the chair next to me and giving up
rather tamely when I tell her that she, like Fritz, is nil by mouth this morning. Meanwhile Winnie
is working the crowd, having taken a seat at the little table occupied by Tara’s owner, Vlad. We
do succeed in getting the Pug to follow us when the back passage walkround begins, though she
is careful to do so at such a dilatory pace that we have to entreat her participation on a number of
occasions.
Wednesday, March 11:
Temperatures are on the rise as Fritz and I head for our appointment with Paddington Rec today.
The school groups have yet to arrive so it is pretty quiet on the back forty, though the scene is
a bit livelier once we reach the café, where Fritz waits for me to open the new green gate so
that he can take his favorite short cut – not even pausing to greet Hanna, who has staked out the
early morning position at our usual table. She asks me about the state of his tummy as I play
through, but several more minutes must pass before I have any solid evidence on which to base a
judgment (verdict: improving, that is solid).
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Because I have turned right to dispose of this specimen Fritz takes the cue and begins a fairly
rapid circle of the green, pausing only to check out the nose belonging to a Golden Retriever or
two. As we near the clubhouse I can see a flurry of refurbishment activity, four vans and three
cars parked at the head of the track, mostly on the poor grass – it is a reminder that every day one
searches in vain for some end to this endless process. I chain Fritz to the wall before entering the
café, proceeded by Peter and Ofra – who is making a minute inspection of her cup in order to see
that the coffee is strong enough for her demanding palate.
Only Georgie and Ellen can be added to those already mentioned, though there is plenty of
activity around us: the two young moms, Saskia and Celine, stop by with Buddy and Ziggy –
Saskia complaining that there seems to be no point in taking clothes to the dry cleaner if they are
later worn to the park. I am asked to describe the diet I have been offering Fritz (who is loudly
impatient with the rare crunchy snowball I dole out). Then they want to know precisely how I
am cooking the chicken breast that goes with Fritz’s rice. “I put it in the oven at 220 for twenty
minutes,” I reply. “That’s exactly what I do every night with my food,” Peter responds. And he’s
right, of course, as this is the formula adopted for most of what I cook (=heat) for myself also –
“220 for twenty minutes,” one might as well admit it, I add, “is the widower’s formula for haute
cuisine.”
Thursday, March 12:
Gray skies have returned to the Paddington scene as Fritz and I, somewhat earlier than usual,
head for the park on a chilly Thursday morning. Once again I have to hold the new green door
open for Fritz, who prefers to pass through the grounds of the café rather than take the long way
round the perimeter fence. On the green side of things we meet Ronnie, who is in conversation
with a woman in a Red Sox sweatshirt named Felicity. She has brought her mother’s young Pug,
Henry, and the little fellow is a bit over-faced by all of the other strange canines. “How come
everybody has a Victorian name these days?” Ronnie wants to know. (Somehow I remember
that we used to have another Pug named Henry in our park.) Meanwhile I am about to turn Fritz
over to Ronnie and/or Ellen since I have a 9:30 appointment to have a blood test at the Randolph
surgery.
I am on time for my appointment but the receptionist warns me that they are running slightly late
this morning and I begin half an hour’s anxiety over trying to get back to the café to reclaim my
dog. To make matters even more relaxing for the patients the surgery keeps flashing injunctions
on its message board. “Take your coat off if you are seeing the nurse, last week 22 appointments
were missed, you have only ten minutes worth of time with your health care professional –
therefore you are allowed only one symptom.” I am reminded by the latter injunction of the
recent experience of Linda (who took a recovering Fritz to Regents Park yesterday afternoon).
She took her dad to his GP, who sniffed when she said she was worried about the elderly
gentleman’s high blood pressure and sore wrists. “Well which one is it today?” the doctor
insisted. “Well,” Linda replied (thereby erasing the smug grin), “last time we were here you
suggested they might be related.”
It is almost 10:00 and I am just about to cancel my appointment (will this go into the “missed”
category?) when my name at last comes up. Five minutes later, my cholesterol monitored
satisfactorily, I am charging back into the park. Only Ronnie, Peter and Ellen are still at table.
Fritz (described as “no trouble”) is overjoyed to see me, even more so than when I returned
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after two weeks in the States. We are on our own as we complete the back passage walkround,
however. Already I can hear soprano chanting from the bleachers at trackside and I know I am in
for another noisy day.
Friday, March 13:
No sooner have we entered the park this morning than Fritz finds himself a member of an
impromptu pack that includes Oscar, Scamp, Charlie – the little black poodle, and Chin. By the
time we have reached the cypress trees my dog has put some distance between himself and the
others and he is all alone as we walk between the playing fields; here I can see Michaela heading
toward us with Skye and she calls to Fritz, who rushes forward eagerly. “I love his greetings,”
she adds as we continue on towards the kiddies’ playground. Here I find the venerable presence
of Jasper, all by himself, and I have a strong suspicion that his owner, David, must be inside this
oasis with his little daughter.
After I have opened the gate to the café Fritz rushes through and I follow him onto the green,
where I can see Janet in conversation with David the dogsitter. He is here today with Buddy,
who soon places himself resolutely at my feet, waiting for a biscuit. Fritz eventually detects
the presence of his old pal and there is a spirited recognition scene. Thereafter my dog wanders
to the four corners of the greensward, checking out the great volume of doggy traffic today. At
one point I count twenty dogs dashing about; it’s like the old days. I track Fritz down near the
Grantully gate and put him on lead as we head around the green at coffee time.
No coffee – that is the verdict passed on to us by Peter, who tells us that the café is without water
this morning – following a broken water main incident in the rose garden yesterday afternoon,
one that led to localized flooding and problems for the café then as well. Today there is a phalanx
of vans attending the emergency and the café can still serve tea, made from bottled water, and
food on paper plates. I decide to forego refreshment and settle down with Peter, Ellen, Georgie,
Janet and Hanna. Denise also arrives, bringing with her another carton of cigarettes for Georgie
– who has given up smoking again. Denise says that Albert is doing well and that she knew he
was much better when, during a call from Amsterdam earlier this week, he told her he had to
break off the conversation because Liverpool were on the telly. As we complete our back passage
walkround there is a sudden eruption from the huge sprinklers that stand at the four corners of
the running track. This is a sure sign that the water problems have been fixed; the geyser also
overtakes the lasses from Francis Holland, who run from the blast with a crescendo of more
soprano shrieking.
Saturday, March 14:
Today’s episode begins when the day is only four hours old, which means that, once again,
Fritz is left feeling very sorry for himself in the wee hours of the morning. I had thought we had
conquered the stomach problems of last weekend but after a romp with Pepper in Regents Park
and a heavy dinner he began to show signs of distress as I wrestled with my nightly insomnia.
I recognized these signs, obviously, and began to dress for another stroll along the empty
pavements of Maida Vale. At least the vomit surfaced on the pavement rather than the carpet this
time, but the projectile pooing persisted for close to twenty minutes. The birds were beginning
their pre-dawn chorus as we at last reached home.
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This morning my first activity is to call the Hamilton Veterinary Clinic and, fortunately, there is
a 9:45 slot available. I pass by the café to let Ronnie, Peter and Ellen know the state of play and
then we make our way slowly up the hill and into St. John’s Wood. Dr. Rachel notes that it has
been almost a year since we last reported with tummy troubles, so I guess there is something to
be glad about. Fritz’s temperature is a little on the high side and his stomach is rumbling a bit and
the vet wants to obtain a stool sample before the dog swallows his first pill. I am fretting over
the extra trip I must take to deliver same when, only a few steps after we have left the surgery,
Fritz obliges with a prompt squirt against a sidewalk tree. So this is scraped into a little tube and
I return to the clinic to hand this over to Natalie, the receptionist.
Now we can make our way home, also a very slow process as Fritz must stop and sniff every
object. On Greville Place he seems to want to enter the home territory of an animal whose
presence is advertised by the warning, “Watch Out, There’s a Jack Russell About!”
The dog in question is nowhere to be seen and we make it most of the way back to the park
before passing Ginger and Lola, in the care of custodians, shuffling by us in the opposite
direction. The footie lads are still at their lessons as we wind through the park itself, arriving
home at last at the beginning of a long foodless day.
Sunday, March 15:
After a slightly more relaxed night (if you don’t count not being able to get to sleep until
2:30) I am up just in time to begin our usual entry into the park. It is a glorious morning, the
sun providing a little bit of warmth to the proceedings. For some reason Fritz disdains our
conventional line of march and reverses directions to approach the green from the Morshead
roadway. Over on my left I hear my name in greeting: it is a trackside Marty Cornelius, my
former student (a quarter of a century ago) who now reports on the progress of the ASL rugby
team in yesterday’s ISSTs in London as he circles the track with one of his boys.
I lose track of my dog while this is going on but he surfaces as we reach the green – where there
are already lots of dogs at play. Christian is just wishing Reina good luck in the driving lesson
which that pregnant young woman is about to undergo; their Miro and Vito are in a losing battle
for the lofted tennis ball – which usually ends up in the mouth of Lenny, a mid-sized black dog
whose owner is mightily amused by Christian’s recital of recent research on jet lag, a study in
which hamsters given Viagra were far more likely to cope with time change than those who were
given placebos. Hanna now crosses the green and accompanies us to the café.
Behind me in the queue is John the Commentator; I tell him that this is the first time I have seen
him without his hat (he is bald like so many of the rest of us). It turns out that he has taken off
his chapeau because Ellen’s Jack has objected to it. John takes his own little table at one side of
the doorway and so does Dan, the last to arrive this morning. The latter, who has just done this
so that the rest of us will notice him and make a fuss, is soon cajoled into joining our crowded
table, one that includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Liz, Georgie, Hanna, Janet and Davide. Fritz,
nil by mouth, sits for most of the session on Hanna’s lap. She complains of a foxy pong from his
head but I notice that he is nevertheless bearing the telltale signs of her lipstick next to one ear.
Meanwhile Roxy has jumped up on the table of a woman sitting in the forecourt and an act of
piracy is narrowly averted.
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Dan announces that he will be collecting more money for our so far winless betting syndicate.
Davide suggests that he did not enjoy Calcutta and that wine and cigarettes were ludicrously
overpriced at the Taj Hotel. There are many queries as to the state of my dog’s health. I have
brought no food with me (much to the disappointment of Daisy-Mae) but he soon spots some
treats in Ellen’s handbag and jumps from Hanna’s lap into my own in order to get his snout in.
Soon there is another distraction as Pepper arrives at the beginning of a day in our company.
I take his lead from Rob but Hanna takes it from me as we wind our way through the crowds
clogging the walkways. Two little kids rush over from the playground to reach through the fence
so that they can pet Pepper and Fritz, only to be succeeded by a superhero-clad tot on a scooter
who recoils in horror – “I hate dogs!” Hanna begins a treatise on this topic but the mom seems
content to let this prejudice prevail. By this time we are well behind the rest of the procession.
The good news is that I have seen no poo whatsoever from my pet.
Monday, March 16:
The sun is shining brightly as we make our pre-park preparations and I decide to venture
forth with no scarf, a baseball cap replacing my usual woolen version as well. Fritz produces
a convalescent poo as we near the running track where, surprisingly, one slow moving gent is
smoking a cigarette in the outside lane. As we near the corner in front of the café a security guard
hands me a printed version of the announcement that has been posted at all gates for some time:
“Pathway Closures February, March, April 2009: Due to essential repairs and maintenance works
some sections of the pathways in the park will be closed. We recommend dogs are kept on leads
to avoid entering hazardous areas.”
Fritz has made his way out to the green where it is possible to see that there is timeliness in this
warning – for two giant machines are already at work digging up the tarmac of the Randolph
walkway. Ofra reports that she has had trouble getting admitted to the green after her descent
from Mt. Bannister and, expecting that the Randolph entrance will be closed, I decide to use the
Grantully gate after I have made a brief dash to the markets on Maida Vale Parade (another of
those gestures undertaken in order to minimize the moments my dog must stay at home alone). I
pass Fritz’s lead over to his Auntie Hanna and make my visit a short one. On my return, however,
I can see that orange fencing now stretches all the way along the Randolph walkway, preventing
easy access to the café, so I make my way across the green, slip around the end of the fencing,
walk behind the tennis courts, circumnavigate Mt. Bannister, and reach the café from the Carlton
roadway.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ronnie, Hanna, Denise, with her suitcase, Cheryl, just
back from the States, and a smoking Georgie. I place my backpack up against a pillar and sit
down to drink my cappuccino. With one truck spitting out pulverized tarmac into the back of
another and a jackhammer joining in behind us, today’s is not the most enjoyable of meetings.
Still, I suppose it is pleasant to contemplate the end to all this activity; today they are actually
dismantling part of the green fence in front of the clubhouse and yesterday I noticed that, after
a year at least, the clock atop this structure was keeping time again. As if there wasn’t enough
noise from all these machines Sparkie and Winnie have several snarling face-offs – something
about Sparkie sitting in Davide’s lap inciting the jealousy of the temperamental Pug. Cheryl has
Lola in her lap and I notice that, just sitting next to this pair, I am soon covered in blonde hair.
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At 10:10 it is time for us to depart for Fritz’s checkup on Boundary Road. Frank Seddon himself
presides over this visit and he reports that temperature is normal and tummy is producing no
rumbling sounds. We will have to return in a week, by which time the stool sample previously
provided should have been analyzed. Natalie loads my knapsack with four more cans of special
diet dog food and we are off. Our return journey takes us through the park a second time and I
can see that the interruptions to foot traffic are still a problem for dog walkers, pram pushers and
non-puffing joggers.
Tuesday, March 17:
It is a little cooler this morning but the sun is still much in evidence and it shines down on a
Paddington scene dominated by the sound of jackhammers and tractors at work. As we round
the corner near the entrance to the new environmental area Fritz encounters David the dogsitter
and rolls over onto his back for a tummy rub. David’s charge, Buddy, is delighted to see me but I
have to disappoint the fellow – since I have stopped carrying treats during Fritz’s convalescence.
I have to make sure my dog is on lead now, and I keep him attached as we enter the battle zone
surrounding the café. Fortunately they have left a gap in the orange fence and this allows us
access to the green where, again, there is a lively turnout of dogs in all sizes – some twenty
animals all enjoying the sunshine and one another’s company.
Schnauzers are well-represented, with Oscar and Gus joining Fritz. Lady, a midsized fluffy black
and white dog, ends up with Sparkie’s tennis ball, much to the frustration of the little Yorkie.
Hanna crosses the green and we follow her to the café, where only a few of us are soon seated at
our table: Ellen, using a cane today, Cheryl, Peter, Hanna and Georgie. The mood is somber: a
Dachshund has just been killed by a vehicle in the Carlton roadway turning circle. No one knows
who this dog is, nor the owner (described as someone with several dogs), nor any of the details
of the accident. Cheryl goes off to investigate but returns none the wiser. We are just lucky that
our dogs are safe and that we have had our coffee already: Vicky comes by to tell us that they
have turned off her water again.
When it is time for us to make our departure we are joined by Tracy, who has not only her own
Sweep with her, but two others dogs as well: a little Schnauzer with a tail named Purdy and Toby,
also a Dachshund. Toby is dressed in a yellow and blue coat bearing the legend “Police” and he
is wearing a plastic Elizabethan collar. Unfortunately Purdy is afraid of this apparatus and Toby
soon learns what fun it is to run in her direction while scraping the walkway with the bottom of
his cone. Georgie has Winnie on lead for much of this departure lap; the intemperate Pug had
already had a go at Sparkie – in his own house.
Wednesday, March 18:
The pleasant weather continues, glorious sunny skies that also presided over yet another
excursion to Regents Park yesterday afternoon, an expedition that, of course, included Linda and
Pepper as well. We spent a lot of time in the wide-open spaces, though Linda, hiding from a chill
wind, preferred the wooded margins, a gesture that Fritz also enjoyed, since he is always keenly
interested in exploring uncharted territory. He did a lot of ball chasing and life would have been
perfect for him if we had only followed his urgings – that we check out the precincts of the
Healthy Sausage café at one end of our journey or the Hub café at the other.
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This morning he makes rapid progress toward the green, where we can see workers removing
some of the wooden walkways and temporary fencing that were needed while a fresh coat of
tarmac was laid on the Randolph roadway. On the green itself we meet Janet, who has been
off work this week while she supervises the installation of a chair lift in her mom’s home in
Kenilworth. Fritz climbs her leg in search of treats. It turns out that today is Daisy-Mae’s second
birthday and that the coffee and treats are on Janet this morning. The café is late in opening its
doors but we are soon enjoying the repast at our sunny table: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra
and Ronnie.
Fritz is permitted a few treats from the table; I must remember to bring my supply tomorrow
since I have been such a great disappointment in this category to Daisy-Mae and Bailey while
Fritz has been on a more restricted diet these last few days. (I plan to introduce some of his
regular food into the mixture this evening.)
Conversation turns to yesterday’s fatality, but now the story has changed and it appears that the
victim was not a Dachshund but a Bull Terrier. I am among the first to leave this morning, a
dental appointment on Boundary Road beckoning. This means that Fritz and I have things pretty
much to ourselves as we begin our back passage walkround.
Thursday, March 19:
The first jackhammer is heard in the land at about 8:00 today and when Fritz and I reach the park
there is plenty of evidence of men at work. It isn’t until we have reached the cypress walkway
that it becomes obvious that we will not be able to continue for long in this direction and so, on
lead, Fritz is marched back the way we came. Unfortunately here too there is orange net fencing
blocking our access to the Morshead roadway. Zorro is carried over this barrier by Debbie; I just
step on it so that Fritz can make his way across. Then, following Natasha with Millie, we begin a
tortuous circuit through the rose garden, emerging at last at the bandstand.
Out on the green I can see Janet and Georgie and we head this way as well. Sparkie has a midsized silver ball that he and Millie are both chasing as we gradually edge our way toward the
café. I make the serious suggestion that perhaps we should choose another venue today because
they are excavating the parkside entrance to the café with jackhammer and circular saw. No
one takes me up on this idea and, after walking around so that we can enter from the Carlton
roadway, we sit down: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ofra and Ronnie. I am down to
twenty pence pieces in my pocket; nine of these buy me a medium cappuccino.
A chap comes by looking for a water bowl for his dog and we send him into the café for an
empty ice cream carton. Fritz is allowed a few treats this morning though for his efforts he is
savaged by Daisy-Mae, who objects to sharing. Cheryl arrives with Lola; the latter is wearing
a boot on one foot after surgery at the Hamilton vets. Sparkie jumps on Janet’s lap and Cheryl
notes that he has gray hair in his coat now. Georgie says that he has always had that color in his
coat and that, in Yorkie circles, this is called steel blue. This appeals to a number of the ladies
present; they decide that their hair is also turning steel blue.
Ronnie, Peter and Ellen get up to begin a back passage walkround, in spite of our warning that
they will find this route obstructed. Sure enough, five minutes later, they return to head across
the green toward the rose garden. Georgie says that there is a way along the grassy margins of
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the Morshead roadway and so, in the shadows of a giant steamroller, we pick our way through
the construction site. Janet says that the slain dog, earlier identified as a Dachshund and then a
Bull Terrier, was, in fact, Ginger, a Border Terrier. She can’t supply many more details about the
incident because Ginger’s owner, out walking with her other dogs, is incoherent with grief.
Saturday, March 21:
I have missed a day in the park, Fritz having spent his Friday with Linda and Pepper while I
completed a day’s walk along the Capital Ring south of the river. Linda’s services included
giving my dog a bath – a necessity rather than a favor – after the rascal rolled over in something
nasty in Regent’s Park. So it is with a lovely dog that I enter the park on a bright Saturday
morning, one on which we can say goodbye to Winter and hello to Spring. As usual there are lots
of folk about and one chap, holding his little daughter, ends up opening the door for Fritz as we
reach the café gate. Peter, Ellen and Ronnie are already seated at our table but there is no escape
to the green on this side (while construction of the fenced-in doggy precinct continues) and so
I have to coax my puzzled dog back out the way we came, and thus onto the green. I leave the
others chatting with the hard-of-hearing chap who has a new dog on lead, a mid-sized black and
white chap named (again) Elvis.
Out on the grass I meet up with Dan, celebrating his thirty-fifth birthday, and Janet. I slip Dan
a five pound note, not as a present but as my stake in our betting syndicate. Georgie now enters
with Sparkie but it is obvious that she is in considerable pain. She says that she is suffering from
a pulled back muscle but the pain in her arm has everyone worrying that this may be something
far more serious. Fritz is heading off down the Randolph walkway and so I have to follow him
for the next few minutes. By the time we have returned (again circling the perimeter of the
café to enter from the Carlton roadway side of things) our table includes Hanna, Cheryl, Janet,
Georgie, and Ofra as well as the original trio. Dan is paying for everyone’s coffee this morning.
Much of our session is devoted to organizing tonight’s fete at the Thai restaurant, where the
birthday boy promises not to hog the karaoke mike. Most of us have given our food orders
well in advance but Ofra objects sulkily to committing herself at this point. I tell her that I am
reminded that when I took kids walking from one youth hostel to the next that a few of the girls
could always be relied on to register their breakfast preferences the night before, then either
forget what they had ordered or change their minds the next day. “He’s just compared you to a
fourteen year-old schoolgirl,” Dan reminds Ofra (who is worried about the A-level efforts of her
own daughter these days). “Yes,” Ofra adds wistfully, “my kids are always saying they wished
I’d grow up.”
Cheryl now reports on her efforts to keep a boot on one of Lola’s sore feet and Dan recommends
scratch mitts from the baby care aisle at Sainsburys. Hanna takes Fritz on her lap, produces a
hairbrush, and combs out my dog’s pristine beard. Some little kids want to borrow Sparkie’s ball
so they can toss this about in the forecourt. I predict disaster and sure enough after a few minutes
the ball comes sailing onto our table, narrowly missing a coffee cup. Winnie has a go at Sparkie
and then it is time for us to begin our back passage walkround. Fortunately there are no workmen
about this morning and the way home is unobstructed.
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Sunday, March 22:
The sunny springlike weather persists as Fritz and I make our way into the park. Out on the
green there is a good deal of activity with Oscar, Scamp, Buddy and a five month-old little white
rescue dog from the Mayhew home, Donna, in evidence. Fritz, with not a single glance as to my
whereabouts, takes off down the Randolph walkway and I give pursuit. He turns right before
the tennis courts and is clearly surprised when I hop through a break in the foliage to keep up
with his wanderings. By this time I can see Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Liz out on the
green; for once I am ahead of them when it comes time to report for coffee-drinking duties.
The aforementioned sit down at a table that also features Peter, Ellen and one of the guests from
last night’s birthday celebrations, Lucy from Nottingham. Peter tells us that he gave Ronnie a
ride home from the park yesterday morning and that neighbors later reported that a strange man
was eyeing his car – Ronnie had left his mobile phone and cigars therein. As often happens after
a heavy drinking night a lot of food is consumed by the revelers at breakfast time, though this
fails to satisfy the insatiable demands of our pets. Fritz, who is permitted biscuits again, moans
piteously when these don’t come fast enough. Bailey jumps from lap to lap in search of tidbits.
And Roxy is going through the depths of depression because the new fencing means that her
access to the kitchen waste bins is restricted. We keep an eye on her as she stalks the tables of the
other diners. At one point she leaps atop the low stone wall in the forecourt in order to see what
is on offer. Later she jumps up on a tabletop though, fortunately, the previous diner has left.
As we begin our back passage walkround I am able to confirm some of the tales I heard at last
night’s Thai feast, where the guest list was evenly divided between Dan’s doggy friends and
friends from his past – including the famous Brian, with whom Dan has an annual mischiefmaking expedition to this day. Also present was Dan’s last girlfriend, a lovely petite jewelry
maker named Stephanie. One day, while still in his teens, Dan’s mother undertook a day trip to
Boulogne, bringing back a package of strawberry-flavored Hollywood chewing gum for her son.
Dan had a wad of this in his mouth while he was snogging Stephanie – who was repulsed by
this gesture, rejecting her swain. “I had no other choice, after this,” Dan confirms as we near the
cypress tress, “but to turn gay.” Trotting behind him is Winnie, who is wearing one of last night’s
gifts, a lovely pearl necklace with a diamante Celtic cross.
Monday, March 23:
Shortly after we enter the park on a blustery March Monday Janet comes in behind us with
Daisy-Mae and we walk together toward the café. As usual these days Fritz is puzzled by the
lack of entry here and it would do no good to open a gate for him because temporary fencing
prevents access to the green on the other side; workmen are once again drilling and sawing
away as they work on the doggy equivalent of an open prison. Too bad, for the rest of the park
is unusually quiet today. Janet decides to approach the green by heading up Mt. Bannister first
and Fritz is happy to follow. On the top we do have to avoid a chap with two straining dogs,
including an intemperate Alsatian. After our descent we head out to the center of the green,
where Ofra and Georgie (still complaining about her sore arm) are just arriving. Fritz contents
himself with chasing Sparkie’s ball, that is when he is not climbing Janet or Georgie’s legs in
pursuit of treats.
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When we reach our table we join Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie and, after a few minutes, we are joined
by a chap whom Janet knows, Stephen. The latter has two delightful white dogs named Will and
Grace. They are evidently a cross between a Chinese Crested Dog and a Maltese; they are yearold fluffy bundles and each ends up in someone’s lap. (We also have Jack, to complete the sitcom
trio, on Ellen’s lap.) Much of the conversation these days has a melancholy tone following the
death of Natasha Richardson in a skiing accident in Quebec and, yesterday, that of Jade Goody,
whose illness has been the subject of daily media coverage for weeks. (Jade must have been the
first person to receive a fatal diagnosis on live television.)
At about 10:10 I excuse myself because Fritz has a check-up at the Hamilton Vets and I have to
get going. His tummy problems hopefully behind him (he had no bacterial infection after all), Dr.
Rachel is now prepared to administer his annual rabies shot. (I keep up with such precautions,
even though I have no intention of taking my dog abroad.) Rachel says that Fritz is looking very
trim; we must remember this when, inevitably, someone (usually Hanna) suggests that he is
getting chunky. I pick up a tube of treats, some worming tablets and some flea treatment while
I am at the checkout desk and then we begin the long walk home – it is the eighth time I have
covered this distance in the last ten days.
Tuesday, March 24:
Temperatures are decidedly chilly as Fritz and I begin the day’s excursion in the park. Almost
immediately we are caught up in a parade of dogs including Oscar, Scamp, Purdy and Ollie the
Cocker. I have a close look at my pet’s poo because, even though we are supposed to be through
with vet visits for a while, he did manage to throw up on the hearth of my study’s fireplace
yesterday afternoon. This incident was occasioned by another episode of contraband gobbling
during our afternoon walk – though I have kept him to his regular diet and schedule, feeling that
this was a one-off and not the sign of some enduring debility. He seems fine enough today.
When we reach the green I note that the act of destruction at the clubhouse continues. Most of
the green wall that has obscured the front on this structure is gone and they are even digging up
the temporary tarmac path which was used to get people around the northwest end of the green.
Perhaps they will now restore the two plaques memorializing Roger Bannister’s use of the old
track here when he practiced (as a medical student at St. Mary’s) for the first sub-four minute
mile. Sir Roger, now 80, was featured on last night’s national news; the famous record-breaking
run took place 55 years ago.
I throw the tennis ball for Fritz to chase on a surprisingly empty green but he scoops this up
and continues down the Randolph walkway where we encounter a delightful tiny Dachshund,
evidently named Sizzle. By the time we are ready for coffee the doggy scene has grown to its
usual proportions, with all of those chaps already mentioned congregating outside the loos, plus
Sweep, Toby and Rizzo. Now I can see that Oscar has a green stripe on his back, one resulting
from his habit of rubbing his back on the undercarriage of the park benches. The metal gate that
leads from the green to the café can be opened today and so I join Ronnie, Peter, Georgie and
Ellen – a very small turnout indeed. Inside the café Peter is ordering Ronnie’s standard espresso.
“Al Pacino’s here,” Peter says, referring, of course, to the common belief that Ronnie looks like
the actor (or any of a number of Italian gangsters). “Al Pacino,” I add, “should be drinking a
cappuccino.”
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Daisy-Mae, looking lovely after her haircut at Grand Union Pets, gets to occupy her own chair
today and from this vantage point she keeps up her usual demand for biscuits while my own dog
adds his voice on the same subject from beneath the table. Zorro comes by for a visit and Mylo
the Beagle is chained to the wall behind us. Here he is teased by Daisy-Mae; eventually he sits
on his haunches and uses his front legs to signal to his owners, seated at a table inside, that he
wants their attention. As we begin our back passage walkround the maroon-clad hockeyettes
from Francis Holland are streaming in and soon we have many of them cooing and kneeling to
give our lot a cuddle. Launched at last we join up with another party containing Lady and a little
black dog named Bella. She and Daisy-Mae are soon seen heading down the middle lane of the
running track.
Wednesday, March 25:
Strong winds and chilly temperatures have returned as Fritz and I make our way into the Rec on
a sunny Wednesday morning. Ahead of us Bekki is walking with Bounce and coming up from
the rear is Elvis, the Shiba Inu. Elvis is having major obedience issues as he trails far behind his
owner – who is left to call for his dog repeatedly, but to no avail. Fritz races forward to the café
gate, still not having learned that it is now easier to walk around the perimeter of the place. We
continue down the Randolph walkway but Fritz again turns right before the tennis courts and
we saunter over to the doggy area on the Grantully side of things, not having visited this spot in
some time.
I can hear the stertorous injunctions of Buddy, in front of the bandstand, as we make our way
around the green at coffee time. There is only a small group at coffee: Ofra, Peter, Ellen and
Georgie, though, these days, Ofra often leaves midway through the session (sometimes even
remembering to take Bailey with her). Katie, the owner of Frankie the Wheaten Terrier, adds
her dog to the hook next to Fritz’s as we both go inside to order our coffee. Then she sits with
us, Frankie already having made his way into the charmed circle where treats are on offer from
many a plate. Hanna also comes late and we sit with her while she eats her scrambled eggs and
fried tomatoes. She says that both Farrah and her dog Poppy were bitten in the park yesterday,
Poppy requiring anesthetic and stitches.
The chief topic of conversation is the new fenced-in doggy area behind us. Confusion reigns
because Vickie has casually mentioned that she is thinking of putting a table in there so that
people can sit with their dogs – which is what we have expected all along. Indeed, the notion
of retaining our usual place at table while our dogs are penned inside the new space causes
a good deal of merriment and not a little anxiety. I eventually catch up with Peter and Ellen,
as we complete our back passage walkround, and by this time I have had more time to think
about this notion. I ask the others to imagine the racket created by abandoned dogs, barking and
baying for their owners. And the threat to doggy security as dognappers help themselves to the
unaccompanied pets. Still, I conclude, on a day like today, when our teeth are chattering from
the cold, wouldn’t it be nice to leave the dogs to their fate and settle down to our cappuccino and
croissants inside the café for once.
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Thursday, March 26:
Ah, what to wear. I can see that there is a little light rain about, but I know it will also be very
cold in the park and that I always have trouble sliding my rain jacket over my bulky leather
jacket; it is too cold to wear only the former so the latter will have to do – and Fritz is going
out today without his raincoat as well. In the event the moisture is sporadic and we manage to
survive fairly well. For once the wetness does not penetrate my ancient park shoes, though I can
see water squirting away with each step on the new tarmac that covers portions of the Randolph
walkway.
Hanna, who yesterday complained that, without a dog in tow, there was no reason for her to
join us at coffee on really nasty days, is now seen heading across the green under her big black
umbrella. She has no dog with her but she calls to Fritz and he rushes to greet her ecstatically.
Davide, back from a sandstorm in Dubai, is also crossing the grass with Winnie. Fritz now
returns to the walkway and we complete his usual eastern migration, soon encountering Cheryl
with Lola by her side and Ginger in the covered wagon. Those already mentioned are soon seated
around our table outside the café doors, where Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Georgie are also present.
Ofra, as usual, is preoccupied by the ratio of water to coffee in the café’s concoctions but I insist
that the really vexing question of the day involves the debate over whether the council estate
in Bermondsey, Dickens House, should be renamed in honor of the fallen reality TV star, Jade
Goody. I point out that Jade is also an author, for we keep seeing clips of her signing books at
Borders – Jade being one of those contemporary figures who, like Victoria Beckham, has written
a book before having read one first. Our conversation is cut short by the return of the rain, which
is seeking us out even though we are under cover, and a back passage walkround begins. The
little black dog, Walter, joins our exodus; he and Fritz take turns pissing on one another’s head.
Friday, March 27:
Blustery weather persists but at least it is not showery, as, indeed, it was yesterday afternoon
when I again accompanied Linda, Pepper and Fritz to Regent’s Park. I suppose we were lucky
that the rain stopped after we had been in the park only a few minutes. A lovely rainbow presided
over the almost empty scene; one chap braving the inclemency was the brilliant comic actor and
wit David Mitchell, whose glance told us that he recognized that we recognized him. Pepper
managed to lose his blue ball on a rope.
When we reach the green this morning there is a lively scene at one end of the cricket crease,
with Sparkie, Bailey, Winnie, Ziggy, Frankie, Toby, Sweep, Rosie and Daisy-Mae at play, and
John the Commentator standing on the sidelines describing the scene to himself. Fritz seems to
be willing to mill about in this collection, stealing the odd tennis ball, and not insisting on his
usual Randolph migration. Indeed he is the first to arrive at the green metal gate, waiting to be
admitted to the café scene within. Our table is soon home to Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Davide,
Janet, Cheryl and Georgie. The latter, who is now having trouble putting on her own shoes and
socks, finally has an appointment with her GP – for next Wednesday.
Every few minutes someone complains about the bitter wind and behind us the robin is staring
at us accusingly from the top of the low stone wall – which is not dusted with its usual coating
of crumbs. As often happens there is an order to our mode of departure – which is early today
because of the cold. First a hooded Ofra leaves, then Ellen goes with Peter and Ronnie (the two
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gents take turns driving one another home), then the rest of us get up. As soon as we reach the
Carlton roadway we encounter the venerable Patterdale Terrier, Jasper, who is waiting patiently
for David and daughter, who are using the swings inside the kiddie playground. (Georgie says
that David can get both little girl and dog onto his bicycle.) Fritz, who has just hopped from my
lap into Ronnie’s and then into Janet’s and then into Cheryl’s, is usually the last to get launched
on the back passage walkround but he then picks up speed, weaving through all the other legs
with me in tow and often finishing his park excursion several minutes before the others pull even
with our gate. From this vantage point I can see today that he has already missed his chance to
growl from behind our door at the departing postman – but that if he waits just a few minutes he
will be able to have his usual hysterics at the sound of the cleaners’ vacuum in the hallway.
Saturday, March 28:
There is a light rain falling as Fritz and I head for the park on a chilly Saturday morning. Again,
neither of us is in rain jacket but there is little chance that we will get soaked and there is only
one moment of concern when my dog admits himself to the running track. I have just placed
a bright green tennis ball in my pocket, however, and a single bounce redirects his attention to
the correct line of march – though, for that matter, there are plenty of runners on our pathways
as well. When we reach the green Fritz again heads for a small group in front of the clubhouse
(whose front elevation is now encased in orange fencing). Janet, Georgie and Dan are here with
their dogs and I now pull out the tennis ball a second time for some desultory exercise. Nobody
seems to have much of an interest in balls this morning and so I decide to head in for coffee, the
wetness already soaking through to my socks.
Peter, Ellen and Ronnie already have their coffee but I make everybody get up so that our table
can me moved closer to the front door of the café and out of the rain that is falling on half of the
seats. In addition to those already mentioned we have Cheryl, Ofra and Hanna this morning. No
sign of Robin but the pigeons arrive to eat his crumbs. Winnie is disdainful of the little healthy
pellets that are part of her latest diet regimen, spitting these goodies out and waiting for some
bacon or cheese or attacking poor Sparkie when thwarted. Daisy-Mae is staring soulfully up at
each diner, hoping for a handout; Janet, who has a bad cough again, says that her dog, disturbed
by all the noise, got up in the middle of the night and went off to sleep in a quieter corner by
herself.
Dan reminds everyone to think positively about our chances in tonight’s double rollover where, if
we are successful, we can each scoop £1.2 million pounds. It is then proposed that if we do win
we should use the money to buy the park (or at least Courtney’s) so that the perpetual anti-dog
antics can finally come to an end. Hanna says that the only part of the park we might get a chance
to lease is the bowling green, whose own clubhouse has fallen into disrepair while the fate of this
space (owned, evidently by the Church Commission) is debated – local residents having objected
to the introduction of yet more tennis courts beneath their windows. Dan also reminds everyone
of the need to move clocks forward tonight, as we at last reach summer time. Ofra says that she
always thinks of me on such occasions – and that is because I like to tease her when she forgets
to change her clocks and arrives at the park an hour earlier or an hour later than the rest of us.
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Sunday, March 29:
More volatile weather has passed through our part of the world as Fritz and I make our way into
the park on the first day of British summer time. There is a lot of leaf and limb litter lining the
walkways but the way forward is clear enough as we round the corner between fields two and
three. Here we can see that Ellen has let Jack into the central pitch so that he can rub his back
ecstatically on its roughened artificial surface. Some of the other dog owners are afoot on the
other side of the green while Peter is on our side, talking with John the Commentator on the
subject of the time change. I follow my dog down the Randolph walkway, losing sight of him
as he begins an extensive browsing beneath the bushes. A few minutes later he is over on the
Grantully side of things; here I hook him so that we can rejoin the others for coffee. On the way
I meet, for the first time, some Chinese people who live in my building. “I thought you had two
dogs,” one of them says – thinking obviously of Pepper (who has been a bit poorly since eating
something inappropriate on our last Regent’s Park outing).
Our group today includes Dan, Georgie, Ofra, Liz, Janet, Peter, and Ellen – with Hanna joining
us as well after completing her breakfast at another table. I congratulate Ofra on surviving the
time change but Georgie whispers that our friend actually altered her clocks yesterday morning.
There are a number of moments of ill-temper today. Peter is very grumpy over the loss of his
order by the kitchen staff (the second time this week). Winnie is watching everyone else’s
treats very carefully and at one point she gets into a scrap with Jack, who is sitting on Ellen’s
lap. Bailey and Daisy-Mae are besieging me for biscuits, Bailey clawing away and Daisy-Mae
barking at me, and Roxy is baying for food as well. And Fritz is full of complaint over the
slowness of the food service as well. The only way I can get him to shut up is to invite him onto
my lap so that he can drink my leftover cappuccino foam.
Liz has just returned from a short trip to Paris (having missed her Eurostar train at the Gare
du Nord because she misread the notice board). She is planning a French evening for Friday
and tells us not to bring any more wine. Dan proposes a group expedition to Paris and this is
certainly something I would be interested in. I can’t see this lot going along happily on a group
hike but the sightseeing itinerary I would propose for the Parisian capital would have the great
advantage of providing a wine stop every other block. It looks as if we will have to pay for such
an expedition out of our own pockets, however – as Dan breaks the news to us that we did not
win 1.2 million pounds each in last night’s lottery.
Monday, March 30:
Though I am still in winter gear I can report that the sun is shining brightly, it provides a little
warmth, and we do have a pleasant park morning for our adventures. I try to slow Fritz down as
we near the Carlton roadway – a Nila lorry just now turning around to make its delivery to the
café – and then we reach the green where Hanna is already calling my dog as she walks toward
us on the Randolph roadway. We begin to circle the green, soon entering the shaded walkways
above the tennis courts as we discuss the first Formula 1 race of the season, in Melbourne. Hanna
denounces the contest as boring (though a Jenson Button win is certainly unusual) but I claim
that there was much to interest the viewer in this spectacle.
Fritz soon grows bored with our yakking and decides to pursue his own agenda along the
Randolph roadway. I leave Hanna to wait for our return while I follow my dog, a man on a
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mission this morning, though I am most upset that the mission includes an exit from the park at
the Randolph gate, where I at last succeed in slowing my dog down so that I can get him attached
to his lead for the return journey. We can see Cheryl, just arriving with her Pugs, as we reach the
café gate, and we are soon joined as well by Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Peter and Ellen. Peter says that
Rosie is poorly and that is why we haven’t seen Ronnie for the last few days. Cheryl says that
Albert reports that a visitor to the care home took him on a canal trip recently; unfortunately, he
doesn’t seem to know who this benefactor was.
A woman with a toddler and a Westie arrives to distribute her friend’s handout, an advertisement
for the services of Priya, whose Oochie Koochie Pooches offers dog sitting and dog walking.
“Is your doggy Home Alone a lot?” is the question asked here; my answer (echoed by Peter) is
that no, I am home a lot because of my dog. Georgie, whose home is also center for every other
odd canine, also suggests that she would have no need for such services, but I remind her that
this would not be true if we all went to Paris, as discussed yesterday. We also discuss the call
for ideas from Westminster Council, which has £100,000 to spend on revivifying Maida Vale.
Some trash bins would be nice and cattle prods to scatter the students at the Westminster College
would also be useful. Janet, getting up to begin our back passage walkround, says, “Daisy-Mae,
since when have you become interested in sniffing Bailey’s bits?” “Perhaps,” Georgie speculates,
“since he got cheese on them.”
Tuesday, March 31:
Although temperatures remain mild enough we have nothing but grey skies for our session in
the park today. Fritz makes slow work of his entry, though he does have to investigate a skittish
sheep dog who is clearly unnerved by the wide open spaces of our park. Elvis the Shiba Inu
passes us, going in the opposite direction, and thereafter my dog finally puts on some pace,
rushing toward the café at great speed. By the time I have reached the Carlton roadway there is
no sign of the rascal; often, at this point, he stands at the green gate waiting for admission, but
not today. I continue on to the green itself and soon spot him, rushing about in a canine carnival
that includes Sparkie, Winnie, Daisy-Mae and Bailey.
Sparkie, as usual, is barking hysterically at his ball – but every attempt to put it into play is
thwarted by his insistence on snatching at away at the last moment. Daisy-Mae is again being
chided for mistreating Winnie’s tail. Now I can see some posters tacked to the trees along the
Randolph roadway and so we head here next, soon getting mixed up in the famous pack that
includes Oscar, Scamp, Rizzo and Charlie. The posters carry the dire news that a three-month
old Beagle puppy, Izzy, was last seen at 3:30 yesterday afternoon on Kilburn Park Road. When
I sit down for coffee a few minutes later this disappearance is one of the topics of conversation:
Georgie and Janet have met Izzy in the past.
Our group this morning includes Hanna, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie.
I remind the others that yesterday the park’s offices moved back to the clubhouse and that the
flurry of activity that took place next to our café, when the temporary office was transferred over
here, has now come to an end. Ofra wants to know where she can get some more of the canned
daal that Davide brought back from Dubai; as usual she is keeping an eye on all the babies in
their prams (one, in a magnificent throwback machine, is wearing a fur coat with hood). Ofra
also shows me a photo of her baby nephew on her mobile phone. She says that her own daughter
was excluded from classes because she was late to school – “She should be made to have more
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school, not less,” is the sensible conclusion. Ronnie reports that Rosie continues to have heart
problems and that he has driven her to the park today. Peter disapproves of a strange man
wearing bunny ears, just entering the café, and wants him arrested as a nutter. I remind him that
we don’t arrest nutters in this country – and that impersonating a rabbit is not a crime.
There are quite a few canine visitors to upset our usual routine. A patient Cairn is tethered to the
wall behind us, though no one objects. The arrival of the scurrying Millie is more noticeable,
especially since Daisy-Mae wants to give chase and both of these small dogs can squeeze
through the fencing. Elvis the sheepdog’s entry provokes great protest, staring with Winnie but
also including the offended Fritz, who has earlier won a round of applause after catching one of
Ronnie’s biscuits on the fly. Buoyed by this recognition my dog manages to snarl at poor Ziggy
as we make our back passage walkround. The king of the park has spoken.
To continue with this tale you need:
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Wednesday, April 1:
We have a beautiful sunny morning for the first day of our April adventures in the park. At our
usual gate painters are at work – well, one of them is sitting on a can and staring blankly at the
street and the other is scowling at everyone who actually wants to use this entrance, though
our arrival in no way inconveniences him in his task. As often happens when I am deep in
conversation with our Cathy, come to complete her usual Wednesday chores at the flat, I have
forgotten something important in my preparations. This time it is poo poo bags and I have to
improvise, tearing the biscuit sack in half so that I am in proper position to complete my morning
duties after Fritz had finished his.
My dog gets stuck at the garden gate, as it were, and I have to urge him to round the corner so
that we can continue on down the Randolph roadway. I suggest we turn right when we reach the
tennis courts and he seems to agree, though I have a lot of trouble following him as he dodges in
and out of the foliage. Out on the green I can see a knot of doggy activity, presided over by Miro
and Vito with Christian and the heavily pregnant Reina nearby. Closer to hand we have a cute
little Westie touching noses with our Fritz. It turns out that her name is also Winnie. The original
bearer of this name is among the dogs in Georgie’s control as I reach the café – where our table
this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Hanna Ofra, and Ronnie.
We have a lovely morning in the sun, not overly disturbed by a little girl in blue jeans and
fuchsia top who keeps jumping off the low stone wall behind us – when she is not stroking the
dogs. There is a lot of local news to digest. We now know that the latest incarnation of the eatery
across the street from the Maida Vale tube stop is to be called Thai Rice, the third version of a
restaurant featuring food from this part of the world to occupy the same premises. (I say bring
back the Turkish Lokanta.) There is also a campaign, featuring signs on local trees, to save the
Paddington Rec bowling green from disappearing under yet more concrete (they are planning
to re-grass the building site in front of the clubhouse, I hope). Finally there is the news that
President Obama, here for the G20 economic conference, has made a surprise visit last night to
the American School. Ofra now receives a text from Liz, one that concludes disconsolately, “I
guess I wasn’t important enough for them to let me know.” “Nor me,” I add.
Friday, April 3:
I have missed another day in the park, completing a day’s walk on the Chiltern Way while Fritz
enjoyed a day with his Auntie Linda – the last for a while as Linda, Rob and Liam are off today
for almost two weeks of skiing in British Columbia. It is a gray morning, though not too chilly,
and rather rapid progress toward the café is made in a quiet park. Fritz has to be reminded that
we now make our way outside the fence rather than take a shortcut through the café’s grounds,
but almost immediately we are in bother. Workmen have spread their orange netting adjacent to
the Randolph walkway and Fritz soon rushes into a cul-de-sac, much to the amusement of the
park staff. I am trying to call him back to the starting point (as is Hanna) and eventually he is
extracted just as the rest of our group comes heading in for their morning refreshment.
I can see that in my absence a long-anticipated change has taken place in the disposition of
our usual seating arrangements. One large and two smaller tables have been added to the new
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doggy pen and our lot (and our dogs) are taking their places here. Georgie tells me that yesterday
afternoon was, in fact, the first time the new space was utilized and everyone is still getting used
to the novelty of the situation – “They threw bananas to us in our cage,” she adds – as Davide
tells me that there have already been three letters to officialdom protesting this segregation –
even though flower boxes, an umbrella, and even a space heater have been promised as well.
Already I can see that much has to be learned about open prison discipline as the chap in the
Ferrari jacket (the deaf chap who communicates by writing notes) has opened the gate for his
Elvis and let out all the other dogs, including Fritz. Ofra now tells me that one of our dogs
will not be participating in the new rituals of our life in Paddington Rec: this morning at 5:00
Ronnie’s Rosie died in her sleep.
Ronnie has come to the park himself this morning and this gives us all a change to offer our
condolences in person. He seems quite philosophical about the loss and says that the gardener
will bury the stricken Cavalier in the backyard later this morning and that he has brought some
treats for the other dogs in Rosie’s memory. Rosie seems never to have enjoyed robust health and
I remind the others that on the very first day of my doggy journal, back in 2004, events ended
with Ronnie’s dog suffering a fit. Rosie was eight-and-a-half.
One of the advantages of life in the new naughty corner is that we are so well fenced-in that it
is not necessary (as I have done for years) to hang on to my dog’s lead. This means that Fritz
is at last able to work the table, appearing at the knees of each of the diners (today including
those of Ronnie, Davide, Janet, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Georgie and Ofra). I warn the others that
they will see a new side to the personality of a free-range Fritz, who soon demonstrates his new
opportunities by jumping on Janet’s lap and sticking his nose into her jacket pockets in search of
treats. One of the disadvantages of life in the new naughty corner is that those opening the gate to
deliver food or drinks need to know that they mustn’t let any dogs out in the process. The latter is
precisely what happens when Elian delivers Ellen’s toast and Sparkie goes walkabout. Soon, as
we head for the back passage, Sparkie is preoccupied with his silver ball. Barking at it does not
seem to make any difference in its behavior and this therefore requires even more barking.
Saturday, April 4:
Our reunion with park pals (human and canine) is not the first time we have seen them since our
Friday session here, for last night the dog people enjoyed another one of those periodic eventide
social moments. On this occasion we foregathered at the St. John’s Wood home of Liz. Liz had
invited several non-dog friends and we also had Ofra, Dan, Davide, Hanna, Janet, and Georgie.
Fritz walked up to this meeting with Hanna and me and immediately began an excited inspection
of the premises, rushing upstairs when anyone else did so and then stationing himself in the
kitchen – where he stared longingly at a pot in which the coq au vin was stewing. I was able
to relax a bit more easily when a kiddie gate was placed at the top of the stairs, preventing any
sudden escape attempts on the part of my pet. He had a grand time, much to the amusement of
the other guests, who were charmed by his antic performance.
The meal was a French feast, with starters including paté, quiche and brie and four kinds of
yummy dessert, including a tarte tatin just out of Ofra’s oven. Even the dogs were given plates
of their own, though Daisy-Mae’s idea of sharing was to eat hers and then stick her nose into
Fritz’s as well. She also had a furious fight over a scrap of bread with Winnie; the latter became
so incensed that she circled the table in a rage and attacked poor Bailey. (Roxy, the laid-back
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hostess, managed to leap up to the counter and make off with her own baguette.) Both Hanna and
I complained of overstuffing as we waddled home at 11:00. One dog who missed these festivities
was Sparkie, left at home with husband James. This was almost fatal as Georgie returned to find
her flat filled with gas, James having turned on the hob in attempt to light the grill – before going
off to sleep.
After a rather restless night, therefore, Fritz and I head for the park on a gray morning, one in
which the sun is making several unsuccessful attempts to break through the gloom. Fritz seems
to be strongly tempted by the delights of the running track and so, much earlier than usual, I have
to employ his tennis ball – which I find abandoned well before we reach the green. Fritz, facing
no orange fencing this morning, rushes out to greet Georgie and Janet; they have just welcomed
a thirteen week-old puppy named Archie, a cross between an American Bulldog and a Boxer.
The burly fellow is quite lost in this new environment. I note that his pink nose is speckled with
black dots and there is some conversation on whether, like the nose of my Old English Sheepdog,
Osbert, this will turn all black too.
Dan and Davide now join us and we head for our new space, where Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl
and Ronnie are already in residence. People keep coming up to Ronnie to offer their condolences
and Ellen gives him a rose bush to top the backyard grave where Rosie now shares space with a
predecessor, Truffles, also a Cavalier. Also dropping by to see Ronnie is Alastair Moss, another
member of Westminster Council, here to take the regular surgery of Jan Prendergast, who is
suffering from a bad back. The dogs are enjoying the freedom of movement in their new space
and often they line up at the fence to check out the action elsewhere – while toddlers stick their
hands through the grating as if this were just another petting zoo. Dan and Davide are getting
ready to undertake an expedition to Westfields and Cheryl is planning a trip to Blenheim Castle
with Hanna, who now makes a tardy arrival. She has had trouble getting up this morning and I
would like to get home for an early nap.
Sunday, April 5:
Another lovely spring day on our doorstep and we make a lively enough start to our Sunday in
the park. I am a bit weary because my dog has somehow discovered how to remove the barrier
I had placed over the crawlspace beneath the bed (at New Year) and he has decided that, at
3:00 am, it would be a good idea to get under there and paw the turf. This morning his sense of
mischief persists and I am certain that he wants to head for the running track and that I had better
make an early introduction to the sport of tennis ball chasing. He speeds down the walkway in
pursuit, then disappears with the ball into the cypress jungle. I wait for him to reappear and then
notice that he has already exited from this space and is far ahead of me. I can’t tell if he still has
the ball in his mouth and I keep my eyes peeled for it as I follow, well behind the charging chap.
Sure enough, I find the object abandoned at the foot of a signpost outside the café. At least I
don’t have to fight my way into the cypress trees.
Fritz now rushes out to greet his pals: Janet, Georgie, Dan and Davide, all of whom are sitting in
the sun on the cricket crease. Joining us is a blonde woman from Australia named Suzanne. She
tells us that she is house sitting for a local couple named (wait for it) Charles and Camilla and
looking after their dog, a young Labrador pup named Bella. Bella is kept on lead but seems to
be enjoying this new society. Suzanne, an IT consultant, is fascinated to discover the existence
of our doggy society and asks many questions. I have to take off when I see Fritz, all by himself,
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trotting along the Randolph walkway. A few minutes later we follow our group, including
Suzanne, into the precincts of the café where two tables are needed to accommodate our lot; to
those already mentioned we soon add Wendy, Peter, Hanna, Ellen and Ofra. Ofra is dressed, as so
often, in sweatshirt and track pants in the livery of Abercrombie University.
The coffees this morning are on Georgie, who is celebrating a win (at 66-1) on Mon Mome
in yesterday’s Grand National. Peter adds to this flavor of celebration by telling us that our
syndicate also enjoyed a minor win in last night’s lottery. The dogs continue to enjoy mulling
about at our feet, though Sandy is out of sorts and has a fight with Daisy-Mae who has fights
with Winnie and Bella over the ownership of certain biscuits. Hanna is feeding the dogs
scrambled eggs on crisp bread and Fritz has resumed his duties as cleaner of my cappuccino cup.
Our menagerie continues to attract the attention of passersby and one Italian dad brings his little
year-and-a-half old Oscar inside so that the toddler can pet all of the dogs (Daisy-Mae is always
the favorite among this age group). As we conclude our back passage walkround one of the
security guards suggests that for two pounds we can each enter a dog in the footie competition
that is about to take place on the five-a-side pitch. “No,” a colleague corrects him, “they can go
in for free.”
Monday, April 6:
A watery sun is bringing another day of good cheer to the Rec as Fritz and I begin our week
in the park. My dog again disappears behind the cypress trees, emerging a few minutes later at
a trot. Indeed, I lose track of him altogether as he races toward the green. When I arrive a few
minutes later I note that he is nosing around in the company of Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Winnie;
he never completes the Randolph roadway portion of his rambles because Hanna is crossing the
green and he has to speed toward his friend, rolling over onto his back for a tummy rub and then
following the others toward the doggy cage in which we now spend our breakfast hour.
They tell me that in the afternoon this space is often occupied either by families with toddlers or
dog-phobic café-goers – who have gotten the whole concept of the place backwards. The chief
problem today is that no sooner have we ushered our dogs through the parkside gate than they
exit through the open door on the café side. As yesterday we had coffee as Georgie’s guests so
today it is Hanna’s turn to provide the treat – as it is her birthday. Many have brought cards but
Hanna has forgotten her cigarettes and takes several drags on Ronnie’s cigar (with much resultant
coughing). Today we also have Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Ofra, Georgie, Janet and Liz. The latter
has brought her son Jack and his friend Will but they head off to kick the football around. On
Wednesday Liz will take her eldest son (and Jack too) off to the states for the obligatory college
tour.
Daisy-Mae and Lola have a fight under the table and the Shih-Tzu, Bailey and Winnie take turns
hectoring me for biscuits – at one point I have Fritz on my lap, Bailey seated on the chair on my
left, and Daisy-Mae seated on the one on my right. Winnie also makes an appearance here; she
has a bad eye (in spite of an Optrex treatment yesterday) and Dan will come home early today to
take her to the vet. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround she dawdles, as usual.
Just as she begins to fall into formation she spots food on a nearby table and Janet has to go back
and put her on lead. Liz is now trying to establish the whereabouts of the boys, reaching one on
her mobile phone – “Where are you?” “I know you’re in Paddington Rec.” After the cypress
trees we encounter Bailey II, the mostly black Cavalier and coming up behind us is a delightful
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four month-old Miniature Schnauzer named George. George (like so many other members of this
breed newly born into the nanny state) has a tail. He and Daisy-Mae form an instant partnership
and are soon rolling in the grass.
Tuesday, April 7:
A sunny but cool morning welcomes us as we begin our morning in the park, a far slower
progress toward the green than yesterday. Fritz does dash ahead at the end and, to my surprise,
he has already gotten himself admitted to the doggy pen at the café – where some of the other
owners have already taken up positions five minutes before opening time. I urge my dog to
resume his constitutional and we continue down the Randolph roadway but he is soon distracted
by the passage of Hanna over the grass and so we end up in the middle of the green. Oscar the
Schnauzer comes out here, too, rolling delightedly in some sacred spot, while his brother, the
Westie Scamp, remains on lead in front of the loos – the little fellow is moving about a bit stiffly
today.
Fritz is admitted to the doggy pen a second time as I go inside the café and join the queue. From
this vantage point I can see my dog at Ellen’s knee, hoping for a handout. This is a familiar
pose since we passed this spot at 4:15 yesterday and I was able to observe this doggy scene in
its afternoon sequel. Angie was here with her zimmer frame (which has a seat attached) and
the mostly Chow, Trouble. The latter had turned his nose up at some salmon-flavored crunchy
biscuits and Angie was now trying to offload them on Fritz, who ate far too many. The park was
crowded with moms and their kids, enjoying a half term break, and the atmosphere of petting zoo
in the doggy pen was ever more in evidence. I ended up with the whole bag of salmon biscuits
and these I now produce as I sit down for my cappuccino.
Our table hosts Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Cheryl, Australian Suzanne and Hanna this morning.
Cheryl and Suzanne compare the misadventures of teenage daughters with unsuitable boys, the
one in Tulsa, the other in Darwin. Georgie says that her Lynn is due to give birth on Friday and
that soldier husband Sean, just back from Iraq, has new duties putting his wife’s shoes on for her.
Georgie also reports that Winnie has a scratched eye and that her vet has again insisted on a very
strict diet for the Pug –(“that vet is obsessed with weight,” according to Hanna). Cheryl adds
that Lola is on a diet too and I am just as happy to restrict the intake of my greedy Schnauzer,
who ate too many salmon croquettes yesterday. Daisy-Mae seems undaunted in her demands for
treats; she never puts on weight – as we soon learn when, departure time having now arrived, we
discover that she has squeezed through the bars and headed out to the center of the green to play
with some pals.
Wednesday, April 8:
Although there is a bit of a bite in the breeze we have an altogether splendid sunny morning
for today’s session in the park. Fritz is again lost to sight on a number of occasions, first behind
the cypress trees and then in those moments it takes me to walk from this spot out to the
Randolph roadway, where I find him out in the center of the green with his usual pals and also
the aristocratic Spaniel, Ludwig. I have brought the tennis ball with me and he spends some
time chasing this down but no sooner do I turn around to greet Suzanne, arriving with the young
Bella, than I can find him nowhere in sight. It takes me a while to note that Sabina has two
Schnauzers with her, not one, and that one must be Oscar and the other Fritz, They are at the far
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end of the green but when I go over there to make contact with my dog he disappears again and it
takes me a while to spot him out in the center of things again.
I feel on safer ground when I have deposited him in our doggy pen. Here I continue to distribute
the salmon croquettes that we have inherited from Angie; most of our dogs seem to like them
(though Winnie is nil by mouth) but they do leave a nasty smell on the hands. Our group this
morning includes Ofra, preoccupied with tonight’s Passover feast, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, and
Suzanne. An extended conversation on the topic of lotteries ensues, perhaps occasioned by
our finally winning something more than a tenner. Georgie, who is still suffering from an
undiagnosed pain in her arm and shoulder (though she has at least seen a doctor now) is planning
her visit to Hereford, where Lynn is soon to deliver a grandchild. Several people stop by to
comment on our new seating arrangement, though Georgie says we are still waiting for someone
to throw fruit into our cage. This will not be singer Heather Small (of recent Strictly Come
Dancing fame) who is hunting for the gym, the temporary buildings that housed this exercise
equipment having been torn down – while such matters have been returned for the time being
back to the pavilion itself. Georgie wants to know if Heather will remove her false eyelashes
before steeping aboard the treadmill.
Daisy-Mae is again out on the green when we get up to begin our back passage walkround,
preceded this time by the young mother with two half-term kids and the Ridgeback Asher and the
Weimaraner Hendrix. We also meet up with Millie as we near the five-a-side pitch. Natasha says
her pet is in season and that this has added a coquettish element to her usual mischief. It appears
that Natasha’s legs are being mounted by a large tribe of furry black creatures but these turn out
to be sections of her own boots, peeled down like so many banana skins and bobbing up and
down above her feet. As we near our exit we meet a second Miniature Pinscher – but Albert has
been fixed so he will not do as a swain for Millie.
Thursday, April 9:
Skies are very much grayer this morning and, though temperatures seem mild enough, there is a
threat of moisture. Fritz makes very slow work of our approach to the green, where he soon joins
a party in the center. Georgie and Davide are talking to the owner of Monty the Pug and Suzanne
has brought the children of the family whose house she has been sitting. (Her Charles and
Camilla have a son named Harry, of course.) A lot of ball tossing takes place though Fritz takes
no part in this exercise today and when there is an early move toward the café we follow in tow.
There is quite a crowd inside our pen today: Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Davide, Ronnie, Ofra, and
Denise (back for an Eastertime visit with Albert) at the big table, Suzanne and three kids at a
second, and Cheryl and Hanna at a third. Bailey isn’t himself this morning and his spirits are not
lifted when he is attacked by Daisy-Mae. Winnie is also down in the dumps, not so much because
of the scratch on her eye but because of the severity of her diet. No one is allowed to slip her
any treats and this is a great hardship on the soft-hearted owners. Young Bella bounces around,
enjoying the doggy society into which she has been lucky enough to land this week.
Ofra has brought half a kosher cake (potato flour) as a dividend from last night’s seder and this
is enjoyed by all. Ronnie is selecting new candidates for Rosie’s favorite biscuit, the brown
bat-shaped ones. Davide tells us that his landing at Toronto this week was a fraught one, with
wind shear propelling the plane back into the skies after some of the wheels had already touched
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down. Cheryl has brought a copy of her memoir, Hats n Hopes, for Denise and she now sits
down to sign it for her friend. Denise says that she paid a nostalgic visit to her old home, now
returned to the housing office, just to pick up mail and that the place still smelled like her mom’s
house. There is a light drizzle and, fearing worse to come, some of us get up to begin an early
back passage walkround.
Friday, April 10:
Again we have mild temperatures, gray skies, and just a hint of moisture in the air. When we
reach the café I can see that, for the first time, signs have been posted on the subject of the new
seating area for dog owners and their pets. So we are official at last. On the green side Peter is
in deep conversation with Sabina on this topic, which is still the subject of amusement, curiosity
and outrage in a number of quarters. Fritz heads directly across the green to greet Ellen with Jack
and Sandy and thereafter I keep him busy with his tennis ball. We are just heading in for coffee
when the rascal disappears. He has admitted himself to the redundant hallway in the mostly
abandoned temporary office – from which a puzzled employee emerges wanting to know whose
dog this is. Thereafter I am able to direct my animal’s attention to Mt. Bannister, where Janet,
Dan, Ofra and Georgie have taken seats on a hilltop bench. They descend at coffee time and we
have soon admitted our dogs to their new home away from home.
There is a lively turnout this morning: Peter, Ellen, Dan (enjoying a Good Friday break from
work), Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, and Denise. Dan reports that his mother was also a Grand
National winner on Mon Mome (£300). He adds that there is less happy news in the case of
Winnie. The doc would like to look at her injured eye under general anesthetic but the Pug is
seen as too portly for this procedure – and this will explain the need for her latest diet. Poor
Winnie is now permanently out of sorts; she gets into fights several times with the other dogs,
mostly Daisy-Mae. Fritz manages to keep his distance, content with his salmon croquettes and
my cappuccino foam. Little Millie squeezes through the bars and joins our company in advance
of the trailing Natasha. The latter announces that Millie is becoming a sex pest. Zorro is also
added to our circle; we are becoming a puppy crèche.
When it is time for us to begin our back passage walkround Winnie stages another of her
patented protests, hanging back until the last moment and then moving forward with the pace
of a constipated snail. Daisy-Mae admits herself to the five-a-side pitch though no one follows
and she is soon content to leave this space. Sparkie is having his usual tennis ball anxieties
though just as we reach a corner we encounter the other Sparkie (and the other Buddy), the two
Pomeranians. A spirited conversation is taking place among the owners at this point. They have
decided that they are not listening to Georgie’s complaints about her sore arm anymore and they
insist that she must visit Hanna tomorrow at noon for a Reiki treatment. Georgie, who is always
the reluctant patient, finally agrees – anything to escape this nagging.
Saturday, April 11:
I have done something to escape a nagging myself. It is a wet morning in Maida Vale and I
decide that it is time to introduce my new Wellington boots to the damp grass of Paddington
Rec. It is the first time that I have worn these huge black clunkers but Michigan Janet has been
pestering me for at least a year on this subject, growing tired of hearing me complain about wet
feet no doubt, and urging me to buy some more suitable footwear. The boots make a statement
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as I follow Fritz into the park and they feel funny too, since the foot has to be a bit loose in these
babies or you would never be able to get them off. I have plenty of time to get used to them in a
stationary position because Fritz is sampling every grass shoot, it seems, and while he is nosing
around in the bushes I detect the first of the season’s bluebells hiding in the foliage.
I have to put him on lead so that we can make some progress, at last, toward the green, where
there is a lively scene in the center: a ripening Reina is here with Christian (“only seven weeks
to go”) as well as Vito and Miro. Dan, Georgie and Janet are out here as well. I march over the
wet grass, amused to see the little squirts of moisture preceding me, and then I have to follow
Fritz down the Randolph roadway. I am just beginning to worry about his walking through the
gate here but he stops to squat and I am able to collar him and pick up the offending matter at the
same time. The blonde woman who accompanies Bailey II is emerging from the loos, having lost
track of her pet. He is quite noticeable up on Mt. Bannister in his red raincoat and I point him
out. She says, “If it isn’t my daughter driving me mad it’s that dog.”
We sit down to have our coffee, with the drinks on Cheryl – who celebrates a birthday tomorrow.
There is a good turnout, in spite of the inclemency: Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Cheryl,
Hanna, and Ofra. Peter asks a few questions about last night’s Euro Millions, which Dan hasn’t
actually invested in this week – Dan takes Peter’s queries as a form of implied criticism, as
though someone else would do a better job with the syndicate’s money. Another source of
friction arises when the conversation shifts to our local veterinary practitioners. Some of us have
suggested that Dan might want to get a second opinion on Winnie’s indisposition but Janet feels
that none of the local vets would take on an animal that goes to a rival practice. Hanna suggests
that they all belong to the same cartel (as witness the similarity in fees charged) but Janet
disagrees. Another animal who may need diagnosis is Jack, who has twisted a foot on his walk
this morning. Now he won’t put any weight on it and sits in Ellen’s lap looking quite miserable.
Others offer advice on what to do next. Ofra announces that her teenage daughter has just gotten
her own credit card. As we get up to depart Ofra gets plenty of advice on the dangers lurking in
such a gesture. It is beginning to rain in earnest.
Sunday, April 12:
It remains gray and damp, though there is no actual precipitation as we head for the park on a
quiet Easter Sunday. Fritz makes his usual dilatory advance on the café, where we find Ronnie
sitting by himself under the overhang. I give him a twenty pound note (to be passed on to the
counter staff) because today the coffees are on Fritz – it is his sixth birthday. The birthday boy
remains on the green only a short time and then begins a solitary ramble around its perimeter. We
have just about completed a circuit when we approach the clubhouse, where it is now possible
to use the old walkways out in front. Possible but not as appealing to my dog, who wants to as
check out what all the new paving behind this structure portends and so Fritz soon disappears
behind this structure. I can see him round a corner and so I continue forward, intercepting him as
he returns to the green; he seems most surprised to see me so soon again – he had been intending
a more protracted act of mischief.
I put him in the doggy pen and go in to order my coffee; the other owners are making their drink
requests as well and we have a lively turnout at two tables outside: Peter, Ellen, Dan, Davide,
Ofra, Georgie, Hanna, Ronnie and Janet. Ofra has baked another cake in honor of Fritz’s birthday
and Davide brings with him some lovely home-made Italian pastries that his visiting parents
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have brought with them from Sardinia. It is a feast. The dogs (not you, Winnie) also have plenty
to eat, though they are not allowed any of the sweet confections. Sparkie spends much of the
morning on my lap; Bailey is here, too, for quite a while. Daisy-Mae is made to spell out her
request for biscuits – each woof representing another letter of the magic word. “Woof (B), Woof
(I), Woof (S), Woof (C), Woof (U), Woof (I), Woof (T), Woof (S).
We haven’t won any money in last night’s lottery and Dan, mischievously, suggests we shift to
lucky dips because the random numbers assigned can’t be monitored by Peter on his computer.
Ofra is out of sorts and Davide suggests that it is the menopause. “How do you explain the last
ten years then?” I ask, bravely waiting to say this until Ofra has gone inside with slices of cake
for the café staff. Cushions and sofa beds enjoy more than their reasonable share of breakfast
conversation and then we shift to the subject of St. Augustine’s bells, which are peeling joyously
in the background. Some of those present think this is just a recording but Ellen says they are real
bells (whether they are manipulated by real bell ringers remains undetermined). We have great
difficulty in explaining to Ofra where the church is – even though she walks by it or parks her
car in its shadows every day. Hanna now distributes Cadbury cream eggs to the assembled; she
has indeed given Georgie a therapeutic Reiki treatment yesterday and Georgie says she is much
better today. Fritz is serenaded by a chorus of “Happy Birthday,” sips the rest of the cappuccino
foam from my cup, and we get up to begin our walkround.
Monday, April 13:
Did Fritz take on too many foodstuffs at yesterday’s birthday celebrations? I know I did, and my
dog’s poos (during our afternoon and evening walks yesterday) were sub-standard, to say the
least. Moreover, as he lay on the pillow next to mine I could hear the telltale sounds of tummy
rumbling; they made for an altogether unsettled night for the dog’s owner. At any moment
I expected to hear the plaintive sounds of a “Let’s go out, now!” entreaty. In the event the
rumbling came to an end and there was no call for 4:00 am walkies. Still, I was most anxious to
see what life in the digestive tract is like this morning, when we at last arrive parkside for our
day’s adventure.
The gloom that has pressed down on us from the skies continues without let-up today – a four
day weekend without any sign of sun. Fritz’s poos don’t seem too bad, nor does he stop to munch
leaves of grass – the latter often a sign of stomach distress. He does decide to join all the other
joggers on the running track but I use the tennis ball to redirect his attentions and he gallops off
with it in his mouth. I find it again opposite the kiddie playground and put it away safely in my
pocket. Fritz has rounded the corner, reached the green, checked in with Janet and Georgie, and
continued around the grass on the walkways, stopping only to rub noses with a Tibetan Terrier
named Queen. When we have almost reached the Grantully gate I put him on lead and circle
back. It is strange to see Dan, whom we usually see only on Saturdays and Sundays these days,
making his fourth appearance in a row with the convalescent Winnie.
Nix joins us for coffee this morning, though her Bearded Collie, Billy, is tied to the green fence
in our doggy pound because he gets jealous of other dogs hovering around when his mistress is
eating her croissant. (Nix tells us that he was twice attacked yesterday by an Alsatian, a police
dog in the care of a real policeman.) We pull two tables together for a company that includes
Peter, Ellen, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Hanna, but it begins to rain in earnest and Dan takes
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the lead in transferring us back to our old table outside the café doors. After a while a bored Elian
peeks around the corner and says he still has one of the big umbrellas that used to decorate many
an outdoor table but we tell him not to bother with it today.
Dan says that at home Winnie has fallen into a malnutrition coma over her new diet (for which
read her usual sulk). Fritz is also moaning at my feet because I have greatly restricted his intake.
The others are discussing what to do with this gray day. Dan and Davide are still entertaining the
latter’s parents, Ofra has her mother-in-law at home (and wants to buy a sofa bed at Ikea) and
Janet and Georgie say that they are going to see Marley and Me at Whiteley’s. Winnie suddenly
comes alive, having noticed that Sparkie is looking at her from a nearby lap (“You looking at
me?). Her reaction is a furious assault on her sometime pal, always a dangerous gesture for a
dog with an eye problem – since her lunges often succeed in turning her own eyelids inside out.
There is no let-up in the light drizzle so we at last give up the shelter of the café overhang, and
make our slow way toward the wet exits.
Tuesday, April 14:
There has been an improvement in the weather, indeed sunnier skies at last reappeared yesterday
afternoon. I could have done without my scarf or my leather jacket today for it is also quite mild
in the sunshine and, with so many trees in blossom, it is quite lovely. Fritz again decides that
a run on the track would be a good idea but today I have forgotten his distracting tennis ball.
There is a stick that I can throw in a more appropriate direction and this gesture is enough to get
him re-launched on the correct side of the fence. By the time I reach the green Cheryl can be
heard advising me that they have already admitted my animal to the doggy pen. This is fine and
I can see why quite a few of the dog people have decided to sun themselves at our table before
opening hours but I would like my dog to get in a bit more exercise – so we continue on our way
for another ten minutes.
I find that I am more likely to order my own coffee these days – since I don’t have to worry
about handing Fritz off to someone else in our group (usually Ronnie) or bother with tying him
up to one of the hooks embedded in the low stone wall. And so it is this morning. When I am
returned from the café I join a lively group that includes Ronnie, Cheryl, Hanna, Georgie, Peter,
Ellen, Wendy, and Ofra. The latter has brought with her this morning Rachel, Ricky’s visiting
mother. We often hear a lot of Hebrew at our table, though this is usually just Ofra on her mobile
phone. Today she and her mother-in-law make this more of a two-sided conversation, though
Rachel speaks English as well. Cheryl is regaling us with stories of Houston’s Milly Bush Bark
Park (named after the dog belonging to the first President Bush) where dogs must be off-lead,
there are ponds for them to swim in, and even a doggy shower. The story inspires Ronnie to get
up and bring back a carton of water for our dogs (to drink from, not swim in).
Fritz spends much of the morning trying to extort more food from the breakfast club, and,
though I think we have weathered the stomach problems of the day before yesterday, I would
like to restrict his diet for a while longer. He sits on Hanna’s lap and then Cheryl’s, making a
lot of noise. Sparkie and Winnie both spend some time on my lap, Winnie even falling asleep in
a standing position. Georgie reports that Daisy-Mae, leaping to defend a forgotten biscuit, has
knocked a cup of tea all over her surrogate mommy this morning. The Shih-Tzu now attacks
Lola when the latter strays too close to another well-defended biscuit. There is plenty to distract
our dogs this morning; the park is crowded with kids on half-term holiday, delivery men are
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trundling by, there are chaps in lime green vests for Sparkie to bark at, and – best of all – a young
girl brings by a newcomer. This is Claude, a lovable ten month-old Basset Hound, who soon
serves as an object of fascination for all of our pets, who rush to the fence so that they can stick
their noses through and make contact with the gigantic puppy. Only Daisy-Mae has a really close
look and that is because she can always slip through the fence and admit herself to the green
whenever she wants. Now she goes on lead (as do Sparkie and Winnie) for the back passage
walkround.
Wednesday, April 15:
A somewhat misty morning dictates the donning of my rain jacket, though again temperatures are
mild enough and, in the event, pathways remain dry. Fritz makes his almost daily foray onto the
running track and I respond with my usual tennis ball temptation; he takes the bait and chases his
ball down the cypress walkway and disappears around the corner with the toy in his mouth. I find
it several minutes later in front of the café; its owner is out in the middle of the grass checking
out the three dogs brought to us today by Georgie: Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae.
A few minutes later Fritz is admitted to the café’s doggy pen, where Ronnie and Ellen are already
in residence. Georgie then arrives with her animals and I tell Fritz that I am surprised to see that
he has let such a disturbed lot enter unchallenged since Sparkie is an obsessive-compulsive,
Winnie has anger management problems and Daisy-Mae is just a sociopath. Some of us just
manage to beat a tardy Bouzha to the front door of the café. She and Lurch tell us that they have
been spending a good deal of time at Metty’s other establishment – which is located in a leisure
center in Kensington. I ask them if it as busy as Paddington Rec and Bouzha says that it is so
slow there you can read a book at work. Lurch is very proud of the coronet of powder-flecked
cappuccino foam he has created for me.
Peter is absent this morning, having taken his Holly for a blood test at a surgery in Holloway.
Hanna, who soon joins us, says that she once had to leave her ancient Spadge there as well and,
not wanting him to feel too isolated while he was on a drip, she took off her t-shirt in the waiting
room so that the old fellow could have a comforting smell in his cage. Ellen, meanwhile, is
making an appointment for Jack to see a vet today since the Jack Russell is still limping around
on a leg he sprained a week or so ago. (The absent Bailey has an undiagnosed injury as well.)
This leaves Winnie as the last of the invalids to be accounted for. Georgie (who is still fretting
over a mysterious fiery red ball that she saw in the skies two nights ago) says that Dan has
dropped his dog’s diet food off – just as well since the Pug keeps eating the other dogs’ food at
home. (Meanwhile Ronnie has forgotten that she is not to have treats in the park.)
Thursday, April 16:
I can see that a light rain falling as I begin my preparations this morning and, though the
moisture has stopped by the time we are ready to go outside, I decide to put my rain jacket
on anyway. Fritz, fearing that his raincoat is next, begins an evasive pattern among the sitting
room furniture but I am not intending to include him in these precautionary measures. We make
very slow progress along the back walkways – with much pausing to sample grass shoots. One
dividend in this behavior is that Fritz misses his chance to penetrate the track fence; even so, I
toss his tennis ball down the cypress walkway and he carries it forward as far as the café, where I
find it abandoned on the Carlton roadway.
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Fritz himself is out in the middle of the green with Georgie and Janet. The latter is full of
complaint after her early morning visit to Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove, where the newly
introduced self-checkout system was dominant – with not a single real checker sitting behind a
real cash register. Complaining to the manager, she was given the usual bland assurance that this
was just progress, though everyone understands that, instead, it is an attempt to see how much
money can be saved by ending the employment of the resident staff. (I have avoided this chore
myself so far, though when I am at Sainsbury’s myself it is usually at noon, when there seem
to be a number of lanes still manned by humans.) Fritz manages to stay fairly close at hand this
morning and, indeed, I am able to usher him into the doggy area without protest when it is time
for us to head in for coffee.
Medical bulletins are still uppermost. Jack now has pain killers for his pulled muscle. Holly
has too much protein in her urine (though at fifteen and a half this is not too surprising). Bailey
has had quite a serious operation after it turned out that his difficulties were caused by cysts.
“This leaves only you out of the equation,” I say, addressing Sparkie, “thereby illustrating the
old adage, ‘no sense, no feeling.’” “Thanks a lot,” Georgie says, adding to the medical drama
by choking on a piece of toast. We have only a small turnout this morning: Peter, Ellen, Janet,
Georgie and Hanna, but Cheryl, dogless, arrives late in the proceedings, and she and Hanna
soon move to a table under the eaves as the rain returns. I take these drops as a signal to head for
home, perhaps only ten minutes earlier than usual – and so we are off alone.
Friday, April 17:
I am keeping a close eye on the weather – for it has been raining for some time as I make my
preparations for a morning in the park. Today these include a dose of Frontline flea treatment for
the dog, always a messy process since it not only involves a monumental struggle to remove the
vial from its packaging but the administration of the liquid in question to the neck of the pet. I
like to do this as we begin a walk (indeed on some mornings I do it in the park). The advantage
of doing it in the house, however, is that you can wash your hands easily, also a necessary part
of the process. While I am attending to this ritual I am able to note that it has actually stopped
raining and, though I am still wearing my rain jacket, Fritz doesn’t have to wear his.
Just as we are about to cross the street Linda pulls up in front of us and she and Pepper
accompany us on our entry into the park. Because of the family skiing holiday in British
Columbia this is the first time I have seen Linda in two weeks. Pepper, I learn, is delighted to
have his family back and he seems pleased to see Fritz as well; peeing on his friend’s head seems
to be his mode of welcome but what’s one more alien substance poured onto my dog today?
When we reach the doggy pen Linda goes inside to offer her condolences to Ronnie, who is
among the early-comers. He says he has gotten an email on Rosie’s passing from Michigan Janet
as well. I continue forward with Fritz who seems to want to circle the green though, surprisingly,
he turns left as we near the white signpost above the tennis courts and we end up finding our way
along back paths to the Randolph roadway.
When I do enter the doggy pen I join Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie and Ofra. Bailey is
of course present, his head in a plastic collar so that he won’t worry his sore bum, where the two
cysts were removed. Ofra says that, taking advantage of the anesthetic, the vet has also removed
six teeth. All this means that now it is Bailey who is nil by mouth, an idea he has as much trouble
taking on board as has Winnie. He visits me repeatedly and paws away at the tabletop, hoping for
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a biscuit. The tabletop, incidentally, is covered in a big blue umbrella that Elian has established
this morning. Thus it turns out to be a perfect day for an inspection of the new premises by Jan
Prendergast, our councilor, who is walking around the Rec with a park official this morning.
The latter says that a more permanent sign identifying this as a doggy area is on its way. Jan is
pleased that our group seems to be enjoying the space – which, no doubt, she has had a hand in
providing.
Saturday, April 18:
The sun has returned after another day of rain but it is still quite chilly in a park that is already
crowded with footie activity. Fritz runs ahead to greet Sparkie and Daisy-Mae and then heads
off along the Randolph walkway to continue his usual morning ramble. I get him turned around
without too much difficulty when it is time to head in for coffee. Already Ronnie, Peter, Ellen
and Cheryl are in place, with Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, and Hanna soon to follow. Our blue
umbrella is still lofted above our table, though it is blowing about in the wind ominously.
Dan is a bit the worse for wear, after falling off his bicycle in Regents Park following an afterwork drinks party last night. His Winnie sits in his lap for most of the session; she has truly lost
weight, though this process has not improved her disposition or her preoccupation with food.
Georgie reports that the other afternoon the Pug spent a good deal of time stalking a toddler who
was weaving around the café forecourt with a bag of crisps in his hand. When the baby showed
no interest in sharing Winnie took out her frustrations by biting Sparkie in the bum. This morning
these two eye each other nervously from adjacent laps; every now and then a bout of furious
barking kicks off and then calm returns to the breakfast scene.
Bailey has taken off his plastic collar and even seems able to bite into a biscuit in spite of all
his extractions. (Ofra is wearing her Cavalier socks this morning; the dog pictured thereon
does look a lot like Bailey.) Daisy-Mae is cadging for biscuits, as usual, but she spends a lot of
time out on the green playing with a new twelve month-old Jack Russell puppy named Bella
(that’s the third Bella encountered in a month). Fritz is working the crowd, even jumping into
Georgie’s lap (jealous barking from Sparkie) and Janet’s as well. From the latter perch he issues
a blood curdling protest howl when a stranger is admitted to the doggy pen – this is Rowena’s
Timmy –and order is soon restored. Peter is the first to get up to leave, making sure that Dan
is doing a proper job of investing our syndicate money in tonight’s lottery. Dan reports that we
were winners in last night’s Euro Millions Lottery. We each won 56 pence – or lost 44 pence,
depending on how you calculate this.
Monday, April 20:
There is no entry for Sunday this week because I used yesterday to complete another stretch
on the Chiltern Way. Fritz did spend a lot of time outdoors, not only in the park but also on
other adventures conducted at the end of a lead whose handle was manipulated by his Auntie
Hanna. Altogether, she reported, they were out of doors for some five and a half hours and my
dog certainly seemed well-exercised when he was delivered to my door at the conclusion of
proceedings at 6:30.
Today the lovely sunny spring weather persists as we head for the park at 9:10. I use the
opportunity of the first bench to unroll my trouser cuffs, which I had raised in the expectation of
mud before staring off on the trail yesterday. Sure enough, a fine collection of dirt, transferred
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personally by me from Bucks and Herts, falls to the ground. When we reach the green I can see
Fritz is already making contact with Janet and Georgie and their dogs, with a slimmed-down
Winnie also making an appearance. I throw the tennis ball at one point and Fritz chases after
it just as Ludwig the Spaniel is chasing his. (It is hard to offer up an admonitory bark while in
full throttle but Fritz somehow manages this). I can see that Peter is carrying a bucket of water
toward the doggy pen so I know that is time to take a seat beneath the blue umbrella. I am stiff
and tired from my exertions yesterday so I don’t mind an early coffee stop.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Ronnie, Cheryl, Ofra, and (reading the papers at
a little table of her own) Hanna. Ofra has baked another wonderful sponge cake and this is shared
around. Georgie says that she had to broadcast a goal-by-goal extra-time shoot out between
Manchester United and Everton to her sister Jean yesterday – since the match was not carried in
Scotland. Peter is still fretting about Holly’s medical tests, Bailey is still banned from biscuits
with his tender mouth, and Daisy-Mae is still guarding these treats under the table. Several of the
ladies are plotting shopping expeditions today but Cheryl is trying to get someone to accompany
her on a photography field trip to the local parks. I make the others guess which farm animal was
second only to horses on yesterday’s walk. Janet is quick off the mark with the correct answer:
llamas.
Tuesday, April 21:
Another lovely spring morning, probably too warm for the leather jacket I have put on today.
Up ahead of us I can see Saskia pushing her baby carriage, with Buddy trailing behind. She
appears to be gathering firewood but the sticks are evidently for Buddy’s amusement. When the
Golden Retriever turns around to see just why my dog is sniffing his tail he spots me as well and
positions himself in the middle of the walkway, hoping for a handout – which he soon receives.
Saskia has been coming into the park at different times these days so we have not talked for
some time and it is nice to have a catch-up as we head for the green.
Here I note the exciting presence of dozen of turves of grass, rolled up like green rugs, waiting to
be unfurled and planted in front of the clubhouse in a space still brown after the removal of the
temporary walkways and the border fence. There are lots of dogs about and we meet a chap with
twins, two half grown pups in a lovely copper color named Tango and Cash, French Mastiff and
Staffie crosses. Many of our dog people are already sitting under their blue umbrella, ten minutes
before the café opens its doors, and another group is circling the green with eight or nine dogs in
tow. (The number is hard to pin down for one never knows whether to include Daisy-Mae, who
likes to squeeze under the fence and join passing parties.)
While I am waiting in line I see that Fritz, too, has escaped, but he must have come out on the
café side and this means that he is still encased in its forecourt. My dog has reached that shaggy
stage (to be remedied on Thursday) during which some see him as unkempt, others as fat, while
a third group finds him adorable. Cheryl belongs to the latter group and places him on her lap
where he emits blood-curdling howls at the presence of unfamiliar dogs in his pen – Zorro
and Bounce among them. Cheryl, who has had to resubmit her already in-print autobiography
because it contained so many typos, is delighted by the title of an article about Cheryl Cole in a
glossy magazine which the women are passing around: “Cheryl – I’ve Made Every Mistake In
The Book.” Ronnie gets up to bring in a carton of water for the dogs to enjoy; many rush forward
like so many pigs at the trough (this means you, Fritz) and others hang back daintily so that
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they can enjoy a solitary drink. I walk back with Georgie and Davide, Winnie refusing to move
from the café, Daisy-Mae stealing into the picnic ground to roll on something nasty, and Sparkie
shaking the life out of his tennis ball.
Wednesday, April 22:
As the pleasant weather persists I disdain my leather jacket this morning, though I have brought
my sunglasses and my baseball hat. Just as we begin our walk a Middle Eastern mom in
headscarf and robe pushes past with a toddler in a pushchair. It is obvious that she objects to
the presence of a nearby dog, even hissing at Fritz as he runs past. He has no interest in such
strangers so this is hardly necessary and soon he pauses to inspect a favorite patch of grass and
the parties are separated forever.
Out on the green there is much activity and Fritz soon joins in some ball chasing; Sparkie seems
to prefer barking at his ball rather than chasing it this morning and my attempts to get him
involved in this sport fall short. Fritz, his ball still in his mouth, heads for the café, waiting at the
appropriate gate until I can get it open for him. There is a queue in front of the door of the café
but it takes another five minutes for the morning service to begin. Our table today houses Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy and Hanna. I remind the others that I will now
be missing for a few days since tomorrow I head for Stockholm and a family reunion. Some of
those present may see the freshly groomed Fritz, who will be staying with his Auntie Linda, long
before I do: he and Pepper have joint appointments at St. John’s Pets tomorrow morning.
Over coffee Wendy mentions that Boyd has a new idea for the threatened bowling green – and
one that does not involve more cement where once grass flourished – a community allotment
garden. Many of those at our table think this is a good idea and I suggest that it will give our
group yet another common activity: dogs, lottery and veg. Fritz is patrolling the doggy pen,
checking out Zorro again and objecting when Celine brings in Ziggy. My dog sits for a while on
Hanna’s lap, then jumps into mine in order to stick his snout into my cappuccino cup. When it
is time for us to begin our back passage walkround we experience two unusual sightings: first
Andorra, the brown Spaniel from Morshead Mansions, and then Lee, the animal warden. At the
bench where Fritz was hissed during our in-lap another mom is sitting with a baby carriage and
chattering away on her mobile phone – in Hebrew.
Tuesday, April 28:
I have missed several days in the park while attending that family reunion in Stockholm, though
I know Fritz has made it over here twice (and to the Heath and to Regents Park as well). It was
only upon my return yesterday afternoon, therefore, that I was able to see his spiffy new haircut,
one he received on the morning of my departure last Thursday when Karen of St. John’s Pets
had both Fritz and Pepper on her table. Linda now reports that my dog settled in quite quickly
at her house, particularly enjoying the opportunity to preside over the backyard gardening and
barbeque. She also noted that he preferred Pepper’s second best dog bed to a spot on her bed,
though at one point, asserting his position as top dog, he edged Pepper out of the number one dog
bed – whereupon it was Pepper who slept with his family.
This morning, a lovely sunny day in the park, my dog seems anxious to resume his normal
routine and we have soon rounded all the usual corners, noting the appearance of a two-storey
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cabin next to the café on the Carlton roadway (though its purpose is obscure). Fritz rushes out to
the green where there are a number of dogs milling about. These include Jasper, the Patterdale
Terrier; he and Buddy, who comes loping across the grass when he spots me, each receive a
biscuit. Daisy-Mae is bedeviling poor Winnie and even manages to see off a startled Buddy.
David’s little daughter, Edie, wishes me good morning. Later, while I am standing in the coffee
queue, I see this toddler open the door to the doggy pen all by herself – just so she can mingle
with the dogs therein. I spend a lot of time in the queue because there are obviously some staff
shortages at the caff today.
At breakfast our group includes Ofra, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Davide and Ronnie. There
are two items of news. Georgie is at last a grandmother – as the weekend featured the first
appearance of baby Oliver. And Cheryl has passed her driving test and now possesses a British
license. There is some discussion of the presence of swine flu on these shores, amid fears of
a new pandemic. Davide wants to know every detail of my BA flights to and from Stockholm
(which were excellent). Ronnie is given the task of adjusting the date on my wristwatch and I
call him on my mobile phone so that I can remind my own phone that we are back in England
now. We begin a back passage walkround during which a toddler in the playground rushes to the
fence, gurgling, “Mmmmbowwowwow.”
Wednesday, April 29:
The lovely spring weather continues. They seem to be making adjustments to the kiddie
clubhouse, the one attached to the café (which explains the two-storey cabin) and many new
plants are being added to the space between the café parterre and the Carlton Roadway. Fritz
rounds this corner and almost immediately has to defend himself from an attack by the advancing
Pepper. Ziggy is also running about and Winnie, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie are arriving as well. As
my dog heads down the Carlton roadway we pass both Jasmine Guinness with Fly and Bekkie
with Bounce. I have to turn Fritz around earlier than usual for a chap has just entered from the
gateway with an untrustworthy Alsatian.
At breakfast we have a relatively small turnout that includes only Davide, Georgie, Peter,
Ellen, and Ofra. Topics of conversation include the continuing menace of swine flu, Davide’s
impending dental work, the sleep patterns (or lack thereof) of baby Oliver, the eating habits (or
lack thereof) of Peter’s Holly, and the harebrained decision of someone to fly Air Force One in a
low trajectory over a lower Manhattan that still remembers 911 vividly.
Fritz spends a lot of time with his nose at the green fence, checking out all the action on the
walkway and, beyond that, on the grass of the great green. He gets a chance to sniff at Bailey
the Lhasa Apso, at Buddy, and at Daisy-Mae, who has squeezed under the fence and joined the
other dogs at play on the grass. Here Frankie the Wheaten Terrier is rolling George the Schnauzer
puppy around, and you can tell that Fritz is growing agitated and would really like to take action
in defense of his little kinsman. I distribute biscuits to Fritz and a returning Daisy-Mae but our
Bailey and the dieting Winnie are still forbidden these treats.
Thursday, April 30:
Rain has been promised for today and, indeed, there is a little drizzle falling as Fritz and I set
out for our morning in the park. Just as we approach the café I can see that there is a crisis in the
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doggy pen. Our blue umbrella has taken off in the high winds and Hanna has managed to put a
crick in her back by grabbing it just as it was becoming airborne. “You missed Hanna’s Mary
Poppins imitation,” Peter tells me as I round the corner. When I return from some additional
doggy exercise I can see that our group has retreated to its old spot under the eaves but that two
chaps have taken over our new table and one has unfurled the umbrella a second time. I remind
him of the dangers of this position but he says he’d enjoy seeing the umbrella take off. Then
Cheryl tells him to wind it up and he does. This is not the only strategic intervention: in the café
a physical education teacher has just completed a successful search for two missing athletes and
performed a necessary extraction.
Metty can still remember when I was drinking all my coffee decaf but I tell him that an ordinary
cappuccino will do. When I join the others Fritz has to be released from a spot on the low wall
where I have attached his lead; it is a reminder of the new freedom that we have achieved in
the doggy pen. There is only a small turnout on this blustery morning – just Georgie, Cheryl,
Hanna, Peter and Ellen. Michael the Pirate also comes by with a takeout cup of foam-filled
coffee and takes a seat at a little table near the window. Next to the door are the two chaps
mentioned earlier. They have with them a fluffy black puppy who will be quite large when he
grows up and a dozy Black Lab. When the latter sticks his nose into Michael’s newspaper there
are words – “Would you please control your dog?” Michael is assured that the dog means no
harm but he insists on compliance in his commanding baritone and is reminded, in turn, that he,
too, is breaking the rules by bringing a bicycle into the park. “I have special permission to do this
because of my legs and I will thank you to mind your own business,” is the reply. No blows are
exchanged but the atmosphere is ugly and Cheryl produces a chocolate Easter egg to sweeten the
moment.
That lady is incensed that Barack Obama was asked only easy questions at his latest press
conference (at least he has press conferences, unlike his predecessor). She is also getting anxious
over the visit of her daughter, who is evidently very fastidious. “Just get her some white gloves
and a face mask,” is Hanna’s advice. Hanna is very upset over the sharp smell of the fertilizer
being applied to the new plants in the café’s foliage. She presents as a conspiracy theory the
view that the G20 leaders must have decided to have hysterics over the swine flu as a way of
deflecting questions about the economy. I am asked to describe my visit to Sainsbury’s yesterday
and I remind the others that as I was unloading my cart in full view of the Islamic family in front
of me I had time to reflect on the number of items that might have caused disapproval. “First it
was the pork chops,” I begin, “then the alcohol, then it was a sack of dog biscuits.” “You could
have told them you were Jewish too,” someone says, “Oh dear,” I conclude, “I did have a box of
matzohs as well.”
To continue with this tale you need:
May, 2009
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Winnie rest from her labors.
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Friday, May 1:
Look Ma, no jacket! The first day of May provides a glorious warm and sunny morning and
I am able to proceed in nothing more than a new navy blue Hawkshead sweatshirt. We pass
Sabina with Oscar and Scamp as we enter the park and then make our way in stop-and-go
traffic as far as the green. Here there are many dogs whose owners are taking advantage of the
balmy atmosphere, though Fritz is more intent on starting a circle around the eastern end of the
green. I get him to cross this space itself after we have reached the Grantully gate, a process
made possible by the temporary demise of the lawnmower, which is turning the surface into a
manicured carpet for the benefit of the cricket players.
We have a lively turnout this morning, with Ronnie, Ellen, Hanna, and Wendy (all four of whom
own no dog at present), plus Ofra, Cheryl, Georgie, Janet, and Peter. In addition to our regular
canine contingent we also have, at tables of their own, the owners of Ted, a tiny Yorkie (who is
afraid of other dogs) and of the rambunctious Frankie. When the latter tries to mount Daisy-Mae
Fritz springs into action, driving the Wheaten Terrier off with a furious charge and earning the
applause of the other dog owners for his bravery. A woman leans over the doggy pound fence
and says that it does seem a shame that the most loyal users of the park (and the café) have been
consigned to this little corner. This raises the possibility that the masters of our fate have gotten
things wrong: it should be the non-dog owners consigned to this space and the rest of us allowed
to roam free in the forecourt. Such a gesture would certainly be in the spirit of Ronnie’s oftexpressed request: “children on lead only.”
Hanna has brought for me today the Sunday Times supplement featuring the annual list of the
richest 1,000 residents in Britain and Ireland (by which I can see that Lakshmi Mittal, the father
of a former student, is still number one). I have brought something for Hanna too, in partial
recompense for her noble efforts in driving me to Homebase yesterday – so that I could purchase
plants for the annual spring plantin’ in my window boxes. In my case the gift consists of three
Maria Callas CDs, left over from Dorothy’s diva collection. I now ask Georgie how she thinks
Sparkie will react to the presence of the new grandchild. “He’ll probably bite its nose off and
suck its eyes out, as he does with every new toy,” she responds. “Gee, I wasn’t expecting that
answer at all,” I have to reply. Janet now complains, however, that Daisy-Mae is just as rough on
her toys as Sparkie and that last night she sucked the squeaky mechanism out of a ball and trotted
around the flat sounding the detached squeaker as she went.
Saturday, May 2:
Another lovely morning – and this means that the park is filling up rapidly with footie lads,
parents, joggers and human members of the canine fraternity. When we arrive at the green I
can see Fritz scanning the horizon in search of some likely target for his next investigation. To
help him make up my mind I toss his tennis ball in the direction of Georgie and Janet, who are
standing with a chap who has brought with him the two little white dogs, Will and Grace. More
ball chasing follows and then Fritz takes off on his Randolph walkway ramble. The route is
crowded with toddlers, many of whom want to play with the nearest dog. When I get my charge
turned around I can see that Janet and Georgie are heading for the café; the latter has custody of
Winnie this week, since the lads are having a holiday in Sardinia.
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We have a good turnout this morning, soon finding room at our usual table for the
aforementioned ladies, plus Liz, Ofra, Hanna, Wendy, Peter, Ellen, and Cheryl. I tell Liz that I
met her son Ryan at last night’s performance of a play at the American School. She says that her
boys have been nagging her to get a British Bulldog puppy (to be called Ugly Betty), but she
is resistant – since she fears that such dogs drool; others remind her of the recent worries about
Bulldog inbreeding here. Liz is also the source of some vital information that I missed while
watching the thespians: Ken Barlow has at last consummated his relationship with Martha on
Coronation Street.
Janet reports that roofers and painters are busy in her house at the moment and that the painter,
down on all fours to address the skirting boards, found that Daisy-Mae had jumped onto his
back. At the parkside fence there now appears a sturdy Pug and every one of our dogs has to
investigate the year-old chap. His is name is Harley and he is soon kissing Fritz through the bars.
His mistress, who also has an ancient blonde Lab, admits the year-old fellow to our midst and
he is soon supporting himself on Wendy’s knees while treats are being administered. The only
sour element in an otherwise idyllic morning comes when Linda the dog walker comes by with
Andrew the Akita. She is fuming because some chap has just told her not to let her dog pee on
the trees. “Perhaps I should follow him around with a bucket,” was her response – that is her
printable response. We do not encounter this chap on our return walkround, which is almost a
shame. Daisy-Mae has decided to grab Sparkie’s lead in her teeth and every time he takes off
after his ball he finds he has to drag a Shih-Tzu with him.
Sunday, May 3:
The weather is making up its mind as Fritz and I head for the park today. It is still a bit grey and I
am wearing my jacket again but soon the sun will break through and we will have another lovely
spring morning. On the back walkway I encounter Barry with his little Fix. The latter, almost
completely blind, is marching along resolutely, shying away from the shadows of joggers and
dodging the open doors of the football pitches – menacing moments which serve as a special
challenge in the fenced alleyway that serves as our corridor these days. As I follow Fritz toward
the café I can see that the only occupants of the kiddie playground are ITN’s Ben Scotchbrook
and his little boys.
Out on the green we have a line-up that very much resembles yesterday’s – Sparkie, Winnie,
Daisy-Mae, Will and Grace. I put the tennis ball in play and Fritz chases this down a few times;
then he is off on his Randolph roadway ramble. When I get him turned around it is already
9:30 – time to see if the café doors are open. Peter and Ellen are already at our table as I leave
Fritz behind and head indoors. I ask Lurch if I am the first customer of the day and, if so, do I
get a discount, but Bouzha says that they usually ask such people to pay double. Back at our
table we soon welcome Hanna, Georgie, Ofra and Janet. Ofra seems to be spending much of her
time under the tutelage of a coach in Israeli dancing and so it will be today. Georgie says that
she has finally seen photos of her new grandchild; for a while there was a worry that she would
have to wait until Oliver had learned how to use the Skype system himself before such pictures
came through. The news from her corner is not all good, however, for it turns out that her sister
Jean, tripping over a crutch that she had been using because of her osteo-arthritis, has fallen and
broken a hip in Glasgow. Jean’s friend Andrea will be looking after Billy and Mozart but Georgie
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wants her sister to dust off the mobility scooter that their mother used to employ when she had
trouble walking.
Every time an alien dog races by on the pathway or out on the green our menagerie rushes to the
fence and barks in protest. That’s all right: while he is over here Sparkie sticks his head between
the bars so that a large mixed-breed fellow can pee on it.
Monday, May 4:
You wouldn’t call this Bank Holiday Monday warm – though the sun is making some effort as
Fritz and I hit the park. We are soon caught up in a mob of footie teens who, though obviously
native born, are using a form of English so strangled in the utterance that they might as well be
from another planet. Fritz nevertheless feels at home in their company and follows them out
to the café and then toward the new clubhouse, where, at last, I can redirect his attentions to
the greensward – where a toss of the tennis ball gets him turned around in the right direction.
I continue to move the ball forward with my foot until we have met up with a small knot of
dog owners including Janet and Georgie and two other women. One has a bejeweled and wellcostumed Chinese Crested puppy named Rufus (or so it says in diamante letters on his collar)
and the other has the rescue dog Percy and a Border Terrier named Lucy. Fritz mills about this lot
for a while and then I put him on lead and head for our doggy pen adjacent to the café.
A chap is already seated at a little table here, accompanied by Nelson the black Lab and Nelson’s
nephew Fred, two animals who are so laid back that there is no protest at their presence from our
lot – though the same cannot be said for the sudden appearance at the fence of a French Bulldog
named Remy, resplendent in a red harness. Today we have Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Ronnie,
Ofra, and Liz. Janet has prepared a wonderful get well card for Jean, one featuring photos of all
our dogs in medical gear – Fritz is pictured with a stethoscope in his ears (though he appears
to be using this device to listen to Roxy’s bum). The card is passed around so that each of us
can sign it. As I observe Ofra grasp the pen I can’t resist adding, “So you’re left-handed. That
explains a lot.” Peter bristles and says, “I’m left-handed too.” “That explains a lot as well,” is my
response.
The dogs do very well in the treat department this morning, though Daisy-Mae is never content
for long and pesters me throughout the session with demands for more biscuits. She has already
attacked Fritz over the possession of one of these objects (with Sparkie making off with the
prize) but my dog is only at the beginning of a long list of morning indignities. First Ofra steps
on him accidentally and he has to be comforted amid noisy protests. Then I give him a piece
of panini bread and he somehow manages to get this treat stuck to the roof of his mouth. He is
sitting in Janet’s lap at this point, chewing away and even trying to reach inside his own mouth
with a paw. It is the doggy equivalent of chewing gum and he soon has the rest of the table in
stitches as he chaws away. A jolly mood prevails and it appears that no one is going to budge this
morning so I get up to begin a solo journey home. I can see that Peter has forgotten his gloves
but then he has forgotten his dog as well and he is certain to return for one of these soon.
Tuesday, May 5:
There is an almost sultry feel to the air today, laden as it is with moisture and menace. I am
wearing my leather jacket in case it decides to rain, but this only makes me feel warmer than it
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should today; in the event there is no rain. I follow Fritz as he heads speedily for the green and
here we find a group of dog owning ladies in conclave at the eastern end. Buddy rushes across
the grass to accompany me toward this collection, receiving his reward biscuit soon thereafter.
Fritz has not stopped for long and he is soon on his way down the Randolph walkway, where we
have to dodge a City of Westminster street cleaning vehicle, one which is spraying the footpath
and repositioning the leaves and grass in neat rows.
I add Fritz to the doggy pen soon thereafter, leaving him in the reliable company of Hanna,
Georgie, Cheryl, Ronnie, Peter and Ellen. I have my own mission down the Randolph walkway,
which I soon cover for the second time this morning, stopping first at my doctor’s surgery in
order to leave off a prescription renewal request, and then continuing on to the newsagent on
the Maida Vale parade, where I pick up a Radio Times and some bubble-lined envelopes. When
I return I find Saskia standing outside the doggy pen, a space to which Buddy has just been
admitted so that the large fellow can check out just what is going on under our table. Peter
pretends that the offer of a biscuit has resulted in the loss of several fingers but Buddy, in fact, is
always a gentle eater.
Cheryl now reports on her most recent visit to Albert’s care home. She says that the old
gentleman was a bit more confused this time – having forgotten that she was responsible for his
flowerbeds or that, indeed, she had been a recent visitor as well. Georgie is complaining of a sore
throat and I tell her she is okay as long as she has no irresistible urge to sing the “Mexican Hat
Dance.” By this time the subject has moved on to crime. Georgie says that she had to slam the
door in the face of a youth whom she had earlier challenged as he was trying to open the door
of every car in her street. Hanna says that her car has been stolen several times (mine too) and
Cheryl, who has had her car broken into several times as well, says that she now keeps a golf
club behind the door in case she has to bash any odd intruder. No one suggests that a truly scary
dog would also be useful in such situations; as we leave the park Stella the Staffie arrives with
Christianne and the baby but this truly scary dog (not!) shies away from Fritz’s growl, propelling
the baby carriage into the fence.
Wednesday, May 6:
It’s again rather breezy this morning, a day in which we seem to have sun and grey in equal
proportions. Fritz makes a spirited charge toward the green, but we are a bit early and there
is no one about. I think that this would be a good day for a complete circuit of the green and I
am surprised when, without any word from me, my dog turns right at the appropriate spot and
begins this quest on his own. I am expecting a visit to the Grantully dog pen but just as we near
this turnoff he spots Georgie and Davide near the cricket crease and turns right instead of left. I
produce his tennis ball and we have a few full tosses until it is time to head in to the café.
It is one of those mornings when our table fills only gradually. I sit down with Davide and
Georgie, then Hanna comes, then Cheryl, then Peter and Ellen, then Ofra, finally Wendy. Davide
(complaining of being overfed by his mom) has brought with him some yummy pastries from the
local pasticceria in Sardinia and Ofra has brought a package of Baker’s Happy Walks biscuits
– a fact soon uncovered by the nose of my dog, which is now buried in her coat pocket. Later
she picks him up and puts him on her lap, where he seems genuinely puzzled when told that the
pastries are not for him – settling back, instead, to protest at the appearance of Zorro at our feet.
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Georgie reports that Jean should be going home from the hospital today and Cheryl reports that
her little nephew in Oklahoma does not have swine flu.
When we get up to leave Fritz manages to snag the broken tennis ball that Sparkie is using today
– but I recover this object for its rightful owner when we begin our back passage walkround. As
we clear the cypress trees I notice that this toy has again migrated to Fritz’s mouth and I decide
to sit down on a bench the better to pry it from his jaws. Fritz jumps up after me, remembering
(after all these years) how he was taught to accomplish this gesture by our former dogfather,
Michael. Once again I return the ball to Sparkie, substituting Fritz’s own version from my
pocket. He seems delighted with this substitute but by the time we have left the park I note that
he has dropped it somewhere and we have to re-enter the Rec and return almost as far as my
bench in order to pluck this once desired object from the nearest flowerbed.
Thursday, May 7:
“Where is that dog now?” This is the first sound I hear as Fritz and I enter the park on a gloomy
Thursday morning. The speaker, of course, is the mom of Bailey II, off on another one of her
manic circles, her attention divided between her dog and her earpiece. It looks like rain as we
head for the green, arriving at last to find only Davide and Georgie in the middle and a small
group, including Will and Grace, at the Morshead end. Fritz has to visit both groups and then I
keep him occupied with his tennis ball for a few minutes. Davide admits him to the doggy pen
when it is time to go in for coffee.
We have only a small turnout this morning: just Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and
Wendy – though Cheryl arrives later after stopping to watch the fire department attend a blaze
in a flat on Randolph Avenue. Ronnie, to whom I again give my watch for a minor adjustment,
is holding forth with a tale that he finds so amusing that, convulsed with laughter, he is unable
to finish it. After several more attempts a coherent picture at last appears. Yesterday morning
he had to supervise two chaps who had come to his house to repair the boiler. He offered them
refreshments. One chose tea but the other preferred coffee. Ronnie offered to make the latter
beverage from scratch but the chap said instant would do. Ronnie added milk and sugar to the
concoction but the chap had to admit that the brew actually tasted like gravy. And so it did, for
our friend (who lacks a sense of smell) had made the drink with granules from the wrong jar!
While we are digesting this tale a set of blue-clad youngsters is congregating on the village
green; some are doing stretching exercises, some are sloping off to enter the café, and some are
turning the air blue with their foul language. I feel a bit better about this invasion when I see
that they are actually going to play some cricket this morning, though, truth to tell, this is not the
sport needed to bring useful exercise to a class of teenagers – half of whom are just sitting on
the sideline, waiting their turn at swatting the orange rubber ball, while others are at stationary
positions in the field. As we get up to begin our traditional walkround I notice that two members
of this largely unsupervised lot have outdone their peers in lassitude – they are sitting in the café
forecourt having a warm drink. As we near the exit gate I hear a familiar sound – “Now where is
that dog?”
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Friday, May 8:
There is no escaping the signs of a light rain falling on the pavement as I look out the window
at departure time this morning, and this means rain jackets for man and dog. Fritz accepts his
coat with unexpected docility. A far greater struggle occurs as, for only the second time since
their purchase, I insert my feet into my new wellies. Needles to say the park is pretty empty
this morning, just a few dog walkers and joggers in evidence. After Fritz has completed most of
a Randolph ramble I return to the café, where Ellen, Janet, Georgie and Hanna are just sitting
down at our old table under the eaves. I hand Fritz over to Hanna because I have an errand to
run.
My mission this morning is to retrieve my prescriptions from the Vineyard chemists on Maida
Vale Parade and so here I clomp – my own reaction to the sound of my wellies on the pavement
is the insistent urge to shout “Pick up your feet!” at the perpetrator of all this noise. When I
return Hanna urges me to get my own coffee and since there isn’t much of a queue I decide to
join the ladies after all. Fritz and Sparkie politely accept one or two biscuits from my green bag
but Winnie and Daisy-Mae fall into a feeding frenzy. Winnie jumps into my lap – the better to
rake away at the biscuit bag in a doomed effort at self-service. I give the little Shih-Tzu three
biscuits but she is not content with this offering and begins to bark at me (and then at Janet as
well) insistently.
Hanna, meanwhile, is undertaking an unusual operation. She is dissecting a half eaten pain
au raisin – abandoned because it is so undercooked that there is raw dough inside. She is
undertaking this surgical strategy in order to remove the raisins, on the one hand, and to find
some well-cooked bits on the other – for the benefit of Robin, who is bouncing on top of the low
stone wall. When we begin our back passage walkround she urges me to stop when Fritz wants to
make sure that he is able to piss on the same spot where Winnie has just left her deposit. Hanna
defends my dog’s right to respond to the chemical messages of other canines but today she has
come up with a handy sobriquet for such a gesture within the doggy fraternity: pee-mail.
Saturday, May 9:
It is a bright day, though not that warm, as Fritz and I enter the park on a crowded Saturday
morning. Footie lads are already at play on all the pitches –“That’s 2-0 to the Rebels ” – and
there are joggers everywhere. When we reach the green I think about producing the tennis ball
du jour, yesterday’s version having gone walkabout in the Morshead doggy pen – though we did
find an abandoned white rubber cricket ball while walking with Linda and Pepper in Regents
Park a few hours later. In the event Fritz seems content to visit all the other dogs at play at the
eastern end of the green and to head in with the rest of us when it is time to see if we can beat the
Saturday morning coffee queue.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ofra, and
Hanna. Cheryl brings news of a fall suffered by old Albert, who is now at the Royal Free in
Hampstead and suffering from an unspecified fracture. In other health news baby Oliver, so
Georgie tells us, has put on a pound, and many of us have now received today the special NHS
Swine Flu Information brochure. Here it is possible to detect something of the patterns of
migration of late, for you can also get the booklet in Polish, Chinese, Bengali, French, Urdu,
Arabic, Punjabi, Somali and Gujarati. In other news it has to be reported that we did not win 110
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million in the Euro Millions draw last night (someone in Spain did). While we are chatting away
a little boy who is being led around the place by a little black poodle enters our space and bangs
the tabletop, spilling Georgie’s coffee. Fritz and Daisy-Mae are the chief biscuit naggers today –
the latter feeling that it would advance her cause if she sits on my chest first.
When it is time for us to depart Janet spots a Daisy-Mae-like puppy entering along the Carlton
roadway. This delightful bundle is Kiwi, a Harrod’s puppy who is actually a Lhasa Apso. Much
fuss is made over the new arrival and then we thread our way through the footie jungle – Winnie
coming to a halt now and again as usual. When we reach the corner where the Saturday morning
exercise group is at work Dan points out a new recruit. This is Rhiannon, Otw’s mother and the
photographer of many of our pets. On the whole we are respectful of her efforts (she also boxes
at the gym on the Harrow Road) even though Dan wants us to tease her.
Sunday, May 10:
Sunshine encourages me to leave my jacket behind and this proves to be the right decision as
Fritz and I enter another crowded park scene, one that has little girls in football togs today as
well as little boys. Surprisingly, my dog waits for me as he nears the kiddie playground before
taking off for the green, where there are plenty of dogs as well. I keep the tennis ball in play
as we cross the grass in the direction of Janet. An unusually white Shar-Pei youngster named
Cracker rushes up to greet me and then we find ourselves among a lot of little dogs including a
Bichon-Maltese cross named Sid. Fritz is hugging Janet’s leg, hoping for a handout, and then
he receives a wonderful extended cuddle from Dan, who is lying on the grass while a jealous
Winnie keeps trying to insert herself between her dad and my dog.
When we go into the café for coffee Bouzha is still fuming over an incident that occurred
yesterday afternoon when one customer in a wheelchair took advantage of his position to smack
the senior waitress on the bum. A letter of apology has been forthcoming, evidently, but you
can tell that the matter still rankles. While I am waiting in the queue I pick up a copy of the first
issue of Maida Hill Life, a publication of the Harrow Road Neighbourhood Partnership. It is
always interesting to see additional attempts to revive the concept of “Maida Hill” as a discrete
section of our metropolis. John Lewis believes that I have a Maida Hill address, the 414 bus lists
the place as its terminus and the publication in question says that Maida Hill lies between West
Kilburn and Maida Vale which, since these two have always been neighbors, isn’t an altogether
easy fit. We can read again about the Battle of Maida – splendid; now all we need is for someone
to show us the hill.
We have a lively group at breakfast: Dan, Liz, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, and Wendy.
Dan reports that we did win £12.60 in Friday’s Euro Millions (though we spent £15 to do so).
Peter says we won £10 in last night’s domestic lottery (after investing the same amount). Dan
and Liz have gotten into a shushing contest at the theatre last night; Dan also reports that Ken
Stott stopped a performance of A View From The Bridge this week because he wanted someone
to do something about a mobile phone. Liz says that Roxy kept her up until 3:00 last night
because there was a piece of pizza on a shelf she couldn’t reach. The Beagle thrusts her nose onto
the tabletop several times today but comes away with nothing. Winnie is also cross over being
excluded from the general feasting and Daisy-Mae turns on Fritz when he comes too close to her
well-guarded biscuit. My dog, for his part, is convinced that Wendy is holding out on him and
that if he stares at her intently she will produce another treat. Into our mix there comes a little
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boy named John, bringing with him a fluffy white Bichon named Jack. Our dogs seem laid back
about this visitor, for once. Meanwhile a toddler named Sebastian is sticking his hands through
the bars and trying to touch all the dogs. We are just a petting zoo on the weekends, it seems.
Monday, May 11:
The same bright skies prevail as Fritz and I begin a new week in the Rec, but today we also have
a stiff breeze – which depresses the temperature somewhat. Nevertheless I am warm enough
in just a sweatshirt and we make a lively enough start. Fritz finds much to interest him on the
green, where he covers great distances checking out all the other dogs. These include Jack and
Sandy, just arriving with Ellen, and, after some tennis ball chasing, the black Lab Monty. Ronnie
is chatting with Monty’s owner, Jackie, in front of the loos and here is where we head when it is
time to consider refreshments. There is a mid-size turnout today: Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Peter,
Ellen, Wendy and Cheryl.
Cheryl reports that Albert has broken a hip and that he is going to have a pin inserted and then
a course of rehab. Details on how to find him on the ninth floor of the Royal Free are discussed.
Georgie is planning a visit to see her new grandchild this weekend – when Sparkie will be
staying with his Auntie Janet. The latter has lost her mobile phone at the Columbia Market,
which she and Dan visited yesterday. Ronnie is still debating what kind of dog to get when he
and Susie return from their Spanish holiday next month. The latter has ruled out Westies. Ronnie,
though dogless himself these days, has bought two bags of Shape biscuits so that he can continue
to feed those dogs who are not currently on some sort of diet (sorry about that, Winnie).
There is a lot of barking going on. Sparkie, in spite of his camouflage harness, is making a
spectacle of himself by barking at everything that moves: tractors, children, other dogs. Lola
is keeping up a running commentary on what all the other dogs are doing. And Daisy-Mae is
barking at me since I have stopped the biscuit service after her unprovoked attacks on Fritz –
not once but twice. My dog’s feelings are obviously hurt by these outbursts, each of which is
occasioned by the presence of some foodstuff that the little madam wants to control. For that
matter she twice turns on poor Sparkie as well. We get up to begin a back passage walkround,
encountering the delightful puppy Schnauzer, George, and the other Winnie, the Westie one.
Near our exit Janet picks up an abandoned keyboard, part of a set of computer equipment next to
the black bin here: Georgie might just be able to use it to replace her own stricken one.
Tuesday, May 12:
Grey skies have replaced yesterday’s blue and it is still breezy today – so I am back in my
winter outfit in spite of the date. When I reach the green I can see that Ofra, Dan, Peter, Ellen
and Georgie are already sitting in the café’s doggy pen, even though it will be ten minutes or
so before the doors of this establishment open for business. “You call this an exercise period,”
I taunt them, “no wonder so many of your dogs are either over-weight or neurotic.” I can speak
from a position of strength because Fritz has been getting a lot of extra exercise lately: Saturday
and yesterday in Regent’s Park with Linda, and a grand circle of the Rec on Sunday afternoon
with Rob.
At Saturday’s session in Regents Park, as already noted, we discovered an abandoned white
rubber toy, about the size of a cricket ball, and Fritz enjoyed chasing it down for the next half
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hour; its added weight meant that it could be tossed great distances – though there was never a
chance that this one could be plucked from the sky without breaking teeth. I brought it back for
a second session yesterday as well. I rarely bring my dog to the Rec on weekend afternoons (as
I did with Rob on Sunday) because the place takes on a totally different character at such times,
crowded as it is with sunbathers and picnickers. Fritz and Pepper did a fairly good job of keeping
up with us, with one young black couple on the top of Mt. Bannister asking us if our dogs were
brothers, but increasingly my dog began to wander by himself in the bushes; when he began to
stalk the picnic chicken I knew it was time to put him on lead.
This morning he takes off in pursuit of all the other dogs on the green: Oscar, Scamp, Will,
Grace, Sweep and Toby. When I get in line a few minutes later I ask Dan what he is doing here
on a weekday. He says that he attended the party for the new cast of Cage Aux Folles last night
and that his boss told him he could come in late today. At coffee he entertains us with tales of
unwanted attention from doorstep canvassers, two of whom were so menacing that, in spite of
the fact that they were only interested in selling him a new gas supplier, he had to ask them to
leave – while a second incident ended with the caller asking ten minutes worth of consumer
questions before inquiring if he could have a little kiss.
Ofra, for her part, has just received a letter from someone in Hong Kong with the news that she
is the sole heir to a fifteen-and-a-half-million dollar fortune – if she would just complete some
(costly) formalities. This letter ends up in the bin just in time for Ofra to comfort her Bailey. The
latter has just had a chunk of fur ripped from his side by an enraged Winnie – angry because I
moved her from the region of my chair with the toe of my shoe. Once settled I have a visit from
Buddy, who accepts a biscuit with gratitude, leaving as a tip a stream of slobber on my knee
(Ofra kindly wipes this off with a napkin). We begin a back passage walkround; even after I have
left the park I can hear Georgie imploring Sparkie to behave himself.
Wednesday, May 13:
The pavements are a bit damp as Fritz and I begin our day in the park under grey and threatening
skies. Sparkie and Daisy-Mae are just arriving on the green as we reach this space ourselves
and Fritz rushes out to greet them. Two street sweepers are kneeling to give Daisy-Mae a cuddle
while Fly is waiting in the wings, hoping to drag her over the grass in her teeth. Arran is his usual
pristine white on the margins and Peter is just coming down the hill with Holly. We undertake an
abbreviated Randolph roadway ramble and then it is time to turn around and head for the café.
They have forgotten our umbrella so it is just as well that the rain hasn’t started yet. The gloomy
weather has helped to reduce our numbers today – just Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Wendy and
Ronnie. The first topic of conversation is the ongoing saga of MP’s expenses, with the Telegraph
doling out a leaked memo on this subject in installments. Yesterday it was the Tories’ turn for
embarrassment and there is a good deal of chatter on the subject of needed repairs to swimming
pools and tennis courts – Ronnie suggests that he too would need to claim compensation for
work on his moat. He is of course vastly amused by the malfeasance of all the Labour MPs, since
they are supposed to be the party of the people. “Right,” I say mischievously, “we expect such
behavior from the Tories but it’s a disgrace when Labour joins in as well.”
Ronnie has placed a bowl of water at the corner of our plaza, hoping that this will prevent
Daisy-Mae from sliding under the bars at this spot– but she manages her escape anyway and
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almost joins a very strange caravan: nine jogging moms, each preceded by a pram. A fight
now takes place over a guarded biscuit, though Daisy-Mae’s victim is, surprisingly, old Holly
– who answers with some spirit (while Fritz jumps into Ronnie’s lap, seeking sanctuary.) The
subject shifts to dog poo and littering and Georgie says that she once had a dog who pooed on
the pavement just as a chap emerged from her building with his rubbish. Even before she had
a chance to retrieve the offending object he was on her, kicking the dog and pushing her and
following her down the street and hurling abuse. At the corner she flagged down a police car
and two officers emerged to interview the participants. Eventually they told Georgie that they
couldn’t do anything about her being attacked, since there were no witnesses, but they could
arrest the bloke for kicking the dog – “Since you’re the dog’s witness.”
We start off on our walkround. As we near the five-a-side pitch we see that the jogging moms
have stationed their prams on the touchline and that one of their number is now offering footie
instruction.
Thursday, May 14:
Yesterday’s promised rain has failed to materialize but it is still grey outside, though warmer
than I expected – I could really have done without my leather jacket. As we near the kiddies’
playground Fritz and I pass Ellen with Jack and Sandy and Janet with Daisy-Mae. Fritz crosses
the green, touching noses with a variety of dogs, and then he seems tempted to exit via the
Grantully gate – until I get him turned around with a toss of his green tennis ball. Others are by
now heading for the café so I steer us in this direction as well. Just as we reach the Randolph
walkway I can see five of yesterday’s pram pushers sprinting up Mt. Bannister while their babies
(if that’s what they are pushing in those vehicles) sleep silently at the bottom of the hill.
Today we have Davide, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ronnie and Ofra. Davide has
walked Sparkie to the park on lead and reports one poo and eleven pees on the way (and no
barking). Sparkie makes up for this deficiency by keeping up his usual line of protest, saving
the most sincere utterances for that moment when a hungry Winnie has a go at his toes. (Davide
sidles off to eat his toasted ham and cheese – at some remove from his pet’s ravenous appetite.)
Buddy again pays us a visit, managing to scarf down treats from at least three of us as a reward.
Today it is Peter’s sleeve that gets the slobber treatment.
Ofra is trying to make an appointment at Grand Union Pets for Bailey but Janet can’t give her the
number because she has lost her phone. The latter has been at work on another get well card, this
time for Albert. We all sign this and Peter says he will take it up to the Royal Free later today.
Janet is still obsessed with the scandalous benefits claimed by MPs and Peter is worried about the
melting polar ice cap. As we near the time for departure Ofra goes off without Bailey’s grooming
brush, her own purse, even her own car keys – though we call her back before she has gotten too
far. Davide now has to wait for Winnie to get a move on, always a feature of any back passage
walkround, and today we also have Daisy-Mae slowing things down by entering the five-a-side
pitch to snatch up a crinkly plastic water bottle and then forgetting how to escape from this space
while we all stand around waiting for her to backtrack.
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Friday, May 15:
We have had a little overnight rain and the air is still a little muggy as Fritz and I begin our
Friday in the park. I lose track of my dog as he races forward and rounds the café corner but soon
he is located nosing around the loos. The low limbs of some of the local trees are being sawed
off and Fritz is quite fascinated by the attendant brush piles. I throw the tennis ball, hoping to get
him to head for the center of the green, where Georgie and Davide are standing, but he continues
across this wide space and nears the running track. At last, with the assistance of a biscuit bribe, I
can collar him. I need to turn him over to Georgie for a few minutes because I have an errand.
My journey requires a swift walk out the Randolph gate and down to my doctor’s surgery, where
I want to be in position at precisely 9:30, the designated time for appointment making. In today’s
case I am truly lucky, ending up with a Monday appointment instead of the Tuesday one I had
expected. When I return to the café I can see that a seated Georgie still has Fritz on lead and,
before joining the queue, I remind her that he can go free inside our doggy pen. Today we have
Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Cheryl. Cheryl and Peter spend a good deal of time
discussing the care of Albert, whom they have both been visiting at the Royal Free, and Cheryl
agrees that this afternoon she will check on his medication, his food, and the health of his mobile
phone.
The dogs are rewarded by a portion of buttered toast, administered by Ellen, and by some bacon
from Cheryl. Winnie, of course, is excluded from these treats and she is not in the best humor
– lashing out at Sparkie and spitting out her diet kibble on three separate occasions in protest
over this mistreatment. Sparkie is to be her overnight guest (Janet may get him on Saturday) as
Georgie is off to visit her new grandson in Hereford. We get up to complete our back passage
walkround, soon encountering a number of other dogs. These include Toby, Charlie and Sweep
and two animals whose membership in the Paddington fraternity is contested by my growling
show-off – first an unknown Lab and then Chubby, the honey-colored Cocker, who gets an illtempered snarl from Fritz the King. “Charlie,” incidentally, has again proven its popularity as a
dog’s name in the Rec, though it has to share first place honors with “Monty” – there were five
Charlies this year and five Montys.
Saturday, May 16:
There has been a light dusting of moisture in the last few minutes but all seems dry enough now
as Fritz and I enter the crowded Saturday parkland at our usual arrival hour, that is at about 9:10.
Janet is just coming in with Daisy-Mae; the latter has a filthy bottom and a trip to the showers
is promised at the conclusion of our morning session. Janet often likes to turn left and climb
Mt. Bannister when we reach the Carlton roadway and Fritz returns to my whistle so he can
accompany us on such an expedition himself today. Thereafter he begins a long circumnavigation
of the green, often disappearing into the bushes, as we work our way around to the Morshead
roadway. Dan and Davide are just arriving, Sparkie as well as Winnie in their care today.
There is already a long queue at the café and I just sit down rather than join it, but after a few
minutes Liz comes by and I give her my coffee money. Also present today are Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie and Ofra. Peter says that Albert is not doing that well at the Royal Free and that Cheryl
has suggested to Denise that perhaps she needs to come to his bedside now. This news rather
flattens the mood but soon there is a revival of spirits. Some of those present are spending the
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next weekend in Ireland and Liz is also cooking up a party to watch the Eurovision Song Contest
at her house tonight. There is a long debate on which form of takeout to order for this festivity,
though, curiously, none of the suggestions is European. Dan has bought the Saturday Times and
there is additional conversation on the subject of Parliamentary malfeasance – as revelations
about dodgy expense accounts continue. On a more personal note Dan reports that two of the
theaters in the chain for which he works will soon be dark – shows ending with none to replace
them.
Sparkie is quite nervous and keeps searching the horizon for his missing mommy. His nerves
are not helped by the attempts to obtain a record of his barking on a little device that Janet is
going to include in a birthday card for Georgie. Dan has discovered that the old phrase, “All
gone!” always produces a manic burst from the little Yorkie, who must still associate it with its
equally old sequel – one in which a disappointed Winnie often turned on the nearest companion
in her rage. Dan now brandishes Winnie in front of Sparkie and tries out the ancient mantra. The
desired reaction is forthcoming but Janet has pressed the wrong button. It is decided not to repeat
the experiment – since Sparkie has enough to worry about now anyway. Besides, I remind them,
Sparkie’s barking jags are a natural phenomenon and one is sure to erupt soon enough anyway.
Peter, Ellen and Ronnie now get up to leave, Fritz following them out onto the green – where I
have to retrieve him. It isn’t too long before we can begin our own back passage walkround.
Sunday, May 17:
There is no doubt that moisture has again preceded us and that it is very likely to recur. Neither
of us is in rain gear per se, but I have at least changed into a baseball cap with a more extensive
bill as Fritz and I begin our foray into parkland. We make slow progress toward the green, where
we begin another stop and start circumnavigation, getting only as far as the Grantully dog pen –
where Fritz asks to be admitted. I accede, soon discovering that there is one other resident here,
the bouncy Simba. The latter would really like it if Fritz would contest the half-eaten tennis ball
between his paws, but my fellow isn’t into such gestures these days. When we exit it is on lead
so that we can head back the way we came. A hard-charging apricot Poodle circles us as we
do this and Will and Grace set up a racket when their owner kneels to give Fritz a cuddle. It is
raining by the time I reach the café.
I am the first to arrive and my first act is to pull our old table closer to the front door of the
café itself – no semi-exposed canine ghetto for us this morning. By the time I get inside a farsighted Lurch has already completed my medium cappuccino before I have even ordered it
(that’s service). I am joined outside by Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Dan and Janet – the bad weather has
discouraged everyone else, though Ronnie does check in by phone. Dan still has Sparkie and he
says that the little Yorkie has been a perfect guest and that Winnie the perfect hostess. They both
end up on his lap and Janet, who has just moved to avoid the moisture blowing in at us from the
west, extracts her camera and takes several shots. Daisy-Mae does a lot of barking for biscuits
but these are soon exhausted.
Just about anyone who was active in the park before the downpour now heads for the sanctuary
of the café and the place is soon very crowded. I suppose we envy them the shelter they have
sought; a cold rain continues to blow in on us as we keep up a desultory chatter. England has
finished fifth to winners Norway in the Eurovision Song Contest, we didn’t win anything in last
night’s lottery, and outdoor gardening plans for Dan and Janet will have to be put on hold today.
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Anxiously we scan the western skies, looking for a bright patch, and after half an hour or so the
rain lets up long enough for us to attempt an escape. We head straight down to the Morshead
roadway, where the trees might provide some protection. I notice that the newly planted grass in
front of the clubhouse is really enjoying the rain, but why does Fritz take so long to make this
homeward journey?
Monday, May 18:
There is still a likelihood of rain as we reach our entry gate on this breezy Monday; Janet is just
entering with Daisy-Mae and we again make an assault on Mt. Bannister as part of our approach
to the green. Here we spot quite a few dogs at play and Fritz rushes down the hill to see what is
going on. A freshly-groomed Bailey has just come up from the parking lot and he too makes this
rapid descent. Out on the grass we have the Jack Russell puppy Bella and Ludwig the Cocker.
Georgie has been reunited with Sparkie and has also brought Winnie. From her pocket the
proud grandmother produces a photo of baby Oliver. A few drops are falling but things seem dry
enough when it is time to head in for coffee.
Ronnie is sitting by himself in our doggy pen with Peter’s Holly; the latter is anxiously scanning
the horizon, looking for her daddy, who has gone off to fetch Jack and Sandy today since Ellen
has a hospital appointment. When he returns he tells us that he found Albert much improved,
though Denise is scheduled to fly over from Amsterdam this evening. In other news we learn that
Peter has been participating in a line dancing class – where he is the toy boy of the group. Wendy
arrives and Janet and Georgie come in from the green as well (Ofra does not sit down with us
this morning). Now Georgie is telling us that she spent most of her time in Hereford doing the
ironing, quickly learning the priorities in this household: first Lynn’s laundry, then baby’s, then
husband’s. As she was being ferried from the train station Sean answered a call from a buddy on
his speaker phone – “Well, have you picked up the witch yet?”
When Janet returns from the counter with her coffee she remarks on how quiet it seems this
morning, but all this is about to change. Jack begins to bark nervously, clearly missing Ellen,
Sparkie resumes his usual cacophony, Daisy-Mae begins to bark for biscuits and Buddy rushes
in to advertise his presence with a bark so loud that Saskia says she fears for the hearing of
baby Harvey, who is grinning away in his pushchair. All the male dogs pee on the parkside gate,
including Fritz, and then it is time to begin our back passage walkround. It hasn’t rained but the
skies are alive with clouds of every shade.
Tuesday, May 19:
A light rain is falling as Fritz and I make our way along the walkways behind the playing fields.
Here two lads, who have managed to kick their football into the backyard of a house on Kilburn
Park Road, are contemplating its complicated recovery. I head for the green where Fritz trots
along the Randolph roadway. Ofra is descending Mt. Bannister with Bailey but she is so intent
on her mobile phone conversation that she doesn’t even see us. Fritz now makes a right turn
and trots along the walkway to the Grantully dog pen. Our stay is not a long one since they are
trimming the bushes that have reached out to cover the pavement here and this makes for a noisy
interlude. I put my dog on lead and head back to the café.
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Ronnie is setting up headquarters under the eaves and I ask him if he will hang on to Fritz’s lead
while I run some errands on Maida Vale Parade. The rain has increased in intensity as I dart first
into the chemist and then into one of the food stores and I am thinking about taking shelter under
an awning. I can tell from the clouds, however, that the rain will soon come to an end and so I
decide to return to the park in my wet shoes. I can see that the little metal gazebo is being used as
a refuge by Gus’s master (also on his mobile) as I round the corner and join Ronnie, Peter, Ellen,
Georgie and Hanna. The rain has brought down some irritating pollen and I am spluttering as I
wait for my cappuccino to arrive.
Hanna has been in Devon for the week and will depart again tomorrow on a visit to her mom in
Finland. Responding to a loud passage from Robin she tosses a glob of scrambled eggs in the
direction of the low stone wall; the bird falls on this treat and comes back for more. Peter tells
us that his line dancing class, which began with a group of nine, is now down to four (it must
be hard to line dance with a zimmer frame, but not impossible). He adds that he took Holly with
him to the class last night but she whined over all the noise and he had to take her home. Now
Ronnie is on his mobile phone, making some sort of social arrangement and, as the sun is now
shining brightly, we decide to make a move for home before the showers return.
Wednesday, May 20:
There is a bit of sun on a muggy mild morning and we make pretty good progress in our assault
on the Carlton roadway – but when we reach this spot my pet chooses a left instead of our usual
right turn and we are soon ascending Mt. Bannister. From the top it s possible to see a dogclogged walkway beneath us and Fritz heads straight down the incline to make contact with this
grouping. Cheryl is here this morning not only with her Ginger but with her visiting son-in-law
from Oklahoma as well. Aaron is charmed by the doggy scene and adds, “You have to have parks
like this because no one in Britain has their own yard” – which means that he has been spending
too much time among the mansion blocks.
Cheryl announces that the coffees are on her today (we missed Ginger’s birthday) and our group
soon includes Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ronnie and Denise – who is here to visit her father in
the Royal Free. One might have anticipated some conversation devoted to the resignation of the
speaker of the House of Commons, another in a long line of Parliamentary embarrassments in the
wake of the expenses scandal (and in this case, the first such forced resignation in 300 years) but
the dog people have more important matters under consideration. For instance, Marks & Spencer
are celebrating their 125th anniversary with a special sale in which many items have been marked
down to a penny and Denise has already paid them a visit. At the gate of the doggy pen we now
have the raucous entry of Buddy; to reduce this percussion it is always easier to get up and let
him in. He is followed by Saskia, whom I urge to take an empty seat at our table for once. You
can tell that she doesn’t quite approve of the phalanx of pram joggers, a dozen of whom are
running by as we speak – since the exercise-abandoned babies start to cry and it takes only one to
set all the others off.
Shortly before 10:00 I rise, since this morning Fritz and I have a mission at the Hamilton
Veterinary Clinic on Boundary Road, where it is time for the rest of the dog’s annual
inoculations. Fritz makes halting progress toward this goal, not helping matters when he squats
to impart a fourth poo, one that leaves a little wet blob of brown on his backside. I don’t have a
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bit of tissue on me, but eventually I find the receipt from a parking machine and I am able to use
this to get rid of the unwanted effluvium. The doc says Fritz is in good shape (though officially
middle-aged) but that he has put on a kilo since our last visit and he needs to be on guard against
middle-aged spread. I hope Hanna doesn’t hear this: she’s always saying he is too fat (he is not!).
Thursday, May 21:
Skies are clear and, in a light breeze, Fritz and I are able to make our way into a sunny parkland
at our usual morning hour. A docile Rottweiler is just passing through as we make our way along
the back passage and out to the green. Here Fritz rushes forward to see Daisy-Mae, Winnie
and Sparkie and this trio is soon joined by Monty the Pug. He and Winnie show no interest in
one another and Fritz is soon off on his own adventures too. When I have collared him at last I
deposit him with Ronnie in our doggy pen, rushing off to pick up a letter at my doctor’s surgery.
It isn’t quite ready so I will have to repeat this process all over again tomorrow.
Our table has quite an assemblage this morning, though many of its inhabitants are without dog.
Cheryl has again brought her son-in-law (today he is marveling at how few people go to church
on Sunday here in England), and we also have Denise, Wendy, and Patricia, whose mountain dog
Bruce, once a stalwart of the Morshead Mansion scene, has died since last we saw her here on a
visit. Peter, Ellen, Davide and Georgie are also present and so is another of those park heroines,
the artist Lucinda, who – in spite of a diagnosis that she would never walk again following a road
accident – still slowly patrols the park with the help of her cane.
Denise reports that Albert’s low spirits, a moment that caused such alarm a few days ago, appear
to have been the result of the accidental withholding of his anti-depressant tablets. Davide says
that he is spending the night in Paris but he has just had braces installed for three months and he
is afraid he won’t be able to eat anything. This is not a problem for our dogs, with Fritz growling
for attention at my chairside and Daisy-Mae jumping into my lap to advance her case for more
biscuits. Ziggy, who is standing outside the loos, does decline one of these treats and I about
to ask Celine if he is all right but I can’t find her. Is Ziggy lost? No, leaning against a lamppost
is Celine’s nephew, who has brought Zig to the park today. Relieved, I start off in pursuit of
Georgie, who is well ahead of me with Sparkie, Winnie, and Daisy-Mae. She says that Davide
thought he was just going in for a consultation this morning and now the dentist has already
installed the fatal device.
Friday, May 22:
It is a lovely spring morning, mild and sunny, as Fritz and I head for the park today. Fritz makes
only the slowest progress toward our ultimate goal, the green, pausing to sample various items of
vegetation along the walkways until I am so bored that I have to put him on lead for awhile. Not
only is Arabic the dominant language in the goalmouth this morning but I note that the lads have
brought a sheesha pipe with them today and some of them are puffing away on the end line. For
the second day in a row we cross paths with Jasmine Guinness, child and Fly, though this time
the celebrity model kneels to give my dog a cuddle. Out on the green
I can see that some of our dog people have already slumped onto the newly mown grass in order
to take advantage of the warm sunlight. Tracy is surrounded by several little dogs including Toby
and her own Sweep, and Janet has Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Sparkie in attendance – with the Jack
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Russell puppy Bella dancing back and forth between these two women, and Fritz doing the same.
I place my dog in the canine concentration camp a few minutes later and head off, once again, to
my doctor’s surgery.
Successful this time, I pass a puzzled Fritz on my way back into the café, emerging at last with
my coffee. Our umbrella has been restored but we are pushed back into a darkened corner
anyway: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Denise, Janet, Georgie, and Ofra. Denise has just purchased a
coach ticket for Amsterdam at the Victoria Coach Station, a struggle of epic proportions I gather.
Ofra says that she has taken one of her cheesecakes to a folk-dancing party in honor of Shavuot,
and that she has won first prize. “For your dancing?” “With my memory I keep forgetting the
steps, no – for my cheesecake!” Janet and Ofra are discussing the details of their departure for
Ireland tonight – one of those junkets that has followed on logically from the friendships that
these dog people have formed because of their pets. There will be no animals making the trip to
Ireland today, and not even Georgie, who would certainly be a part of this expedition were it not
for her fear of flying. (She gets to look after everyone else’s dog.)
Out on the green we can see that quite a few dogs are at exercise – including the white Shar-Pei
Cracker and Lizzie’s Yoyo. I am surprised to see that Yoyo still has her blue Frisbee and Lizzie is
trying to introduce her to its pleasures again. The others remain deep in chatter so I start off for
home on my own. Soon we encounter Natasha with Millie and Saskia with baby and Buddy. The
latter grouping accompanied Linda, Pepper, Fritz and me on a long walk through Regents Park
yesterday afternoon, a journey that took us past the confines of London Zoo. Buddy did not bark
at the sheep or the hyenas this time but then as now he did sit at my feet waiting for his biscuit.
Fritz and I can now head at last for home, but as we do so I can’t help noting that the Arab footie
lads are now lying with their hookah in a sozzled circle out on the playing field. They have
scored.
Saturday, May 23:
Life in the park begins for us at least two hours earlier than usual today. This is because no
sooner has my dog jumped abruptly off the blue sofa then there follows the hard to evade sound
of vomiting and, after a cursory mop-up in the sittingroom, my dog also wants to go out as soon
as possible. (I blame something snaffled off the sidewalk yesterday, not to mention some illicit
cheesy taco chips for which I am entirely at fault.) Fortunately I have been up myself for the
better part of an hour and it doesn’t take me long to dress. When we reach our usual gate at 7:00
Fritz begins a series of unhappy poos as we make our way along our usual paths, over the top of
Mt. Bannister and then back the way we have come. The park, in the bright summer sunshine, is
lovely at this hour and we have the place almost to ourselves. I know that when we return Fritz
will have to forego further food for the day.
There are a lot more people in the Rec when we return two hours later. Fritz seems to be lively
enough in his perambulation, though, for some reason, he heads right instead of our usual
left, and we begin a long circle of the green, where he produces only a single sequel to this
morning’s output. I follow Cheryl into the doggy pen when we get around the green; today she
has son-in-law Aaron again and also her pretty daughter Kelly. They have been to Portsmouth
and Stonehenge but this afternoon they will be flying back to Tulsa. They help to make up the
numbers depleted by the Irish foursome, though today we still have Peter, Ellen, Denise, Wendy,
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Georgie and Davide. I ask the latter two if they feel abandoned. Georgie says yes, Davide says he
couldn’t care less.
Some of us are lurking outside the front door of the café, waiting for it to open, and this gives
me time to study Courtney’s new code of conduct. Most of the management company’s strictures
involve dogs, of course, but I do find it interesting that (perhaps not to miss out on any revenue
that might be forthcoming during a professional photo shoot in the park) Courtneys also insists
that there be no photography in the park at all without written permission! (Let us see them
enforce that!) Inside, the counter staff have a meltdown when Georgie says that Davide wants
a fried egg sandwich instead of his usual ham and cheese toasty. “When I’m in charge,” Lurch
(real name Boyat) adds, “the customer is always wrong.”
Fritz, of course, is not permitted any goodies this morning, a decision that irks him mightily.
Nevertheless we have a lively enough session, one during which Dan calls from Ireland to
announce that they are having a hurricane over there now. Several additional dogs are milling
about in the doggy pen today. These include the Beagle Mylo and a little brown King Charles
(not a Cavalier like most of his cousins hereabouts) named Harry. As Fritz and I make our way
home I note that the exercise club is doing laps and that, at the head of the straightaway, three
figures are poised for the dash: Nicole, her father, and the Vizsla, Suki.
Monday, May 25:
Gray skies have returned after a day in which much of England basked in clear, warm, sunny
weather. I missed a day in the park, utilizing the glorious atmosphere for another walk along the
Chiltern Way in Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire. Fritz, in the care of Linda and Rob, did make
it to the park but this visit was not without incident. Evidently he ate a large quantity of grass,
something that often happens when he is having tummy problems, then threw up the congealed
vegetation, and collapsed in a heap. Linda carried him back to the car and on to the Hamilton
Vet clinic – where nothing amiss could be detected. He seemed to be his old self thereafter and,
when he at last came home at 10:30, he seemed fine to me.
No change in his condition can be detected as we make our way into the park on Bank Holiday
Monday. We are greeted by Pippa the Papillion, wearing her “dogs for the hearing-impaired”
jersey and then by Yoyo with Lizzie. Fritz rushes out onto the green to see Georgie and Davide
and then he follows Sparkie up Mt. Bannister where the dogs are able to sniff grass at long last
vacated by all the temporary buildings parked here during reconstruction. We take our seats in
our usual corner well before the café opens its doors – my back is quite stiff from yesterday’s
walk and I am happy to sit down. Today we have Georgie, Davide, Peter, and Ellen only – for
once Daisy-Mae really can have her own chair.
Davide reports that the weather has improved in Ireland for the missing foursome. He complains
that he is not enjoying his toasted sandwich as much as usual because of his braces. Winnie is
denied her share in this treat but Fritz is back on biscuits and toast. Evidently there was as huge
a turnout in the afternoon sun here yesterday as there was on the Chiltern Way’s Dunstable
Downs – with the café queue backed up out the front door. Peter says that his car was too hot
to sit in and that when he did turn the ignition on a pillar of smoke shot up the steering column.
Convinced that a non-essential switch was the culprit he drove on anyway, thus bringing echoes
of Duke in Tobacco Road who, after smashing his headlamp against a tree, uttered the well226
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remembered aphorism, “Well that don’t hurt the running of it none!” Davide now detects a few
drops falling from the sky and we decide to make an early exit.
Tuesday, May 26:
It has been raining for several hours as Fritz and I make our preparations for a morning in the
park. This means that we both have to be in rain jackets, though, in my case, this does not mean
that I have to circle the sofa several times before consenting to don mine. Not surprisingly when
we actually get outside the umbrellas are just being folded and we have dry skies for the rest of
the session. It is wet underfoot and I am happy to be wearing my wellies again. I use the toe of
this footwear to urge my dog gently past the succulent grass shoots which, we know, can be too
much of a good thing. As we reach the green there is a great roar of recognition and defiance and
this can only mean that Fritz has met up with his cousin Pepper. Linda and I wander around the
grass (with dry feet) for a while and then I head in for coffee.
Our group is again ensconced outside the café doors; there seem to be no other customers to
bother – just our group of Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Janet. We get a thorough
debriefing from the latter two on their Irish sojourn. The car they were supposed to borrow had
broken down so they took a taxi upon arrival and it broke down too. The next day they rented
their own car, with Dan doing most of the driving. I now ask Ofra if she did any of the driving
and she replies, as though I were talking about Spain rather than Ireland, “No, the car was
Manuel.” It also turns out that she doesn’t know how to reach the oil gauge in her car here in
London. “Do you know what a dipstick is?” Peter asks. “I know what one is,” Georgie interrupts,
“I sent him to work this morning.” I then ask what the Irish four got up to in the evening and
one of their recreations was evidently the dartboard. This leads to Dan’s recurrent problem
with losing. “He really needs an anger management course,” someone suggests. “Yes,” Georgie
concludes, “but who’s going to tell him.”
Taking advantage of dryer climes we decide to begin our back passage walkround. It is not easy
getting started since Winnie won’t budge and Daisy-Mae and Cracker, the white Shar-Pei, have
to follow one another in unsuitable directions. Then the five-a-side pitch, which seems closed
these days, exercises its fascination on Sparkie and Daisy-Mae and they are soon chasing one
another in circles. Neither seems to have figured out how to escape this space and it takes a long
while for them to rejoin us – Janet having to walk back for Daisy-Mae. Then we meet up with
Millie and Jonesie and their owners and our dogs get tangled up in theirs. At least it is still dry
outside.
Wednesday, May 27:
A light rain is falling and so once again it is raingear time. Fritz sits forlornly for the raincoat
ritual, foregoing his usual evasive tactics because he doesn’t want Cathy, just arrived for her
Wednesday session with vac and broom, to laugh at him. He makes up for this feigned innocence
a few minutes later when he again tries to sample all the grass shoots, goes behind the bushes
when I try to urge him forward, penetrates the track’s perimeter fence, trots along a middle lap
for a while, exits near the Essendine entrance, makes his way out to the green and then runs
off with a red cricket ball that has just been put in play by some sodden lads on the crease.
Fortunately he drops this object before there is a major incident and I put him on lead for our
final approach to the café.
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Already there is a brave party hunkered down under the eaves – though, as usual, they have
forgotten to move the table closer to the café door – which means that I am left out in the rain
when I return with my cappuccino to join Peter, Ellen, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Natasha.
The latter is blowing bubbles at the dogs as Millie sits perched upon her lap – wearing a purple
collar that coordinates with Natasha’s own sweater. Of course we met this pair on our out-lap
yesterday but they were again present on our late night walk as well, with the Miniature Pinscher
dragging her mistress a whole block in order to catch up with Fritz, whom she then kissed
ecstatically as she danced in circles and he growled in a perfunctory fashion (though not enough
to discourage this kind of attention).
The weather is an important topic of conversation a nd it appears that my scheduled sojourn to
Sainsbury’s today may have to be postponed. Ofra announces that her son Guy has just returned
from a trip to Iceland and Janet says that she received an email to inform her that her ticket to
Glasgow (which she has no intention of visiting) has been confirmed. Instead she wants a new
iPod, though this means a long palaver on price with Davide, who (with all that spare time in
worldwide airports) is a great shopper. Metty comes by to survey this corner of his empire and
says he misses the congregation of dogs in front of the café. He is weighing options for some
sort of cover for us in our new doggy corner and says that he plans to provide heating (at least
between 9:30 and 10:30). We get up for our return flight – Gracie the young Staffie joining us in
a playful mood. It is still raining.
Thursday, May 28:
Skies are still grey and I don’t quite trust them so I begin today’s session in the park in my rain
jacket. In the event this is an unnecessary gesture for it remains quite dry and the temperature
is mild throughout. Fritz is still into his wandering mode. I can see him edge near the gap in
the track fence but he manages to remain on the right side, disappearing behind some bushes.
A minute later he has actually penetrated the forbidden precincts of the new environmental area
(still under construction) because someone has left a door open. I attract his attention by tossing
his green tennis ball down the alleyway between the cyclone fences and I am most surprised,
several minutes later, to realize that he still has it in his mouth when we reach the green. A
Shar-Pei is just squatting for a giant dump, soon scooped up by his faithful Filipino handler. We
continue down the Randolph walkway for a while, but I let Fritz loose a second time so that he
can run up Mt. Bannister in order to see what Sparkie is doing there.
I am the first in the coffee queue this morning, soon followed by Ofra and Georgie. Lurch begins
by telling us that he feels like murdering someone today, a response to last night’s 2-0 defeat
administered to Manchester United by Barcelona in Rome. It helps to talk about it, however,
and his mood soon revives. I join a table that includes the above mentioned plus Janet, Ronnie,
Ellen, Peter, and Davide. The dogs are involved in their usual feeding frenzy. Davide lowers a
cheese string from his sandwich, expecting that Winnie will suck this treat into her mouth as
usual; instead, she grabs the whole sandwich. Later she and Sparkie have a go at one another
(at a distance); Sparkie spends most of his time at the greenside fence barking at the repeated
appearance of a man on a motorized mower. Sparkie again sounds just like Father Jack: “Feck!
Feck! Feck!” Daisy-Mae, for her part, is guarding a shard of a biscuit and first Fritz and then
Zorro are unlucky enough to wander too close to this object, setting off a violent retaliation in
the killer Shih-Tzu. (Fortunately our dogs were a bit better behaved when, according to Janet,
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Miss Maureen Lipman and her dog were present in the doggy pen yesterday afternoon). My dog
now has much better luck with a little girl whom Wendy has brought to the park for tennis club.
Sitting at a separate table and eating a pink ice cream cone that matches her outfit, the little girl
keeps dropping biscuits into his mouth.
After a while Tanya comes by with Pasha on lead. We haven’t seen her in a while and this is
because, for the third time in eight months, the Weimaraner has been attacked in the park by
another dog. The culprit this time was Jody, the former wild child, whose bite was so deep that
Pasha needed two surgeries. Tanya says she has written to Jan Prendergast about the problem
of vicious dogs in the park but it is hard to know what best to do – putting all dogs on lead is
hardly likely to satisfy the needs of most owners. Requiring such animals to wear muzzles in the
park would by one solution but getting the park personnel to enforce such a policy doesn’t seem
likely. (They are more likely to ticket snap-shooters for undertaking photography without written
permission.)
Saturday, May 30:
I have missed another day in the park, this time because of a medical appointment, with Fritz in
the conscientious care of his Auntie Linda, who even picked me up later in the morning in the
parking lot of Sainsbury’s, where I had just completed my bi-weekly shop. Fritz was in the back
seat and thus had his first opportunity to view the edifice that serves as the source of so much of
his favorite dog food.
This morning we have glorious spring weather, warm and sunny, and a short-sleeved shirt is all
that is needed. In the fenced defile between the playing fields we meet Sabina, who kneels to give
my dog a cuddle, one during which Fritz growls in his usual disgruntled fashion because Sabina’s
own dogs, Oscar and Scamp, may possibly demand some of the attention that he feels belongs
to him at this moment exclusively. Out on the green some of the dog owners are nestled down
with their dogs on their own blanket: Janet, Georgie, Debbie and Dan. The latter is preoccupied
with filling an unexpected vacancy in the ranks of theater personnel for today’s performances –
one staff member having called in sick. This means that he is on the mobile phone for the next
half hour – but the problem is finally sorted. I tell him that this process reminds me so much of
similar moments in my own life as chairman of the English Department of the American School
– when a teacher was unable to make it to school.
Fritz goes a-wandering and I lose track of him for a while (he is located near the Grantully gate)
and thereafter we complete a Randolph roadway ramble before checking into the doggy pen. In
addition to those already mentioned we have Ofra, Cheryl, Peter and Ellen. Cheryl is over the
moon after discovering that her daughter Kelly, feeling sick on the flight she took on the same
day as own her recent visit to the park, is, in fact, pregnant. The grandmother-to-be is wearing a
t-shirt with order information for her book, Hopes n Hats. Much of the morning’s conversation
is devoted to tonight’s forthcoming final of Britain’s Got Talent – with questions over whether
it is really proper to have children compete with adults. Dan is reminded of his own days in
entertainment and the open auditions he had to endure: “My friends all told me that I had picked
the wrong song from Les Miserables and I thought at first they were really concerned for me and
then I realized they just wanted to undermine my confidence and increase their own chances.
That’s when I quit show business.”
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Sunday, May 31:
We have another warm and sunny morning in the park today and we can predict that the crowds
will be out in their numbers to take advantage of this gift from nature. Things are still quiet
enough at this hour on the green and dogs are happily romping about in their play. Vito and Miro
are here with Christian and the gloriously rotund Reina (it’s baby shower day for her) and the
dogs have a new chum in the boisterous black Lenny. Fritz heads off for the Randolph walkway,
losing his tennis ball once to the shepherd-like Elvis, and then we return to the center of the
green where, once again, our lot have flopped down on their blanket: Dan, Janet and Georgie.
The latter is celebrating a birthday and the cards and gifts are already piling up.
We discuss the final of Britain’s Got Talent, which was won not by the Scottish spinster Susan
Boyle but by the energetic dance troupe Diversity. The conclusion is that poor Susan has already
been driven into a panicky corner by her sudden celebrity status and that victory would have
put her over the edge. Vito and Miro now have a new chum, a wonderful midsized black-andwhite charmer with a fuzzy tail and ears. This is DJ and I am convinced that he must be a cross
of some kind until his owner says that he is, in fact, a Portuguese Water Dog, the same dog that
the Obama children received upon their accession to the White House. We learn that there are
only about a thousand of these rare animals; in fact DJ in number 217 – not the 217th Portuguese
Water Dog but the 217th dog whose name I have recorded in the doggy chronicle this year. I am
certain that many more dogs were encountered than this figure suggests but I have never been as
good as Michael the dogfather in making sure I have the name for every newcomer.
I do not go in for coffee today but, after we greet a Hanna just returned from Finland, we head
for home in order to be ready for Leonard the caterer: today is my annual spring at-home. Thus
it seems that we have reached a fortuitous moment in which to bring this volume to a close – for
well over half the guests today will be people I would not have known had it not been for the rich
opportunities for social interaction and friendship provided by that unique society, the dog people
of Paddington Rec.
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Index: The Dogs of Paddington Rec
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time one of the dogs of Paddington Rec
has been mentioned in the text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen by
me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs share the same name, so I have
tried to indicate (in parenthesis) which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world. Dates begin with June, 2008
and conclude with May, 2009.
Albert: November 15, April 8
Andorra: April 22
Andrew: August 21, May 2
Annie: January 13
Archie (Basset Hound): December 14
Archie (Boxer/Bulldog): April 4
Arran: June 9-10, 21, September 17, November 29, May 13
Artemis: June 3, July 14, December 10
Asher: April 8
Aurora: October 19
Bailey (brown and white King Charles): June 1-2, 5, 7-8, 22-24, 27-29, July 4, 9, 11, 20-21, 26,
30, August 1-2, 13, 16-19, 21-24, 26-28, September 6-7, 11, 20, 28, October 9-10, 13-14, 16-18,
23, 25, 30-31, November 2, 6, 8-12, 14-15, 19-21, 23-24, 28, 30, December 2, 5-6, 9, 13-15, 19,
21-23, 25-27, 29, January 1, 3-4, 8, 10-11, 17-18, 24-25, February 1, 6, 28, March 1-2, 5, 8, 18,
22, 25, 27, 29-31, April 4, 6, 9, 12, 15-16, 17-18, 20, 29, May 12, 14, 18-19
Bailey (black and brown King Charles): December 17, March 5, 7, April 6, 11, May 7
Bailey (Lhasa Apso): July 24, September 29, December 15, April 29
Bambi: December 1, January 13
Basil: January 14
Bella: March 24
Bella (Labrador): April 5, 8-9
Bella (Jack Russell): April 18, May 18, 22
Benji: November 9
Bianca: June 1-2, 13, 22, 27, July 1, 3, 7, February 27
Bibi: November 11
Billy (Bearded Collie): October 31, January 17, 30, April 13
Billy (sheepdog): July 6, 14, 17, 19-21, 26-27, October 22-23, 29, January 2, February 6, May 3

Bob: September 6
Bonnie: June 11, January 21
Bounce, July 11, 31, September 8, December 10, March 4-5, 25, April 21, 29
Buddy: June 5, July 7, August 17, 18, 22, 26, September 27-28, October 2-4, 6-7, 14, 21, 23, 2627, November 10, 12, 15, 21, 29, December 4, 8, 12, 27, 31, January 5, 29, February 28, March
6-7, 11, 13, 17, 22, 25, April 21, 29, May 5, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22
Buddy (Pomeranian): November 13, April 10
Buster: November 9
Caesar: September 4
Cash: April 21
Charlie (Cocker): October 30
Charlie (Jack Russell): July 13
Charlie (Lurcher): August 25, December 6, January 3
Charlie (Poodle): September 20, October 22, November 18, 24, March 3, 13, 31, May 15
Charlie (Westie): August 23
Ché: July 3, 4, 24, 31, August 1, 19, 21-23, September 3-4, 8-11, October 8, November 8,
January 31
Chin: June 25, March 10, 13
Chubby: May 15
Claude: April 14
Coco: March 10
Cookie: July 31, November 5
Coops: June 6, August 25, September 23, 27, October 14, 30, November 2, 10
Corky: June 9-10, July 30, September 12, November 26, December 3
Cosmo (Bedlington/Whippet): July 23, November 18, January 27
Cracker: May 10, 22, 26
Cristal: September 23, October 9, 14, 27, December 12, January 15-16
Daisy: July 13, December 9, March 5
Daisy-Mae; June 1, 6-9, 12-13, 22-25, 28-29, July 1, 4-7, 9, 11, 14, 17-21, 24, 26-27, August 1-3,
13, 15-19, 21-27, 29, 31, September 1-2, 4-7, 9, 12-14, 17-20, 22, 26, 28-30, October 3-6, 9-11,
13-16, 18, 20, 23-28, 30-31, November 2, 6-16, 21, 24, 26-30, December 2-4, 6-9, 13-17, 19,
21-22, 27-28, 30-31, January 3-4, 7-11, 13, 17-18, 22-23, 25-26, 28, 31, February 1-2, 4-7, 9, 28,
March 1-3, 5-6, 8, 10, 15, 18-19, 23-24, 27-31, April 4-10, 12, 14-15, 18, 20-21, 28-29, May 1-4,
8-11, 13-14, 16-18, 21-22, 25-26, 28, 30
Denim: July 31, January 6-7, 9, 11-12, 15-16
Diesel: June 11, August 27, October 20, 27, November 18, December 9, January 19, March 10

Digby: September 12
Dixie: October 18
DJ: May 31
Django: August 25
Dolly: November 22
Donna: March 22
Dougal: September 12
Dylan (Labrador): June 1-2
Dylan (Toy Poodle): July 23
Elvis (Shiba Inu): November 9, 18, December 17-18, 23, 30, March 25, 31
Elvis (Westie): June 9, 30, November 9, December 17
Elvis: March 21, 31, April 3, May 31
Ezell: March 2, 4
Finn: June 24
Fix: June 2, July 9, August 1, 22, September 28, May 3
Fly: June 6, 9, September 4, 16, 22, October 14, December 9, January 12, April 29, May 13, 22
Fonzi: October 9
Frank: June 1-2, 13, 27, July 1, 3, 7, February 27
Frankie: March 6, 25, 27, April 29, May 1
Fred: November 20, May 4
Fritz: June 1-13, 22-30, July 1-9, 11-14, 17-27, 29-31, August 1-3, 13-19, 21-31, September
1-23, 25-30. October 1-31, November 1-30, December 1-31, January 1-31, February 1-9, 27-28,
March 1-19, 21-31, April 1, 3-18, 20-22, 28-30, May 1-23, 25-28, 30-31
Fritz II: October 27
George (Schnauzer): April 6, 29, May 11
Ginger (Pug): June 2-3, July 1, 24, 29-30, August 28, September 5, 8, 15, October 29, November
10, 26, December 2, 6, 29, January 12, 28, 31, March 14, 26, 30, May 20
Ginger: February 2, March 19
Grace: March 23, May 2-3, 7, 12, 17
Gracie: March 9, May 27
Gus: October 15, 27, November 5, 11, 26, December 9, 15, January 19, 29, March 17, May 19
Hades: July 19
Harley: May 2
Harry (Akita): July 26, September 22, December 26, March 6
Harry (King Charles): May 23

Hendrix: April 8
Henry: March 12
Hercules: December 10, 29, January 20
Holly: June 3, 13, 23, July 4-5, 17, September 17, October 23-24, 31, November 24, December
6, January 10, 12, 16, 22, February 2, 28, March 3, 5, 15, 16, 20, April 14, 16, 20, 29, May 4, 13,
18-19
Holly (Miniature Schnauzer): September 19, November 17
Hootch: August 19, September 25
Humphrey: September 25, October 14, December 12
Isla (Puli): June 22, July 13, 26, 29, August 13, 29, January 28
Isla: January 28
Izzy (Wheaten Terrier): June 13, July 31
Izzy (Beagle): March 31
Jack (Jack Russell): June 1, 3, 13, July 1, 3-4, 13, 17, 24, 26, August 17, 28, September 17, 19,
23, October 13, 28, 30, November 1, 4, 6, 20, 24, 29, December 7, 10, 19, 25, 27, 30, January 1,
10, 13, 19-20, 22-23, 25, March 3, 15, 23, 29, April 10-11, 15-16, May 11, 14, 18
Jack (Poodle): February 1
Jack (Bichon Frise): May 10
Jake: October 19
Jasper: September 15, 27, October 27, March 13, 27, April 28
Jeffrey: June 3
Jody: May 28
Jonah: October 14
Jonesie: July 4, October 14, 21, May 26
Kai: July 31, November 5
Kiwi: May 9
Lady: March 17, 24
Leila: June 4, August 22, 26, September 18, 25, October 7, January 14,25
Lenny: March 15, May 31
Lightning: June 6, July 14
Limo: September 14
Lola (French Bulldog): November 22
Lola (Pug): June 2-3, July 1, 24, 30, August 28, 30, September 5, 7-9, 15, 17, 23, 29, November
10, December 2, 6, 8, 29, January 22-23, February 28 , March 3, 14, 16, 19, 21, 26, 30, April 6-7,
14, May 11
Lucy: May 4

Ludwig: December 24, April 8, 20, May 18
Lulu: February 28
Maddy: October 4, 18, December 7
Marlow: December 15
Maudie: October 24
Millicent (Millie): September 25, October 7, 14, 21, November 15, January 14-15, 25, 27,
February 4, March 5, 7, 8, 10, 19, 31, April 8, 10, May 22, 26-27
Millie: July 1, 9, 17, August 21, November 14
Miro: June 3, 13, 23, July 23, August 1, 26, September 2, December 23, February 22, March 15,
April 1, 11, May 31
Misty: March 3, 6
Molly: September 21, 28, October 11, 13, November 12
Momo: July 13, 17, 19, 21-23, 24, 26, 29, August 13, 29
Monty (Cocker): June 2, 12-13, July 17-18, 23, 30, November 21
Monty: (black Labrador): October 6, May 11
Monty (chocolate Labrador): October 5, December 5
Monty (Pug): November 8, January 7, 17-18, April 9, May 21
Monty (Schnauzer): September 28
Mozart: July 6, 14, October 22-23, 29, November 16, 18, February 6, May 3
Murphy: March 3
Mylo: January 23, March 24, May 23
Nelson: November 20, May 4
Noodle: December 15, February 5
Ollie: March 24
Oscar (Schnauzer): June 12, 25, July 4, 8, 14, 21, 23, 31, September 4, 19, October 15, 21-22,
30, November 3, 13, 18, 20, 24, 27, December 1, 3-5, 10, 15, 23, January 5, 15, 21, March 7, 10,
13, 17, 22, 24, 31, April 7-8, May 1, 12, 30
Oscar (be-tailed Schnauzer): January 21
Otw, May 9
Paddy: July 20, October 26, January 3
Paddy (Yorkie): November 6
Pasha: June 10, 25, September 25, January 27, May 28
Pepper: June 7, 12-13, July 2, 14, 25, 27, 30, August 14, 16, 18, September 9, 14, 15, 17, October
1, 16, 27, 29, November 11, 17-18, 20, 23, December 2, 9, 11, 12, January 6, 12, 18, 24, 30,
February 1, 3, 27, March 6, 14 15, 18, 21, 27, 29, April 17, 22, 28, 29, May 9, 12, 22, 26
Percy: September 22, February 2, May 4

Phoenix: August 21, October 13, November 5, 13, January 10
Pip: July 21, March 10
Pippa: August 24, October 25, March 7, May 25
Poppy: January 26-27, March 25
Poppy (Basset Hound): December 14
Princess: October 18
Pumbaa: March 4
Purdy: March 17, 24
Queen: April 13
Quill: July 3
Raffy: December 14, January 11, 18
Raoul: August 2
Rebel: October 5, March 7
Remy: May 4
Rizzo: June 25, July 4, 8, 11, 31, November 20, 25, December 2, March 10, 24, 31
Rocca: June 13, January 17
Rocco: September 7
Rosie (King Charles): June 1, 12-13, 22, July 1, 4, 8, 11, 17, 22, 25, August 22, September 18,
October 8, 31, November 17, December 5, 7, 21, 22, January 15, 20-21, February 4, March 3, 5,
27, 30, 31, April 3-4, 17
Rosie (Toy Poodle): June 12
Roxy: June 1, 2, 8, 28, July 27, August 2-3, 24, September 7, 18, 20, November 1-2, 9, 16, 24,
December 7, 14, 21, January 11, 23, February 1, 7, March 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, April 4, May 4, 10
Ruby: July 3
Ruby (Schnauzer): November 12, 27, January 21
Rufus: May 4
Rusty: January 24
Saffy: June 9, 24-26, 30, July 3, 4, 13, 21-22, August 27-28, September 1, 5-6, 16, 20, 29,
October 3, 9-11, 16-18, 20-21, 24-25, 28-29, 30, November 28, December 18
Sandy: June 1, 3, 13, July 1, 3-4, 13, 17-18, 24, September 17, 19, 23, October 28, 30, November
6, 24, December 10, 19, 25, 27, January 1, 10, 12-13, 16, 19, 25, 27, March 3, 10, April 5, 10,
May 11, 14, 18
Sasha (Golden Retriever): July 7, August 1, March 7
Sasha (Staffordshire Bull Terrier): July 27
Scamp: June 12, 25, July 4, 8, 21, 23, 31, September 4, 19, October 30, November 3, 13, 18, 20,
24, December 1, 4, 10, 23, January 5, March 7, 10, 13, 22, 24, 31, April 7-8, May 1, 12, 30

Sharpy: September 10, 25
Sid (Cavalier): July 1, 9, 17, August 21, November 14
Sid (Bichon/Maltese): October 19, May 10
Sid (Jack Russell): November 16
Simba: September 22, October 25, 28, 31, November 4, 8, December 10, 23, January 21, 25,
May 17
Simba (2): October 2
Simon: June 9, 30, September 10, November 11, 13, March 6
Sizzle: March 24
Skye (Alsatian): June 22, 28, July 13, 26, 29, August 13, 29-30
Skye (Cairn): July 29, September 1, 14, 25, December 10, 20, January 14, March 6, 13
Snowdon: December 14, 25
Sparkie: June 1, 5-6, 8, 12-13, 22-24, 28-29, July 1, 4-7, 9, 11, 14, 17-21, 24, 26-27, 31, August
1-3, 13, 15-19, 21-22, 24, 26-28, 30-31, September 2, 4-5, 7-9, 12-14, 17-23, 26, 28-29. October
1, 3-5, 9, 13-17, 20-21, 24-27, 29, November 2, 6-7, 10-12, 14-17, 19-22, 24, 28-30, December
1, 3-4, 8, 14-16, 19, 21-22, 25-28, 31, January 1, 3-4, 9-10, 12-13, 15-17, 20, 22-23, 28, February
2-6, 28, March 1, 3-6, 16-17, 19, 21, 23, 27-28, 31, April 3-4, 6, 10, 12-16, 18, 20-22, 29, May
1-4, 6, 8, 11-18, 21-22, 25-26, 28, 30
Sparkie (Pomeranian): November 13, April 10
Spikey: October 13, November 11
Stanley: February 1
Stella: June 1, July 5, August 21, 26, 31, September 25, January 2, May 5
Storm: October 1, December 12
Suede: July 31, January 6-7, 11-12, 15
Suki: June 6, November 20, 25, December 31, May 23
Sunny: June 6, September 29, October 1, November 14, 19, 25, March 1, 7
Sweep: January 19, March 3, 17, 24, 27, May 12, 15, 22
Tackis: September 29
Tango: April 21
Tanzanite: December 28
Tara: June 6-7, 13, July 13, 31, December 1, March 10
Tay: October 5, December 5
Taz: January 7
Ted: May 1
Teddy: November 13
Tia: January 4

Tilly (Border Terrier): October 11, November 14, February 28
Tilly (Cocker): August 3, September 17
Timmy: February 6, April 18
Tinkerbelle: June 9, 24-26, 30, July 3, 4, 13, 21-22, August 27-28, September 1, 5, 16, 20, 26, 29,
October 3, 10-11, 16-17, 24-25, 28-29, 30, November 28, December 18
Titus: July 14, 24, August 22
Toby: March 3, 17, 24, 27, May 12, 15, 22
Toffy: September 21
Trouble: April 7
Trigger: November 21
Tyler: November 25
Vito: June 13, 23, July 23, August 1, 26, September 2, December 23, February 2, March 15, April
1, 11, May 31
Walter: October 21, 24-25, December 25, January 5, March 26
Will: March 23, May 2-3, 7, 12, 17
Willow: October 16, March 4
Winnie (Pug): June 1-2, 6-8, 11-13, 22-25, 26, 28, July 5, 7, 8-9, 11-14, 17, 21, 24, 26, 30-31,
August 1-3, 13, 15-19, 21-23, 26-28, 30-31, September 2-7, 9-10, 12-14, 16-20, 22, 26, 29-30,
October 3-5, 9, 11, 13-14, 16-20, 24-27, 29, November 2-3, 6-8, 10-12, 15-19, 21-24, 28-30,
December 2, 4, 6-7, 9-11, 13-20, 22-28, January 3-4, 7-11, 15-18, 20, 27, 31, February 2, 4-7, 9,
March 1, 3-4, 6, 8, 10, 16-17, 21-22, 26-29, 31, April 4-15, 17-18, 20-21, 28-29, May 2-3, 8-12,
14-18, 21-22, 25-26, 28, 30
Winnie (Westie): April 1, May 11
Wisley: August 23
Yoyo: June 13, 29, July 1, 13, August 13, September 30, October 18, 26, November 5, 13,
December 21, February 27, May 22, 25
Ziggy: June 25, July 1, 11, 17, 23, 24-25, September 3, 12-13, 16-18, 25, October 14, 16, 21, 23,
25, 27, 30, November 8, 18, 21, 25, December 12, 21, 27, March 11, 27, April 22, May 21
Zorro: June 8, 25, July 4, 6, 11, 19-20, 24, August 3, 23, 27, September 9, 14, 17, October 7, 18,
30-31, November 1, 14-15, 18, December 2, 7, 13, January 18, 20, 27, March 19, 24, 31, April
10, 21-22, 29, May 6, 21, 28, 30
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